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PUBUISHERS' J^OTE.

The stock of this volume was exhausted some
time ago, hut circumstances did not permit us to

place this new edition into the hands of the readers

earlier, for which we ai)ologise to them.

h^or the publication of Rama's writings and
teachings, which command universal admiration, we
have started a registered society known as the Rama
Tirtha Publication League in 1919, which has pub-
lished the complete works of Swami Rama in Hindi,
in 28 parts, besides other minor works in English
and Urdu. It has taken up the work which so far
was being performed by the individuals. “We hope
now no delay will take iilace in the publications of
Rama's works.

In the l)eginning of this year (192^1.), the League
brought out the 3rd edition of third volume of
Rama's works, and it is satisfying to note that within
a short period of five months it has published the
4th edition of the first volume.

The aim of the League is to publish Rama's
works in original, as well as their translations, anp
also works on Vedantic thought, allied to Rama’s
teachings. But in order to fulfil the aim, the League
requires funds. We hope, every lover and admir-
er of Rama's teachings, will try his best to support
the League by donations or by enlisting himself
and others as patron, member or associate of the
League.

A copy of the rules of the League can be had on
application to the,

Secretary
the rawa tirtha publication league

LUCKHOW.
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. These A'‘olumes are presented to the public in

the name and memory of STraini Rama. In these

Volumes it is proposed to bring together all his

writings and speeches. A short collection of his

Articles and Essays published in his lifetime has

already been reprinted and put before the public in

a nice form by Messrs. Ganesb and Co., Pahlishers,

Madras. Besides these, his other manuscripts, mostly

the lecture notes of his American sj)eeohes taken

down by some American friends, were found in his

box when he left us for ever. Excepting the

articles referred to above, which were published in

his lifetime and which also have been included iii

the present collection, all other Lectures have not

had the advaiitage - of his revision. So much that

he niisht have eliminated is still there and so much

more that he might have added - is absent. He

intended, to thoroughly i^eeast, in fact to write

anew all the valuable ppr^^s-of the subject matter

of these manuscripts, with much more that was

in his mind, into a s,ys^naMc_exposijiiaii of his

teachings, a work that must have been a fresh and

novel contribution on the philosophy of Vedanta

advancing the latter systematically as the ipdiyi^al

and social religion of the comming generations.

But his wishes’reniained unfulfilled mainly for two

reasons, first because about tAvo years before his

death, he. seriously - and earnestly undertook a
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thorough and cfiiulete study of the Vedas in original

as a preparation for his proposed work and thus I

think the time which he could have perhaps more
profitably devoted to the systematisation of his own
writings was spent in . the efforts of making his

final work grand and monumental in every way
;

secondly* living , in his beloved solitude of.’ the

Himalayas, out of touch with people whose hopes

and aspiratimi^s might have stimulated his inteUept

to work for their fulfilment, his mind soared higher

and higher .till it lost its foothold by, his daily

increasing absorption dn the Infinite. When the

writer was for the. last time with him, he kept silent

for most of the time.* He had ceased taking.interest <

in reading and writing. When questioned, he would

expound to us the secrets of his state of conscious-

ness, his supreme * silence which he called then by
.the' name! of, Heath-in-Life. He ivould. tell us that

the: more, one dies in, Life, the greater is the good
that naturally an.ds.ppntaneously comes out of such
a man for the benefit of others, “ I -may not seem
to finish .the task in hand, but. I.know it will some-
time be done all the better when I am gone;
Ihe ideas that saturate my mind an.d have guided
my life, will gradually in the fulness.of tinie filter
dou n to societj' and can work their de.stiny properly
only when 1 lose myself now in the Divine, fore-
going all plans, wishes and aims.’,^

^
.

He had. taken to this idea, so' ardently that no
entreaties could, prevail upon him to . commence
•writing his work. : -

j . f
Thus, though,dfipri^d; of the systematic expo-

sition of his teachings hy ^himself. It is a matter of
consolation that we still have with us some .of the
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subject matter of his thoughts however scattered
and fragmeiitar-5' it may be; It' has therefore been
decideds not'without some hesitations’that this sub-
ject-matter of his thought and the reflections of his

consciousness in his'e^pmpore speeches? with his

Essays and Note-books* should be put before the

public in a printed forni almost the same in which
he left them Those that have met Rama personally
will recognise him iii many and perhaps all of the

speeches and will feel as if they were still listening

to his wonderfully elpq^uent character. They will

feel enchanted once- again by the spell of his per-
' sbnality supplementing as they would all that may
be lacking in the printed form by "the affectionate

and rexerent associations » of him' in their minds.

Those who have'had no occasion to see him will be

able to realize the state of that supremely blissful

consciousnesswhich is at the back of these*utterances

and gives them their charm and meaning* provided

they may have -the patience to read them through.

They may not be able to follow him in some of

•his ideas at one place but at another place they will

find those ideas expressed much more clearly and
with -greater force. Men of different shades of

opinion and thought, on reading through these pages,
wiikfind ample food for their thought and *

spjrit,

and much that they will surely recognise to be
-their own.

,
'

.

In these Volumes, he appears before us by no
means as a* literary man and has no desire to be
judged as an author,- but- he comes before us with
the majesty of a teacher of the spiritual laws of

life. One great feature of his speech 'is that he
speaks to- us directly from his heart and never
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endeavours to give us a leclure-room demonstration

of Vedaiitic doctrinesj not because he was unable

to do so> for those who’ know him know him to

be the master of the subject he is luindliiig> but

because he is trying to lay before us only those

ideas which he practically carried into his oAvn life

and which he thinks would, if followed by others,

guide as they did in his case, the life of man to

the pinnacle of glory, of happiness and success. He
therefore does not lay before us the intellectual

side of his mind, but tries to give us some of his

own experiences and speaks out clearly.with an' in-
spired enthusiasm of the effects that certain thoughts
produce on life when carried into actual practice.
As such, these speeches of his are oilly aids and sug-
gestions to the realization of truth that he believed
in rather than the philosophical and closely 'reasoned
expositions of that truth. Are we not already sick
of works overloaded with intellect ? It is indeed
refreshing to see a masterly mind coming home to
us in simpler and clearer and commoner accents of
life. Instead, of an argument, Swami Rama gives
us a story, , believing that the actual life of a man
sympathises more with the life of another and
weighs it more than all the abstract architecture of
mental reasoning. There is that airiness and freedom
in his expression which characterises the speech of
a poet only. Poet-philosopher as he was, the su**-
gestiveness of his thought and speech is marvellous,
pointing as it does to Infinity. He' is the philo.
sopher of that deep music of life which is audible
to those only who go deep enough; '

-
r

A few lines may be appropriately devoted here
to give an idea of what Kama was in himself and
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to- us. Born' in a very poor Brahniaii family in

the Punjab} he "was the patient architect of himself

from childhood to manhood. ITc built himself little

by litHes moment by momeutj and day by day. Tt

may be said that perhaps the whole career of his

•future life was sketched already before his mind's

eye> because even as a boy he was working; so grave-

ly, so silentb', and so consciously for a definite

-.missioiu There was the resolution of a riper mind
in the steps of the poor Brahman boy Avho faltered

not under any circumstances, and who was never

daunted by any difficulties. Under that extremely

humble and winsome appearance* touched with

resignation and purit}* almost like that of a sliy

and modest maidj there was concealed in this thin

frame of the Braliman boy an iron will which

nothing could shake. He was a typical student who
loved to study not with any hope of gaining worldly

ends, but for satisfying the ever-growing thirst

for knowledge which was firing his soul anew with

every new sun. His daily studies were sanctified

ojjlations on the altar of this lift ran kuuf.U

He would forego an extra suit to hinl^elf5 and

an extra loaf or even a day’s meal for the sake of

oil for his midnight lamp to read his books. It

was not unoften in his student life that he kept

absorbed in his studies from sunset to sunrise.

There was that love of knowledge which pulled

strongly at his heart so much that the ordinary

comforts and physical needs of a student life were

entirely forgotten. Hunger and thirst, cold and
heat could not tell upon this supremo passion that

he felt toAvards knoAvledge. There are witnesses

of his student life still living at Gnjranwala and
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Lahore, who say that the pure-minded Goswami

toiled unarmed and alone day and night, fighting

with life without the sinews of war, and they

remember the occasions when even in this country

of boasted charity, the poor Brahman boy had for

many a day little or nothing to eat, though every

muscle of his face always exhibited an ineifable

joy and satisfaction.

The knowledge therefore that Swa'iiii llama

brings to bear upon his teachings in afler life

was gathered grain by grain with the greatest

penance and hardest labour and is full of intense

pathos for us, remembering as we do the extreme

penury and thorny life in which he managed to

bloom up as a poet, philosopher, scholar, and mathe-

matician. When the Principal of the Government
College, Lahore, offered to send up his name for

the Provincial Civil Service, llama expressed himself

with a bent head and a moist eye that ho had

not toiled so much for selling his harvest but for

distributing it. He would therefore prefer being a

teacher to being an executive official.

A student so absorbed and so amorously fond

of knowledge naturally grows into a pure and
sincere man.

Enjoying perfect intellectual isolation from his

surroundings even as a student, llama lived by
himself keeping company only With the greatest

of men through his books. He looked neither to

the right nor to the left being wholly absorbed in

his own high pursuits. He set his life early in

tune with his ideals. All who knew him in his

student'day's reverently. acTcnoAvled'ged the trans-

"fiarent purity of liis character and the moral purpose
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of his life. In his student life S-wami Bama was
\

growing inwardly. He was melting and casting

and melting and casting his life again and again

into moulds of perfectmn.He went on chiselling day

and night to shape out the curve lines of his model

and to finish its beauty. From good to better, he

stood daily self surpassed. When he became a pro-

fessor of Kathematics, the very first pamphlet he

WTote was “ How^ to study jMathematics.^’ The lesson

he teaches there is that overloading the stomach

with greasy and rich stuffs makes even an intelli-

gent student unfit and dull, while on the other hand

light food alw’ays gives free and uncongested brain

w^hich forms the secret of 9, successful student life.

He says that purity of mind is another 'essential

condition for secunng proper attention to work and
devoid of this one element no methods ivould be
able to keep the mind in the proper mood of a

student.

Thus he condenses the experiences of his student
life in such simple pieces of advice as we find in

the said pamphlet. He. does not write for wu'iting's

sake,. nor speak for speaking’s sake, but betakes
his pen or opens his lips only when he has some-
thing to give. “ I try hard for gathering facts, but
when they are mine, I stand on a rock proclaiming
my message of truth for all times.^» The pieces of
advice referred to above are mentioneii here to

indicate his method of getting at a lesson and then
of teaching it. He ivoiild observe the- effects of
things and thoughts on himself. and then form his

independent and unbiassed opinions,..w^hiph he wpuld
put to cruci^ tests for years in his own* life before
faking them to be. true or otherwise for himself.
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hnd he ’would take still longer time Xor maturing

them he Core working them out for others. As said

above, he had made up his mind not to opeii his

lips and'pose as a teacher before he had mastered
< r •

as a student and disciple for himself the lessons

that he had to teach. This is one of the seer i

keys to his character. Swami Rama, whether' as a
student .or as a professor, had always been secretly

toiling for a higher knowledge than that of

Literature and Science and jjatiently building up his

convictions and thoughts on the higher laws of life

exactly after the manner of'Darwin, before' he went

out as a Swami to proclaim his truth in the 'world'.

We always find him working with the solemn
consoioLisness^oX a great moral responsiblity of his

life to mankind. This toiling for the higher know-

ledge of Self has therefore been all the more

ar^duous and keener struggle, considering that lie

was fully weighing in his mind the responsibility

of his mission of life to accomplish W'hieh he knew
he had to leave the chair in the college for a

platform from ’where his words would be addressed

to the whole of humanity and to posterity. He
slowly and regplutdy began jBoating his life on the

divine bosom on the wings of Love and T'aith, and
daily winged higher and higher till he was lost in

the Infinite, the Brahma, God, or as he called it,

the Alamileva. The history of the yearnings of his

soul, spiritual privations, emotional difficulties and
mental miseries is hidden Crom our eyes. But it

is the harvest of the hard-earned experiences of this

part of his life that we find in his teachings asVa

Swami. Many a night he wept and wept, and.>his

godly wife alone -saw his bed-sheet literally drenched
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m' Ins fears in the morning. - What ailed him ?

What made him so sorrow'ful ? Whatever it he*

it is these tears of that intense sj)iritual yearning

c»f his soul for (he highest love which fertilise his

thoughts. On the banks of rivers, in the dark

t.’-iitudes of forests, he iJassed many a sleepless

night in -watching the shifting scenes of nature

aiid in contienTj)latipn of the Atmay sometimes

chanting songs of liis own composition in the

ddlorous tone of a lovelorn bird separated from

Ins mate, and at others fainting awav in the

intensity of his devotion divine, and reviving

bathed in tile holy waters of the Ganga of his eyes.

His moods of love shall for ever remain private,

for he has chosen to keep his own personal life

hidden from us and none knows except himself

the details of the development of his conscious-

ness. J3ut he was undoubtedly in the company of a
galaxy of saints a nd prophets and poets before he
came to be a jioct and an apostle himself. He was
a constant companion of the Sufis of Persia,
notably of Hafiz, Attar, Waulana Hoorn, and
Shamstabrez. The saints of India with centuries

of their religious culture informed his spirit. Tulsi
Has and Sur Has were undoubtedly his inspirers:

The love ccstacy of Chaitanj'a, the sweetness of

Tuka Ham and iN'anak, the meditations,of Kabir and
Parid, of Hasan and Poo Ali JCalander, the faith

of Prahlad and Hhruva, the intense spirituality

of Wiran J3ai, .Pullashah and Gojial Singh, the

mystery of Krishna, the consciousness, of Siva and
Shankar, the thought of Emerson, Kant, Goethe
and Carlyle, the free chants of Walt Whitman
and Thoreau of the West reacting on the dreamy

3
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Vedanta of the East, the scientitic candour and

truthfulness of Clifford, Huxley and . Tyndal, of

Mill> DarR'in and Spencer reacting upon the

Superstitious theologies and religious dogmas of

both the East and the West, liberalising the human
heart and emancipating the human mind from

centuries of mental sla_yery, all these and many
more influences individually and collectively went

to idealise his mind. As a Swami, we see him always

living in the divine and we do not recognise in

him the humble and shy student boy that he was.

His voice has grown pow'erful, his character

eloquent, his realization inspiring and his flesh

magnetic over and over. His presence charmed

the very atmosphere around him. In his company,

the seasons of one’s mind shifted in a beautiful

panoramic, rotation. Kow the spell of his sincerity

moved the audience to tears and then to smiles of

supreme satisfaction. He succeeded like a poet to

exalt in our eyes the commonest things into the

lifghest Avataras of divinity. Some people by

his touch got tastes of a poet, others of a

painter, some of a mystic and some of a soldier.

Many common minds felt inspired to such an
extent that they felt a distinct increase in their

mental power.

One of his American friends addressed the

writer the following letter on his death. It describes
him literally as he was to all of us, and may there-
fore be appropriately.quoted here.

“Words fail me when I attempt to express
what is so difficult to make apparent in the cold
jiaih’ow words of language,”-

Hama s language was that of the sweet innocent
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child) the hirdS) the flowerS) the flowing stream) the

waving tree branches) that of the sun) moon and

stars. His was the language running under the

outer shows of the world and of people.

Under the oceans, continents, under the fields

and the roots of the grasses and trees, his life

passed deep into nature, nay, was the very life of

nature. His language penetrated far under the little

thoughts and dreams of men. How few are the

ears which hear that Avondrous melody. He heard

it) lived it) breathed it, taught it, and his whole

soul Avas imbued Avith it. He was the messenger

full of joy.

0 freed soul ! ! Soul that has completed its

relation to the bo(l.v !! O soaring, happy beyond

AA'ordS) into other AA*orlds passing, salutations to you,

freed, redeemed soul ! I

• • • » *

He AA*as so gentle, unatTected, childlike, j)ure and

noble, sincere, earnest and unassuming that all Avho

came in contact Avith him Avith a heart yearning

for the (ruth, could not but receive i nestimabl e

benefit. After each lecture or class lesson, questions

AA'ereputAvhich AA'cre ahvaysansAvered so clearly and

concisely, sAA-eetly and lovingly. He Avas ever filled

Avith bliss and peace and aams constantly humming
Owi Avhen not employed in talking, Avriiing, or read-

ing. He saAv Divinity in each and all, and every

one AA'as addressed by him as “ Blessed Divinity.

• • • • •

B.ama Avas a continual bubbling spring of ha2)piness.

In God he lived, moved and had his being—nay he

Avas the very self of God. He once AAU’ote to me,
“ Those,wJio Jiave a mind to enjoy can enjoy the
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diamonds shining in Ihe-brilliani starlit sk'ios'j can

deriye abundance of i^leasure from' the smiling

forests and dancing riversi can reap- inexhaustible

joy from the cool breeze, warm sunshine and balmj

idoonlights, freely placed at the service of each and

all by nature. Those who believe their hapijiness

depends upon particular conditions will find the

day of enjoyment ever recede from them and run

away constantly like will o’ the-wisp. The so-called

health of the world instead of being a source oi

happiness only seiwes as an artificial screen to shui

out the glory and aroma of all nature, heavens and

free scenery^ ”

' • • •

Barna lived in a tent on the hill side and took his

meals at the Ranch house. It.was a beautiful place

rugged wild scenery, high mountains, on either side

draped with evergreen trees and thick tangled

underbrush. The Sacramento river flowed turbulently

down this valley .and here it was that llama read
many, many books, wrote his sublime poetry, and
naedttated hours at a time. He sat on a lar^'e

boulder in the river where the current was very
strong day after day, and week after week, only
coming to the house at meal times when he always
gave us beautiful talks. Numerous visitors from
Shasta Springs would come to see him and they
were always welcomed gladly. His sublime thoughts
left a deep and lasting impression on «11. Those
who came out of curiosity went - away with their
curiosity satisfied, and the seed of truth planted for
ever in their hearts, may be for a time being un-
consciously to them but bound to uprout and develop
into - a strong and sturdy tree ivhose. branches
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•n’ill twine together from all parts of the earth in

a bond of brotherhood and love divine. Seeds of

truth always grow.

He took long walks. Thus he lived while there

in Shasta Springs a busy» simi^le, free, and joyous

life. .He was so happy. His laughter came

spont^epusly and could be heard plainly at the

house when he was at the riverside. Pree, free was

he like a child and a saint. He would remain in

God^consoiousnes^for days together. His unfalter-

ing dexotion .to India and his desire toTaise her

•benighted people was indeed perfect self-aJmegation.

• • • • •

After I left there,
.
I received a letter from him

which I afterwards learnt was Avritten during a period

of severe illness. “ The degree of concentration

and pure diA*ine feeling is wonderfully high these

days and God-consciousness is possessing Avith a

marvellous sAveep. As the body is subject to Hckle

Avhims and constant change, I AA*ill never, never,

identify myself Avith this naughty AA*jll-o*-the-wisp.

In sickness, concentration and inner peace is

supremly intense. He or she must be a poor ^ingy

miser AA'hose close-‘''stedne5s grudges to accord due

hospitality to passing guests of bodily ailment

and the like.
”

Ahvays he AA’ould tell us to “feel, feel all the

time that the power supreme that manifests itself

in the sun and the stars, the same, the same I am
the same, the same is yourself. Take up this real

self, this glory of thine, „con±ejnplate this life

eternal, meditate on this your real beauty and

forget clean all thoughts of little body and ties

as if you never had anything to do AA'ith these
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false, seeming realities (nay, shadows). No death,

no sickness, no sorrow. Be perfectly happy,

thoroughly blissful, saturated with peace. Keep
yourself thoroughly collected above the body

or little self.” Thus he taught each and all.

* • •
*

' • • •

What a brave, true, loyal and God-intoxicated son

it is who ventures to a foreign country Avithout

money in behalf of his country.

•
" • * •

To think that it has been my privilege to have

met and conversed with and aided such a holy

man - as Hama is wonderful. He was a child of

Aurora and emitt,ed his music from sunrise *
till

evening. It mattered not to him what the clocks

said or the attitudes or labours of men. His elastic

and vigorous thoughts kept pace with the sun and

so the day was the perpetual morning. « The
millions are awake enough for physical labour, but

only one in a hundred millions for a poetic and
divine life,” so says Thoreau. Rama was one of

those j;are souls who occasionally visit this earth.

“They say the Sun is but His photo.

They say that Man is in His image.
They say He twinkles in the stars.

They say He smiles in fragrant flowers.
They say He sings in nightingales,
They say He breathes in cosmic air.
They say He weeps in raining clouds.
They say He sleeps in winter nights,
They say He runs in parttling streams,'
Th^ say He swings in rainbow arches.
In floods of light, they say. He marches.”
So Rama told us and it is so.
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He may be said, spiritually speakings to be a

man of only one idea. That great idea -which runs

as an \indei;^cuiTent in all his discourses is the

rejupiGWtivn ofbodi/’Consoiousnesff ( or Ahanhar ) and

the Tjtalipctjion of self to he the Self of the universe.

It is the realization of that higher life; ivhere ihe

local « T ” is forgotten and the universe grows

to be the « I ” of man. « All that thou seestj that

thou art." Man is divine. The false Ego is the

cause of all jimijations. 35Iiminate it and the spirit

of man is the universal spirit pervading everywhere

and everything. This higher life is to be realised,

and llama sanct ions all means by which it may be

liUajned. The bed of thorns or the bed of roses

whichever induces the state of realization in us is

to be blessed. Total self-abnegation is the essential

prelude to this realization, and it may be effected

by different individuals in different ways, llama

does not at all insist upon the methods and peculiar

private association of thought and belief which may
be requisite for the growth of an individual but

tries to lay before us the general outlines of his

main conclusions and sketches the methods which

were most helpful to him. The intellect, when it

questioned his ideal, Avas satisfied by him through

a systematic study of the monistic philosophy of

the East and the "lyest, and Avas thus made to

boAv before his Truth.He similarly referred all those

Avho came to discuss Avith him his philosophic

position to a systematic study of philosophy and

declined all fJiyitrove^sy on the ground that not

through controversy but through real, earnest,

serious thought can truth be discovered.

When the heart questioned his ideal, then he
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saturated the former with the highest love through

different emotions and made it realize that all is

one and love never knows any twos. The heart

was made to emotionalise the intellect and the latter

was made to intellectualise the former. Truth

however stood supreme in his consciousness and
above both. This j)rocess he not only adopted to

agree with his own head and heart but with those

of others as well. When any one .differed from
him intellectually, he gave up the discussion for

the love of him and thus secured the agreement or

oneness with him, an agreement which to him
symbolised truth and which he would not sacrifice

for anything. When the heart of any man disagreed

with him, he would give up the regions of heart

and meet the man in the intellect. He was one
with whom none could disagree. If his thoughts
did not appeal to you, his Purity and his Love
did. Even without talking to him, you Avould feel
thatyou could not help loving him. All controversies
were thus hushed in his presence and I believe the
writings of such a man are open to no lower
cilticism, for he means to.essent^lly agree with you
and to be at one with you. Whoever you may be,
he would readily .concede what you may yourself
e thinking of asking him to concede to yon.
In conclusion, I wish to explain the meaning of

the word ^^Ved.,ta - that so often occurs in his

wMch
He fine*!

3, comprehensive term.He does not restrict its sense by applying it to

hJ z
alwa.. willing to exchange t,e
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sense that he attached to it. The mere name of

rose mattered riot to this reulist^ only he would

have the rose and its pe^ume. In order to

understand and appreciate his teachingsj we need

not get into the lahy^nthine mazes of metai>hysical

subtleties, for Swami llama as he walks along

with us ill the white, broad day light on the paths

of life takes us by surprise and teaches us Vedanta

in the a urora of the rising sun, in the blushes

of the rose and in the dimples of pearly dew.

As we walk along with him, the echoes of his

teachings we catch in the -j^’klmgs of the merry

birds, in the liq^uid music of the falling rain, and

in the life throbs of ‘both man, bird and beast.'

In the morning bloom of flowers opens his Bible.

In the evening pparkle of stars flashes his Veda,

His Alkoran is writ large in the living characters

of inyri^rhued life.

“ Time and thought were my surveyors,

They laid their courses well,

They poured the sea and baked the layers'.

Of granite, marl and shell.”

The lotus Petals of the human heart were the

pages of his reference and he found that every man
and woman embodied in their self the meanings of

Vedanta. Every rising race vindicated its truth and

every dying one showed the lack of its realization.

Every hero beaconed its light. Every saint

did shed its lustre. Every poet tasted its glory.

Every artist rolled it down from his eyes in his

ecstatic tears. Never did a happy and satisfied face

greet Hama without being entitled by him a

Vedantic face. Never did a victor come across him
’Tifborii he did', not call a practical Vedantin. He

''
4s
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observed the daily life of .Taps and called them

the followers of his Vedanta. The daring adventures

of the American people in their scalings of the

Alps and the Jlocky mountains and in their

swimmings across the Niagara Vapids, he spoke of

as manifestations of the Vedantic spirit. "When he

read the news of some noble offers by some
persons of their own bodies for the pui’imse of

scientific research by viyisectiomhe saw the iwactial

realization of his philosophy. On such occasions,

his face glowed and his eyes became moist, and
he said, «This is indeed the service of Truth'*.

In modern ideals of true djBmpcrapy and true

socialism . Swami flama saw tlieil^ triumph of

the Oriental Vedanta.

Standing on the truth of the fundamental unity
of the inner man and the inner nature* he says
that those alone live who realize the universal

harmony of Love. Those alone have the real joy-s

of life who recognise the blood in the veins of the
lily and the violet to be their own. To see all

things in one’s' own self, to see one's own self in
all things is to' have real eye without which there
can be no love nor the beauty attracting it, and
without love or attraction he asks what is life ?
In this spirit whenever he sees an individual life
rising into spheres above body and mind, he sees
a rainbow in the sky and leaps with an infinite
3oy. Vedanta is to him by no means a mere
n^eile_ctual assent but a ni6st solemn and sacred

0 e. Intellectual assent can feed upon'philosopliies
and logics, books and quotations, learning and
•xhetonc, and thus grow big, but such are not the
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means by Tvhicli one can realize Hama’s Vedanta.
The body and mind can be actually and practically

renounced only when the heayth fire of Love is lit

in the soul. Mental re.ttiinciation of theTjody and
every muscle of it in Love> and the dediqaiion t)f

mind in loving service opens the portals of the

pjiajdise within man. Hama’s Vedanta is the

beautiful calm of that sy^erconscm^nes^ which
transcends the limits of body and mind, where all

sound dies, where the sun and moon-get dissolved,

where the whole Cosmos .ripples like a dream and is

eddied into the Infinite. It is from here that he

throws the ladder for us to reach him and see the

sights of the world below. Herennial .peace is

diffused there and the man is entirely lost in God.

All discussion ceases there. And those who are there

simply look around and smile and say to every

object, “ th.oii.art.good l’> thou art pure ** thou

art holy ”> “ thou art That, ”

Neither the sun shines there, nor sparkles the moon,

Pranas and sound are hushed into Silence.

All life reposes in Soul’s Sweet Slumber,

No;God, no man, no cosmos there,' no soul,

Jv aught but golden Calm and Peace and Splendour.

PurAX.
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I have great pleasure in complying with the

requestor the friends of the late Swami llama Tirtha

and writing a brief introduction to the series

of lectures contained in this book. The name of

Swami Rama is one which I have learnt to honour

through residence in the Punjab where his chief

influence was felt. Again and again I have seen

faces light up at the mention of his namc> and
men have told me how much they owed to him.

He came at a time when a deep unsettlement was
taking place in the minds of educated Indian
students with regard to religious truth, and when
the claims of the material world were becoming too

absorbing. The training in 'Western Sciences,

divorced as it is in Government institutions from
religious uqlturje, inevitably led to an indifference to

religion altogether. After college days, the struggle
for existence in the world has only too often left

little or no opportunity for the cultivation of the
inner nature, and a reputation for worldliness has
gathered round educated life in the Punjab.
The reputation is not altogether justified, for there
have been most notable exceptions

; but the dangers
of the time of transition have been vey great and'^the
results serious.

Into such an atinosphete o£ getting and spending,
Swami Eaina’sunworidly spirit came with a message

a commanded attention by its very contrast.
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No one could be long in his presence Avithout

feeling that the highest happiness in life Avas to

be found, not in the things of the body but in

the things of' the soul. ItTA-^as not so much that

anyone • had taught him the tr^iths he held so

dear, (though he AA'ould liaA’^e been the first to

aoknow'ledge hoA\' much he OAA'ed to the kindly

ihfiuences of the Porman Christian College AAdiere he

Avas both a student and a Professor) but he seemed
from his earliest childhood, as the Preface aa^II have

shoAAUi, to havegroAA'n up AAuth an intense realization

of spiritual realities and every instinct in his

nature pressed him forAvard to the devout religious

life. • Many of those AAdth Avhom I have conversed

about him have told me of the innate poAA’'erAAdiich he

possessed, a poAA'cr AA'hich moved them i)i’ofoundly

AA'he never they met and talked Avith him, a poAA’^er

Avhich took their thoughts aAA’’ay from material things

and made them feel, if only for the moment, the

reality of spiritual experience.

The Lectures and Coversations vdiich are iicaa'-

published for the first time, AA'ill shoAv more clearly

than any AA'ords of mine the secret of his great

influence. There is a child-like simi)licity in AAdiat

he Avrites, and an overfloAving joy and happiness, aa'-oii

through great self-discipline and suffering, Avhich

reveals a soul that is at peace AA'ithin itself and

has found a priceless gift that it desires to imjAart

to others. There is a striking personality AAdiich

makes itself manifest in his very language and

mode of address. At the same time there is on

every page a definite refusal to appeal to those loAA^er

motives that are ordinarily urged as making for

success in life, and' a determination to find in the
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soul itself, apart from outward oirov^mstances, the

secret of all true aud lasting joy. .
• -

The Lectures unfortunately haVe not had the

revision of the author himself. He would undoubt-

edly have altered much, and possibly abbrev-iated

much. He would have corrected also the metrical

form of some of his poems, which have 'clearly

been put down on piper as the inspiration to write

came to him witaout any laboured correction.

But wiile there is considerable loss to the reader

on this lOGount, there is also considerable gain ; for

what is lost in finish and correctness is gained in

freshness and vitality. I cannot doubt that the
friends of the author were right in tenderly and
piously preserving every word of the manuscript
before them. The readers will gladly make
allowance for repetition and lack of finish, when the
individuality of the Swami himself is brought so

vividly before them by his manuscript notes. W

e

seem to be talking with him, as we read, and he seems
to be talking with us. We feel the Swami himself
still present in his words, and can almost picture

him speaking. •

If I were asked to jioint out what I considered
to be the special qualities 'that appear in these
writings, I should ' mention first and foremost the
point 'I have 'already .empjyasised, namely, the
unworldliness that is apparent on every page.
Wealth, riches, worldly ambitions, luxuries,—these
are all laid aside without a murmur. The Sivami’s
own life had reached a calm haven, into which the
stormy passions that are roused by the acquisition
^wealth and worldly honours, had never come.
His inner life had been free from such things.
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He caniiot even u/iderstand them. The child nature

seems to come out in him as he speaks of them.

He smiles at them with an almost boyish laughter

from his on ii jr^treat, or mocks at them with a

gentle iiaille.ix: The laughter appears most of all in

his xjoems.

In the second place I would mention his over-

flowing charity, his kindliness of spirit, which seems

inoapjible of bitterness or malice. He is always

trying to Avin men, not to drive them
;

to make

the best of them, not to blame or scold them ; to

attract them by the jpoAA'erof his ideals, not to argue

AA'ith them in useless and unsatisfying cojitiwersy.

The bitter and mncorous„ spirit is absent, and the

kindly tolerant spirit jwevails. The is especially

noticeable when he is dealing with beliefs other

than his own. Here he is always courteous and

sympathetic. If he has any objection to make, he

does it AAuth an apology. Usually his attempt is

to obsorb and assimilate all that he can accept,

etspecially Avhen he is speaking of Christianity, and

moyild it into his pAvn system of religious thought,

trt this respect he sIioavs the truly catholic spirit,

h'hich is the opposite of .bigotry^ He has a large

shdre of that charity which * thinketli no evil ' and
* i’ejoiceth ivith the truth’.' I would like to add

hbd" deeply 1 feel that it was in accordance with
this characteristic of Swami llama, that.his friendsi

in bringing out his works, have so kindly offered

to lUe,' a Christian missionary, the privilege of

writing an introduction and have given me, while
doing so, such liberty of self expression . and
freedom of comment. It is my wish that I may fulfil

this duty in the same catholic spirit.
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The third feature that I should vrish to notice

in the life and writings of the Swami was his

abounding joy. He was not in the least one of

those gloomy asqetie^, who, in choosing the path of

renunciation, seem to have l«ft behind them all joy

and happiness. He knew what physical hardship

and endurance meant in a way that few can

have experienced. But this did not enibjtter him)

or make his message one of harshness. On the

contrary the very titles of his lectures are sufficient

to give a picture of the character of his oiyn mind.
“Happiness within”, “How to make your homes
happy,” such are the subjects that appeal to him,
and Ms heart goes out in every word as he tries

to make his message clear : it is the message of
his own experience, not that of another’s. He is

full of a happiness himself which he wishes to

give to the world, and he is never so happy as

when happiness is his subject. It is this also

which bubbles over in his poems, waking in others

an echo of his own laughter. The outward setting

of these poems, as I have already said, may often

be crude and even grotesg[ue, but the inner spirit

may be caught by the sympathetic reader beneath
the imperfect vehicle of expression. The message
of this gay spirit, laughing at hardship and smiling
at pain, is one that sad India sorely needs amid
the dispondency of so much of her present modern
life.

^

This mention of his poems leads me on to the
last feature of his life and writings which I would

mention. I do so with cons?jiexable
imdence, as it is quite possible that others may

take a different yiew to my own. But what‘ I
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would venture to say is briefly t-hisj that I find

in Swaini llama Tirtha's si>iritj which lies

behind his 2>bilosoi)hy, the highest value of his

written work. In this seems to lie its freshness,

its oriainality, its contribution to the world of

thought. His romantic love of Nature, strong in

his life as in his death; his passion for sacrifice

and renunciation ;
his eager thirst for reality and

self-abandonment in search of truth ; his joy and

laughter of the soul in the victory he had won ;—all

these, and other q^ualities such as these, which make
him break out into song, reveal the true.poet behind

the philosopher,- It is to these qualities that my
own heart goes out so warmly in response,, and
it is on these sides that I find by far the strongest

attraction to the writer himself,

TTith the philosophy of the Advaita Vedanta, as

it is often stated in the writings of Swami Eama,
I confess I have only a faint and distant sympathy,

nightly or wrongly it seems to me an illegiti-

mate short cut to the simplification of the problem

of existence,—a solution which has overlooked

certain persistent facts of human experience. I am
always conscious of obstinate and irreducible

elements in the equation of God, the soul, and the

universe which the Advaita system itself does not

seem seriously to take into account. I would refer

for an instance in this book to the Chapter on the

‘Prognosis and Diagnosis of Sin.’ 'While containing

some valuable thoughts, these Chapters appear
to me to be altogether unsatisfying in their

conclusions, intended as they are to form a final

answer to the problems of the origin of evil and its

elimination from the heart of man.
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But on the cither hand with the poetic spirit'

of Swaiiii Bama, where his thought is- still in

solution and not crystallised into a formal logical

systeiiij I have a sympathy which is not faint but

deep. Here I feel again on common ground, and

my whole heart goes out to the writer in his

beautiful passages on renunciation as the law of

life eternal ; or again in his intense and yivid

appreciation of beauty in nature
; or again, to

mention only one more instance, in his ideal of

married life. I experience in a measure the same
sympathy when I read some of the poetry of the

Upanishads, or certain passages from that greatest

of all Hindu poems, the Bhagamd Gita, There
also the note is struck, which is heard many times
in Swami Bama’s' writings, that only in ' the
unruffled silence of the soul can the divine harmony
of the universe be heard.

xnai messed mood
In which the burjbhe.n. of the mystery.
In which the heavy and the weary weight
Of all this unintelligible world.
Is lightened;—that serene and blessed mood.
In which the affections gently lead us on.
Until the breach of this cpi'poraJ frame
And even the motion of our human blood
Almost suspended, we are laid asleep
In body, and become a living soul •

While ^ith en eye ™ade ,„iet by ihe power
Of haimony, and the deep power of joy,
IV e see into the life of things.

I have quoted this passage of Wordsworth, as
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it appears to me very near akin to the heart of

Swaihi llama ; and in his fervent love of Nature

I can well imagine the author of the lectures

during his later- days of wandering among the

Himalayan mountains echoing those still more
famous lines which follows:

—

I Inuve learned

To look on Kaiurej not as in the hour

Of thoughtless youth-; but hearing oftentimes

The still, sad music of -humanity
Not harsh nor grating, though of aniple power

To chasten and sjihdue. And I have felt

A presence that disturbs me with joy

Of elevated thoughts: a sense sjujjlime

Of something far more deeply interfused,

Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,

And the round ocean, and. the living air,
^

And the blue slo^ and in the mind of man :

A motion and a spirit that impels

All thinking things, all objects of all thought,

And rolls through all things. Therefore am I still

A lover of the meadows and the woods,

And mountains
;
and of all that we behold

Prom this green earth : of all the mightj'^ world,

Of eye and ear, both .what they hajf-create,

And what perceive.

I have not been afraid to quote such passages

at full length, for it is, I believe, the poetry of

the West rather than its philosophy or science,

—

especially the poetry of that wonderful Xlevolution

Period in English Literature, which gave birth to

Wordsworth and Coleridge, Shelley and Keats, -
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which comes nearest to the heart of India. In the

same way, I venture to helieve, it will be the

poets of Modern India, who are seeking to bring

their deeply inherited spiritual instincts of the past

into living touch with'the new movements of the

present, who will come nearest to the heart of the

West. Among these poets of modern India I would

reckon that remarkable company of religious leaders,

who have appeared in different parts of the country
during last- century, among whom Swarai llama's
tender spirit once showed suck early promise of

fulfilment. From another side of Indian life I would
mention, with a sense of personal gratitude and
appreciation, that singularly delicate and beautiful
flower, which blossoms, in its season,—the poetry
of Mrs. Sraojini, Naidu, whose life of gentle sym-
pathy with the poor has been itself a poem.

•In this approximation, between India and the
West there Will remain much, that Christian
thought cannot finally accept. But there will be
much, on the other hand, that will throw lio«ht
on cherished Christain truths and give them a iTew
setting. I cannot refrain, in this connexion, from
quoting a passage from Swami Rama's Lectures,
which may iHu^strate my meaning:

“In the lovd’s Prayer”, writes Swami Hama,
“we say <Sive us this day onr daily bread’ and
in another place we say -Man shall not live by

these statements; unde^

Myer that Lord's

hJd’ «
and wishino- not at mu / .

willing

THa ^ i^ot the meaningn le or that was that even a Icing, an
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emperor, who is in no danger of not having his

daily bread, even a prince who is sure that his

daily bread is guaranteed him, even he is to

offer' that prayer. If so, evidently ‘Give us this

day our daily bread,' does not mean that they

should put themselves in the begging mood, that

they should ask for material prosperity; it does not

mean that. That prayer meant that every body, let

him be a prince, a king, a monk, anybody, he is

to look upon all these things around him, all the

wealth and plenty, all the riches, all the beautiful

and attractive objects, as not his, as not belonging

to him, but as God's, God’s; not mine, not. mine.

That does not mean begging, but that means

renouncing: giving up: renouncing unto God. You
know how unresonable it is on the part of a king

to offer that prayer, ‘Give us this daj’’ our daily

bread' if it be taken in its ordinary sense. How
unreasonable ! But it becomes reasonable enough
when the king, while he is offering that prayer,

puts himself into the mood where all the jewels

in his treasury, all the riches in his house, the house

itself, all these he renounces, as it were, he gives

them up, he disclaims them. He breaks connection

with them, so to say, and he stands apart from
them. He is the monk of monks. He says this

is God's; this table, everything lying upon the table

is His, not mine
; I do not possess anything. Any-

thing that comes to me, comes from my .Beloved

One".

Such a passage as this, gives, on the one hand,

an example of Swami Hama’s style, so simple, so

direct, so careless with regard to repetition, if only

the meaning can be made clear, and, on the other
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haiidj it explaiiisj Avhat I have called the approxi-

mation of tAvo different streams-of human thought,

issuing from tAvo different springs. These in their

conjunction should do very much indeed to fertilize

the soil in Avhicb man’s life is soAvn.

We have in India between the Ganges and the

Jumna a tract of country knoAVii' as- the Doab,

BetAveen these tAvo AA'^aters lie the rich alluvial

plains, which are ready for. the seed. By means

of cross channels cut fron^ one river to another

the Avhole country' between- thei rivers can] be

irrigated. Thus an abundant harvest may - be

gathered year by year form the Avell Avatered soil

to satisfy the Avants of mankind.

Eastern and Western concejitions of spiritual

life are flowing forward to-day -like tAA^o great rivers

which come from different sourpes. We need those

poet-thinkers, both in the West and in the East,

who may be able to cut new channels from one

river of human experience to another. In this Avay

approximation may be made and the soil of human
life enriched and its area enlarged.

Among the different intersecting channels of

new thought which are being cut, two appear to me
at the present time to be of special significance.

h

(i) Prom the one side, there is the approach
made by the West toAA'-ards the East in AvhatTennyr
son has called ‘the Higher Pantheisinl.

The sun, the moon, the stars, the seas,"the

hills and the plains.

Are not these, 0 soul, the Vision of Him
who reigns,
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Is not the Vision He ? Though He he not

that which He seeicsj

Dreams are true while they last and do not

we live in dreams ?

The ideas, contained in these linesj are still more

clearly stated in his later j)oem, entitled The Ancient

Sage.)

—

If thou wouldst hear the Nameless, and wilt dive

Into the Temple-cave of thine own self,

There, brooding” by the central altar, thou
' jMayest haply learn the Nameless has a voice.

By which thou wilt abide, if thou be wise,

As if thou knowest, though thou canst not know
;

Bor knowledge is the swallow on the lake

That sees and stirs the .surface-shadow there.

But never yet hath dipt into the abysm,
. The abysm of all abysms, beneath, witliin,

The blue of sky and sea, the green of earth,
.

And in the million-millionth of a grain

Which cleft and clef^ again for evermore.
And ever vanishing, never vanishes,

,

To me, my son, more myjsticjthan -myself

,

Or even than the Nameless is to me.
And when thou sendest thy free soul through hiaven
Nor uderstandest bound nor boundlessness
Thou seest the Nameless of the hundred iiames.

And if the Nameless should withdraw from all,

ThyJj^ailty counts most/'realj all thy world
Might vanish like thy shadow in the dark.

As we read this and other passages in modern
English poetry, we feel- as though we were back in
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the Upanisliads, repeating Indian thoughts uttered

centuries ago; and there can be little doubt that

India is in a great measure, however indirectly, the

source ol their inspiration.

"At the same time, it is noticeable that along

with this conception of an all-pervading Divine

nature there has developed in the It’est even more

clearly and ^tinctly in modern times the conception

of eternally persisting human personality.

Dark is the world to thee? Thy self art the reason why:

For is He not all but that, which has power
. to say ‘ I am I.

*

There will always, therefore, so it appears to me,

be a nearer approximation in the West to the

school of Sri Eamanujjacharya and the Vishisht-

Advaita Vedanta itself.

Again, in its negative aspect, the loss of personal

indentity, or complete absorption, as the final end

of the soul, is a conception from which the poets

of the West shrink back with dread, rather than

accept with satisfaction. This forms one of the main
themes of one of the greatest spiritual poems of

the last century, the In Menio7’iam.

That each who seems a separate whole

Should more his rounds, and fusing all

The skirts of self again, should fall

Eejinergiug in the general soul.

Is faith of vague as all unsweet.

Eternal form shall still divide

The eternal soul from all beside,

And I shall know him when we meet.
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So the poet sings of his dead frieiid* and again

in more passmnate accents at the close>

Dear friend, far off, my lost desire

So far, so near, in woe and weal,

0 loved the most, when most I feel

There is a lower and a higher ;

Known and unknown ; human, divine :

Sweet human hand and lips and eye
;

Dear human friend, that cannot die,

Mine, mine, for ever, ever mine.

Thus the modern TTest to-day expresses the

cpjnyiction which for century after century it has

cherished, that love is eternal,

Love is and was my king and lord.

And will he, though as yet I keep

TTithin his court on earth, and sleep

Encompassed by his faithful guard

And hear at times a sentinej,

Who moves about from place to place,

And whispers to the worlds of space

In the deep night, that all is well.

It is again this central conviction of the

eternity and ultimate reality of Love, involving

b.ptli personal union and personal distinction

between subject and object, that forms the burden

of the poetry of Drowning, the most virile and

forceful of modern English poets,

—

6
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' Por Life, nitli all its yield of joy and woe

And hope and fear—believe the aged friend—
' Is just our chance o’ the prize of learning love,

\How love might he, hath been indeed- and is.

There is a certain danger in this emphasis of

personality in* its individual forms, and it has led

some times in the West both to self-assertion and

to individualism of a selfish tpye. It may well be

the case that it needs some balance and correction,

and that the general trend of thought in the East,

which seems to us, Westerns, so ‘ impersonal’ and

lacking in ‘individuality’ may be the true corrective

needed. But one thing is certain. The West
will never accept as finally satisfying any

philosophy, which does not allow it to believe that

love between human souls may be an eternal reality.

(it) Prom the side of the East, there is the

approach made towards the West in what both

Swami Vivekananda and Swami Ila7na Tirtha have

called by the title of ‘Practical Vedanta,’ the

approximation, that is to say, of the jnodern Advaita

Vedanta to the spirit of Christian Philanthropy in

its social and national applications. Here again

the approval may well have its limits, and the social

and national development of the East under the

new Hindu impulse may differ both in kind and in

degree from that of Europe under the Christian

training of nearly two thousand years.

I do not wish to be understood to imply that

the approximation in each case is conscious and
delibemte. On the contrary, on both sides it appears
to be almost unconscious and often unexpected, a
mingling of two atmospheres that have drawn
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together (if I may be permitted to change my
metaphor) rather' than the conscious acceptance of

any iicav definitions or formulae. Many on either

side would even repudiate the fact that connection

oT 'approximation existed ;
but those who look

beneath the surface, and have watched the trend

of ideas both in the East and in the West, tell us

clearly that such an intermingling is actually

taking place, and with marked effects.

It is because Swami Rama Tirtha was so

singularly fitted to make some of these^advances

towards approximation, and to interpret Indian
thought to the West, that I hold this series of

•

lectures to be of value to my own countrymen

as well as to Indians themselves. I would wish to do

all in my power to preserve the memory of Swami
llatn fresh and green. Such a memory should be an

ipspiratiou both to those who knew and loved

him and also to the younger student life of India

which has grown up since he passed away.

j\Iay this be the result of the publication of

this book

!

In conclusion, I would again thank in all

sincerity and gratitude the friends of Swami Rama
Tirtha who have so kindly requested me to join

with them in introducing these lectures to the public.

It is a mark of cpnfidence, which 1 deeply appre -

ciate,; and I trust that in any criticisms I have set

down, in order to make clear my own position, I

have not departed from that sprit of Avide-hearted

charity and kindness Avhich was so marked a feature

in the author of the book himself. I do not ejidorse

the Swami's views in many cases
;
as I have shown

they differ widely from my OAvn
;

but as an
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/#;»• /f/7«<riv>/^" .Vi :,‘# i lit/hvft'tf hr Suhntt’ on Don'mln'r t~,

n; the .l,,t.frn/y o/ .s'i/V//i<\ So/i I'utiuiMO, I'ltc iv/nnt of

{itr ^ tnh' /» foinftii ht'fo7o //iff not /nttf f/u' oti^uinhisfo of

(tU' .''70 innjt i. iY7'i\:oii 7ohith in tmtnr tou'' funioti such lecfutc'

tn!-' uttttctiy Jist ir\ on l.'jt it/,ti /.o7V, hut the convolution is

it.ul It yi7\'( us ulmost Svoutniji'v oxon xi'onfv un/t the Joy oj

his hfiut fioxciny into simple sentences as these. Eti.

!My Own* Sijlv ix Tin: Poini oi* Ladijcs «&GextlemhXj

l\ania doci* iiof blame European or Cristian nations

for their cohorts and armies conquering other nations.

That is also a .stage ill the spiritual d_e_velopment of

a natiouj which is at one time necessary. India had

to pass through that stage; but being a very old

naiioiij she has weighed the riches of the world in

the balance and found them wanting; and the same

will be the experience of the nations that aim in

these days at accumulating worldly prosperity and

riches. Why are all these nations trying to march

cohorts to conquer other nations? What do they seek

in all that? The only thing sought is happiness> joys

pleasure. It is true that some people say they do not

seek happiness but knowledge. Others say that they

seek not happinesss they seek action. That is all

very good; but examine the hearts and minds of

averaue men or of ordinary mortals. You will find

that the ultimate goal which they all set before them,

the ultimate goal they all seek directly or indirectlys

consciously or unconsciouslyj is Happinessj nothing

but Happiness.

Let us examine this evening where Hapi)iness

resides, whether happiness lives in the palace or the
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cottage* whether happiness dwells in the charms of

women or in things that gold and silver can hiiy.

Where is the native home of happiness? Hapxjiness

has also a history of its own. These are great travelling

days; steam and electricity have annihilated time and

space* great travelling days these are* and everybody

writes an account of his travels. Happiness also travels.

Let us have something of the travels of Happiness.

We start with the first glimpse of happiness* that a

child has in his infancy. All the happiness in this world

is fot the child Ipoated in the skirt of the mother or in

the bosom of the dear mother. All the happiness

is located there. This is the first stage on the main
road which happiness has to travel along* the mother’s

skirt* the mother s bosom* say. To the infant there

is nothing in this world which brings happiness so

much as the mother’s bosom. The child hides its face

behind the skirts of the mother and ihere he says,

“Look ! look! find me out! Where am I and

he laughs heartily. He laughs with all his heart and

soul. J3ooks are meaningless to the child
;
treasures

are useless to it. Truit and sweets have no taste

for the child that has not yet been weaned. The

whole world of pleasure is for the child concentrated

there.

A year passes andthe happiness of the child changes

its centre; it moves onto something else.. The residence

of happiness now becomes the toys* the beautiful toys,

pollies and dollies. In the second stage, the child

does not like the mother so much as he likes his own
toys. Sometimes the child quarrels with the dear, dear

mother, for the sake of toys, for the sake of dollies.

.V few months or years more* and no more is his

happiness in the imllies and dollies; it has shifted its
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centre agaiiis it is no longer located in these things.

In the third stage. Avhen the child grows u]) to he

a hoy. happiness is locjited for him in hookss especially

in story hooks. This isfilte case with an ordinary inteill-

gent child: sometimes hapl)ine^s is in other things,

hilt we are taking an ordinary case. Xow, the story-

hooks engross all tlie love and atrection of the hoy.

Xow, the toys and dollies and jiollies lose their

charms; vstory-hooks take their places and he finds books

heautltul and attractive. But happiness travels on.

The schoolboy enters the College* and in College

life his happine.ss is found in something else* say* in

scientific hooks and i^liilosophical ivorks. He reads

them for sometimes* but his happiness has travelled

from hooks to the thoughts of seeking honours in the

University; his desire is the residence of his happiness,

the headquarters of his Joy. The student comes out

of theUniversity with flying colours.He gets a lucrative

po-st and the happiness of thisyoungman is centred

in money, in Riches. 2Cow, the one dream of his life

is to accumulate riches, to he rich. He wants to become

a big man, to^amass a large fortune. • T\’hen he gets

some wealth after working in the office for a few

months, his happiness passes on to something else.

What i^ that ? 2s’eed that be told? It is woman.

Xow. the young man wants to have a wife, and for

the sake of a wife, he is ready to spend away his

riches. The mother’s skirt no longer gives him any

happiness ; the toys have no charm for him; the story-

books are ca.si aside, and they are read only on those

occasions when they are expected to give him some

insitrht into the nature of that dream of his life— the

woman. He i^ all a sacrifice for the sake of his wife.

Hard-earned riches are cast to the winds for the sake
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of petty whims of what is now the head-quarters of

his happiness. The young man lives for sometime
with the womans and lo ! the happiness is sighted a

little yonder. The pleasure he could derive from the

thought of his wife in the beginning) he no longer

gets now. Taking the case of an ordinary youth, an
ordinary youth ofEastindia, the happiness of the youth
now passes from the woman on to the coming child.

Now a child becomes the dream of his life. He wants to

have a child, an angel, a spraph, a cherub in his house,

llama knows not much of the state of affairs in this

country; but in India, after marrying, people wish and
pray to God and yearn for a child. They do all that
lies in their power, to seek the aid of doctors and to
invoke the blessings of holy men

; all that they can
do they do, in order to be blessed with a child.

In the expectation of the child'concentrates all the
happiness of the youth. The child is in the sixth
stage in the travels of Happiness, in the march of joy.
The youth is then blessed with a child. His joy knows
no bounds

;
he is full of spirits, he springs up to his

feet; he is elated; he is, as it were, raised above the
earth many feet; he does not walk, he swims in the
air so to speak. His soul is full of happiness when
he gets a child. In the sixth stage, in the moon-
faced child, the happiness of the grown up child has
reached in away its acme. The intensest happiness
IS when he sees the face of his child. The happiness
of an ordinary man has reached its zenith. After
that, the youth begins to decline in spirits, the child
becomes a grown up boy and the charm is lost. The
happiness of thisman will go on travelliing from object
to obiect, sometimes located in this thing, at other
times residing in that thins.9



Let , US now .examine whether happiness really

dwells in objects like these—^the mother’s skirt, dollies

and pollies, books, riches, woman, child; or any object

and anything of this world at all. Before proceeding

further, let us liken the travelling happiness to j the

travelling Sun-light. Sunshine also travels from place

to place. It is at one time; shining oyer India, and

at another time on Europe. It travels on. When the

shades of evening falj, see ^w ra-pidly the . Sunshine

shifts away from place to place,- -It shines on Eastern

America and it travels on to its west. See how the

Sunlight goes skipping on tiptoe, slii)ping on from land

to land, and is then seen spreading its lustre on Japan
and so on. The Sunshine travels on.from place to

place. But all these different places where the Sunshine

is seen are not the s.ource, the home of the Sunshine.

The home of the Sunshiiie .must be somewhere else;

it is the Sun. Similarly let us examine happiness
which goes on travelling from object to object like

the Sunshine. Whence does it proceed? Where is i<;s

real home? Let us look at the sun. of Happiness,

as it were.

Take the case of the gentleman .who has been

blessed with a child. This gentleman is sitting in his

office. He is busy with his official duties, and all of

a sudden he hears the ding ding of the bell. What
bell? The telephone bell. He jumps up to his feet

and goes to the telephone, but when he is about to

hear what the message may be, his heart beats. - They
say corning calarnities cast their shadows before. . His
heart beats, never was it so with him before. He,

. reaches up to the telephone and hears a message. Oh,:

what a distressing message it must have heen l The '

gentleman was panting and sobbing; he lost all presence
^
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of mind ;
his cheeks lost all colour

;
with a pallidj

oadaverous face he came rapidly to his seat, put on

his cloak and hat) and went out from the olhce as

if he were shot with something like a hall from a

gun. He did not .even ask the consent of the chief

officer) the head of the .T)epaTlment. He did not even

exchange a word with the servants in the room. He
did - not even lock up the paiiers that were lying on

the desk; he lost all iwesence of mind and went straight

out ofthe office) and his fellow-officials were astounded.

He reached the streets and saw a car running before

hini) he ran up to the car and there he meets a postman

\Vho gives him a letter. This letter brought to him
the hapi)y newS) if it can be called happy newS) from

the worldly point of view> the happy news of a large

fortune having fallen to his lot. The man had bought

a share in a lottery) and about §1 10)000 had fallen to

his lot. This news ought to have cheered him up)

ought to have filled him with joy) but it didn’t, it

didn’t. The message he had received over the tele-

phone was weighing heavily on his heart. This news
brought him no pleasure. He found in the same car

' one of the greatest officials in the State sitting just

in 'front of him. This was an official to have an

interview with whom,had been the one dream of .his

life. But look here. This gentleman did not exchange
glances with the official

; he turned his head away.
He also noticed the sweet face of a lady friend. It

had been the ambition of this gentleman’s life to meet
her and exchange words with her, but now he was
insensible to her sunny smiles. 'Well, we ought not
to keep him in a' state of- suspense so long, nor
should you b’e kept in a state of suspense any longer.

He 1’eache‘d the street where -his house was located,
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and a great noise and kimuli was thercj and he saw

clouds of smoke rising to.the sky and veiling the Sun.

He saw tongues of lire going up to the heavens; he

saw his wife, grandmother, mother and other friends

Aveepiug and bewailing the conflagration which was

consuming their house. He saw all his friends there

but missed one thing; he missed the then metropolis of

his happiness; he missed the dear little baby, he missed

the sweet little child. That was not there. He asked

.about the child, and the wife could make no answer.

She simply answeredbysobbing.andcrying; she could

make no articulate answer. He found out the Truth.

He came to know that the child had been left in the

house. The child was wit li the nurse at the time when
the fire began ; the nurse had placed the child in the

cradle, the child was asleep and the nurse had left

‘the room, Xowthe inmates of the house being, panic-

striken at the sight of the fire consuming- the house,

had quitted the house in haste, each thinking that the

child must be with some other inmate of the house.

All of them came out, and now they found that the

child was left in the room which was then beinir en-

yeloped-by fire. There was crying and gnashing of

teeth, cutting of lips, beating of breasts, but no help.

Herei this gentleman, his wife, his mother and friends,

and the nurse were crying aloud to the people, to the

standers'by, to the policemen, and asking them to save
their child, to rescue their dear, little baby. ‘‘Save
our little dear child any way you can. We will give
away all our property, we shall give away all the wealth
that we may accumulate within teji years from to-day,

wcAvill give up all; save our child, save our child.”

(You will remember that this incident took place in

a country, where Th're Insurance Oampanies are not
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existent to the same extent that they are in this

country.) They are willing to give up every thing

for the sake of the child. -Indeed) the child is a sweet

thing, the dear little hahy isa very sweet thing, audit

is worth while to sacrifice all the property, all our

wealth and all our interest for the sake of the child.

But Hama asks one thing, *Is the child the source of

happiness, the sweetest thing in the world, or is the

source of happiness somewhere else ?’ Hark here.

Everything is being sacrificed for the child, but is not

the child itself being sacrificed for something higher,

or for something else? "Wealth is given away, riches

are given away, property is given away for the child,

but the child is being given aVay for something else.

Even the lives of those people who may venture to

jump into the fire, may be lost. But even that' dear

little child is being sacrificed for something else, for

something higher, and that something else must of

necessity be sweeter than the child, that something

else must be the real Centre of Happiness, must be

the real Source of Happiness, and what is that some-

thing? Just see. r/ig^ did' not jump into the fire

themselves. That something is the Self. If they jump
into the fire themselves, they sacrifice themselves and

that they are not prepared to do. On the child is

everything else sacrificed, and on that Self is the

child sacrificed.

“We see now that the highest stage of Happiness,

the child, has not happiness in itself. The child is

beautiful, lovely and a sgujice of happiness, because the

child is blessed with the Sunshine M'hich proceed from
the Self. That Sunshine was not inherent in the child

itself. If that sunshine of happiness had been inherent
' in the child, it would have lasted in the pferson of the
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child for ever. Notice that the Sunshine which
brightened the face of the child proceeded from the

source •within. The source was within the Self.‘\i?f^

Here we come a little nearer to the source of

Happinessj to the home of happiness. Not for the sake

of the child is the child dear, the child is dear for the

sake of the Self. Not for the sake of the wife is wife

dear* notfor the sake of the husband is husband dear;

the wife is dear for the sake of the Self
;
the husband

is dear for the sake of the Self. This is the truth.

People say they love a thing for its own sake. But
this cannot be: this cannot be. Not for the sake of the

wealth is wealth dear, wealth is dear for the sake of the

Self. When the wife who was dear at one time, does

not serve the interests of the husband, she is

when the husband who was dear at one time does not

serve the interests of the wife, he is divorced. When
wealth does not serve the purpose, it is given uj). You
know the case of Nero. He did not see that that

beautiful Home, that metr.op_oJis_of his, was of much
interest or use to him. To him it was of greater

interest to see a cj^flagraHon, a big bonfire. Look here.

He went up to the top of an adjoining hill and asked

his friends to go and set the whole city on fire in order

that he might enjoy the sight of a grand conflagra-

tion. Here was he fiddling while Borne was burning.

Thus we see that even wealth is divorced, given up,

when it does not serve our interests. Bama Avas the

eyewitness of a very strange phenomenp,n -a very

curious phenomenon. There was a great flood, a great

inundation of the river Ganges, and the river Avent on

rising. On the branches of a tree AA’ere sitting several

monkeys; there was a female monkey andsonie children

of this female monkey. All these children came up to
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the monkey. The water rose up to the place where the

monkeywas seated. Then the she-monkey jumped up

to a higher branch ;
the water came up to that place.

The female-monkey came up to the highest top-branch)

and- the water rose up even to that place. All the

children were clinging to the body of this female

monkey. The water reached her feet; then she just took

hold of one child) one baby-monkey) and placed it

underneath her feet. The water rose still higher) and

then this female-monkey took hold of another child

and placed it under her feet. The water still rose)

and the third child she also took uj) and mercilessly

placed under her feet to save herself. Just so it is.

People and things are dear to us as long as they serve

our interests) our purposes. The very moment that

our interests are at stake) we sacrifice everything.

Thus we come to the conclusion that the seat)

the source of Happiness) is somewhere within the Self,

The home of happiness is somewhere in the Self) but

where is it? Is it in the feet? The feet support

the" whole body) it may be in the feet) but nO) it is

not in the feet. Had it been in the feet) the feet

ought to have been the dearest thing in the world.

,Of course the feet are dearer than anything else out-

side) but they are not so dear as the hands. Is the

home of Happiness in the hands ?. The hands are

dearer than the feet, but they are not the home of

happiness. Then, is happiness located in the nose or.

in the eye ? The eyes are dearer .than the hands or the

nose, but happiness is not located in them. Think of

something that is dearer even than the eyes. You
might say. it is the Life. I say, take the whole body
first. The whole body is not the home of happiness.
7Ye see that this whole body we are giving up; we
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are changing every moment.. In several years> every

particle of. the body is replaced by a new particle. It

may be in the intell^Jj in the brain> in the mind. It

may be there. But let us see if there is not some-

thing dearer than even the intellect. Let us examine

that. If there be somethinsc which is dearer and sweeter

even than the intellect, then, that may be the home of

happiness. T\''e say that life, or, as the Hindus put

it, pr'an'i may be the source of happiness, because

people often want to live even at the sacrifice of

their reasoning powers. Here is a choice between

two alternatives, die altogether, or live as a crazy,

lunatic man . Everybody will chosoe the alternative

of life, even in a crazy, lunatic frame. Thus we see

that the intellect or intelligence is sacrificed at the

altar of life. Then life, personal life, this may be the

home of happiness, the Sun from which all happiness

emanates. Just examine whether life is really the

home of happiness. Vedanta says No! No! Even life

is not the home of hapinness. The Home of Happiness,

the Heaven within, is higher up still ;
« even beyond

individual, personal life.” Where is it then ? <
—

'

llama once saw a young man at the point of death.

He was suffering from a very bad disease. There was
excruciating naiii in his body. The pain began in the

toes of the feet. At first it was not so great, but
after a while it kept coming up, and then his body
was undergoing a liy^stemcal movement. Gradually
the pain came up to the knees, and then rose higher,

until that dreadful pain reached the stomach, and
when the pain reached the heart, the man died. The last

words this young man uttered were these I
« OhiJwlLen

s_hall_this-Jife-^leLavc-mi.e,_3yJien -shalL—these ~j>nanas

leave me?” These were the words of that boy. You
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know, in this country, y.6u say he; gave up the ghost.

In. India, we say he gave up the body. This shows

the difference. Here the body is looked upon as the

self and the ghost is looked upon as something

tacked on. In India the body is- looked upon as

^nothing foreign to the sjiirit
;
the real Self is looked

upon as the reality. There, when the body dies, no

body believes that he dies; the body changes, he does

not perish. And so, the words that escaped the

lips of that youth were, “OhJ when-shall J x^I^r^p
Ah.is life,;Vhen shall this jyrana. leave, me ?

"

Here -we have something higher even than life
;

something superior to something which says

«« jMy life, something which says « Uly prrcia,
” some-

thing which possesses the prana and is above the

2)rnnn and life, and that something is sweeter by

far than the individual, personal life or pmnor. Here
we see that the prana or Life, in that particular body
did not serve the interests of the higher self, of the

self higher than prana-t and the prana or Life was
sacrificed ;

the prana or Life was thrown off. Here
we see something which is superior to the pranas or

Life, for which the Life is sacrificed. This must be
by all means sweeter by far than life even, and that

must be the home of anaml or pleasure
; that must

be the source, the origin of our joy. How we see why
237'ana .or Life is sweeter than the intellect

; because
.pranas are nearer to the Real Self, the Self within
you. Why is it that the Intellect is sweeter than the
eyes? Because the Intellect is nearer to the Real Self
than the eyes. And why is it that the eyes are dearer
than the feet ? Because the eyes • partake more of
the Real Self in you than the feet dp. Why is it that

everybody looks upon his child as being far more
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beautiful (luui the child of somebody else, of his

iieig:hl)our ? ^"edaiita says, “Because this particular

child which you call Orino’ you have gilded a little

Aviih the gold of your Beal Self. Any book in which
you may write a line of your own, any work that

contains something contributed by yourjicn, aiDjDears

to you to be far better than any other book even if

it came from the pen of l^lato. IVhy is it so ? Jlecause

this book which you call “mine’' has the sunshine of

your real self in it. It is blessed with the sunshine of

Heaven within you. Thus the Hindu .says that the

name of Bliss and the veal metropolis of Happiness
is within you. All Heaven i.s within you, the source

of all pleasure is witliin you. 'This being the case,

how unreasonable it is to .seek Happiness elsewhere.

In India, we have this story about a lover. He
pined for his beloved one; all his body was reduced to

a vedJjiblj) .«dcclplon ; all his flesh was dried up so to

say. The king of the country in which this young man
lived brought him into his court one day, and he
also brought tlie lady-love of the young man into his

pre.sence. The king saw that the woman was very ugly.

'Tlie king then brought before this lover all the fair

damsels that ajlorned his court, and then he asked
this lover to choose one of these. This man said,

“0 Shah 1 O King ! O King I Hon' t make a fool of

yourself. 0 king ! you know, Love makes_a-man
ver-y- J)lind. 0 king ! you have no eyes to see. Look
at her with my eyes, and then say whether she is fair

or ugly. Look at her with my eyes. " This is the
secret of all the charms in this world. That is all.

That is the secret of all the fascination of the aUractive
objects in the world. 0 man ! you yourself make all

objects attractive by your looks. Looking at it with

S
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those eyes, you yourself shed your lustre upon the

subject, and then you fall in love -with it. We read
the story of Echo in Grecian mythology. She fell in

love with her own image. So it is with all charms
;

they are simply the image of Self within you, the

Heaven within you. They are simply your shadow.

jSTothing else. That being the case, how unreasonable

it is to hunt after your own shadow.

Rama knows of the case of a little child, a small

baby that had just learnt to craAvl, to walk on all fours.

The child saw its shadow and thought it to be some-
thing strange, something remarkable. The child

wanted to catch hold of the head of the shadow;
it began to crawl to the head of the shadow and the

shadow also crawled. The child moved and the

shadow als.0 moved. The child began to cry because
he could not catch the head of the shadow. The child

falls down, the shadow is with it
;
the child rises up

and begins to hunt for the shadow. In the meantime,
the mother taking mercy on the child made the child
touch his own head, and Jo, the head of this shadow
was also caught. Catch hold of your own head and the
shadow is also caught. Heaven and hell are within
you. The source of power, joy, and life is within you.
The God of men and Nature and nations is within you.'

O people of the world ! listen, listen. This is a lesson
worthy of being proclaimed from the house-tops, in all

the crossings of big cities, in all the thoroughfares.
This- is a lesson worthy of being proclaimed at the
top of the voice. If you want to realise an object,
if you want to get anything, do not hunt after the
shadow. Touch your own head. Go within yon.
.^Realise this and you will see that the stars are your
handiwork, you will see that all objects, of love, all
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the bewitching and fascinating things are simply

your own reflection or shadow. How unreasonable

it is that « f^ia cap and bells jjur lives we pay?

bubbles we earn with a whole-sours tasking.
*’

There is a beatiful story about a woman in India.

She lost her needle in the house. She was too poor

to afford a light in her houses so she went out of the

house and was searching in the streets. Somebody

asked her what she was searching for in the streets.

She said that she was searching for her needle> The

•gentleman asked) “Where did you lose the needle?”

She saidj “In the house.*^ He said, “How unreasonable

it is to search in the street for a thing which was lost

in the house !
’’ She said that she could not afford a

light in the house and there was a lantern in the

street. She could not hunt in the house, she had

to do something , so she must hunt in the street.

This is exactly the way with the people. You

'

have the Heaven within you, the pam^&a,Jhe home
|

of bliss within you; and yet you are searching for

pleasures in the objects in the streets, searching

for that thing outside, outside in the objects of the^

senses. How strange !

There is another very beautiful story extant in

India about a c:razy man. He came up to the boys of

the street and told them that the Mayor of the city

Avas preparing a grand, royal feast, and had invited

all the childern to partake of the feast. You know,

children like candies and sweets. The children

being assured by this crazy man of the feast arranged

by the Mayor, ran to the house of the Mayor but

there Avas no feast at all ;
nothing of the kind. The

children were baffled ; they were put out of coun-

tenance for a Avhile, and there was Imnsi
( laughing ),
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and the children said to him> “ How is it Mr. —that

yOu too came when you knew that this story which

you told was wrong?” He said* “Lest there he a real

feast, lest the story he true and I miss it.” For this '

reason, because he did not wish to miss it, ho also

followed the hoys.

Exactly the same is the case of those who hy

their imagination, hy their own hene diction you

may say, make llo.weus heautiful, make every ohjoct

ill this world attractive, make everything desirahle

hy their own imagination, like the crazy man, and.

then they Avant to r.in after it, so that they maj’- not

miss it.

J^iOalise the Heaven Avithin you, and all at once

iall tire: desires. are fulfilled, all the misery and
\suf[e'ring is put an end to.

'
• ' "“Lo ! llie ticcs of ihc wood .in* my ne\l of Icin,

-And the locks alive with wlial be.it'i in me.

'riic clay ij my flesh, and the fox my skin.

1 am fierce with the gadfly and sweet with the bee.

The flowei is n.iught b it the bloom of my love.

And the watcis run down in the turn* I dicam.

The Sun is my flower uphung above,

I c.mnot die, though for cvci death

AA^eav'c back and [lo in the w.irp of m".

1 w.is never born, yet my birTfis of brc.ith

Aieas m.iny ,is wives on the sleepless se.i."

Q,h>_Heaven is Avilhin yoj^ seek Happiness not
in the objects of sense

; realise that Happiness is

Avithiu yourself.

Om I Om 1
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Lvvhu't' tlflirfVt'd iii the .{•'aihnvi/ nj Srin^ceti llnll.)

*Mv OWN Sn.i' IN 'I hi: roi*.M or Laiuks axp (Jkxii.imrn,

—

To-nighf we are going (o hear someihing on the

nf Srif : you uiight say on 1 he degrees of

the grades of spiritual atlvanee-
5ubi^-<

ji^entj or you might call the subject

degrees in the r(*finement of sellishness. Perhai)s

(he conclusion arrived at will he starlling.

The diagram that you see before you consists

of a straight line and circles. You

will ask what is the use of these?

IVhat have circles to do

Avith the unfold inent of

the Self? Some are saying

in (heir hcarls—These
/

are not circlesj they are /

^ -1 » 1 *

A

/
.C

^ I
/

very crookt'di (hey are

ralher ellipses, lint those

cir<;les are to denote

classes of life which are not exactly cireularj which

are crooked and elliptical, .so to say, and tlia( justifies

1 of the circles; (hey exactly represent

in their deviation ami in (heir imperfection Avhat they

have to indicate.

Before beginning Avith Avhat life i.s, and (ho

degrees of life, Ave .shall have to say a foAv Avords

about these circles.

Here is the smallest circle, a very small specL jft

ought to have been made oA'en smaller than t'liat, but
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fearing that if ifc were smaller it could not be seen? it

is drawn large enough to be visible. There we have

beyond this a second circle> larger than the minute

baby circle, and outside that a third one and then

there is the fourth one. One peculiarji^' of them is

.that as the circle goes on expanding, enlarging, the

centre of the circle goes on receding from the starting

point A, on the straight line which is a common
tangejit to all the circles. The centre recedes, the

radius increases and the circle enlarges. If the centre

of the circle is very near to the starting point A, and

it is made nearer and nearer still until it c^icides

with the starting point, the circle becomes a point.

Thus a point is the limiting position of a circle, of

which the centre has come extremely near the start-

ing point, and when the centre goes on receding

from the starting point, the radius goes on'' increasing

and increasing until it becomes infinite ; or the

centr'e' moves up to infinity, then the circle becomes
a straight line. Thus a straight line is the limiting

position of a circle, of which the centre moves up to

infinity, or of which the radius is infinite.

Another peculiarity we notice is that the

greater the circle, the nearer it becomes to the

tangent straight line and its curvature goes on

decreasing as the circle goes on increasing. Thus
we mark that the larger circle with the centre D
is at the point A very much more like the straight

line than the internal circle with the centre C, and
then this internal circle is more like a straight line

than the circle with the centre B, Avhich falls

within it. This is why the Earth, although really

appears flat when you look at any part of

it, the sectional circles of the Earth being infinitely
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large for the naked eye. This will do for the circles.

Life ! "What is the cl^iiactejdsMp feature of life ?

W hat is it that distiiiguishes life from iiiajaimation

or want of life ? It is JMotionj Energy, or

Activity. This is the popular way of looking

at the question. The definitions of Life given hy

Science can also he summed up in this definition. A
living man can move forth, walk about, do all sorts

of things. A dead mummy cannot nianjlfest these

forms of energy or this motion, these movements
which the living man displays; a dead animal cannot

move about ; the living animal walks, runs, does all

sorts of things. The dead plant cannot grow; it

is devoid of motion, devoid of activity entirely. A
living plant grows, exhjObits motion,

'We see again that generally four distinctions are-

made in the degrees of Life, or this world is

divided into four principal kingdoms :

Grades ot Life
mineral, the vegetable, the animal

kingdoms and Man. In this we see that Man ^hi-
bitsijiianifests more energy, more motion, a higher

kind oflnov^ent than animals do. Animals can

simply walk about, run or ascend mountains, but

Man does all these things and much more. He does

many other things. He displays or shows motion and
energy to a higher degree. Hy means of telescopes

he can reach the stars. Animals cannot do that. Man
can control the animals. He annihilates time and

space by means of steam and electricity. He acquires

rajiidity unknown to animals. He can send messages
instantaneously to any part of the world. He can
navigate in the .air. This is man’s motion, man’s
energy, manifestation of power in the world. Ani-

mals fall short of I\[an in manifesting or exhibiting
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Energy and Ave see that animals are lower down

ill the scale of life than Man.

Again, compare the A^egetable kingdom n'ith the

animal kingdom. Vegetables also groir. They moA^e,

but their motion is only in one dimension, they

can moA'e up in one line, they cannot move

from this place to that, they are fixed to one spot.

They send forth their branches in all directions and

strike their roots very deep ; but the manifestation

or display of energy in the case of vegetable is far

inferior to Avhat it is in the animal kingdom and

there Ave see vegetables are loAver doAvn in the scale

of life than animals. Minerals have .no life in them.

Indeed, if Ave define Life in the same Avay as Bio-

logists, then they have no life. But if* AA’^e mark the

grades of life by the revelation and manifestation

of Energy, Ave might say that minerals also do

manifest a kind of motion
;
they also do undergo a

change ; change is imilispensabie for them too.

Thus they also have very small traces of life iii

tlil^n, but their life is very insignificant, being at

the bottom of the scale, because the activity, the

motion, the energy be^ajred by them is insignificant,

infinitesimal. Thus it is clear that life Avhich is

characterized by Motion is graded in accordance

with the degrees of motion or energy.

Noav, in Nature, the plan is that there should be
nothing neAv under the Sun. We mark that despite

this apparent variety, in spite of all this outAA^ard

multiformity, Nature or the Universe is very poor.

The same LaAv which governs the tifickling down
of a tear, from the lover^s eye also governs -the

revolutions of suns and stars. Prom the minutest a^m
to the remote^^star, we find the same simple liaws



which might be counted on the lingers controlling-

and gorerning everything. Xature repeats itself over -

and over again. The Universe might be compared

to a screw or spiral » of which every thread is of

the same fashion or it might be comj)ared to an

onion. Take one sheath out and we have another

sheath of the same kind ; then take that out and

we find another of the same kind : peel that off

and you have another sheath of the same jjattern.

In just the same ways what we have in the whola

year* we have on a minfature scale during every

twenty-four hours. The morning time might be com-

pared to the spring season. The noon might be

compared to the summer season. The afternoon and

the evening might well compare with the autumn-

and the night might be compared to winter. Here

we have in twenty-four hours the whole year repro-

duced on a miniature scale. Han in embryo repeats

with marvellous rapidity all the past experience of

life-forms 'which it inhabited before assuming the

human form. The shaiies of fish* dog* monkey* etc.,

are all, one after the other, assumed by the foetus

in the ovum* before reaching the form of man-child-

Thus, in accordance with the usual plan of evolution,

according to the general law which governs the

whole world, we want to find out if in the body or

form of man there be practically the mineral,

vegetable and animal kingdoms reproduced.

In the form of man. are there not x>eople who are,

as it were, minerals ? In the form of man, are there

not persons ' who arc in the state of the vegetable

kingdom, and are there not people in the shape of

man who are in the state of the animal kingdom ?

In the shape of man, let us see if there be men
9
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who are really menj and.in the form of mati) let^

us see if there he men who are . I''-

Pirsts we shall take up the moral and spiritual'

Minerals. The mineral kingdom manifests no motion

apparently ;
it exhibits no energy outwardlyj hut

nevertheless it has some kind of energy^ some kind

of activity* some kind of motion* because we see

minerals undergo change* there is disintegration

and development even in the minerals! They
crystallize and grow. This Earth which we look upon

as stable* when compared with the sea* this solid

seeming Earth rises* falls* undergoes undulations *

changes. Thus minerals also have some kind of

motion in them* though exceedingly unnoticeal^e.
2fow* who are those in the shape of men who

have only the same kind of motion as minerals* in

other words* who have the same kind of motion as

a child's sj)indle or top '? A spindle or top turns*

goes round"’anJ round, it moves, and when it is

revolving vehemently, the children come up and clap

their hands and rejoice* saying: It is stationary 1

It is stationary ! It does not move ! It does not

move 1 This is self-centered motion. Motion we have,

revolving motion, but the centre of revolution lie

u-ithin the body, and even when the motion is most

violent* seemingly there is no motion at all. We
might compare the life-motion of the minerals to the

motion of a spindle or top, and represent it on the

blackboard by the smallest circle* the point-circle.

You know all motion in this world is in circles*

no motion in a straight line. All Science proves that.

Eor this reason we will make use of circles to

represent the manifestation of motion.In Mathematics,
motiou is represented by lines

; in the present case
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circular lines will best serve the purpose.

So we have mineral life possessed of a motion

comparable to spindle-motion. It may be best

represented in the figure before you by this minutest

circle which might be called a point. Who are those

amonsr men whose motion is like the motion of aw
top* whose circle or orbit of movement is simply a

point, whose life is the life of jninerals ? Just

reflect. Evidently these are men all of whose actions

are centred around a littlepoint, afalse self, the little

quarantine of a body, three and a half cubits long.

They are selfish in the lowest sense of the word.

These are people all of whose actions are directed

towards sensuous enjoyment. These people work in

different lines, do all sorts of la])our, but the object

is simply to seek debasing pleasures. There are people

who care not if their wife and children starve
;
they

care not whether their neighbours perish or live
;
at

all costs they must drink, they must make merry,

they must obey the dictates of the lower nature*

Their dgmoraliziiig needs must be satisfied, even if

it be at the sacrifice of the interests of their family

and community. Let the wife and children starve,

they care not, if only their cravings of the flesh are

gratified. The centre of all their movements, the

focus round which they turn, the Sun round which
they revolve, the centre of their orbit is simply the

little body. Their activity or motion is dead motion.

This is the mineral life in man. We have had in

the history of the world very beautiful and precious

minerals in the shape of man. You know diamonds
also belong to the mineral kingdom

; rubies, pearls,

jewels and all sorts of precious stones also belong to

the same kingdom.
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There Avas a- time in the historj’ of Bomej' AA'hen

-Ave had Ifero, Tiberius and other Cnosarsj to

mention whose name is io contaminate your ears. We
have had mighty riilersj om2)ororsj very 2)recious

minerals, but minerals only, not jnen. What Avould

you think of these emperors, emperors of the Avholo

world that AA'as knoAvn to them, and yet caring not

a straAv for the interest of their Slate, Avho took

no thpiiglit about their relatives and friends, but

\Adio must satisfy their animal passions, no matter
Avhat happens to their queens, subjects and friends ?

You have heard about them, about the crimes tlicy

committed. There AA'^as one of theniAA'lio fell a victim
to the j)assion of eating delicious things the whole
day long. When he partook of a most delicious
dish, he ate and ate till nature rebelled. With
the help of medicines everything AA’as vomited, and
when the stomach was relieved, ho AA'ould return
to the table again. This process was reiJeated over
.and over again in a single day. One of them
burned the capital of the world io gratify his desire
of seeing a cflaXlajgration . What do you think of this ?

These vA^ere precious jcAvels, diamonds, no doubt, but
not men. These are minerals in the kingdom of man.
We come noAv to the state of vegetables in the

form of man. Their circle is larger than the grossly
selfish little circle of the mineral man. Their circle
is larger and these people are much higher than the
mineral man. Their activity might be compared to
the motion of a race-horse. The race-horse describes
a larger circle than the spindle or top. Their circle
is represented in the diagram by the second circle
of AA’^hich the centre is B. Who are these people ?
These people do not pursue their work simply ,tp



satisfy the taste of the flesh at the expense of

everybody else’s interest. They take into considera-

tion the good of some other associates. These are

2)eop3e who turn round their wife and children j the

domestic circle. They are far SLq)erior to the

selfish mineral mciij because these iJeojilc not only

advance the good of their own bodyj but they

advance also the cause of their wife and children.

The second circle includes many smaller cirolesj so

Ho these peojflc advance the good of many little

selves beside their own .little self> but should they

be called unselfish ? Jvo, no ; only in the case of

these peoiilc the self is only expanded a little. In

the case of the mineral main the self was limited

to this little body ,* and in the case of these

peoples the self is practically identified with the

domestic circle, their wife and children. That is also

selfishness, but selfishness refined a little. They are

very good people so far as they go, but just look

at this second circle which represents them. It is

concave toward all inside it. What is concavity ?

Concavity is folding and clasjiing in the arms of

Love. Let ns with our .stretched arms form a

circle. This is concavity. This circle is concave for

the members of family, it is turned toward all the

points that it embraces, but it turns its back to the

whole universe v'ithout it.

These peoifle are very good .so far as they go,

so far as their concavity or extended arms go ;
but

they turn Hheir back to the whole universe. The
selfishness of these people moving in the second

circle of the vegetable man becomes evident when the

interests of one family clash with the interests of

any other family, and then there is strife and
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discord wrought by them between all the members
of one family and all the members of another

family.

Next we come to the third circle. These are

animal men, animals in the form of men. This third

circle, represented in the figure with the centre 0,

is larger than the preceding two. It might be
compared to the circle described by monsoons or

trade winds. It represents people who have identi-

fied their self with something higher than this little

body or the domestic circle. These people identify

their self with their class or sect, or their state.

They are s^ntaxians, people who identify their self

with a caste or craft. They are very good, very use-
ful indeed, far more useful than the vegetable men.
Their centre is beyond the little body. It is at a
much higher, wider expanse than the centre of the
vegetable man. The radius of revolution in their
case is longer, "Welcome are these people. You see
their usefulness extends to many families and
individuals. They are useful to the people they
embrace in the arms of love. They are useful to the
people to Avhom their attitude is that of concavity.
These people advance the good not only of their
little body, not only of one house or family, but
they advance the good of the whole class or sect
with which they have identihed their self

; they are
very useful. Are they also selfish ? Why, yes •

selfish they also are. They seek to benefit their
own self which is identified with theif sect, at the
cost of other sects or castes. If you' want to see
the shortcomings in them,- you will have simply to
mark their attitude towards ail the points outside
their oirole. They turn their hack to all that is
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without. When.they crystallize and stereotype their

sectananismi woe unto them that do not accept their

version of truth. Here is one class-, and there is

another class, another circle of the same hind. These

being turned against each other, all the individuals

belonging to the first class are at war and at

daggers drawn with all the individuals represented by

tho second class. Look here, if they do good to

some, they do as much mischief, if not more, by

declaring war upon all other communities and rival

sects. One whole sect q^uarrelling and fighting with

a whole sect on the other. side. How much discon-

tent is eng.endm.'ed by that I Still these people are

far preferable to those who are only vegetable men.

.The Law of Nature is that you should not

stand still in any position: you should go on:

march on and
.
on. Be not subject to inertia or

averse to change and progress. When the people are

in the state of the mineral man, the next higher

state would be that of the vegetable-man, and for

the people who are in the vegetable kingdom, so to

say, the next higher state will be that of the animal-

man. If a person advancing upwards and making
onward progress passes through the state of the

animal-man, it is well and good. There is nothing

harmful or detrimental for a man in passing through

the state of the animal kingdom ;
it is all right.

Things go wrong, everything becomes confused and
all produces mischief when we want to stand still

and stop at one place and refuse to make furth.er

progress by selling our liberty to this or that dogm^a

or creed. It is natural for everybody to pass through

that stage at one time or another
;
but it becomes

wrong for him to. sticl^- to it and endeavour to
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pm»pft<-.nate it. It' becomes wrong-and a cause of mis-

chief when he becomes a slave of that particular

name and gives rigidity lo his position. When the

cities of Sodom aud Gomorrah were being destroyed

Lot’s wife turned back. She was leaving the city,

but turned' her face back. She wanted to remain'

ill the city
;
her heart was there and she wanted to

go back. And there on the spot she was Converted

into a pillar of salt’. Just so with the people who

keep making upward progress and who keep

moving away from their previous situation> who refuse

not to make advancement ; it is good for theiui but

the very moment that they want to turn back and

refuse to make onward progress and sell themselves

to names and forms, that very moment they change

themselves into pillars of salt. Sjagnaction or

fanaticism becomes the cause of misery. These may be

good men) animal-meii) but you must make progressj

must go on.

We come now to the fourth circle^ the circle

represented on the board with the centre D. Here
is 'man in man. Here is a normal man. His circle

might be compared' to the circle of 'the moon. The
moon describes a circle around the Earth,' it’is more
ejliptical than circular. The moon-man, who is he ?

A very large orbit he describes : happy is he,

perhaps. He is a man who identifies his self with
the whole nation or the whole - race

; you might
call him the patriot. A very large circle is

his. He cares not whether those' for whom he
works belong to this creed or that. Irrespective of

denomination, caste, colour, or ’ creed, he makes it a

point' to advance- the cause of all those -vidio live

in the same land- With Mm.*- Very welcome i's-he:
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lie is very good : a man he is,, ljut that is all. You
see, the moon brings about revolutions also in the

sea, brings about tides, ebb tides and floOd-tides.

Besides, lunatics, j’^ou know, are also said to be
<l| I I » ! » *****'

moon-stricken. This is a good circle, no doubt, the

moon-circle, but just see when moon-men stereotype

their position, when these people become selfish and
their selfishness is crystallized, the selfishness in

their case meaning patriotism when it is given rigid-

ity', when it is crystallized. TThat results ? It
f

brings revolutions and lunacy. It sets one nation

against another, and there we have bloodshed and

warfare, thousands nay, sometimes millions— of

beings shedding, spilling and drinking blood and

making the faiiT face of this beautiful Earth -blush

with slaughter, blush red with blood. They are

very good tor those whom they embrace, to whom
they are concaA:e(d5 but just mark their attitude

to-ward those against whom they are convex .

Washington is all right for Americans, but ask the

opinion of Englishmen about him. The English

patriots are very good as far as what they call their

own country is concerned, but just look at them

with reference to those people whose life-blood is

being sucked by their patriotism. '

Last of all we come to the fifth circle. Here
the centre moves up to the Infinity, say : the

radius becomes Infinite, and what about the circle ?

When the radius moves up to ‘the infinity, the

circle must become a straight line. All the cmickefi-

ness is gone. The straight line passes through the

whole space equally, fairly ; it is concave, to none,

it -is, convex to none. The circle becomes a right

line, a straight line it becomes. All crookedness is

10
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gone. ,All curvature has vanished. These are God-

men
;
their circle might he conipared to the circle

which the Sun is describing. You know that the

Sun moves in a straight line : the radius of the

circle is infinite. The Sun is all glory. Here is a

circle of which the centre is everywhcrcj hut the

circumference nowhere. This is the God-circle; these

arc free men ;
these are free—free from all sorrow,

free from all fear, free from all hodily desires, free

from all selfishness. Have we no selfishness in this

straight line ? The straight line is a straight line-

no enslaving point can we see anywhere. It passes

through the space, no selfish little centre round

which it may turn, nothing to turn, it round. Here

is selfishness destroyed,; or, you might say, here is

the, real self gained. You see we began with the

point'.circle, gross selfishness, and here is that little

point enlarged, increased and expanded, till it has

become a strijiight line.. .Thesp are God-men. These
are people to whom the wide world is home, irres-

pective of caste, colour, creed, community, or country.

Be you an Englishman, be you an American, be

you a Mohammedan, a Buddhist, or a Hindu, or

whatever you may be, you are Rama’s Self. You
are tbe' Self of Self to him. . Here is selfishness

marvellously increased, here is a strange kind of

selfishness. The wide world is myself ; the universe
is the self of this man : the wide world, the lowest
creature, minerals, vegetables, the self of all these
becomes the self of this man.

To a man who had reached this state of perfect
freedom, there came a disciple who sat at his feet
for an year or so. "When 'the discipl© was going
to leave the master, he began to bow down at hfi
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f'eetj to kiie’el down before hiinJ to prostrate himself

before bini, as the custom in India is. The master

smilingj raised him and said : “Dear, you have not
yet learnt all that you could learn. You lack a

great many things yet

;

stay for some ‘ while more.'^

A' few days more- he stayed in the holy presence

of the master, and got more and more of inspi-

ration. His' heart was converted into God-conscious-

liess. He was full of the Holy Ghost. He left

the presence of the master) knowing not whether

he iras disciple or master himself. He went away
looking upon the whole universe,' the wide world',

as his real self, and the whole universe 'being his

real self, where could he,- the Self, go ? When the

Self fills and permeates every atom , every inPJle.GjaJh,

where can it go ? The ideas of going and coming
become meaningless to him.- You- can go from one

place to another, if' 3’^ou are not already at the

place where you want to go. Here he found him-

self, he found his' true Self, the God within, 'God

everywhere, and how could he think of going and
coming ? The ideas of going and coming became

absent for him.' He was in the* state of self-reali-

zation. The going of the body was -a sort of reflex

action. He ' wa's in himself ; no going or • coming
for him. Then was the master satisfied. Thus did

the master test him and prove him of 'sterling worth.

The’ disciple paid \io respects or thanks to the master

and rested in unity to such a degree that he rose

above'all idea> of gratitude.’ Then did the master
know* that he had really •' understood his teachings;’

Here is the' master-state, where, if you'-honour the'

man, he' says- ybu- are - l3glittlmgLhim. “I am 'not'

confined in this body ; I-am hot this little body
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on-ly-T^I am the, wide -VKorldj'.I.am yous and- honour

me in you.(’’ Here is the state of -a man who sells

not anything to you. . Here us the state of a man to

whom honour and disgrace for the body have become

meaninglessvb.oth shame and fame are nothing. ••

There . came a manj a prince* to a monk in

India* and he prostrated himself before him. - The

monk .asked him as to the cause of this homage

that the prince was paying him. The prince said:

“0 sir* O holy sir* you are a monk and you have

adopted this order by 'giving up your kingdom

which you ruled at one time. ' You are a great man

of renunciation* and so I look upon you as God:

I worship you.’’ You know* in India people are

not honoured so much for the riches they possess.

In India they are. honoured for -the degree of

renunciation they display and the chief principle of

honour is ’essentially different there from what it is

here. More trust is placed in God than in the

AlmightyHollar.Theiprince was offering homage to the

man of renunciation. The monk replied to the

prince : “If that is the reason why you honour

me* I must wash your feet* I must kneel down
before you* because* O king* you are a greater man
of renunciation than all the monks in this world

put together. ” That is very strange. How could

that be ? Then the monk began to explain : “Sup-
pose* here is a man who possesses a magnificent palace*

and this man casts out the dust and dirt of the

house ; he throws out or renounces only the dust
or dirt of the. house. Is that man a man of re-

nunciation ? ” The prince said : «Ho* no
; he is not.”

Then the monk* continued : *‘Here is- a man who
treasures up the dirt and dust of the house and
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giv«s airay the whole housei the niagnificent palabe#

TThat do you think of this man ? The prince said

“This man who keeps only the dirt and dust, and resigns

the palace, is a man of renunciation/’ Then the monk
said “Brother prince, you are then the man of renuii"

ciation, because the real- self,- God the real Atman,
that which is the -magnificent palace, the- real home?

. the paradise, the heaven of heavens, you have re^

nounced, and only the dust and dirt of* that palace?

which is this body, this little selfishness, you have

retained. I have.renounced nothing. I am myself

the God of Gods—the Lord of the Universe.^'

Sometimes these people, the people who have

reached the highest state of advancement, the free

souls, are looked down upon by some and are called

crazy ;
but ask them if they would, for one moment

exchange the divine bliss, the supreme happiness

which they derive from divine intoxication, for all

the wealth and riches of this world. Not at all?

' not at all. These people look down upon and pity

the begging spirit of the so-called wealthy, avIio go

a begffins: at thd door.- of the flesh, at the door of

the carnal pleasures. Pleasure is within you. Then
why play the part of the beggar and go about in

a miserable pj[isht» in ^ sad state, and behave like

a pitiable atom ? Come, realise your true Self, the

Almighty God, and let this song burst forth from

you in fullness of joy;

—

“I am the m^te in the sunbeam, and I am the burning Sun,

Rest here. ” I whisper the atom^ I call to the orb. “Roll on 1
”

I am the blush of the morning, and I am the evening breeze /

I am leaps low murmurs, the swell of the terrible seas/

-The lovet’S'passionatc pleading, the maiden’s whispered fears ;

The warrior., the blade that strikes him, his mother’s 'heart wrung fear.
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The ioae‘, het* poet nightingale, the snngs fibni the thioat'thdt iibe.

The flint, the sparks, the taper, the moth that •.bout it flies.

1 am intoxication, gi.apes, -wine-piess and musk and wine.

The guest, the host, the traveller, the gobl^ of ciystal fine”

Oh ! The splendour and glory of yourself makes the

pomp of kings ridiculous.

Such a wondrous Heaven you arej Existence^ Know-
ledge and Bliss you are.

Om ! Om !I Om !!!.
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,THE INFINITE Ilf ,THE FINITE.

{Lecture delivered in the Great Golden Haiti San
Francisco, January 10, 1903).

The Infinite Oee ix the Form of Ladies and
Gextlemex:

—

Before beginning the subject* a few words ought

to be spoken on the kind of audience that the world

usually furnishes.

People usually do not hear with their own ears,

but with the ears of others. They do not see with

their own eyes, they see with the eyes of their

friends. They do not taste with their own taste,

they taste with the taste of others. How unrea-

sonable ! jMen of the world, use your own ears, use

your own eyes on every occasion. Use your own
understanding on every occasion ; your own eyes

and ears are not for nothing : they are for use. ,

One day Bama was passing through the streets.

A gentleman came up and said, “TThat do you

mean bj" wearing this dress ? Why do you wear

that dress ? Why do you attract our attention ?

Hama always smiles and laughs. If you enjoy

the dress of Indian monks, Hama enjoys your

enjoyment. If this dress can make you filled with

cheerfulness and makes you smile, we derive happi-

ness from your smiles. Your smiles are our smiles.

But be reasonable, please. If newspapers write

a word in praise or against somebody, all the

community begins to feel the same way. Thej’^ say,
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the newspapers say that, the newspapers say that.

What is at the root of the newspapers ? Usually

hoys and women are the reporters on newspapers.

All the material comes not from the hands of the

learned critics hut from the hands of the fourth

rate, sometimes tenth rate reporters. If one man,

the jMayor, begins to praise somehodj^ if one man
who is looked upon to he a great man begins to

honour a person, all the people begin to resound

and re-echo the voice of that one man. This is

not independence. Independence and freedom ijnply

using your own ears on every occasion, using your

own eyes on every occasion.

Eama said to the man who asked why he wore

this dress, “Brother, brother, let me know the reason

why this colour should not be worn and some other

colour should be worn ? Why should Eama wear the

black colour, or say, the white colour, instead of this?

The reason, pray ! Pind some fault. What fault' do
you find ? He could find no fault. He said, « This”

is just as comfortable as my colour. This cloth pro-
tects you from the cold 'and heat, just as much as

mine. This is just as good as any other colour, and
any cloth that youwear must have some colour or other.

If it is black, it has a colour
; if it is white, it

has a colour
; if it is pint, it has a colour

; it must
be some colour or other. .It cannot escape from being
one colour or another. ’ /

How tell me what fault you have got to find
with this colour. He could find no fault. Then
Eama asked him to be kind to himself, to be kind
to his own eyes, to be kind 'to his own ears

; to
use his own eyes, use his own ears, and then judge

j

to judge not through the opinions of others. °Be
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not hypnotized through the opinions of others, and

the more a man stands above this weakness of being

hypnotized by others, the more free he is.

Rama wishes you to attend to these lectures

through your own ears and through your own in-

tellects. Porin your own judgments. Tf you attend

to these Lectures properly, Rama promises that you
will reap the greatest benefit. You will place your-

self above all amicty and fear, above all troubles.

You know people say, it is riches that they

want. 0 sir, what do you want riches for ? You
want riches for happiness and not for any thing

else, and riches do not bring happiness. Here is

something which will bring you happiness. Some

say we want to listen to lectures which will touch,

which will run through our hearts, so to say, we
want lectures which will produce a direct, instanta-

neous etl’ect. Be not like children. Show a child

a dollar and a piece of candy. The child will at

once take the piece of candj^ which produces the

immediate sweet ell’ect, lie will not take that piece

of silver or gold. Be not like chilaren.

Sometimes the lectures and orations will produce

an instantaneous effect. They are like mere, candy,

nothing abiding in them, nothing lasting in them.

Here is something which will produce the most

abiding and the most lasting influence on you. In

Universities and Colleges people listen hour after

hour to the lectures of the instructors and Professors

in the University. The Professors do not manifest

any Qr^atorical ability, or observance of any rhetoric-

al rules. The Professors usually lecture to their

students slowly, calmly, liasitatingly, but the student

have to take up every word that drops from their

11
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lips» "whether the Professor has .the gift of pro-

ducing -an instantaneous effect or not, the students

have to take up every . word that drops from his

lips.

So llama' says to !the world to-day, the world

must listen to his words, just in the same spirit

in which the College students listen to the words

of their Professors. You may say these words are

presumptuous. But, yes, the time is coming when

the ^

The Inlinife in the Pinite is the proposition for

to-night’s -discussion. It is very hard to popularize

Philosophy, it is very hard indeed to popularize

knowledge, but Socrates says, and the words .of

Socrates are perfectly right, « Knowledge is virtue.
”

It is this idea that will ultimately govern mankind.

It is knowledge that governs mankind ;
it is know-

ledge that transfoms itself into action. People want

ready made action, but ready-made action will not

abide. Rama is bringing to you knowledge which

will convert yourself into infinite power of action;

It is hard to popularize it. We will do our best

to make this difficult and abstruse problem as easy-

ds possible.

We
' will begin with the minutest thing that

you ‘ can conceive of in this world , the minutest
thing that you usually see in this world, say, a
poppy seed • or you might take the mustard seed,

or any other seed you please, some small seed.

Very small'it is. Hold it before you on the palm.

* Here Rama bec.me,peifectly silent^ and was lost in the tliougbt
_thiit the whole woild would of necessity one day dunk deep from the

j

-f'lin of life spiritu.d and that the goal he was pointing out would
c destination of man —Ed.
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What is the seed ? Is this the seed that you see

before you, or that you smell, or that you weigh,
or that you can touch. Is that the seed, that tiny

something ? Or is the seed something else ? Let
ns examine it.

Sow this seed in the earth, underground. In
a very short time, the seed germinates into a

beautiful plant, a sprouting plant, and out of that

first original seed Ave get thousands of seeds again
in due time. Sow these thousands of other seeds,
and we obtain millions of seeds of the same sort.

Sow these millions of seeds again, and we get

(luadfillions of seeds of the same sort. ^Vhat does
this phenomenon imply ? The original seed, the
first seed Avith Avhich AA*e began, Avhere is that seed
noAA* ?

That perished in the ground
; that died in the

ground
; that is not to be seen anyAAdiere, but out

of that original seed, Ave luiA^e got to-day quadrillions
and quantillions of seeds of the same sort. What
an infinite potentiality, AA'hat an • infinite poAver,
Avhat an infinite capacity AA^as hidden or latent in
the primitive, original seed aa’HIi Avhich Ave began !

>

Koav the question is again asked. What do you
mean Avhen you say here is a seed, here is a small
poppy seed or mustard seed, Avhat do you mean by
that expression ? Do you mean that the Avord seed
simply .means the form, the size, the Aveight, the
smell of the seed ? Does the form seed really mean
only the external centre of forms ? No, no. We
could make an artificial seed Avhich had the same
Aveightas the genuine seed, Avhich had the same
colour as the genuine seed, Aidiicli had the same smell
as the genuine seed, Avhich had even the same taste
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'as the -genuine seed.' But this artificial seed could

not he really called a -.seed, this .could not he

called a genuine real seed
;

this u’ould he simply

a' dolL a plaything for children and not a seed.

Thus we see that the word seed has got an apparent

meaning and . also a real meaning. The apparent

meaning of the word seed is the form, the size,

the weight, the properties which we can perceive

with our senses, hut the real meaning of the .;>vord

seed is t.he infinite power, the infinite capability,

the infinite potentiality which is latent in the seed

form. There we see the Infinite in the Binite.

The infinite potentiality, the infinite po^yer latent

in the finite form or figure and the real meaning

of the word seed, is the infinite within and not

its Qutside or outward form, not that.

Now does this infinite capacity die with 'the

death of the form or figure ? The seed form dies,

the seed form or the apparent seed dies in the

Earth, hut does the real seed, that is to say, the

infinite within, does that also die ? No, no, not

at all.’ How can the Infinity die ? i That never

dies.’. To-day we take/ u>p the seed which is, say,

the thousandth descendant of the primitive seed*

This seed we take up. Sow this seed again, plant

this seed again in the Earth and you will see that

this seed again . has got the same infinite power
of development as the primive seed had. This
millionth descendant of the original seed haS" got

,

the same infinite capability and potentiality which
the original seed had.

We see then that the real meaning of the word
seed, which is the infinity ndthin, was the same

• in the case of the . original seed and is the same
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in respect to the thousandth descendant of the

primitive seed. And this infinity will remain the

same with reference to the pintillionth descendant

of the primiiiive seed. We see then 'that the

Infinity within^ the infinite capability or power is

unchangeable, immutable. We see again that the

real seed, the infinite power, the infinite capability,

is not destroyed. The original seed form j)erished,

but the power did not i^erish. The power reappears

in the thousandth descedant seeds unchanged,

unaltered. The true Infinity does not die with the

death of the body of the seed, with the death of

the seed form ; the soul of the seed, as it were,

I will say the real infinity in the seed so to say,

does not perish ;
it does not change, it remains

the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever. Again

that infinite power of expansion or development is

the same in the seeds that we take up to-day, as

it was in the primitive seed. It does not change,

it remains the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever.

Again, that infinite i)ower of expansion or develop-

ment is the same in the seeds that we take up

to-day as it was in the primitive seed
;

it doeo

not increase ever so little ;
it does not decrease in

the least.

We see that the real meaning of the word

seed, I will say the spirit or the soul of the seed

does not increase ;
it does not decrease. To sum

uj),Jhis : .The real seed is the same, yesterday,

to day, and for ever. It is infinite, it does not

die when the seed form or the body of the seed

form dies, it is indestructible, it is unchangeable;
there can be no increase or decrease in it.

( You will excuse Bama if there is any repetition.
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' He thinks that sometimes repetition is necessary. )

' Microscopic insects you might call them ;
small

monadsj the primitive development of protoplasm,

sometimes called protozoa. Ho you know how they

develop ? They develop by bisection as it is called

by naturalists. This bisection takes place naturally

and we can bring it about. Take up one of these

microscopic monads, small tiny insects. AYith a fine,

most refined lance, bisect or' divide it into two

fequal halves. What will become of it? 0, it is

cruel to do so, because if we bisect a man, if we
pierce a dagger through his body and bisect him
into two, he will die. So, if we bisect a monad,

it- will die But bisect the monad and it doe's not

die, it becomes two. Wonder of wonders 1 Cut it

into two,' and it becomes two, as big as the other

one. Take these two up and cut them
;

again

bisect each of them and instead of their dying

you will have four living monads of the same

force and energy as the original one had. You
will get four. Out each of these four into equal

halves and instead of killing the four, you will

multiply them into eight. So on, you can multiply

to any extent you wish. You can increrse their

number to any extent you like. How strange, how
strange !

‘ ‘

There you see before you the form of a monad,
;he body of a iponad. I use the apparent meaning
3f the word monad. Tbe appaxent meaning is

dmply the body, the form, the size, the weight,
the colour, the figure. The apparent monad is that,

but the real monad' is the power within, or the
energy, the • life Avithin, that is the real monad.
Kill the apparent' monad, destroy the form, and
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the real monad, or the soul, the spirit you might

call it, docs not die ;
that does not die ;

it remains

the same. Go on cutting bodies, destroying bodies.

The death of the body destroys not the real spirit,

it destroys but the form.

Immortal is the true Divinity that you are.

The original l)ody of the monad could l)e multiplied

millionfold, could be increased to billions , and here

mas the infinite pomer hiten t, in the body of the

original monad. Infinity in the finite ! Infinity in-

the finite !

Isow the question comes when the bodies are

multiplied, when the bodies of the monad go on

increasing, multiplying, does that infinite power

within also go on multiplying, doos that . also

increase ? Or does it. .decrease ? ICo,. it neither

increases nor decreases. The real Infinity within,-

the outa*ard ai^parent finite form of the monad,

does not change, it multiplies not, it decreases not

;

it remains the same.

The Vedantic explanation of this phenomenon
will be given by an illustration.

Tliere was a small child that was never shown

a looking glass. You know in East India,, in Hin-
dustan, small children are not shown looking glasses.

This small baby once happened to crawl into the,

room of his father, and there was a looking glass

lying on the floor, with one end of it lying against

the wail and the other end resting upon the ground.

This little baby crawled up to - the looking glass, and.

lo I there he sees a baby, little child, dear little baby,

You know children are always attracted by children.

If you have a child and you go to your friend's

house with it, when you’ go to talk w’ith your friend,
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the child will at once make friends 'With the other

children of the house. So this child saw in the

looking glass a child of its own size. He went up
to him and when he was moving up to the child

in the mirror the latter moved up to him also. H e

was delighted. He found that the child in the mirror

was on friendly terms, liked him just as much as

he liked the child in the mirror. Their noses met.

He put his nose against the mirror and the child in

the mirror also drew his nose up to his nose

;

their noses touched each other. Their lips touched.

He put his hands on the mirror and the child in

the mirror also put his hands to him, as if he

were going to shake hands with him, but when
the brands of this boy were on those in the mirror,

it fell flat on the ground and broke into two pieces.

Now the child saw that instead of one child there

were two i children in the mirror. His mother, in

the other room, heard this noise and came running
to the room of her husband, and there seeing that

he was not .there, but the child was making havoc

with the articles in the room, and had broken the

mirror, she cj^me up to him menacingly , in a threaten -

ing manner, as if she was about to strike him. But
you know, children know better. They know that the

threats and frqwns and ^o.sJ3eatings of their mothers
mean nothing. They know it through experience.

The child, instead of being frightened at the words
of the mother, which were " What have you done,
what have you done, ‘‘what are you doing here?”

took these words not in the sense of threat or frown,
but in a good sense. He said : “ O, I have created
two, I have made two. ’ The child created two
children out of one child. There was originally one.
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philtl only iliat was talking to the one child in the

mirror, anil now this child made two children. A
Miiall child hceamtj the father of two children even

before he was of age. He said, “ I have made two;

1 have made two. *’ M’he mothe.v smiled and took

tlie c’hild up in luu* arms, took him to her own

room.

Take tip these two pieces of looking glass, break

them, spare them not, you will get more looking

glasses ; brcnik these pieces into four pieces and you

will get four children. Xow the small child by

breaking these four pieces of glass into eight jJieces

could creat e eight chidren. Any numher of children

might he created that way. Jlut we ask: Does that

real Divinity, docs that real child increase or decrease

by the bia'jiknge of the mirrors ? It neither increases

nor decreases. The increase and decrease take place

only Avith looking glasses. There is no increase in

the child that you see in the looking glass, that

remains the same. How can the Infinite be increased?

If the Infinity increases, it is not Infinity. Hoav

can Infinity decrease? If it decreases, it is not

the Infinity.

Similarly, the A''cdaniic exjdanation of the

phenomenon of bisection^ of a monad is that Avhen

you take up one small inicr,oscopic insect and bisect

it, the body Avhich is Just like the mirror, just like

looking glass, that little body is divided into two,

but the 2>f>AVor, the real infinity Avithin, the real

monad, or the true S2)irit or ISnergy, or any name
you might give it, jor the true Hod AA'ithin it is

not bisected by the bisection of the bodies of the

monad. "When the bodies of ihe monad are multi-

plied, the p»wer witli the real monad, ihe true

12
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divinity inside does not multiply
; that remains the

same. That is like the real child and the bodies

of the monad are like the pieces of looking glasses.

When the bodies of the monad are divided and sub-

divided and divided agaiiij the infinite power which
is unchangeable, goes on reflecting itself, and showing
itself, manifesting itself equally in all the thousand-

fold or millionfold bodies. That remains the same.

That is only one, only one, only one, no (jualilty,

no plu,raJjij\ O, wondei* of wonders. What a joy!

Bisect this body, cut this body and I die not.

The real self, the real me, the true I dies not !

Burn this body alive
; do with it any thing you

like, no harm is done to me. Ilealize, realize that

you are the infinity within. Know that. The very

moment that a person knows himself to be that, the

very moment that a man realises his true nature, he

is free, above all danger, above all difficulty, above

all suffering, above all tribulation and pain. ICnoAv

that, be yourself !

Oh, what wonder of wonders that it is one infi-

nite power that shows itself in all bodies, in all the

apparent personalities, in all the apparent figures. Oh,^

it is the ],the 1, the Infinite One that is manifesting

itself in the bodies of the greatest orators, in the
bodies of the greatest men, in the bodies of the most
Avretched creatures ! Oh, AAdiat joy 1 T am the Infinite

One and not this body. Ilealize that and you are
free. These are not mere Avords ; this is not mere
imaginary talk, this is the truest reality. Ilealize the
truest realitj’', the real poAA'er that you are

; infinite
you are, above all danger and difficulty you rise
i nstantan eously

.

JTere are, suppose, thousands of mirrors. in the



world. One mirror is blac]c» another is whitej

another is red, another is yellow, another is green ?

one of the mirrors is convex, another is concave,

another mirror is prisnintic. another mirror has a

lens, suppose. There are all sorts of mirrors. There

is one person standing in the mirror. ITe looks all

around. He finds himself red at one place, in the

red glass he finds himself red ;
at another place he

finds himself yellow, at another place he finds him-

self black, in the concave mirror he finds himself

disfisrured in a most ludicrous manner, in the convex

mirror he finds himself again distorted in a most

lUiicnUftus way. He finds himself in all these multi-

plied shapes and forms, but in all these apparently

different manifestations there is one indivisible,

unchangeable, eternal, constant reality. Know that

and free yourself. Kuoav that and shake off all sorrow.

All this distortion and dis*figurement has nothing to

do ndth the real infinity, divinity, which manifests and

reveals itself in all these different mirrors or glasses.

The differences lie in your bodies. The bodies, the

minds, are like the different glasses ; one body may
be like a lens, another prismatic, another a white

glass, another a red glass, another concave, another

convex. The bodies are different, but you are not the

•bodies only, the apparent unreal self. Through ignor-

ance you call yourself the body ; the body you are

not. You are the infinite power
; the divinity, the

constant, immutalffe , ilnchangeable One. That you
are : know that and you find yourself inhabiting

the whole world, inhabiting the Avhole universe.

In India we have mirror houses. Iii mirror

houses we have all the walls and the roof bedecke d
with mirrors and looking glasses of all kinds. The
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owner of the house ,comes into the room aud fiiid-s

himsell oir all-sides. • ,
•

,,Once there came into-. a, mirror' house of .this

kind a dog. The dog finds armies ‘oC dogs on his

right' coming up to him» and you know that dogs

are very jealous, dogs do not wish some rival dog

to he present beside them. They are very jealous.

When this dog saw thousands of dogs aiDiDi’oacliing

him from the right, he turned to the left hand side

and asain on that wall were fixed thousands of

mirrors, and there he finds an army of dogs coming

up to him about to devour him. tear him to pieces.

He turned to the third wall and there he found

again, dogs of the same sort. He turned to the

fourth wall and there the same thing. He turned

his, head upward to heaven and there from heaven

he. saw thousands of dogs coming down upon him
to devour him and tear him to pieces. He was fright-

ened. He jumped up. all the dogs jumped on
all sides

; he was barking and he found all the

dogs barking and opening their mouths at him.

The sound re-echoed, from - the four walls, and he

was afraid. He jumped, and ran this way and that

way. The poor fellow died exhausted on the spofc.

. . Exactly the same way, Vedanta tells you this

world is like a mirror-house, and all these bodies

are like- different mirrors, and your trueAtma or

real self is reflected on • all sides, just as the dog
saw his figure reflected, from the four walls. Just
so does the One Infinite Atma, the One Infinite
Divinity, the Infinite .Power, reflect itself in the
different mirrors. It is the One Infinite Hama that is

being reflected through all these bodies. Ignorant
people come like dogs in this world and -say : That
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man will eafe ms upj that- man ^vill tear me to

piecesj destroy me. 01i> how much of jealousj’^ aiid

fear in this world ! To what are this jealousy and

fear due ? To the ignorance of the dogi to doglike

ignorance • is all this jealousy and fear of the

world due. Please turn the tables. Come into this

world like the master of the houses of the looking-

glass and mirror house. Come into the world not

as d —0 -g but as g —o —d> and you will be the

master of the mirror house, you will be the owner

of the whole univerese ; it will give you pleasure

when you see your niyals-and your brothers and

your enemies advance : it -vnll give you joy when
you find anj^ glory anywhere. You will make a

heaven of this world.

We come now to man. You have seen the

inHnite in the finite in the case of the seed. That

was an- Hlustration taken from the vegetable king-

dom. The infinite in the finite waS shown to you

in the monad ;
that was an instance taken from the

animal kingdom. You have seen the Infinite in the

finite in the case of the glass. This was an instance

.taken from the mineral kingdom. Now we come
to man.

Just as the original seed died and gave rise

to thousands of seeds, but in reality the real seed

did not multiply, did not decrease, remained the

same, and just as the original monad dies and gives

rise to thousands of monads, while the real monad
remained the same, and just as the glasses broke,

the mirror is broken, but the real child did not

break
;

just in the saihe way when a man dies,

there come up his sons, two or more, sometimes

dozens. Some of the Englishmen, Anglo-Indians in
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Iliiiclustaii have scores o£ children. When the parents

die, in their place come up dozens and scores ;
these

again die in their turn and leave behind a fcmrfold

pn)ge^". They die and leave behind a larger num-

ber. Here is again the same thing, dust as the

original monad died and two came up instead, and

out ol‘ these two, four came uj), and out of these

eight came up
;
the original seed died and out of

that thousands came up in time. Similarly out of

any pair of man and woman come scores, nay,

thousands, millions of pairs of the same sort, the

pair goes on multiplying

There is no time to enter into detail
;
only an

outline can be given in one lecture.

Vedanta tells you that just as the case was w'ith

the seed, monad, or glass, so is the case with

you. The primitive pair of man and woman died,

and out of them, out of the Adam and Eve
of the Christian Bible, sprang up billions of In-

habitants of the world.

Here again Vedanta tells you that this apparent

multiplication, this apparent increase, implies no

increase in the true, real man that you are. The
real man does not increase. The real man ‘in you
is the In finite All. Man is the infinite individual,

you might call it. Let all the people die and any
one pair remain. Out of this' pair we can have
millions cC population in due time. The infinite

capability, the infinite power, the infinite potentiality
which was concealed' or latent in the primitive pair
is found in each pair to-day undiminished, unimpaired.
This 1 nfinity you are. This infinite capability,

infinite power, you are, and this infinite power is

the same in all these bodies. These bodies may
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nmltiplv like glass. Init the man. the real infinity is

only one. You may make much of these bodies,

you may think of them \rhatever you please* but

these you are not. Y'ou are the infinite power which

is only One* One indivisible* the v^same you are

yesterday, to-day. and for ever. It might he made
more clear hy a popular illustration.

"Who are you. sir? I am IVlr. so and so. Y’es.

Are you not a man? Oh, man lam, of course.

"VYho are you ? I am !Mrs. so and so. Are you
not a woman ? TToman I am* of course. Go to

anybody and he says I am man* l)ut take an un-

philosophieal man, ask him and he will never tell

you that he is a man. He will always say I am
3£r. so and so, and I am iilrs, so and so. Oh.

but men also you are. Then he may admit that he

is a man.

Xow we ask. have you ever seen a. man* the un?

adulterated, unspecified, unparticularized man? Have
you ever seen that ? Wherever we chance to meet,

there appears a INIr., or iMrs.. there appears a lord or

lady, hut the real man, the coiicreie man you cannot

find anywhere, and. still we know that this concrete

man is in all things higher. That species? a man in

itself, you cannot lay your hands on, a man divested

of his Smithness? Tohnness, or divested of his raister-

ness or mrs-ness. 3Xan per sc, divested of these

properties we cannot see anywhere, and yet this man
is present in all these bodies. - Bring before you Mr.
so and so. Take an-ay the man part of him, diminish

man, the concrete man- and what remains ? Xothing.

Ail gone? all gone. Take away 3Ir,—? remove all the

misterhood and the other thinars and we cannot find

anything, but the real man is still there. The real
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man Ha^na takes in the sense of the underlying

powers or the infinity within you. 3^e not misled

hy .the words ^ of Berkeleyt Weigh and examine it

thoroughly and you ' Avill see that .
there .is indeed

something, the infinity within, which cannot he seen,

cannot he tasted and 3'et it is the fountain-head

of all that you see, it is the, cause of all sight, it

is the cause of .all spund, it is the reality in all

your taste. It is tjie reality,, the divinity,>the one

power in all that you perceive, see, touch, or hear. It

is there and yet it is indescrihahle. Thus we see that

the Infinite within, the finite is incapable of being

seen, incapable oi being beard, incapable oi being

thought, .of being imagined, and* yet all that you

see is through it, .all that you hear is through it,

all that you smell is through it. It is indescrib-

able and yet the fountain-head, the essgnc.e.jof all

that is described.

In conclusion, llama simply asks you to do one

favour to. yourself. -Above all, be men ! All these

bodies are. like dew-drops and the real man is like

the ray o£ the Sun .which passes through and
threads all those beads -.of dew. All these bodies

are like the beads on a rosary and the real man
is like the string that passes through them all. If

you once sit still for a second and feel, feel that

you are the universal man, you afe the Infinite

power, you will see that all this you are. Being
man I am everything, being that indefinite man
or species man, I am everything. You are all

one
;
at once you are all one. Just rise above this

misterness and mrs.-ness, rise above that and you
become one with the All. What a grand idea ! You
become one with the All. Then you become one
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with the wjiple universe.

Here is a translation .of a. part of one of the

UpanishadS) but it is not a perfept translation.

«• I am the Unseen Spirit which informs

All subtle essence ! I flame in flre>

I shine in suii and mooiis j)lanets and stars !

I blow with the windsj rblUwith Hie waves !

I am the man and womaiu youth and maid !

The babe neW'bonis the idthered ancient, propped

Upon his staff ! I am' whatever is—

r

The black bee and the tiger and the fish'.

The green birds with red eyes, the tree, tlie grass,

The cloud that hath the lightning in its u;oLnib;

The seasons and the seas ! In ]\re they' are.

In Me begin and end.’*

( Sir Iviviu Ainolcl, tfanslatorj

Infinite you are, that infinity you are, and a«s

that infinity, as it ivere, have created these imaginary,

false Ulusory bodies ; you have made this world

like a mirror house for yourself. Take care of the

One Infinite, Universal God and the same you are
;

that dwells and permeates this world.

Om ! Om 1 Om 1 Om I

13
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a’HE SUN OF LIFE ON TEE
WALL OF ]iriND.

(
Lecture (lelirered ojt Jfdutfn'tj ISt I'SOSi Golden Gtite

Ihdli San Francisco, U. S. A. )

The Immutable in the Form of Ladies and
Gentlemen,

—

The subject of discourse to-night is the Immu-
table in the Changeable.

Before beginning, a feiv words will be spoken

in answer to a question repeatedly put to llama.

« What is the significance of the colour your wear ?

Why do Buddhists wear yellow clothes and Yodantin',

Sadhus, Swamins, flame-coloured clothes ?
**

You know every religion has got three aspects.

Every religion has got its philosophy, its mythology
and its ritual. No religion without philosophy can

stand. In order that it may appeal to the learned,

the wise, the reasoning class of people, it ought
to have a philosophy, and in order that it may
recommend itself to the people of sentimental

emotions, of emotional natures, it ought to have a

mythology, and in order that it may appeal to

the common folk, it ought to have a ritual.

The colour of the clothes has something to do
with the ritual of the A^’edantic religion. Why do the
Christians wear the Cross ? That is the ritual. Why
do the Christians put the Cross at the top of their
Churches ? That is the ritual. The Boman Catholics
have an elaborate ritual

; the Protestants have very
little of it but still they have a ritual. They also
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ritual of the Veclautic religion. The red colour, the

flame colour has the same meaning to the Hindu
as the Cross to the Christian. '\Vhat does the

Cross imply ? It is a remembrance of the death

of Christ, the love of Chris(. Christ suffered big

body to be crucified for the sake of the people.

That is the meaning of the Cross which the Christians

wear. If you ask a Hindu to explain to you, the

meaning of the Cross, he will explain it to you

differently. He will say the teaching of Christ is

take up the Cross, take up Your Cross and follow

me. He does not say ‘ take up my Cross.' In the

Bible, in the ]Yew Testament, St. Paul or Christ

has not to ask you to take up the Cross of

Christ, but they say take up your Cross, that is

the exact wording : take up your Cross, and the

meaning of that is crucify your flesh, crucify your
carnality, crucify your little self, crucify your own
ego. That is the meaning, of it.- So the Cross

ought to be the symbol of crucifying our selfish

interests, our little ego, our little egotistical, selfish

ego. That is the meaning of the Cross, wearing

the Cross. '\Vhcther you take it in this sense or

some other sense, dep(’nds on your M'ill, but Ve-

danta always recommends you to take the Cross

in that sense, and in this sense does a Buddhist

wear yellow clothes.

Yellow is, in India at least, the colour of the

dead. The dead carcass has got a' yellow colour.

The yellow robe or the yellow costume implies

that the man who puts on these yellow clothes

has crucified his body, has .altogether discarded - his

flesh, risen above carnality, is beyond all. selfish
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motives ;
just as when the Boman Catholics have

to ovdain a monk, they put him in a coffin and

read ovei- his head the chapter from Job, they

read over him the songs and psalms and sermons

which are usually read over the dead, and that

man being placed in a coffin, is made to believe

and realize that he is dead, dead to all temptations,

to all passions, dead to all worldly desires. The

Buddhists have to wear yellow clothes which means

that the man has no more to do anything with

Avorldly desires, with selfish aims and objects, is

dead to the world as it were, and the flame colour

of the Vedantins means the colour of fire. This

colour ( indicating the dress of the speaker } cannot

represent exactly the colour of fire, these clothes;

but this colour was about the nearest colour to the

colour of fire that could be had in America. In

India we have a colour which is exactly the colour

of fire- 'When an Indian monk is sitting somewhere

from some distance you cannot recognise whether

it is a man or a heap of. fire. This colour stands

for the colour of fire, and this means that the man
has cremated his body. You know in India we

don't bury the dead, we cremate them, we burn

them. So this red colour implies that the man

who has worn these clothes has sacrificed his body

has placed his body on the altar of Truth, all the

worldly desires burnt, burnt, burnt; All the worldly

desires,- all the worldly ambitions, all the worldly

hungering and hankering is consigned to the flames.

The colour of the Cross is also red. The blood

of Christ is also red. Christians also want some-

thing red, this is also red, and it has the double

meaning of being blood as well as fire. But it has
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the idea of tlie deaih of the body, of the death

of (he carnality, hut they do not ivear yellon’ robes,

(h<*y wear red robes of the colour of lire. That

means that it is death from one standpoint and

life from another. You know fire has life, fire

sustains life, fire has energy, fire has power. The

red robes imply that all the lower desires, all the

selfish propensities, all the little ambitions, have been

consigned to fire, have been put to death, but on the

other hand, there, has sprung out of them Life, fire,

i*nergy, power. That red robe has a double meaning.

Tt has the meaning of the death of carnality and also

the meaning of the Life, of the Spirit. J3e not afraid,

be not afraid. Vedanta preaches the baptism of fire

instead of the baptism of water. It preaches the

baptism of fire, of llame, the baptism of power,

energy; oh, be not afraid that this is fire and it will

consume us. You too read in the Jlible : “ lie who
would save his life, must lose it.'* Lose this lower

Jif(5 and you will save the real life, that is the

principle. Oh, people in this world, what a great

havoc do they make of their lives ! Their worldly

life they make a life of imprisonment, a life of

death, a life of hell. You will excuse Rama,
that is the truth. On their breasts, on their bo-

soms lies the mighty Himalaya of grief and anxiety,

a mighty mountain of grief and anxiety. We should

not say Himalaya. The Himalaya is all power and

grandeur. V^e will say a mighty mountain of grief

and anxiety. They keep themselves like a pendulum,
always oscillatijig between a tear and a smile, always

battled by ihe'frowns and favours of some body, ov

by the threats and promises of some body else.
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By their imagination they almay& create around

themselves a prison> a diingeon> a hell.

A^edanta requires you to get rid of this lower

naturej this ignorance. Burn this ignorancej hum
this lower egoisms burn this lower selfish nature

Avhich makes a hell of your body and let in the

fire of knowledge. Knowledge is always represented

as fire by the Hindus. Let in the knowlege of

fire, and let all this chaff and all this dirt and dust

be consumed. Come out all ablaze, as all fire,

heavenly fire, that is the meaning of the colour.

Somebody asked Hama, “ AVhy do you attract

attention ? ” AV ell, llama told him : Brother, brother,

please see yourself if there be any harm in these
clothes. He said he could not find any harm in

them, but the others did. But you are not res-

ponsible for the ignorance of others. Be mindful
of you own intellect and brain. Bind any fault
Avith these clothes if you have to find, and if

others find fault, you are not responsible for that, y
The greatest Sadhu, the greatest Indian moii^

the greatest SAA^ami in this AA'orld is the Sun, the
rising sun. The llising Sun comes to you every
day dressed in the apparel, in the costume of a
A'^edantic monk. In tonight’s discourse, this Sun
Avill represent to you the Immutable Avitli reference
to the changeble bodies. AYe shall take the Sun,
the sAvami, the sadhu, the red-apparelled Sun, symbol
of the true Atma, the real self, Avhich is unchange-
able, Avhich is immutable, the same to-day, yesterday,
and for ever, Avich reference to the Sun. AYe shall
point out the changeable, the. variable things, Avhich
stand for the changeable bodies in man. ^Alan has
got the changeable things in him, and there is in
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man^the iininutablej the unchangeable, the eternal

real x\traan. The real Atman is like the Sun, and

the changeable elements are the three bodies, the

gross body, the subtle body, and the seed body.

These are the names that llama gives to these

bodies. In Sanskrit they are fifJiu’a, sul‘<i/nnn and
hirana; and llama translates them as the gross

body, and subtle bodjs the seed body. QMiese three

bodies,—the seed bodj^ the subtle body and the gross

body,—are the changeable elements. These are not

the self but the non-self. These are variable, fickle,

these are not yourself. Yourself is the immutable,

the unchangea])le. This is to be shown.

In order ^to give you a clear Idea of the three

bodies and the true Atman, we shall resort to an

illustration. Y^oii will kindly attend very carefuliy.

To-night there will be talked to you no logic, no

great arguinenting. To-night the proposition of man
as proved by the Hindus Avill be made clear to you.

It will be clearlj^ enunciated so that you may at

once comprehend it, and afterwards if. there is time,

we shall enter into philosophy and reason out every

side of the ciuestion. You know before bringing

our Logic to bear upon a theme we ought' to

understand what a Proposition is.' So to-night the
' meaning of the Proposition will be made clear, and
you will see that even in this enunciation,, or this

clearing away of the clouds and the understanding

of the Proposition, there 'will be, as it ' u’ere, a

proof by themeselves. As Pope puts it,
' '

“Virtue is a fairy of such a beauteous mien,
As to be loved needs only to be seen”.

So the truth has such a glorious beaiity that in order

that it may enter deei) into your hearts, it is necessary
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only to see it cleal’l3^ The Sun requires no other proof

of its existence. To see the Sun is to prove the Sun.

Everything that be is seen in some outside light, but

light itself does not require some other light in order

that it may be visible. So to-night, the proposition is

simply to be laid before you,without any arguments and

without any logic. Isow we come to the illustration.

You Avill kindly take yourself with Rama to

the Himalayan glaciers. There we see all-dazzling

scenes, diamond-mountains, all white, an ocean of

white glaciers so dazzling, so sparkling, so beautiful,

splendid, inspiring. There we find, no vegetation,

no animal life, no man or woman. There is upon

these glaciers to be seen one source^ of life, the

Sun ;
the glorious orb, that shines upon these fairy

scenes. Oh, what a splendid sight ! Sometimes
through the clouds the light of the Sun sifted falls

upon the laud and makes the whole landscape blaze

up in the colour of fire, makes the whole scene

assume the Swami’s garb, converts the whole scene

into a Sadhui an India monk. After a Avhile the

whole scene becomes yellow, etc,, but there is one

thing and one thing only on the scene, nothing

else. That is the Sun.

Now you observe that in these glaciers there

are the greatest rivers of Hindustan, concealed, latent.

All the big rivers of India emanate and flow out

from these glaciers. Here in these glaciers is

the source or the seed body of the river. You
will kindly come down with llama to the second
stage of river life.

Here we come to another phase, we come now
to another kind of sights and landscaf^es. lYe are
still in the mountains, but not at the snow-capped
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sumniitsj lower down we tire. Here for miles and

miles* for dozens and scores of miles we have mag-

nificent roses covering every spot and the -whole air

fragrant, redolent with the sweet, delicious scent of

the roses. There we have beautiful nightingales

and other birds singing, indicting valentines all the

year round. There we have magnificent warblers

filling the air with their sweet notes, and also we
find amongst the magnificent, beautiful, charming
trees the most attractive Cranges, or some other

stream, treading its winding course in a zig-zig way,

playing* frisking about in the mountains. Oh, beauti-

ful brooks, beautiful rivulets we find there. There in

these beautiful brooklets are the shadoAvs of the trees

on the banks reflected, and these streamlets, brooklels

are going about in a most charming, most playful

way, now taking this trend and that trend, going

around and around, turning this way and that Avay,

and singing all along, flow these rivers, brooklets>

rivulets.

What is this ? This is the second stage of the

river’s life. Here the river is in its subtle body.

This rivulet or brooklet form of the river is the

subtle body of the river, so to say. This subtle

body emanated from the seed body of the river, it

came from the seed body of the river. You know
upon the seed body of the river was the »Sun shin-

ing, and through the action of the Sun’s heat and
light ujjon the seed body of the river came out

the subtle body of the river. This is the subtle

body. It is very fickle, vjigue, meandering, zig-zag.

It is now jumping doAvn and taking along leaps

in hot haste and in great fury, then it su])sides

into a lake or calm. It is very V'ague, fickle,

14
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changing.

Let us descend a little to the plains. Now in

the plains we have different scenes. The same water,

the same river we saw present in the seed form

upon the snow-capped glaciers and it adopted a most

fantastic and poetic aspect in its subtle form lower

down on the mountainSi the same waters, the same
river now becomes a muddy stream upon the plains.

In the plains, the same river, the same Ganges be-

comes a mighty stream. It has undergone a great
change. It has put on new clothing, neAv colour ;

it does not keep its original transparency and its

original limnidnaas ; it becomes dirty and turbid, and
changes its colour. Muddy it becomes and at the

same time it changes its speed. It becomes now slow,

very slow, and on the other hand it becomes more
useful now. Upon the surface of this mighty river

float boats and ships, traffic is carried on. People
come and bathe, and the water of the great river is

now utilized in canals and aguMucts and for irrigat-

ing the lands and fertilizing the country around.
.This third stage of the river’s life is the gross

body of ' the river. And what about the life of
the river ? What about the real motive power of
the river ? The real motive power of the river is the
Sun, the glorious orb. Now let us apply this
illustration to man. '

‘ .

Where nre are your three bodies and how are they
related to one another, and to the real self, your true
self, or the.Atma?

What you are in reality in your deep sleep state

where you are unconscious of everything else, u-^here
you knoAv nothing about the world, where father is

no father, mother is no mother, house is no house,
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and the world is no world, where there is igiiorancej

and nothing but ignorance» where there is a state

of .chjELOS, a state of death, a state of annihilation, so

to say, a state of nothingness.

There, the Vedanta says, in that state which

most of you have never examined, in that state we
have the seed body of man, the seed body of man
lying prostrate and flat beneath the true self or Atma
of man. There we have the true self like the Sun

shining over the glaciers, man’s life being compared

to the river’s life.

You will kindly attend most carefully. Here is

something very subtle going to be stated. It was

said the other day, but the occasion requires that

it should be repeated.

In your deep sleep state this • world is not

present ; only is the dreamland present. V^hen you
wake up, you say that in that deep sleei) state is

present nothing, nothing, nothing. A'^edanta says,

indeed, in that deep sleep state, nothing is present. But
you know, as Hegel has clearly shown, (the Hindus
have anticipated Hegel - that German philosopher, and
have proved that this notning is something) that this

nothing is also the seed body
;
this nothing which

you dof.cribe in your wakeful state as nothing, this

is the seed body, this is tlie glacier of your life.

As the Bible puts it that out of nothing Avas something

created by God, so the Hindus have also shoAvn

that out of this seed body, Avhich j^ou describe as

nothing after waking up, out of this seed body Avhich

you describe as nothing, out of this seed body or

nothing, there springs forth or comes out the Avhole

world. If philosophers come out and say that out

of nothing something can never come out, A^’edanta
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says that what we have called nothing is in reality

not nothing, it is called nothing hy you only when

yau wake up. You knoAV the same Avord Ave can

interpj:fit in any Avay aa'c like. This is not in reality

nothing. It is the seed body. This is like the

glaciers. Now you Avill ask, well, Ave have understood

that out of that deep sleep AAdiich AA^e describe as

nothings omething comes out, ajjdtJiafe apparent

nothing is the seed body ; but realize the Sun Avithin,

realize the God.Avithin, realize the AtmaAvhich creates

out of this glacier of the seed body^ this .Avhole

universe, Ilealize that Sun or God or Atma. You

will ask Avhat this means ? Listen, please. t

^

When you get up, you say, « I slept so pi^Soimd

that I saAv nothing in the dreams.” There Ave say,

please AAudte this statement on paper. Then Vedanta

comes up and says that this statement is just like

the statement made by a man Avho said that at the

dead of night, at such and such a place there \A'as

not a single being present. The judge told him

to put that statement on paper and he did that.

The magistrate asked him if this statement AA'as true*.

He said, yes. Is this statement made on hearsay,

or founded on your oAvn evidence ? Are you an

eye AAdtness ? He said, yes, I am. All right. Then, if

you Avere an eye Avitness and if you Avisli us to

understand that j^our statement is correct, that there

Avas no body present, then in order that your

statement may be right, you at least must have

been present on the scene. 33ut if you Avere present

on the scene, this statement is not literally true:

Literally, the statement is not true, because being a
human being you Avere present

; at least one human
being Avas. present on the scene. Thus the statement
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that nobody piM\«;eHt., that there was not a single

human being present on the scencj is false, that is a

contradictory statement. In order that it may be true

as you wish us to understand it to bo true, it must

be wrong. It must l)e uTong because at least one

human being must have been present on the scene.

Similarly, when we make this statement after

Avaking up, ** Oh sir, I slept profound and I enjoyed

such deep slumbers that nothing was present on the

scene.*' I say, sir, you Avere present. If you had been

asleep, if your true s(‘lf, the real Atma, and the real

Sun, the real orb, the real God, had been asleep, then

Avho Avould haA’<^ bor.no witness to the nothingness or

chaos of the dream ? As you bore Avitness to the

nothingness or chaos of the dr(;am, you must have

been present there. Thus in your deep sleep state,

Vedanta says that there are tAvo things at least to be

seen, tlu! nothingness Avhich is like the glaciers or like

the seed body and the AA'itncss light, the Sun, the

glorious Atma, the ri5Sjili?.nibcait self or God,. Avhich is

Avitnessing all that and shining even upon the desohi"

lion of the deep sleep state. There that true self is

the Sun i.nunutuble and that nothingness of the deep

.sleep state is the seed body Avhich is changeable and

lickle. Why is it changeable and fickle? Ik’cause

Avhen you come doAvn tfi the dreamland, Avhen you

fall doAvn into the diannning state, that nothingness

is gone, that nothingnej-.s i.s no more. If that chaos

or nothing of the deep sleep state had been your real

self, it Avould have lasted for ever, but it changes.

When you descend into the dreamland, ilie very ca-

l)ability of changing implies that it is not real. That

seed body is not real. You Avill be astonished, you
Avill say hoAv this phenomenal Avorld of ours did
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qmaiiajiia from thai nothing. It is a fact. You have

been thinlcing matters differently in Europe and

America
;
you have Ijeen taldng matters in a topsy-

iUi^_ state. Eelieve llama, this is a truth which must

permeate every indivicluaUwhich must enter the heart

of each and all in this universe sooner or later.

Here people are accustomed to take things from

the bottom to the top. They want to make rivers

flow uphill, the unnatural course. And so *3^ou will

he astonished at this statement just now made by

llama that out of that nothingness of your deep

sleep state comes out your dreamland experience.

You will be astonished. But just examine, just

reflect. Is it not the plan of nature ? Wherefrom
did this Earth of yours come? This Earth of yours

was once in the nebular state. All this was once

in a state which had no form, which was akin to

your deep sleep state. It was in the nebular state,

it was in a chajitic state. Out of that chaotic state

have sprung up, by slow degrees, your vegetable

kingdom, animal kingdom, and man. Vedanta tells

you that Avhat you find in the Avholc of nature,

Avhat you find true from the physical standpoint,

the same is true from the uie.tiiphyjsjlcal standpoint.

Tf this whole world springs from chaos or nothing,

so to say, your dremland and wakeful states also

.sprang from that deep sleep state or chaotic state,

the siaie of nothingnos.s. Your wakeful and dream-
ing states sprang from that. Just so it is found
in the life of every man. When a baby, he is in a
stale most resembling the state of nothingness

;
as

it were, out of that state, by slow degrees, he comes
into the other states, which you call higher, though
higher and lower are relative terms.
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What, is the rule in the whole universe is the

rule Avith the ordinary life of every man. Out of

the deep sleei) slate springs this dreaming state.

People want to explain the dreaming state as depen-

dent on the Avakoful state. You AA'ill he astonished

when Vedanta puts matters to you in their true

light and shoAvs that all the Jiluropoan philosojAhers,

ill your llegels and Kants cannot explain thoroughly

.he phenomenon of dreams. AVe have no time to-

night to dAvell upon this subject, l)ut this will he

proved to you in a lecture or in hook form.

AVe come to the dream state. Jn the dreamland

Ave come, as it Averc, from tlic •’•laciers to the

loAVcr mountains. You are still on the mountains

asleep. Here the suhlle body, the dreaming self*

finds itself in a fantastic land, in a poetic region*

the dreaming self of jwtrs is noAV a bird, noAv a

king. Immediately it becomes a beggar. It is noAv

a man nho has lost his Avay on the Himalayan
mountains, and then it becomes the citizen of a

big city like London. It is noAv in this city and
then in that city. IIoav changeable! dust as the

streams in the mountains arc changeable, meandering,

tickle, taking dilVerent turns every now and then,

so is the state of your dreaming self. In your

dreaming state, you arc quick about everything,

just as the streams arc so quick Avhen in the

mountains, the rivulets, the broolvleia arc so quick
and so rapid, so gushing, and so playful. So is

your dreaming self so playful and rapid. l’‘ou live

in a land of imagination. There the dead become
alive, and those people Avho arc living, you find

sometimes dead— strange land, the land of fa,ntasy

and the land of poetry I Is it not quite like the
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stream in its subtle body on the mountains where
it is in the land of poetry and fantasy? After
the dreaming experioncej imssing through the

mountainsj as it werej in your second stage, you come
down to the plains; you wake u}). In your wakeful

state you make u^} the gross body, just as the

river requires a gross body, when descending ujJon

the plains. You see the deep sleep state is called

the seed body, and the body of your dreamland ,is

called the subtle body, and the body of your u'akeful

state is called the gross body. You know
when the rivers come down from the mountains

and enter upon the plains, their subtle l)ody remains
just the same, but it puts upon itself a red or

muddy mantle. You know the water that came
from the- mountains. That fresh, pure water
remains hidden in mud and clay and in the soil of

the plain. There the subtle body of the river as

it was seen in the mountains has not changed, but
it is simply wearing new clothing, it has put on
a ncAv costume, and thus when the subtle body of

the river has descended to the plains and put on
a new muddy costume, we say, the river is in its

gross body. It was not so when the subtle body
came from the seed body

; then the seed body had
to melt down and produce the subtle • body, and
now in the wakeful state, the subtle body has not

to melt or change, it has simply to put on new
garments, a new costume. That is udiat actually

happens.

In your wakeful state, the subtle body, that is

to say, the mind, the intellect, which was working
in the dreamland, that does not disappear, remains
the same, but these material elements, material head
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and material all tliat> are put on as it were like

costumes ; and when you have to go to sleep* this

material gross body is simlpy taken doAvn* as it

Avere, hung upon that post.- and the subtle body is

Just as Avhen {;oing to bed, people take oil'

their clothes, so you take it oil' and only the

subtle body works in your dreams. Noav, Avhat is

the subtle body ? It will be shown that that is

also material. The relation of the subtle to the gross

and that of the gross to the subtle will be pointed

out. You knoAV the rivers in the winter season

(the winter season is like the night), usually put

oil their gross body, strip themselves of their

gross body and keep only the subtle body Avith

them, that is, in the Avinter season rivers are

re^pjBjd in size, and the mud and clay and the red

muddy vesture that they have, they put oil. They
go to sleep as it Avere. Just as the rivers put off

their gross body and keep the subtle body only,

similarly eA’ery day AA'hen you go to bed at night

(your AA'inter), you put off the gross and keep
only the subtle body.

Jliit the sun Avhich aams shining ujmn the seed

body, the same sun shines equally upon the subtle

body of the river, equally upon the subtle bod^*^ of

every man when he is in the dreamland, and the

same sun Avhich shines upon the seed body and
subtle body. of. the river shines equally upon the

gross body of the river.

The true Atma or real Self Avhich was seen

shining upon the deep sleep state's body shines

also u2)on your dreamland and upon yonr AA'akeful

state and upfin the gross body, as it Avere, but

15
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where lies the diiToroneo ? OMio dilYei'oneo lies in

the reflection of the sun. AVhen the sun wns

shiniii" iipon 'ih'e seed body of the river, upon the

glaciers. Hie image of the Sun was not seen there.

The action of the Sun was intiuiseaipon the glaciers,

hut the reflection or • image was seen no more,

hut when it began to shine upoiv the subtle body

of the river, it is refleeted.

\^’^hen the Sun was shining upon the subtle,

body of the river, the sun’s image was seen. Ko
image of the Sun was seen ui)on the snow-capped

peaks or the glaciers, but 'in the 'siibtle body of

the river, in the mountains, in the rivulets, is the

imago o£^ the sun seen. AVhat does this image

imply ? This image is the real Self, the true

Atma, the unchangeable, the immutable in you, the

true divinity, Atma or God. The same God is

present in you when you are in the deep sleep state,

that God shines upon your’ seed body, but examine,
in the deep sleep state no egojsm is present, you
have no idea of I am asleep, I groAv, I digest the
food, I do this

;
that is, there is no ego, the real

self is there, but no ego is there. This false,
apparent ego Avhich is looked upon as the self by
j)eople is not there. In the dreaming state it be-
comes • api)aront. The dreaming state is like the
second state of the. river, the subtle body of the
river. There it becomes apparent, and • it becomes
apparent also iji the AA'akeful ’ state. You knoAV
your AA'akcful state is like the state of the river
Avhon it is in the plains, the gross body of the river.
There the sun shines clearly

;
it Avas shining clearly

upon the "glaciers, but it also reflects its image in
the stream; on the muddy river is the image of
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the Sun seen
;
so in your u'akeful statcj the image

of the Sun is aJso ,seen. This egoism—J do this*

T do this? T am this. J am that) all this egoisnij—this

sellish apparent self makes its appearance in the

wakeful state also. 13ut you see there is a diil’erence

in the ego .of your dreamland and the ego of your

wakeful state. In j’our dreamland the ego which
has. keen to you as the reflection or shadow of the

true Atma or God* is Jicklej changeable,

uii'^ettled, hiija^l: exactly as the reflection of the Sun
in the stream when it is upon the mountains is vague;

nman dpr.ijigj changeable., and in your wakeful state

this ego is detinitc, permanent, as in slow stream,

slow river, when .it is flowing upon tlu5 plains.

Here is something more to be told. People

ask what-^hOkave you to call the gross body
the after-etl'cet or resultant of. the subtle- body ?

People ask what right have you to place the
dream state above the wakeful state ? ^lark it. Of
what elements is your wakeful experience composed?
Your .wakeful experience rests upon time,

space, and causality. Can you think of any subs«

tance, any thing in this world, without the idea of time,

space, and causality entering into it ? IS’ever, never.

You cannot conee jye of anything without time,

space, or causality. Impossible to conceive of

ajiything Avithout these. A’oav this time, space, and
causality are like the Aveb and Aveft of your world.

Mark them. They are in your dreamland and they

are in your Avakelul .state. You knoAv, Max Muller,

in his translation of Kant'a Critifjuc ,of Fure
Kcasoiii in his Introduction says that Kant, teaches

the same philosophy as Vedanta. He says that Kaut
has clearly shoAvn that time, space, and causality
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are a pnorh and the Hindus have not shown it.

Hama is going to tell you that Max Muller did

notread enough of the Hindu Scriptures. Rama
is going to tell you that the Hindus proved

times spaces and caiisaulity to he a prioi'i, to be

subjective and out of that it is shown that the

waheful experience of yours is from one standpoint

the after effect of your dreamland exiJericnce. You

Avill patiently listen. In your deep sleep state

you have no idea of times no idea of spaces no

idea of causality. You come down to the dreamland.

There time makes its appearances space comes into

existences and causality also comes into existence.

The Hindus tell you that the times spaces and

causality of your dreamland came out of your

deep sleep state in the same way as the' tiny

sprout comes forth from the seeds in its feebles

weak forms and in your wakeful states times spaces

and causality ripen into the state of a mighly

tree. They become strong and ripen into the state

of a mighty river
;
they assume their gross form

;

just as you develoi)s the ideas of times spaces and
causation also develop with yous understanding that

the subject is nothing else but a resultant of times

spaces and causation as they develop. In j’^our

dreams you have times but compare the time of

your dreams with the time of your wakeful state.

The time of the dream is fickles vagues hazys

dims unsettled, indefinite, and the time of the

wakeful state is naturally the ripened form, I say,

the strong developed form to your time in the

dreamland. In your dreams, you know the dead
become alive and the living become dead some-
times. It is not so in your wakeful state. The
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time is definite ; the past becomes futurej and the

future becomes past in j'our dreamland ; it is not

so in the wakeful state. You may have heard of

31ohammad who in his dream spent a lot of time

in ascending to the eighth heaven> but Avhen he

woke upj he found that only two seconds had

passed.

Similarly) the things of your wakeful state are

diOerent not in kind but in inteiisjtys in degree)

from the things of your dreamland state. In your

dreaming state the things are changeable, tickle,

vague, indefinite. They can be changed, just as a

Scyipling. can be made to grow any way you like>

but when it becomes a gigantic tree, it cannot be

changed, diverted, or moulded into any other shape.

In your dreamland you now sec a woman, and in

a second she becomes a mare. You now find

before you a man alive and in no time he becomes

dead. Y"©!! now find a mountain before you

and in no time it becomes fire. The things which

you find in your dreaming state were not present

in the deep sleep state. Out of the deep sleep

state, they sprang up, as out* of the glaciers spring

up small rivers, fickle rivulets , and in your wakeful
state these <t priori forms of time and space

ripen into a stiff, ngijd form, become definite and
get a rigidity of their own.

The wisdom of your dreamland, the intellect of

your dreamland is related ' to the wakeful state,

llama knov’s from personal experience that oft

times in dreams, when a student, he solved the

hardest problems on which he had been meditating,

but when waking up did not know how to

solve them. Oh, there was fault in the arguments.
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The argumenis nf your drManilaiKl ar** fu'-lclei

changeabloi and related Id the arguiuenlf* of your

wakeful stale as Ihe more developod tree is related

to the fickle sapplini;. to the changenMe hud

changeable small tree.

Oft times llama wrote p«»elry in dreams, but

when he got up ami looked at that pordry, the

lines did not seam and it was not etdietcnl- ; there

was Avant of contin uit^^ unity. The reasoniu" of

the dreamland is related to Ihe reas»)ninir *jf the

Avakeful stale as the subtle body of the iMAer is

related to the gross body* and the space of your
dreamland is related to the. .spice of your AVakeful

slate in the .same Avay. .Space is rigid, constant,

inA’ariable. Xow you aa'III .say, m», no, how is it that

in y.nir dreams aav ahvays sec the same things

AA'hich Avc SCO in our Avakeful stfite ? f)nr dreams
arc only tjie. romin isoe

n

are only the remem*
brance.s of our Avakeful state llama .say.s what of

that ? Tiet it be .so. *\Vhat is the .se(*d V ()nl ttf a

a .seed eomes up a beautiful sappling; it is change-
able. tickle, and out of this changeable, fuiklc

sappling groAA-s out or deA-e.lop.s forth a gigantie,

strong, rigid tree. All right. Again, out of this

rigid tree come some more seeds, the same kind
of seeds as gave rise to this tree, X(»w in the

seeds, the whole tree is contained. 'I'he. tree has
put all its essence and all its poAver back into the
.seed.s. Then should aa-o argue that the tree did not
spring from the .seed.s ? Jfave avc any right to
argue that the tree did not come out of flu*

seed? Ko, no, avc Iuitc no right to argue that
AA'ay.

Similarly Vedanta .say.s that the Sh>tshvj,{i, 1
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is like the seed. Out of that comes the dreamland

and from that flows out, as it Avere, or develops

the Avakeful, gross ])ody. And again if your

Avakeful experience can he condensed-hack into your

sleep, it is hut natural. If your AA’akeful eximrionce

can be condensed or forced into your dreamland,

into your dreaming experience, it does not contradict

Rama’s statement. Let it be. Still that Avill not

entitle you to say that your AA'akeful state did not

develop out of your subtle body or the dreamland.

You are not entitled to say that. Exactly as when

the AA'hole tree is condensed and put into the seed,

this does not entitle us to say that the tree did not

spring from the seed. If in your dreams you

usually have the reminiscences of your Avakefiil

state, that does not entitle you to jgainsay^ the

statement made by Rama that put of time, space,

and causation, out of the differentiation of the dream
land, or the dreaming experience, AA'as developed, or

evolved the AA'akeful-experience.

The Vedanta philosophy says that the dream-

land or wakeful experience originated from the

nothingness or chaos of your deep sleep. When
the Hindus say that the AA’orld is' nothing or the

World is the result of Ignorance, they mean that

the deep sleep state in Avhich you. had a kind of

nothing, a chaos, that chaos or nothing of your

deej) sleejA state is ignorance, condensed ignorance
;

if you Avant to say ignorance p-ir se, there the

deep sleep state is the ignorance se> and out

of that ignorance or darkness comes this world,

comes this difl'erentiation and change, and that ignor-

ance is changeable, You know in your dreamland
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you ha.ve, two ]{inds of things, the subject and

the object, and according to Yedania, the subject

and object niahe their appearance simultaneously.

There in your dreams, you become tlTe seer on one

side and the object seen on the other side. If you

see a horse and the rider in a dream, both make
their aiipearancc together: if you see a mountain

in the dream, the mountain is the object and you

the seer or observer. There the object and the

subject make their appearance together. I’here by

a kind of time the past and future of the dream
is also simultaneous with the object; the past*

present, and future of the dream, the infinity of

the dream, the causation of the dream and the

subject and object of the dream, and these make
their appearance simultaneously.

Similarly, Vedanta says, in your wakeful state

also you are the object seen and you are the seeing

subject, you are the friends and foes on that

side and you are their observer on the otlier

side
; you are the enemies on one side and you

are the friends on the other side; you are every-

thing. ]3ut all these apparent phenomena of the

(dream, phenomena of the sleep state, phenomena of

the wakeful state, all these phenomena are mutable,

changeable, fickle, uncertain, indefinite. The
real Self which was compared to the Sun, the real

Atnia, shines upon the three bodies in the same
way that the Sun shines upon the three bodies of

the river, the Atma is immutable, unchangeable.

That Atma or Sun shines upon the glacier of

your deep sleep state
; by your Atma or Sun is

the deep sleep state illumined; and by that Atma
or Sun is your wakeful experience illumined. And
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you see again that the Sun shines not only upon
the three bodies of one river, but the same 'Sun

shines upon the three bodies of all the rivers in

this world in exactly the same way. Similarly, what

if the river of this body is diiferent from the river

of that body ? What if this river of life flows in

a difTereiit way from the river of life in that

case ? But all these rivers of life, all these streams

of exist.ence have the same eternal, immutable
constant Atma, or the Sun of suns, the Light of lights,

shining over them at all times, under all circums-

tances, unchangeable, immutable. That you are,

that you are. That is the real self, and your real self

is the real self of your friend, is the real self of

each and all. Your real Self is not only present

with you in the wakeful state ; it is equally present

In the deep sleep state ; it is equally present

under all changes and circumstances.

Ilealize that the real Self stands above all

.anxiety, above all fear, stands above all tribulation

and trouble. JCobody can harm you, no one can

injure you ?

Break, break, break at the feet of thy crag, oh sea,

Break, break, break, at my feet, O world that be,

0 suns and storms, 0 earthquakes, wars.

Hail, welcome, come, try all your force on me !

Ye nice torjmdpes, fire ! my play things, crack !

0 shooting stars, my arrows fly !

You buj’ning fire ! can you consume ?

0 threatening one , you flame from me ;

You flaming sword, you caniiqn ball.

My energy' hea^ong drives forth thee !

The body dissolved is cast to winds
;

IG
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'Well doth Infinity mo on.«:hrinc !

All ear.s, my ear.s, all eyesTmiy eye.«i !

All hands, my hands, all minds, my minds !•

I swallowed up death, all dilTerenco I drank up;

How sweet and strong a food I find !

No fear, no grief, no.hajikering pain ;

All, all delight, or sun or rain

!

Ignorance, darkness, quaked and quivered,

Trembled, .sjijv.ered, vanished, for ever ;

]\ry dazzling light did parch and scorch it,

Hoy inetVable ! Hurrah! Hurrah!
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THE HEAL SELE.

Lejiiirc delivered on 7th Januaryi 1903^ Golden Gate

Halit San Francisco, U. S, A,

The All-powerful God is the Eorm of Ladies

AND Gentlemen,
In German folk-lore we hear about a man who.

lost his shadow. That is a very strange thing. A
man lost his shadow and had to suffer for it. xAull

his friends deserted him. All prosperity left him
and he was in a very sorry pJlgjit for it. What will

you think of a man who instead of losing his.

shadow loses the substance ? There may be hope

for a man who loses only the shadow, but what

hope can there be for a man who loses the real

substance, the body ?

Such is the case of the majority of people iir

this world. Most men have lost not their shadow

but their substance, the reality. Wonder of Avon*

ders ! ! The body is simply the, shadoAA^ and the

real Self, the real Atma, is the reality. Every-

body Avill tell us about his shadoAA’, everybody

Avill tell us anything and everything about his

body, but how fcAv are there Avho Avill tell us

anything and everything about their real Self, the

real soul, the real Atma. What are you? What
is the use of gaining the AAdiole AA’orld and losing

your own soul ? People, are trying to gain the

Avhole Avorld and they miss the soul, they miss the

Atma. Lost, lost, lost. What is lost? The horse

or the rider ? The horseman is lost. The body is
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like the horscj and the Atnnij the true Self, the

soul, is like t’.e ridel*. The rider is lost
;

the

horse is there. Everybody ivill tell us anything

and everything about the horse, but we want to

know something about the rider, the horseman, the

owner of the horse. To-night we propose to know

what the horseman or the rider, the true self, the

Atma is. That is a deep subject
;

that is a sub-

ject upon which the philosophers of the world

have been racking tbeir brains, upon which each

and all have been trying their best. It is a deep

subject, and it is hard to do justice to this sub-

ject within this short space of one hour or .so.

Still we shall try to make it as easy as possible

by means of an illustration or story.

This subject was once e.vplained to a young
boy of the age of about lo or 16, and he under-

stood it thoroughly in a short time. If that boy

of the age of 15 or 1(5 could understand it, each

and all of you ivill be able to understand the sub-

ject thoroughly, provided you pay close, undivided

attention. The method of expo.sition will be the

same as was adopted in the case of that small

boy.

Once upon a time, the son of an Indian king

came to llama in the mountains, and put this

question, “Swami, Swami, what is God This

is a deep question, a very dillicult problem. This-

is the one subject which all the theologies and all

the religions propose to investigate, and you want

to know all about it in a short time. He said.

“Yes, sir, yes, Swami. Where shall I go to have

it explained ? Explain it to me.'' The boy . Avas

asked, “Dear prince, you Avantto-know Avhat God
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is» you want to make acnuaiiit^ice with God, hut

do you not know that the rule is when a man
wants to see a great xi&rsoJiage* he" will have to

send his own card first, he will have to* send to

the chief his own address and name ? Kow you
want to see God. You had better send to God
your card

; you had better let God know what
you are. Give Uim your card. I will place it in

the hands of Go.d directly, and God will come to

you, and you will see what God is.’’ Well, the

boy said, ‘ It is all right, it is reasonable. I will

directly let you know what I am. I am the son

of king so and so, living on the Himalayas in

?sothern Hidia. This is my name.” He wrote it

out on a piece of paper. It was taken up by

Kama and read. It was not put into the hands of

God directly, but was given back to that prince

who was told, « 0 prince, you do not know what

you are. You are like the iHiterate, .ignorant person'

who wants to see your father, the king, and

cannot write his own name. Will your father, the

king receive him ? Prince, you cannot write your

name. How will God receive you ? Pirst tell us

correctly uhat you are and then will God come to

you and receive you with open arms.”

The boy reflected. He began to think and

think over the .subject. He said, « Swami, swami,

now 3 see, now 1 see. 1 made a mistake in

writing my own name. J have, given you the ad-

dress of the body only, and I have not put upon

the paper what I am.”
There was another attendant of that prince

standing by. The attendant' could not understand-

it. 2\'ow the prince was asked to make his meaning
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clear to this attendant, and the prince asked

this attendant this question ; “Mr. so and so, to

whom does this card belong? The man said.

‘‘To me," and then taking up a stick from the hand

of the attendant, the prince asked him, “O Mr.

so and so, to whom does this stick belong? ’’ The

man said, “To me.^’ “Well, to whom does this'

turban of yours belong ? " The man said, “To

me." The prince said, “All right. If the turban

belongs to you, there is a relation between the

turban and you ;
the turban ' is your property, and

you are the owner. Then you are not the turbaii’

the turban is yours.” He said, “Indeed, that is-

so plain.” Well, the pencil belongs to you, the

pencil is yours, and you are not the pencil.” He
said, ‘ I am not the pencil because the pencil is

mine
;

that is my property, I am the owner.” All

right. Then the prince asked that attendant, taking

hold of the ears of that attendant, “Whom do these'

ears belong to?” And the' attendant said, “To
me.” The prince said, “All right, the ears belong

to you, the ears are yours, consequently you are

not the ears. All right. The nose belongs to you.

As the nose is yours, you are not the nose. Simi-

larly, whose body is that ?”
( just beckoning to

the body of the attendant). The attendant said,

‘•The body is mine
; this body is mine.” “If the

body is yours, Mr. attendant, then you are not

the body ; you connot be the body because you
say that the body is yours ; j’^ou cannot be the

body. The very statement my body, my .'ears, my
head, my hand, proves that you are something else

and the body together with the ear.s and hands
and eyes, etc., is something else. This is your
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23ropertys you are the owneis the master
;

the body
is like your garment and you are the owner. The
body is like your horse and you are the rider.

Jfow, what are you ?” The attendant understood

it so fai’j and also concurred with the prince in

saying that when the in*ince had put down on

j)ai)er the address of the body and had meant that

this address stood for himself* the prince had made
a mistake. “You are not the body* not the ears*

not the nose* not the eyes, nothing of the kind,

What are you then ?
” Kow the prince began to

rellect, and said; “Well, well* I am the mind. I

am the mind ; 1 must be the mind.’ “Is that so

indeed ? ’ The quest ion was ijut to that jn’ince

now.

ISTow, can you tell me how many bones have

you got in your body ? Can you say where the

food lies in your body that you took this morn*

ing ? The prince could make no answer* and these

words .escaped his lips, “Well, my intellect does

not reach that. I have not read that, I have not

yet read anything of physiology or anatomj:. My
])rain does not catch it, my mind cannot cp;ni)re-

hend it.”

Ifow the prince was asked, “Dear prince, O
good boy, you say your mind cannot comprehend

it, your intellect cannot rbach up to that, your

brain cannot understand this. By making these re-

marks, you confess or admit that the brain is yours,

the mind is yours, the intellect is yours. Well if

the intellect is yours, you are not the intellect.

If the mind is yours, you are not the mind. If

the brain is yours, you are not the brain. These

very words of yours show that you are the master



of the intellect, the owner of the hrain, and
.
the

rnler of the mind. You are not the mind, the in-

tellect, or the hrain. What are j^ou ? Think, think,

please. Be more careful and let us know correctly

what you are. Then will God be just brought to

you, and you will see God, you will be introduced

directly into the presence of God. Please tell us

what you are." .

The hoy began to think, and thought and

thought but could- not go further. He said, ‘-'My

.intellect, my mind cannot- reach further."

Oh, how true are these words ! Indeed the

mind or intellect cannot reach the Divinity or

(God within. The real Atma, the true God is be-

yond the reach of words and minds.

The boy was asked to sit down for a while

and meditate upon what his intellect had reached
so far. “I am not the body

; I am not the

mind." If so, feel it, put it into practice, repeat
it in ihe language 'of feeling, in the language of

action
; realise that you are not the body. If you

live this thought only, if you work into practice
even so much of the truth, if you are above the
body and the mind, you become free from all. an-
xiety, all fear. Fear leaves you when you raise
yourself above the level of the body or the mind.
All .anxiety censes, all sorrow is gone, when you
realize even so much of the Truth that you are
something beyond the body, beyond the mind."

. After that, the boy was helped on a little to
.realize what he himself is, and he was asked,
“Brother, prince, what have you done to-day ?
Will you please let us know the work or deeds that
you haA'p performed this morning ?
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He began to relate ; «I woke up early in the

morning, took bath, and did this thing and that

thing, took my breakfast, read a great deal, Wrote

some- letters, visited some friends, received some

friends, and came here to pay my respects to the

Swami.’’
'

How the prince was asked, “Is that all ?

Have you not done a great deal more ? Is that

all ? • Just see.” He thought and thought, and
then mentioned a few other things of the same

sort. “That is not all. ' ^ou have done thousands

of things more
;

you ^ave done hundreds, thou-

sands, nay, millions of things more. Innumerable

actions you have done, and you refuse to make
mention of them.- This is not becoming. • Please let

us know what you 'have done. Tell us everythihg

that you have done this- morning.*’

The prince, hearing such strange words- that he

had done thousands of things besides the few
that he had pained, was startled. «I have not

done anything .more than what I have told you,

Sir
;

I have hot done anything more.” “No, you

have done jnillions, trillions, quadrillions of- things

more.'’ How is that ?

The hoy asked, “What is looking at the

Swanii at ^^his time?” He said, “I.” - Are you

seeing ^th'is face, this river Ganges that flows be-

sides us He said, “Yes, indeed.” “Well, you
see the river and you see the face of the Swami,
but wlio makes the ~ six muscles in the* eyes move,
but who makes. the muscles move.' It cannot be

'pnybody else
;

it cannot be anything extra. It

'^Ust be your own self that makes the muscles in

<the eyes -move' in the act of seeing.” -

17 .

'
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The boy saidj “Oh,‘ indeed* it must be I ;
it

cannot be anything else.’^

‘‘Well, who is seeing just now, who is attend-

ing to this discourse ?” The boy said, “I, I.”

“Well, if you are seeing, if you are attending to

this discourse, who is making the oratory nerxfis

vibrate^? It must be you, it must be you. No-

body else, Wh'o took the meals this morning ?
"

The boy said, “I, !.»' “Well, if you took the

meals this morning, and it is j'^ou that will go to

the toilet and vacate, who is it that assimilates and

digests the food ?. Who is it, .please ? Tell us if

you ate and you threw it out, it must be- you

who digests, it must ^be
.
yourself that assimilates, it

cannot be anybody else. Those days are gone when
outside causes "were sought after to explain the

phenomena in nature. If a man fell down, the

cause of his 'fall ..was said to be. some outside

ghost. ..Science doe.s not admit such solution of the

IH'oblem. Science and philosophy require
'
you "to

seek the cause of a phenomenon in .the phenome-
non itself.

Here you take the food, go into the doile-tjand

throw it off. When it is digested, it must be
digested by yourself, no outside power , comes and
digests it

;
it must be your owii’self. The cause

of digestion also must be sought within you and
not Avifhoiit you.^'

Welb the boy admitted so far. Now he was
asked, “Hear Prince, just reflect, just think 'for a
while. The process of digestion implies hundreds of

movements. In the process of digestion, in masti-

cafaqn, s^lisai is emitted fromtheglandisin the mouth.
JJ ore is ' again the next process of oxidation going
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on. Here is blood being formedi There is the'

blood, coursing through the ‘-veinsj there is’ the

same food, being con v^erted* into carhatic musclesf

bones, *.and hair; here is- the process of growth

going on in the body,. Here are a great inany-

pro'cesses going on, and' all these processes in the

body are coiiiiectcd with the pi’ocess of assimilation

and digestion:

' -If you take the’ food, it is you yourself who
are the cause of respiration. ; you yourself make
trhe blood course..-through 'yourweins. -You yourself

make the hair- grow ; you yourself -make the body*

develop,' and here mark how hiany processes there

are
; how many works, how many deeds there are"

that you are performing every moment.'.'

-. The boy, began to think and said, “Indeed,

indeed, sir, in"my 'body, in this body, there are

thousands of processes that the intellect does' hot'

know, about which the -mind is unconscio'us, and'
still they are beihg pe'rfbrmedvoknd it must be I

that am the cause of all that it must be I that

am performing all that, and indeed it was a mistake-

I. made when. I said- that I had done a few things, -a

few things only, and nothing-more, a few things that

were done through the- agency- of the intellect or

mind." ~
’

It must be made cleater. I-n this body of yours'

two kinds of functions -are being discharged; there'
are two kinds of -works being done, involuntary
and voluntary. Voluntary . acts are those- that are

performed through the agency of the intellect or

mind, ^or instance, reading, writing, ^walking,

talking, and drinking. These are acts done through ‘

the agency of the intellect or mind, Besides these,
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there are thousands of 'acts or’ processes being per-,

formed directly, -so to say, -Avithout the agency, or

without
:
the medium' of mind -or intellect. Por

instance, respiration < the coursing of blood through

the veins, the growth of hair, etc.

People make this mistake, this • glaring blunder

that they admit only those acts to *be performed'

by them which are performed through the agency

of the mind or intellect. All the other deeds, all

the other acts which' are being performed directly

without the agency of the intellect or mind, ‘ are'

disclaimed entirely. They are entirely cast aside,

they are entirely neglected, and by this neglect' and

by this mistake, by this imprisoning the real self
’

in the little mind, by identifyiiig the Infinity

with the small brain, people are making themselves ‘

miserable and Svretched. They say, “Oh, God is'

within me.^’ All right, the kingdom • of heaven is

within you, God is within you,, but that kern?!

which is within you, that kernel is yourself and

not the &heU. Please think over it seriously.

Peflect whether you- are the kernel or the shell,

whether you are He that is within you, or you are

the shell that is without.

Some people say, “O sir, I eat and nature

digests ;
“0 sir, I see but nature makes the mus-

cles move ; O sir# I hear but it is nature that

makes the nerves vibrate .^^ Mark in the name of

justice, in the name of truth, in the name of.

freedom, just mark, whether you are that nature
or whether you are the mere body, Mark, you are
that nature.- You are the infinite God.- If throwing
aside all prejudice, waiving all pra^pjiceptibns'"

and casting off all 'Sti^xsiotion, you reflect over .the-
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matter, discuss it, sift it.,- investigate it, examine it;

You Tv'ill become of the same mind as what you
call Kama standing for it. You will see that you
are the kernel, the nature, the whole nature you are.

Most of you may have understood the drift of

the argument; but that boy, that Indian prince,

'did not understand it thoroughly. “‘V^’'ell,'’ he'

said, “indeed I -have understood it so far that I

am something'beyond the intellect.^’ At this time

the attendant of the prince asked; “Sir, make it'

more clear to me, I have not. quite compre-hended.

it yet/' Well, that attendant was asked, “Mr so;

and so, Avhen you go to bed, do i'ou die or live ?*’»

The boy said, “I live ; I do not die." And n-hat

about the. intellect ? He said,* “I go on

dreaming, the intellect is still there. “And when

you are in the deep sleep state, (you knojv there is a.

state called the deep sleep state ; in that state ng-

dreams even are seen), where is the intellect,

where is the mind ?”

He began to think. “Mell, it passes into

nothingness ; it is no longer there, the intellect is-

not there, the mind is not there, but are you there,

or not ?" He said, “Oh, indeed I must be there

I can not die, I remain there." Well, mark here,

even in the deep sleep state, where the intellect

ceases, where the intellect is, as it were, like a

garment hoisted on a peg, hoisted on a post like

an overcoat, the intellect is taken off and placed'

upon the post. You are still there, you do not

die out.’’ The boy said, “The intellect is not there,

and I do not die out. This 1 do not quite

comprehend.”
' ’

Well, the boy was asked, •When you wake up'
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after enjojnng this deep sleep, when you wake up,

do you not make such statements, ‘I enjoyed a

profound sleep' to-night'; I had no dreams to-night,^

Do you not make remarks of that .kind ?
” He

said, “Yes.” 'Well. This point is Tery. subtle. All

of 'you' will have to listen closely. When '"after

waking up from the deep sleep state, this remark

is made,’ “I slept so sound that I saw no dreams,

I saw- no rivers, no mountains, in that state there

was no father, no mother, no house, no family,

nothing of the kind ;
all was dead and gone ; there

AVas nothing, nothing, nothing there. I slept and

there was nothing there.” This statement is like

the "statement made by the man who bore witness

to the desolation of a place, and said: “At 'the

dead of night, at such and such a place, there'

Avas not a single human being present.” That man.

AA'as asked to AAUite out this statement. He put it

on paper. The magistrate asked him, “Well,-

is this statement true?” He said, “Yes Sir.” Well,

is this statement made on hearsay, or founded upon
your oAvn evidence, are you an eye-Avitness ?” He-
said, “Yes Sir, I am an eye-Avitness. This is not-

based on hearsay.”' You are an eye-Avitness that

at the time mentioned on the paper and at the

place mentioned oh the’ paper, there Avas not a
single human being present? ” He said, “Yes”
“What are you ? Are you a human being or not?
He said, “Yes, I am a human being.” “Well,
then, if this statement is to 'be true according to

you, it must be Avrong according to us, because, as:

you Avere present- and you are a human being, the
statement that there Avas not a single human being
present is not literally true. You Avere present
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there. In order that this statement may be true

according to you* it must be false according to us,

because, in order that there might be nobody, there

must be something, at least yourself. must be present

at the time’\

So when you wake up after enjoying the deep

sleep state, you make this ’ remark, «-I did not see

anything in the dream.V. Well, we may say that

you must have been present - 'there was. no father,

no mother, no husband, no wife, -.no. house, no river,

no family present in that state,, but you must have

been present; the very evidence -that you give, the

very witness that you bear, proves that you did

not sleep, that you, did not. go to sleep,' for had.

you been asleep, who would have told us about

the nothingness of that place? You are,’S6lnething

beyond the intellect the intellect* was asleep, the

brain* was at rest. in a way.,, but. you were not

asleep. If you -had been asleep, who (Would hav.e

made the blood run. ‘through the bloodvessels, who
would have continued rthe pr.ojBess.of digestion in

the stomach? Who would have continued the pro-

cess ,. of the growth of your*, body, if you had

really fallen into, the deep sleep, state ? So you are

something which is never asleep.. The intellect

sleeps, but not you. “I am something beyond, the

intellect, mind, and body.'' .

. Now the. boy - said, ‘‘Sir, sir, I have understood

it so .far, and have come to know that ' I am a

powe.r divine, that I am the. infinite power which

never sleeps, never :changes. In my- youth, thlp

body, was different, in* my childhood the mind was
not the -same as I*- have now, -the body was not

the same as Is have now. In -my childhood, my
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ent from what they are now/' ' Doctors tell us that

ilfter seven- years, the w'hole system undergoes a

thorough change-; every- moment the body is chang-

ing, and every second the mind is changing, and

the mental thoughts, the mental ideas wOiich you

entertained in your childhood, W'here are they now?
In - the days of childhood you looked upon the

Sun as a beautiful cake which was eaten by the

angels,- the moon was a bea’utiful piece of lead
; the

Stars were as big as diamonds. "Whern are these

ideas gone ? Your mind, your intellect has under-

gone a thorough, wholesale change. But you still

say. '‘•When I was a child, when I was a boy,

when I shall grow up to the age of seventy'."

«You’ still make such' remarks which shows that

you are something which w’as the same ,in child-

hood, which was the ' same in' boyhood, which will

be the same at the age - of seventy. When you

say, “i went to < sleep,- 1 went into the deep sleep

state, etc.,? when you make remarks of that kind,

it shows that there- is the true “I" in you, the real

self in you, which remains the same in the dream-

land, which • remain's the same in the deep sleep

state, .which remains the same in the wakeful state.

There* is something wdthin you which remains the

same when you are in, a .swoon, which remains

the same when you are bathing, Avhen you are

writing. Just think, reflect, just mark please. Are
you not' something jwhich’ remains the same under
a'll circumstances, unchanging in its being, the same
yesterday, to-day and for ever ? If so, just reflect

a little more, arid you will be immediately brought
face to face with God. You know the promise was,
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know yourself; put down your right address on

paper,, and God will- he introduced ttn you imnie*

diately.’ . ’

,

NoWs thVboyj the prdiicej expected that as he

knew about himselfj he had come to know that he

was something unchanging, something constant, some-

thing wdiich was never asleep. Now he wanted to

know W’hat God is. The prince was ^.sked : “Brother,

mark, here are these trees growing. Is the poAver

that makes this tree grow different from the pow’er

that makes that tree grow* ? *' He said, “No, no,

it must be, the same pow'er certainly.'*’ “Now, is

the power which makes all these- trees grow different

from the power -that makes the bodies of animals

grow?” Hesaid, “No, no,, it cannot be different,

it must ,be the same.” “Now, is the power,. thC'

force which makes the stars move, different from

the powder which makes these rivers .flow?'’. He
said, “It -cannot be different, it must be the same.”

“Wjell. now. the powder that makes these trees grow

caniiot ,be ‘ diff^erent from the power • which makes
your bpdy or '.your hair grow.- The same universal

power of nature, the same universal -divinity, or

the Unknowable,.which makes the’ stars shine, make.s

your eyes twi.nkle, - the same power which -is the

cause of the growth of that' body's hair which you

call mine, the same power makes the blood course

through the veins of each and' all. Indeed, . and
then what ' are .you? 'Are you not that power
which, makes your hair grow, which makes your
blood -flow through yoiir ' veins, which makes your

food get digested ? Are yjbu not that power ? ' That
power which is' beyond .the. intellect, the mind, in-

deed you are. IfIso, you .are the .same power which
18

“
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is governing (lie loi'ce of the vhole Universe, you
are the same Divinity, you are the same God', the

same Unknowable, the same energy; force, substance)

anything you may call- it, the same ‘divinity, the

All which is present everywhere. The same, the

same you are.’’

The boy Avas astonished and said, “Ileally, really,

i
I Avanted to knoAv God. J put the (Question Avhat

I God is, and I find my oAAm self, my true Atma
is God. What AA'as 1 asking, AA'hat did I ask, what

a silly question did I put ! I had to know myself.

I had to know Avhat 1 am and God AA-^as knoAvn."

Thus Avas God knoAvn.

The only difficulty in the AA*ay of realizing this

truth is that people play the part of children You
know children sometirhes take a fancy to a particular

kind of plate, and do not want to eat anything

except Avhen it is served to- them' in the plates

which have their fancy. They Avill' say, “I aa'iII

eat in my plate, t Avill eat in’ my dish, I Avon’t

have anything ill any other plate',’' O children ! see

it is not this particular plate'alone Avhich is yours ;

all the plates in the house arb yours
;

all the golden

dishes are yours. This is a mistake. Tf the people

in this 'world knoAv themselves, they will find-the

true self to be God Almighty, the Infinite' PoAver,

but they have taken a fancy for this particular

plate, this head, brain. What is done through the

brain, only that is done by me. ' What is done
through the mind or intellect, • that is mine arid

all else I AA^oh't have ; all else' I' disclaim. ' I shall

have ohly what is served to me fn this particular
plate. Here'coriies in selfishness. They AA^aVit to get
everything ^done through this plate, and to' 'take
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credit for this plate: they want to hare - everything

accumulated around this little plate, which they .call

particularly themselves, that with which they have

indentified themselves. This is the cause of all sel-

lishness, all anxiety and misery. Get rid of this

false notion ;
realize your true self to be the All

;

rise above this seltish ^pism» you are happy this

• moment ; one with the whole universe you are.

This is a mistake of the same character as that

>which the prinee made. The prince was put a catch

(luestioii. IThcre is your place ? and he named the

^metropolis of. the stale. “That is my place.” O
!boy, that metropolis of the state is not the only

'place you- -have 'got. The whole state, the whole

country is yours. You live in that metropolis, .that

capital of the State, while that' capital is not the

-only place that is yours, the whole State is yours,

this magnificent landscape, these fairy scenes, this

grand Himalaj'an scenery, all this belongs to you,

and not only that particular small town.

This is.the mistake made by the ])eople. This

intellect or 'brain may be called the metropolis or

(he capit-jil of your real self, (he Atma. You have

no right-to claim this for yourself and deny every-

thing else : 4his little -meropolis of the brain, this

metropolis of the mind or intellect is not the only

place you have got. The wide world, the whole
universe is yours. The suns, the stars, the moons,
.the earths, the planets, the milky -ways, all these

are yours. Itealize that. Just regain your birth-

right, and all anxiety, all misery ceases.

I’eople talk about freedom
;

people talk about
salvation. What is it that has bound you first ?

If you want to be free, if you want to get salvation,
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you oughfc to kno.w what .is the cause., of. your

bondage. It is. .just like a . monkey, in the fable.

A monkey is . caught in India .in a very q^ueer

manner. A narrow-necked basin, is fixed ‘ in the

ground, and in that basin are put some nuts and
other eatables which the monkeys. like. The monkeys
come up and thrust their- hands into , the., narrow-

necked .basin and fill their hands with .the nuts.

The fist becomes thick andjt ^cannot .be taken out.

There the monkey is caught
; he cannot come oUt.

Queerly, strangely is the monkey caught. .

•

I^'e ask .what it- is that binds, you first. You
yourself have brought yourself under tluuild.oni. and
bondage. Here is the whole.wide world, a grand
magnificent forest; and in . this grand magnificent
wood of the whole universe, there is a narrow-

necked vessel found. IFhat is that narrow-necked
vessel ? It is your brain- ; this little brain, narrow-
necked. Herein are some nuts and people .have got

hold of these nuts, all that is done throiufh the

agency of the brain or through the medium of this

intellect, is 'owned as one’s own. "I am the

mind,” is what everybody says ; every body has

practically identified himself with the mind, ‘-I am
the mind,” ‘-I am the intellect, ’ and he takes a
strong grip of these nuts of the narrow-necked
vessels.- That is Avh'at makes you slaves, that is

what makes you slaves* to anxiety, slaves to fear,

slaves to temptations, slaves to all sorts of troubles.
That is M hdt binds you j- that is the cause of all
the suffering ill this world. -If you want salvation,
if you want freedom, only let go the hold, free
jour hand, ihe whole forest is yours, you can
jump from tree to tree and eat all the nuts and
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eat all the walnuts and all the fruits in the wood,

all being yours. The whole world is yours; just

get rid of this 'selfish •iguorance, and you are free,

you are your own saviour.

V
•

“Making a famine ‘where abundance lies,

(Is it fair ? No, it is not fair, it is not becoming)

Making a famine where abundance lies,

''This thy foejto thy sweet self so cruel,
' Shouldmot he so, should not do this,

"Within thine own bud.buriest thou content.

. Thou niakest waste and niggardly.,

Be not niggardly, be not miserly

(It is niggardliness to giveaway all this property

and confine thyself unto the few things in this little

brain only.)

You will see that this brain of yours will become

of infinite pou'er if you realise your oneness with

the All. That is what puts you in perfect harmony

with the whole world.

‘•Oh, we can wait no longer,
I I

• We too take ship, 0 soul,

(here the word soul means intellect)

.Joyous, we. too l^nch out on tr^kle.s;s seas

Pearless for unknown shores on waves of ecst.acy._

• to sail
» 1

Amid the wafting winds, thou pressing me to thee,

I thee to me', 0 Soul)

Carolling free, singing our song of God,
Chanting our chant of pleasant exploration

With laugh and many a kiss,

(Bet others- deprecate, let others weep for sin,

remorse, humiliation) -

0 soiil, thou pleasest me, I ,thee.
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Ah more tliau any priesfci 0 soul, we too helieA*6

. ' in GodV" • - • ' •

‘ But' with the -mystery of God -we dare not dally.’

0 Soul, thou pleasest me, I thee,

Sailing these seas or on the hills, or Avaking in

the night,-’" *

’Thoughts, silent thoughts of Time and Space and

Death, like waters 'flowing,

Bear me -indeed' as through the regions infinite.

Whose air I breathe, whose ripples hear, lave me
•

‘ all over,
. . .

1

Bathe -me, 0 Godi in thee, mounting^to thee

1 and my^ soul -to range in range of-tl\ee.

0-thou transcendent, '

‘ NamelessV’tlie ,flbre and the -breath, •

Light of the light, shedding forth’ universes,

thou centre of them.

Thou mightier centre of the true, the good,- the

lovingj

Thou moral, spiritual fountain - affection’s

source -thou reservoir,

(O pensiv^e soul of me—O thirst unsatisfied—
waite'st not 'there?

Waitest not happy for us somewhere there the

Comrade perfect?!

Thou pulse - thou motive of the stars, suns,

systems,

That, circling, move in order, safe, harmonious,
AthAvart the shapeless vastnesses of space,

Hoav should I think, ho av breathe a single breath»
how speak, if, out of myself,

I could not paunch, to those superior universes ?

SAviftly I shrivjeiat the thought of God,
At Nature and its AA^oiiders, Time and Space aud
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3)eath,

But that 1, turningj call to thee, 0 soul, thou

actual me,

And lo, thou gently' masterest the orbs,

.

Thou matest Time, smilesf content at Death,

And fillest, swellest full ’the vastnesses of Space.

Greater than stars or suns.
’

Bounding, 0 soul, thou journeyest forth ;•

IVhat love other than thine and ours couldiwidei’'

amplify ? .

. - . • •

What aspirations, wishes putvje thine and ours,

0 soul ? •

What dreams iof the ideal? what plans of purity,

PjS'rfOction, strength ?

-What cheerful willingness for others’ sake to

give up all ?
’ '

’
.

'

Por others^ sake to snlfeV all? ^
'

•

'
- •

Beckoning ahead, O'soivl, when- thou, the time

Achieved, - m • .
’ - t

*
*

I

The seas all cross’d, weather'd the - capes, .the

voyage done, '
;

*
' '

Surrounded, .copest,' frontest -God, yieldest the

aim attain’d, . -

As fill’d with friendship, love complete, the

Blder Brother found, •
-

The Younger melts in fondness in his arms.

Passage to more than India 1

Are thy wings pj[imie(l indeed for s.uch far flights?

O soul, voyagest thou indeed on voyages like those?

Disportest thou on waters 'such as those?

Soundest below the Sanscrit and the Vedas?

Then have thy bent unleas’d,

Passage to- you, you shores, ye aged fierce

enigmas I'
’ • -



Passage to you, to mastership of you, .yo strang-

'
, ling prolrlems

You, strew'd with the wrecks of skeletons, that-

living, never reachM jou.

Sail on, march on to the real self
;
get rid of

all this superstition, this superstition of the body.

Oet rid of this hypnotism of this little body ;
you

have hypnotized yourself into this brain or body.

Get rid of that,’ sail on, march on to thb eternity,

the reality, the true self ;
passage to more than

India..

Passage to more than India !

0 Secret of the earth and sky !

Of you, O waters of the sea ! 0 winding creeks

and-rivers I

Of you, O woods and fields ! of you strong moun-

tains of my land !

Of you, O prairies ! of you, gray rocks !

0 morning red 1 O clouds I 0 rain and snows !

.0 day and night, passage to you I

Rise above the body, and you become all these,

you get a passage unto all these. All these you

realise yourself to he.

O sun and moon and all you stars ! Sirius and

Jupiter I . .

Passage to you

!

Passage, immediate passage ! the blood ibnrns in

my veins

!

Away, 0 soul I hoist instantly the anchor !

Cut the hawisersj—haul out—shake out every sail

!

Have we not stood here like trees in the ground
long enough ? '

.

' ' "

Have we not grovelM her’e long enough, eating

and drinking like mere brutes ?.
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Have we not darkeird and dazed ourselves with

])ooks long enough ?

Sail forth—steer for the deep waters onlys

Heckless 0 soul, exploring, I with thee, and thou

with me,

I'or we are hound where man has not yet dared

to go

And we will risk the ship, ourselves and all.

0 my brave soul 1

0 farther, farther sail 1

O daring joy, hut safe ! are they not all the seas

of God ?

O farther, farther sail

!

19
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SIN—ITS RELATION TO THE ATMAN
OR REAL SELF.

Delivoed on Sundayf Koveinher JGy 190S.

Sisters and Brothers,
To-day’s subject is in contin.uation of the four

Lectures that have been delivered durins: the last

week. Those who have heard the previous Lectures
will understand it most.

Rama is not going in this Lecture to enter into

the Definition of Sin> or how this sin is in this

world, who brought it, whence it came, why is it

that some people are more sinful than others, why
is it that some people have more greed than others,

and others have more anger than greed. These ques-
tions will be taken up In some other lecture if

time allows.

We use the word Sin to-night in its ordinary
sense, or in the sense in which all the Christian
world takes it.

You will observe some very curious phenomena
ill this world, most curious phenomena. You ivill

mark some * facts in this world which bailie, the in-
genuity of philosophers and you will notice certain
facts, moral and religious facts,- in this world which
are perpRxing to scientists. The explanation of
these in the light of Vedanta will be given to-
night. These strange facts comprise the phenomena
of sin also. How is it that every body knows that
whoever is born in this world is destined to die?
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Everytree that is seen oh the Earth must perish

one day
;
every animal that -is seen on this Earth

must perish, every man must die.' Everybody knows

it. Those who were the cause of millions of people's

deaths, the greatest warriors, Alexander, Napoleon,

Washington, Wellington, all died, all these, through

whose hands bloodshed and slaughter were pexpelu:

Rtjij} to a degree beyond description. They also

died, and those died who brought the dead to life.

Bodies we know are perishable ;
everybody knows

it, but then nobody believes in it in practice In-

tfillectiially everybody subscribes to the fact that in

this world each and all of the bodies must j^erish,

but nobody in practice believes in it. Intellectual

consent they give, but no practical belief in this

fact. How is it'? The oldest man who has passed

his three score and ten, the oldest man who is border-

ing on 90; the oldest man, go to him and you

will see that he wants to continue spreading his con-

nections ,* he wants to live in this world for ever

and ever ;
wants to shun death, and he never

thinks of his death in practical life. He wants to

extend his property, he wants to enlarge his 6ircle

of friends and relatives, he wants to have more and
more of property iinde'r his dominion. He hopes to

live on. Practically he has no faith in death and

besides that, the very name of death sends a shiid-

der through the whole frame from the- top of the

head to the tip of the toe. The whole body quivers

at the . name of death. How is it that man cannot

bear the idea of death, cannot bear the name of death

and at the same time knows that death is certain ?

How is it ? Here is an anomaly, a kind of payar

dpx. Explain it. Why should not people have



any practical faith in death* although • they have

intellectual knowledge ofrit? Vedanta explains it

this way ; “In man there is the real self, which

is immortal, there is the real self w'liich is ever-

lasting, unchanging the same yesterday, to-day and

for ever;,in man there is something which knows

no death, which knows no change. The practical

non-belief in death is due to the existence of this

real self in man, and it is this real, eternal, immortal

self that .asserts, its existence in the practical

non-belief of people in death.”

We come to another curious phenomenon, the

phenomenon of the desire to be free. Everybody in

this W'orld wants to be free, dogs, lions, tigers,

birds, men love freedom. The thought of freedom

is universal ;
nations shed blood and wet the earth

with it, with that red gore of mankind ;
the fairy

face of the earth is made to blush with slaughter,

with red blood, in the name of freedom. Christians,

Hindoos, Mahomedans, all religions have set up

before them one goal. What is that ?. Salvation,

the little meaning of Avhich is freedom.

-In India, in a certain temple, a man was seen,

distributing sweets. The way "with Indians is that

on occasions of great joy and prosperity, they dis-

tribute sweets or other things among the poor.

Somebody came and asked Avhat the cause of this

rejoicMig Avas. The man said that he had lost his

horse. Astonished they said, “Well, you have lost

a horse and you are rejoicing?’’ He said, “]\l.is*

understand me not, 1 have, lost ahorse but saved

the rider. My horse Avas stolen by a band of rob-

bers. I Avas not riding the horse at the time the

horse Avas taken. Had I been mounted on the
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Iiorsej I might also have heeii stolen. T am thankful

that I was not stolen with the horse.” The people

laughed heartily. What a simple man I

Sisters and brothers, this story seems to be

ridiculous . But every one has to apply it to him-
self and examine whether he or she is not behav-

ing worse than that man. He lost the horse, but
saved himself. Oh, but thousands, nay, millions of

people—what are they doing ? They are trying to

save the horse and lose the rider. There is the

worst of it. So he had high occasion to rejoice

uliezi he saved the rider and lost the horse.

Everybody knows that the real spirit, or the real

self, ego or soul, is related to the astral, body as

a rider -or horseman is related to the horse. But
let us go to anybody and ask about his where-

abouts and his real nature. What is yourself, what
does it do? The answer will be, “ I am IMr. so and
so, I work ill such and such an office.” All these

signs and all these answers relate to the gross body

only. That is to say, these are answers which are

not to the point- We ask, ‘<Who are you—what

are you ?,” and his answer does not throw light

on what he is in reality. It is M'ide of the mark,

not to the point. Wc ask about his self, - and’ he

is telling us about the horse. We want to know,

about the rider, and he e^\^des the question and
tells us things not asked at all. Is it not that we
are taking the horse to be the rider ? The horse

is lost
;

it is high time to raise the cry, lost, lost,

lost ! Let it be published in newspapers, lost,' lost,

lost 1 What is lost ? the horse ? Kay, the horse is

not lost. Everybody tells about the horse. The signs,

sjLmJjols, and whereabouts of the person, everybody
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is ready to tell. The thing lost' is the rider; the

thing lost is the soul, the spirit, the Atman, the

true Self. Wonder of wonders !

How are we to discover and find out the true

Self, the rider, the real Atman? The answers to

this question were given almost every day during

the last week's lectures. To-day we shall see an

answer to it from a different point of view—fron

the phenomenon of sin. What is the origin of

sin ? How did sin enter this world ? The expla-

nation which is to he given will appear to he pre-

ppsterousj— will appear to he startling, very strange.

Hut he not surprised. Even this app,arently: surpris-

ing explanation may he proved to he exactly in

accord with the teachings of your own Bihle,—the

Bihle which the European people cannot understand

in the same way as the Indians, hecause Christ

belongs to Asia, and it can he shown that he also

belongs te India. All the similes, figures of .•speech

in the Bible have so often been repeated in the

Hindu Scriptures. So the Hindu, the Asiatic people

being accustomed to that sort of speech, can under-

stand it better than the Western people. And so

the people who will look upon the explanation which
will be given presently to be startling aiid diametri-

cally against their cherished thoughts and highly

revered feelings, should bear up with it, because
after all this apparently strange explanation is not
opposed to the teachings of your own Bible. Before
entering upon the problem of sin we shall discuss
a few preliminary matters.

How is it • that everybody who is born must
die, and still the people can never think of death ?
Ihe very thought of death causes a shudder in
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their bodies and sends a thrill into them from the

tip of the toes to the top of the head. How is

it, we say, that all the kings who existed in the

past passed away, all the proi)hets who raised the

dead—their bodies also died away ? They brought
the dead .

to life but their bodies are also dead.

We see that all the rich men in the past, all the

strongmen in the past, have died; and from the

intellectual point of view we are sure that our bodies

must die sooner or later. You may live threescore

years, and ten, nay, double that,—four times that,

—

but you must die ; jmu cannot avoid death. It is

so sure. Oh, but wonder of wonders that in spite

of all that, nobody can practically believe in his

death. Every one will shun the idea of death, will

not tolerate, its thought. Everybody goes on ex-

panding his relations with his fellowmen and develop-

ing his connections with his fellows, spreading the

growth of his field of work, and goes on living as

if death had never to take hold of him, as if no

death were possible for him. .How is it? What
is the cause ? A.man mentions the name of .death,

and there is fever in the whole frame. Why is it

so ? It is so certain on the one hand, and on the

other hand, we cannot allow it to touch- our thoughts,

even just as a bird, after some water falls on its

wings, will shed it off. How is it that, we can

never believe in death practically ? You may sing

songs which portray death, but can never believe

in death in practice. What is the cause ? Vedanta
gives an explanation and says that the real cause is

that your real Self is incapable of death. Your real

self can never die. The body which is to die, which

is dyiiigevery moment ,—by death let ns understand
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here change,—which is.undergoing a change every

second and is dying, is not your real Self. There

is,something in you which can never die. In con-

junction with it there is the soul, the real spirit

which can never die. But you will say that in

practical liCe, in every day life, we do not Ijelieve

that the spirit is not to die, hut we believe that

our bodies should not die -believe that onr bodies

should remain immortal. Now the Vedantic philo-

sophy of the Hindu religion says that it is true

that, whereas it is the spirit that is not to die

and the body that is to die, the (attributes of the

Spirit, the glory of the real self -or ego, are by
mistake attributed to the mortal body. There is

ignorance at the root. This thought is universal.

It is present everywhere, in all countries, and it is

present even in the animal kingdom. No other

philosophy than the Vedanta explains the universa-

lity of this belief. Now the universality of this

belief is a fact, and this fact ought to be explain-

ed. -Any philosophy which does not explain all the

facts in nature is no philosophy. Vedanta does not

leave this fact unexplained, as most of the philoso-

phies do. The cause must be intrinsic . The days
of referring to external causes are gone. A man
falls down, and the cause of his fall should be
shown within himself. He may say the ground was
slippery, or something like that. The cause must
be shown in the phenomenon and not without it.

And if the cause may be found within the pheno-
menon, we have no right to go

. to outside causes.
How are you . to explain a practical belief in Im-
mortality by a cause which may. be internal and
not external ? In the body we find .nothing which
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could give us that’ laitlu that belief of Immortality.

In the mind we find nothing which could

give us that idea. Go beyond the mind, go beyond
the body# and Vedanta points out the true Spirit,

the true Atman which was described in a previous

lecture. That is Immortal, the witness light, the

same yesterday, today and for ever. Therein we
can find the cause of this universal faith in ‘no

death.' And in practical life the mistake made is

the same as the mistake made by all mankind
previous to the time of Galileo. The motion of the

Earth is attributed to the Sun. The same mistake
lies in your attributing p\e Divine Immortality of

the Spirit to the body.

Xow the question comes,—the immortal soul is

there and the mprtal body is there, and along with
them there is ignorance, want of knowledge. Wherer
from did this want of knowledge come ? Here we
see that ignorance is in man, and that divine spirit

is in man, and the body is also in man. These
things are internal ; none of then external, none of
then is outside your range. And by the action of
these, the body and mind and tlie immortal spirit

and ignorance, there is explained the presence of
the phenomenon of practical disbelief in the death
of the body.

Again, how is it that nobody in this world can
be free, and yet everybody regards himself as free,
and thinks of freedom, and freedom is so much
desired. You will say that man is free. Have you
not so many passions, desires, and .^inptations
How then can you call yourselves free Sweet;
fruits or delicious foods can make you a slave. 'Any
attractive colour can at once captiya^ you, charm you,

20
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and make you a slave. Any thought of worldly

prosperity can make you a slave* and still you call

yourselves free. Examine it minutely whether you

can do what you like with perfect freedom. Is it

not that something goes wrong with your affairs and

you cannot control your temper ? You are a slave

of anger, you arc a slave of passions. How is it

that people cannot, as a matter of fact, he perfectly

free, and still they are all the time thinking of

freedom, talking of freedom, and freedom is so

sweet, fio desirable, so lovely ?

In India, Sunday is the day of freedom, and

children are taught the days of the week through

the thought of freedom. Every day they ask their

mothers,' what is 'the day? She tells them it is

i^^onday, Tuesday or Wednesday. .Then they begin

to count on their fingers Tuesday, 'Wednesday etc.

Oh ! whhn will Sunday come ?

What is it that causes so much bloodshed on

the face of the Earth ? The thought of liberty,

freedom.' What was the thought that made the

Americans sever their connection .with what they

used to call their Motherland ? What was it ? The

thought of freedom. And what is the object of

every religion ? In Sanskrit we have the word

woi'sha which means salvation, udiich means freedom,

liberty. 0 liberty, liberty, liberty ! Everybody
hungers and thirsts after sweet liberty. And yet

how many men are there who are really free !

A^'ery few.

In this world, A'^edanta says, you are all the time
confined in a prison, a prison with'threefold walls,—
the wall of time, the wall of space, and the wall
of causation. When every- thought of yours,, every
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det’fl of j’ours is deioriniiiod b}* ilic chniii of causa-

lion and by ihai chain you are houiuh how can

you he free while livin:; in this world? And still

freedom is the hobhy of each and all I Js not that-

paradoxical and strange ? Does if. not appear to be

a contradiction in terms?, lilxplain that.

Vedanta says thorn is a cause f(»r ilj and the

cause is intlnn ytm, it is not outside yourM’lf. This

thought of freedom in ymu this tiniversal tlnuighi

tells us that there is something in you; and that

^omething in ytui is your true self, the real ;//ri

because this frei*dom you wanf to have for /»/e, for

the /, the AVo/ SitJ] and for nobody else. 'J’here.

i< somelhing in you which is really free, unlimited,

un!)ound. The tiniversality of this idea preae.hes in

unmislahable language that the Jteal Self, the Ue.al

Atman, i< somethitig absolutely free. But owing to

the same kind <»r mistake which tin* ignorant p(‘oplo

make in attributing the motion of tin* Karth to the

Sun and liriiiging the rays of the Sun to the ICarth,

—

interc.hanging the atlrihutes through ignoranets— wo
uant to have freedom realized ft>r the body, for tlm

mind, for the gross self,

AVe see in this world aiiofhi‘r vit.v strange phe-

nomenon. Mverybody in this world from the point

of view of his little self is a siniHM'. 1Cv«‘ryhody is

s(unehow or other responsible for sonn? defect, or

some deficiency or other and yef nobody in his

heart of heart.s thinks that he is a sinner. Xobody
oil the face of the, Karth, -in the wide world,

—

not a single individual, believes in his sinful nature.

In his heart of hearts he regards himself as juire^

In practical life no body thinks himself a sinner.

“What if outwardly you call ymirbclf a sinner? Even
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then the real object in view is to he looted upon

by the people to be a holy man. 13y calling them-

selves sinners, people really intend to be regarded

as holy. But in their heart of hearts they have

no faith in their sinful nature. Everybody is pure

to himself. The worst culprits and Qriinjnal brought

before the kiljuual when asked": “Bid you commit

the sin?” would seldom say that they committed

a sin. If they are forced to say' that they did

commit a sin, there might be something else in the

matter. Though they outwardly confess their sins,

in their hearts they believe that their confession is

wrong. They committed no sin. How is that?

People who are in a temple confessing their sins

before a priest, when they come out into the street

and are called by some one by the name of a

robber, at once turn round and impeach him, pro-

secute him, and get him .convicted in the court. It

was only before God, in .a temple that they wanted

to throM' dust in the eyes of God. It was only in

the temple that they said they were sinners con-

fessing their sins.

Even this phenomenon shows what an iinomaly

there is in- this world. How is that anomaly to be

solved ? Vedanta says that this incapability of sup-

pression of the idea that we are not sinners, that

we are far beyond sin, and the universality of the

practical belief in our sinless natures, is a living

proof, a living sign of the sinless nature of the

real Self, of the sinless, pure, holy character of the
true Atman, of the real Spirit. The real spirit,

•,the real Atman is sinless, pure, the holy of holies.

If you do not admit this explanation, explain this
apparent anomaly in any other way.
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How is it that everybody knoAvs intellectually

that he cannot accumulate all the wealth in this

worlds become rich to his own satisfaction ? We see

that every day among us. Just go to people who
are reputed to have millions and inquire whether

they are contented and satisfied. Let them lay be-

fore you their true hearts and they will say that

.they are not satisfieds not contented. More, more,

more they want. They are just as pure in heart

as th« -people who possess four dollars. Pour billion

dollars and four dollars make no difference in brinaj-

ing about peace of -minds rest, and contentment.

They are not functions of riches. If in spite of

their richess they are really men of rest and men
who have got peaces the cause of that peace is not

their riches, but the cause of that peace must be

something else, it must be Vedanta unconsciously

put into practice and nothing else. That alone can

be the cause of their peace, because riches by them-
selves give no joy to their owners. '

.

Now we are sure that the accumulation of wealth,

material prosperity brings no calm, and yet every

body is hungering and lia.nkering after liicre. Is not

that a strange anomaly ? Explain that. Now no

system of philosophy or religion explains'that rea-

sonably or with any perfect arguments. Vedanta

says, here is this hunger after prosperity, and pos-

sessing, accumulating everything. Why is it so ?

The body can never possess the whole world. Even
if you possess the whole world, you will not be
satisfied, you will be thinking of possessing the

moonland. Think of the Emperors who governed

the whole Earth, the Emperors of Home. Think

of those Neroes—does it not make you shudder ?
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Think of their states of niind5 of those Ca3sars and

Neroes. Were they happy ? Were they conterited ?

There is one of them who eats> who is fond of

eating/ and' he has' all the time most delicious' food

tjooked .for him. He eats one dish and. eats it to

his fili}/and there is no more room in his stomachj

and he has medicines which will make him vomitj

nnd he vomits that food and other dishes are brought

to him> and he eats thehi to his fill, —and 'this

yust.'t'o satisfy his tarste ! He ’goes on eating and
•vcniiting and eating and vomiting all day' long. Ts

he satisfied ? Is he at peace ? Not at all. We
are sure of that. Nay, we can not possess the whole

world, and even if we possess that, what does that

amount to ? ' Gain the whole wo'rlJ and lose your

own soul,—what does that amount to? This Earth

of yours is simply a point in astronomical calcula-

tions when we deal with the fixed stars. This Earth

is dealt Avith as mathematical point for -a position,

.
but no magnitude.

This Earth of yours, what is it ? HoV can it

bring any real satisfaction, any real peace, to possess

thL*?’ Earth ? We knoAV it from the intellectual side,

and yet AA'e cannot but rush after this Avealth.

A^edanta says it is because the ve-il Self in you,

the real me in you 'is, as a matter of fact, the

m isier of the w'm/c nmoerse. That is the cause of

your AV'anting to see yourself the master of the

Avhole AA'orld.

There is a story in India about an Emperor
Avho AA^as put into prison by his son. He was put
into prison because his son Avanted to possess the

whole kingdom. The son put his father into prison
so that he might satisfy his hunger after lucre.
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At one time, the father wrote to his own son to

send him some students so that ^ he might amuse
himself hy teaching them something. Then the son

said, “Will you hear this fellow, my father? He
Jias been ruling over the kingdom for so many
years, and even now he cannot give np his old

habit of ruling. He still wants to rule over stu-

dents
;
he wants somebody to rule o\er. He canriot

give up his old habits.'^

So it is. How can we give up our old habits?

The old habit clings to us. We cannot shake it oft'.

The rral Self of yours the emperor Shnh-i-JnJinv

(the literal meaning of the word is, ‘ruler of the

whole world,’ and so the .name of that Emperor
S/inh-.'-Jfiliovi means the Emperor of the whole

iiniverse), is the Emperor of the Universe. Now
you have put the Emperor into a prison, into the

black-hple of your body, into, the quarantine of

your little self. How can that real self, that Em-
peror of the Universe, forget his old habits ? How
can he give up his nature ? Nobody is capable of

shaking off his own nature. Nobody can jump out

of his own nature. So the Atman,, the True
.
Self,

the real reality in you,—how can that give u*p its

nature? You have confined that in prison, but even

in prison it want's to possess the whole world,

because it has been possessing the whole
;

it cannot

give up its old habits, . If you wish this ambitious

spirit, the avarice should be shaken off, if you

desire that the people in this Avorld should give

up this ambitious nature, c^ld you preach to. them
to give it up ? Impossible. ^

You will excuse llama for making some strong

statements, but the Truth must be told. Rama
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respects Truth more than persons. ’ The Truth must

he told. In the Bible it is stated in the fifth chapter

of Mathew, in the Sermon on the INfount; i f soino

body si

a

ps-,vou~on - one^ cheek, turn to him the

other. When you have preacir tltb .TToly (lospehs’

t;ike~with_ yo.u jio money ; bare*footed, bare-headed

you should go. If you are called to the courts of

justice, before going to the courts think not of what
you will have to say. Open your mouth and it

will be filled. Look at the lilies of the field and

the sparrows of the forest. They take no thought
for to-morroAV, and the lilies and the s^Jarrows u'ear

garments which even Solomon might gnulge.. Have
you not a statement in the Bible that it may bo

possible for a camel to pass through the eye of a

needle, but it is impossible for the rich to realize

the kingdom of heaven? Have you not read in

the Bible about the rich man who came to Christ

and asked to be ijiitij|te(L,and Christ said : There
is only one way with you, no other way ; you

should give up your riches ; do this alone, and
you can be in peace”. This- spirit of renunciation,

this chapter which is so much kept in the back-

ground by at' least the missionarie.s in India, and
even all over the world, this chapter teaches A'^edanta

and the teachings which are lived by the Indian
monks even at this time. In the name of that
holy religion, in the name of that teaching of
renuncmtion, just mark peoj)le going as priests and
missionaries in India. You will kindly excuse Rama.
Tf you regard self as in the body, nobody should
feel offended. IV^obody has a right to feel in thfe

least offended if anything is said against his litlle

body.
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Is it n<»t sfrany:(' that ovi'ii ih<’ pooplo wlio

to India in Jh<* name of Hint n*nimc*iation» every

day rollinir in (heir eoaches. livins: in inai^nificent

palaees. and dra wins' large .‘salaries of three nr four

Jmndred dollars a month and living inprineely style.

Miy (hat they an* (faeliing and pre.aehing the reli*

irion t>f renuneiat i»in 'f Is it not strange \ ^‘edan^a

says rhat you eannot repress hy any feaehing or

preaehing from the pulpit* the idea of aeeuinulating

and getting everything info your possession. Von
e.innot repress it lieeause yon eannot destroy the

tiniver.sal kingshipj (he nniversa! nionarehy of your

real self. Jiut is this disease incurable ? lias this

nialndy u»» antid«)te» no medicine? It has, it has.

The cause of this cuioriuits is ignorance, ignoraiiee

which makes you attribute to the body the glory

of the self and makes 3*00. »>n the contra r.v, attri-

bute to the real self the misery of the bod}'.

Jtemovc (Ills ignorance, and you will .seethe man
rich, rich with no money ; and you will tirid the

man. the monarch of the whole universe with no

land or property. S,i bmg as the ignoranee is

present, you must he n?nbitious, 3*011 juust hc.ava-

rjejous, 'J’here is ufi help for it, uo otluT remed}'.

pos..ess (his knt*n ledge ;
possess (his divine wi.sdoin,

.and free the Atman keep it no longer in prison.

l*ree it,—that is to .say, realize your true, eternal,

everlasting Atman, whieh is (bid, [Master, Jl tiler ot

the Universe. Healize that, and 3'ou are the holy

of holie.s. the holiest of the hoi}*. To yon it would
appear degrading and >infnl Ufonttninhi any thought

of worldly prosperity or worldl}’’ riches.

"W'hen A lex.'iuder (he (treat visited India after

conquering all the other eountries in the world that

21
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were known to liinij ho wanted to sec the strange

Indians of whom he had been hearing so much.

He was just led to a monk or priest on the bank

of the Indus river. The monk lay there on the

.sands, bare-headed, bare-footed, naked, wearing no

clothes and not knowing wherefrom his to-morrow’s

food is to come,—just lying there and basking in

the Sun. Alexander the Great, with his crown

shining, dazzling with the brilliant diamonds and

gems that he had got from Persia, stood beside

him in all his glory. Beside him was the monk
with no clothes on —what a contrast, Avhat a con-

trast ! The riches of the whole .world represented

by the .body of Alexander on one side, and all the

outward poverty represented by the saint on the

other side ! But you have simply to look at their

faces to be convinced of the poverty or riches of

their true souls.

Sisters and brothers, you hanker after riches in

order to hide your wounds, put on linen bandages
in order to conceal them. Here is the saint whose

soul was rich ;
here is the saint .who had realized

the richness and glory of his Atman, Beside him
stood Alexander the Great who wanted to hide his

inner poverty. .Look at the .beaming countenance of

the saint, the happy, joyful face of the saint,

Alexander the Great was struck by his appearance.
He. fell in love with him, and just asked the saint

to come.with him to Greece. The saint laughed,
and his answer was ; «TIie world is in me. The
world cannot contain me. The universe is in me.
I cannot be confined in the universe. Greece and
Home are in .me. The suns and stars rise and set
in me.’^
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Alexander the Great, not being used to this

kind of language, was surprised, lie said : “T will

give yau riches. I will just flood you with worldly

pleasures. All sorts of things that people desire, all

sorts of things Avhich captiyate and charm people

will be in wild profusion at your service. Please

accompany me to Greece.”

This saint laughed, laughed at his reply and said,

“There is not a diamond, there is not a sun or

star which ‘ shines, but to me is due its lustre. To

me is due the glory of all the heavenly bodies.

To me is due all the attractive nature, all the

charms of the things desired. It would be beneath

my dignity, it would be on my part

first, to lend glory and charm to these objectsj

and then go about seeking them, to go begging at

the door of worldly riches, to go ' begging at the

door of flesh and animal desires to receive pleasures,

happiness. It is below my dignity. I can iiever

stoop to that level. No, I can never go begging

at their doors,”

This astonished Alexander the Great. He just

drew his sword and was going to strike oft’ the head
of that saint. And again, the saint laughs a hearty
laugh and says, “0 Alexander, never in your life

did you .Speak such a falsehood, such an abomin-
able lie. Kill me, kill me, kill mc\ lYher^s^e
sword that can kilkme? "Where is the Aveapon

that can wound me ? Where is the calamity that

can mar my cheerfulness? Where is the sorrow

that can temper uith my happiness ? Everlasting,

the same yesterday, -to-day, and for ever, pure and

holy of holies, the Master of the Universe,—that

I am, that I am. Even in your hands I am the
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power that makes them movej 0 Alexander. ]f

your body dies, there I remaiii» the power that

makes your hands move. I am the power that makes

your muscles move.” The sv'ord fell down from

the hands of Alexander.

Here we see that there is only one way of

making people realize the spirit of llenunciation.

Prom the worldly point of view we become ready

to renounce everything only when we become rich

from the other point of view. Have you. not .heard

the unquestionable Law of Science* what is gained

in poverty is lasting ? The outward loss, the out-

ward renunciation, can be achie-ved when inward per-

fection, iiiAvard mastery or kinghood is attained. Ko
other way, no other way.

> How is it that in this world A nger exists ? We
hear loud preachings every day that we should

never give way to weakne.ss, never lose temper. We
hear preachings to that effect every day, and still

when the time comes,. we give way to weakness.

Why is it? Why anger, why. animosity, why the

thought of self asgriindizemen t, and why other sins ?

AVhy these animal passions ? All these sins are

explained by Vedanta on the same line and the

same principle. I’erhaps there is hardly any time .

to enter into the details of all these sins. If you
want to know more about it, you had better come
to llama, and all these sins will be perfectly ex-

plained, their cause and their diagnosis. Put there

being little time now, llama simT^y sums up all

that
;
and your attention is drawn to the fact that

all these sins are due to ignorance, which makes
you confound the real Self U'ith the apparent body,
and mind.' Give up this ignorance and these sins
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are no more. ]f j'oii were to remove tliei>e sins

in any of these ways> the attempts wiJl end in

failure because no matter can be destroyed. Cf
course ignorauce can be destroyed. Ignorance we can

remove. Children when they are born are ignorant

of many things in this world* but we’ see that gra-

dually their ignorance of many subjects goes dimi-

nishing and diminishing. Ignorance can only be

removed.

That being the case* there is the power which
leads you to angers which leads you to desires and
sins* and leads you to accumulation. This energy

you'cannot destroy by your teachings or preachings

in any way. You cannot repress ; you caji never

suppress it—the energy is there. A'edanta says we
can make spirit out of this energy. Let it not be

misapplied. Let it be applied properly. This is the

energy of the true spirit in you, the energy of the

true Atman in you* which is the master of the

whole world, which is rival less.

Everybody wants to be free, and the idea of

freedom—what is its essential character, the funda-

menta l feature of .the de.sire for freedom ? Tt is

rising to a height where we have no rival. The

energy of the true Atman wants you to realize the

state where you are perfectly free,—that is to say,

where you have no equal, where you have no

rival. The Atman, the true spirit, i^ vivalless. If

5'ou want to get rid of worldy selfishness or the

thought of self-aggrandizement, you cannot push

down and destroy the real energy. Xo energy can

be destroyed. Xor can the eternal Atman be des-

troyed. The improper use you can make of every

thing and turn heaven into hell.
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There is a story about a priest, a Christian

priest in England. He read about the- deaths' of

some great men, great Scientists, Darwin and Hux-
ley. He began to thinlc in his mind whether they

had gone to hell or heaven. He was thinking, and

thinking and thinking. He says to himself : ‘•These

people did not commit any crimes, and yet they

did not believe in the Bible, in Christ, they were

no Christians in the proper sense of the word. They

must have gone to hell.’* But he could not make

up his own mind to think that way. He thinks :

“They were good' men, they had done some good

work in the world, they did not deserve hell. Where
didthej'go?” He fell’ asleep and dreamt a most

wonderful’dream. He saw that he himself had died

and was taken to the highest he'aveii. He found

there all the people'whom he had expected to find ;

he found all his ChriMian brothers who used to

come to his Church. He’ found. them all theve.

Them he asked'about these Scientists, Huxley and

Darwin. The door-keeper of Heaven or some other

steward told him that these people were in the

lowest hell.

Now, this priest asked if he could be allowed

to go to ' the loM'est hell on a flying visit simply

to see them and there, to go and preach to them
the Holy Bible and show them that they had per-

petrated a most heinous crime in not believing in

the letter of the Bible. After some fuss and trouble
the steward yielded, arid consented to a:et for him
a ticket to the lowest hell. You will be astonished
that even in hell and heaven, you come and go in

your railway cars, but so it is. The man had been
bred in the midst of surroundings overflowing with^
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railvray tralTic and telegraphs. So in his fhoughtsj

in his dreamsj it is no wonder if the railways got

mixed up with hell and heaven.

TTells this priest got a first-class ticket.. The

railway train goes on and on and on. There were

some intermediate stations; because he came from the

highest heaven to the lowest hell. He stopped at

the intermediate stations and found that there was

a change for the worse as he went on down and

down. "When he came to the lowest but one helb

he could not keep himself in senses.
,
Such a sjtench

was coming out that he had to put all his napkins

and handkerchiefs before his nose* and yet he could

not but be senseless,—he had to fall into a swoon.

There were so many crying voices, weeping and

crying and gnashing of teeth down there ; he could

not bear it. He could not keep his eyes open

because of those sights. He repented of his p.grsisi^

ence to come to see the lowest hell. .

In a few minutes the people on the railway plat-

form were crying «The lowest helb the lowest helT-

for the convenience of the passengers. There was*

engraved on the walls of the Station, «The lowest

hell.’* But the priest was astonished. He asked

every body, “This cannot be the lowest hell? It

must be about the highest he.’tven. ^o, no, it cannot

be. This is not the lowest hell, this is not the

lowest hell; it must be heaven." The railway guard

or conductor told him that this was the place, and

there came a man who said ; «Just get down, sir;

this is your destination ."

He got down—^poor fellow, but was surprised.

He expected the lowest hell to be worse than the

lowest but one hell. But this well .high ijxalled



his highosl lipavon. 11 o got out of the railway
Station and found there magnificent gardens, sweet-

scented flowers, and fragrant breezes blowing into

his face. Ho met one tall gentleman. ITe asked his

name, and he thought he saw in him something or

some body ivhom he had seen before. The man was

walking before him, and he folloived after him, and

when the man called out, the priest was delighted.

They shook hands, and the priest recognized him.

AVho was he? That was Huxley. He asked. “'What

is it, is it the lowest hell?” Huxley said: “Yes,

it is.’’ And he said, “I came to preach to you

but first of all, ansiver how it is that 1 find such

a strange phenomenon before me?” Huxley said,

‘•You were not wrong iir your expectations for

the worst. Indeed, when we came here, it was the

worst possible hell in the universe. It was the most
undesirable that could be conceived.” And here

he pointed out certain places : “There were dirty

ditches.” And he pointed out another spot. “There

was burning iron.” And he pointed out another

spot : “There was hot sand ”
; and “there was

staining dung.”
He saTdT~“We were first of all placed in the

most dirty ditches, but while there, with our hands
we were throwing water to the next adjoining hot
burning iron

; and we went on with that work,
throwing that dirty water out of the ditches on'

the hot burning iron that was on the banks. Then
the stewards of the lowest hell had to take us to
those places where there was a burning liquid oil, but
by the time they took us to that place, most of the
iion had become wholly cooled, most of the iron
could be handled, and still a great deal of iron was
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in its liquid huvniii" condition) fioi'y condition. Then,

with tho aid of the iron’ which had cooled dowir,

and holdin" it heforo tho Tiro, we succeeded in nialv-

ins? some machines and sonic other instruments.

“After that wo were in he taken to the third

place where there w.is the dun,!?. AYe were taken

to that place, and with the help of our instrumcjits,

iron spades and machines, ire hegan the digging

work. After tliat wo were taken to the other kind

of soil, and there by means of machines and other

instruments that we had got then ready, we threw
.some of these things into the soil to which we
were taken ; that served as manure, and thus we
succeeded, hj^-and-by, in turning this hell into a

veritable heaven.”

Now the thing is that in that lowest hell, there

were present all the materials which, .being simply

placed in their right positions, might make the high-

est heaven. So it is, A^edanta says, in you is

present the divine God, and in you is present the

worthless body
;
but you have misiilaced the things.

You have done things upside down
;

in a topsy-

turvy way you have put them. A^ou have put the

cart before the horse ; and that is how you make
this world a hell for you. You have simply not

to destroy anything, not to dig up anything. This

ambitious spirit of yours, or this selfishness of yours

or this angry nature of yours, or any other sin of

yours, which is just like a hell or heaven, you can-

not destroy, but you can re-arrange. No energy can

be destroyed, but you can re-arrange this hell and
convert it into the highest heaven.

A^edanta says, the only open sesame , the only

way to really stamp out all misery from the world,

—

22
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long facesj gloomy and sad temper.Sj will not mend
mattersj—“the only way to escape from all sins, to

stand above all temptations is to realize the true Self.

You will never lie able to withstand animal passionjj

unless you do away with all this splendour and glory

that bewitches you, that attracts you. When you

realize that, you stand above all pas.sions, and ai

the same time be perfectly free, be perfectly free,

be perfectly full of bliss, miff that is hcairn.

Om I Om !

Ed it01 *a Hole,

This Lecture was repeated in the Ajcadbiuy of

Sciences on December 20, 1902. The striking passa-

ges of the Lecture are given on the next page, which

forms a sort of continuation, of this lecture.
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PROGNOSIS AND DIAGNi)SIS OP SIN.

Lc'Ctave delivered on December ‘yO. 190?,

Academif of Scimcea, V, A.

If you loiicli the feathers or the body of the

fowl which lives in a dirty pond, you will see that

it is dry, it is not affected in the least by the dirt

or colour of the water, it is dry, ]t does not get

wet. Vedanta says. “Similarly, in you, O man there

is something which is pure, which is not .containi-

nated by faults, sins, and ireaknessos of the body; in

this world of .sinfulness and sloth, it remains pure.

Where is the mistake made ? Sinlessuess belongs in

reality to the real Self, the Atnia, .but by mistake

if is attributed in practice to the body. Whence did

this idea of regarding the body sind.ilio mind pure,

whence did it originate? Who planted it in the

hearts of people ? No body else, no body ; no Satan

came to plant it in yoiKhearts, no outside demon.

Jt in //w/t/'/f you: the cause nm.st be in the pheno-

menon it.self. Those, days are past in which people

sought the causes of phenomena outside themselves.

If a man fell down, the fall was attributed to a

ghost. The fall was attributed to some cause outside

the person. Those days are gone. Science and phi-
’ losophy do not allow such explanations. We should

seek the explanation in the phenomenon itself. -We
know the body to be full of sin, always at fault,

and yet we look upon ourselves as sinless, How
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do they explain this phenomenon? Vedanta- saysj

“Explain it not hy i;esorti]ug to some outside Satan,

explain it not hy resorting to some outside devils.

jS'o, no. The cause is within you. Within you is

the purest of the pure, Avithin you is the sinless

One, the Atma which makes its existence felt, Avhich

cannot he destroyed, cannot he dispensed with, can-

not he done away with. It is there, however faulty, *-

however sinful the body may he, the real Self, the

sinlessness of the real Self must he there
;

it must

make itself felt
;

it is there, it cannot he des-

troyed.’’

We come now to the different sins, to the

different phenomena called sins.

Flattery

:

This comes first. This is not looked

upon as a deadly sin, hut it is universal.

Hoav is it that from the lowest vernnn to the

highest God, flattery is welcome ? How is it that

every hody is a slave of flattery, and Avants to he

complimented, huniguired, x^etted, every hody Avants

to he highly thought of ? Hoav is it ?

Even the dogs, AA’-hen you pet and flatter them,

are full of joy at it. Even they like flattery.

Horses like flattery, ‘ The master of the horse comes

up and pets him, strokes him, the horse pricks uj)

his ears, is filled AAuth energy.

In India some princes use tigers instead of dogs

for hunting purposes and the hahit of the tiger is

to catch the prey in three leaps. If the i^rey is

caught, well and good
; if not, the tiger loses heart

and sits down. On such occasions princes come up
and stroke the tiger and flatter him, and then he
,is filled with energy again. We see that even the
•.tigers love flattery. Take the man Avho is. good
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for udthiiigj AA’orfchless. Go to him and just humour

him; flatter him. ' Oh ! His countenance beams Avith

joy. You AAull find a bloom on his cheeks on the

si)ot.

Ill those countries Avhere the pepole AA'orshij) gods;

AA'e find that eA^en they are a.ppLQ.aseji. by flattery.

And AAdiat of the prayers of some monotheists?

What are their prayersj AA’^hat are their invocations?

Examine them. Examine them disinterestedlj^ im-

personally; and you Aidll see that they are nothing

else but flattery. Hoav is it that flattery is univer-

sal? Everybody loves flatterys Avhile at the same

time there is not a single man Avho deserves that

kind of flattery AAdiioh pleases him. There is not a

single man Avho deserves the unnecessary compli-

ments that are paid to him by his admirers. Vedanta

explains it by saying that in every individual; in

every person; there is real Self; the real Atma;

Avhich is; as a matter of fact, the greatest of the

great, the highest of the high. There is in reality

something in you Avhich is the highest of the high

and that makes existence felt. When that flatterer

comes, and he begins to admire us and pay us com-

pliments, AA-e feel elated, cheered up. Why ? The
cause is not that these •statements are true, but

Vedanta says that the real cause lies in our real

self. There is something behind the scenes, some

,potjent force, something filenn. and indestrimtible, the

greatest of the great, the highest of the high, Avhich

is your Heal Self and deserves all flattery, all com-

pliments
;
and no compliments, no flattery, no ag-

gran^e,mejit can be worthy of the Heal Self. But
from this nobody should draw the conclusion that

flattery is justified by Rama. Ho, flattery, praise,
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and glory are to - be rendered unto the Real Self,

not to the body
;
to the little self, it ought not to

be- given. “Render unto Ciesar the things that, are

Caesar’s and render unto God the things that are

God’s.” The sinfulness of flattery lies in making the

mistake of rendering unto God what was to be

Caesar's- and giving - unto Caesar what was to be

given unto God. In this-topsy*turvj: state lies the

sinfulness of our being slaves of flattery. Herein

lies the sinfulness. No ;
the cart- is put before the

horse. If you realize the self and feel and become

one u ith the greatest of the great and the highest

of the high, and know it to be your Atma, rise

above the body, above the mind, you are really the

greatest of the great, the highest of the high
; you

are your own ideal : no, you are your own God.
Realize this and you. are free, hut the mistake is

made in giving the glory of the Atma, the the Real
Self, to the body and in seeking flattery and ag-
grandizement for the body. Herein lies the mi.stake.

How is it that each and every person in this world

and every animal also is tainted with flattery or

pride ? How is it thatvanity and pride are universal ?

'A certain gentleman came to Rama and said.

“Look here, look here. Our. religion has got the

largest number of people as its devotees, its converts

therefore our religion must he the highest. We have
the majority of mankind belonging to our religion,

therefore it must be the best.” Rama said, “Brother,
brother, make your remarks after observing rightly.

Do you believe in Satan ?” He said, “Yes.'‘ ‘ Then
please say whether Satan’s religion has got the largest
number of folloAvers or yours. If truth is to he judged
by majority, then Satan has supremacy over all.”
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We say .that vanity or pride, you might call it

one of the phases^of Satan, has taken ' a stronghold

in every one in this world. How' is it ? At the

same time we know that the body does not deserve

any pride, that this body has no right to take airs

of superiority, or to he proud. Everybody knows
that the body does not deserve or is not worthy of

any vanity or pride, and yet everybody has it. How
is it ? Whereform did it come, this universal pheno-

menon? Prom where did come this universal anomaly,

this universal xiaradox ? ft must come from within

you. This cause is not far to seek. There is in you

the greatest of the great, that is your Peal Self.

You will have to realke that and know, that and

when you realize and know the True Self, the real

Atma, you will no longer stoop down to seek praise

for this little body. You will no longer stoop down

to seek any vanity or pride for this little body.

If you realize the True Self, if you redeem your

own heart, you are your own redeemer. If you

realize the (iod within you, then to hear praises for

this little body, to hear any tributes for your body .will

appear to you as bfiliitHilg yourself, as hemeaning

yourself. Then you will stand above bodily vanity

or solUsh pride. This is the way to stand above

bodily vanity or selfish pride.

The true Atma within, the true self lieing the

greatest of the great, the highest of the high, the

God of god.s, how can it give up its nature ? How
can this Atma degrade itself, believe itself to he poor,

wretched, a vermin or worm? How can it degrade

itself to that depth of ignorance ? It cannot give

up its nature. And that is the cause of vanity or

pride being universal. But vanity or pride is not
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justified hy this oxiDlanation. Vaiiiiys iDvide for the

body is not justified.

TTe hnou* that the. Earth movesj and relatively

to the Earth, the Sun is stationary. All know that

the Sun does not move and the Earth revolves, hut

wo make a mistake,, fall into an error, we ascrihe

the motion of the Earth to the Sim and the rest

of the Sun we ascribe to the Earth. The same kind

of mistake is made by the peojile .who hunger for

pride, who are subject to vanity. The same kind of

error comes in here. Here is the Atma, the real

Sun, the light of lights, which is immovable, which
is really the source of all glory, and here is the body,

like the earth, all the time changing and worthy

of no praise, worthy, of no glory, but we make
a mistake in attributing the glory of . the Atma to

the body and the worthlessness of the body to the

Atma, the real self. This error, this from of ignor-

ance is the cause of seeking aggrandizement, for the
little body. How if this ignorance could be called
Satan, if Satan could be translated as Ignorance,
then we might say that herein comes Satan Avhich
puts the things in confusion, attributes the Atma’s
glory to the body and the body's worthlessness to
the Atma. Remove this ignorance and you kill
vanity or pride.

How is it that greed, aggrandizement, or avarice
is universal? Animals have greed, men have it,

women have it, everybody has it. How is it that
greed, avarice or aggrandizement is universal? Every-
body wants to hare all sorts of things around him.
Every body wants to aooumnlate the things .around

vont°e?’r^ The moreyou get, the more does the flame of greed increase
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the more is this liamo fed. You become au Emperor,

and still the ^reed is there and your srrecd is also

princely. You are a poor man and your greed is

poor. How* is itthat it is universal ? In the Churches,

in the Hindu temples, in the IMahomedan mosques,

everywhere, the preachers deliver long sermons and

say, “Erothers, no greed, no greed, no greed.'’ They
put forth all their energies to strangle it ; they

Avant to remove it, to eradicate it, but it is there

despite all their muonstrances. H!ow is it ? It can-

not be throttled, it cannot be checked, it is there.

Ex2)lain it. Eofore you want to kill the disease of

greed, let ais know the cause of it. Unless you tell

the cause of the disease, you arc not expected to

be in a iJosition to cure the disease. Let us know
the cause of it. To say that Satan puts it into our

hearts is unscientific, unphilosophical. It is contrary

to all the laws of Logic. That will not do. If you
cannot give a scientiiic explanation of the fact, why
this mythological explanation ? '\A'’hy is it universal ?

Vedanta explains it by saying that there is in man
the reality, the true Self, the real Atma asserting-

itself
;

it cannot be crushed. They say that no

energy can be destroyed ; no force can be annihilated .

We hear about the law of cmiservation of energy,

indestructibility of matter, persistence of force. We
hear all that, and here A^'edanta says, • “0 ministers,

0 Christians, Hindus and Mahomedans, you cannot

crush down this energy, this force Avhich appears in

the form of greed. You cannot crush it. 3?rom

time •immemorial all sorts of religions have been
“ ' " w

preaching against greed, avarice , aggrandizement,

but the world is not a bit better for. all your Vedas,

Bibles.and ICorans. Greed is there. Energy cannot.

23
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he destroyed, hut you can make the right use of it.

Vedanta says, «0 man of the world, you make a

mistake. Take that greatest of words, that words of

three letters, G*o-d, read the letters in the reverse

order. What does it hecomo ? D-o-g. Thus you
are misreading the holy of holies, the pure G-o*d

in you, you are misunderstanding it; you are reading

it in the contrary way, and thus you make a verit-

able dog of yourselves, whereas you are in reality

ihe holy of holies, the pure God. Through the

error, through the ignorance of attrihuting the glory

of the Atma to the body and the worthlessness of

the body to the Atma, by this mistake you fall a

victim to greed. Eradicate this error, and you are

God immortal, lledeem the Ileal Self in you, lake

a firm stand in the True Self, and realize yourself

to be the God of gods, ihe holy of holies, the Jiiaster

of the universe, the lord of lords, and it becomes
impossible for you to seek these outside things and
accumulate them round this body.

We come now to the phenomenon of attachment
or grief. What is the cause of attachment, which
means that the person subject to this evil wants
that the things around him should not change ? A
man is filled with sorrow and_ anxiety at ihe death
of a loved one. What does his sorrow or anxiety
show ? What does it prove ? Can we expect con-
ditions to remain as they are

; can we expect or
keep our loved ones always with us, when we know
intellectually, that everything in thisu'orld is change-
able, is in a state of flux ? And yet we wish that
there should be no change, how is it ? Vedanta says,
“O man, in you there is something which is really
unchangeable, which is the .same yesterday, to*day,
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and for eveis but by mistake (ignorance) the unchange-

able nature of the True Self is ascribed to the circum-

stances of the body. That is the cause of it. Eradicate

ignorance and you stand above worldly attachments.

What is the cause of sloth or indolence ? Ac-

cording to Vedanta* the cause of the universality of

sloth or indolence is that the Real Self within each

and all is perfect rest* imace* and real self being

Infinity cannot move* the Infinite cannot move. It

is the finite only that can move. This is a circle,

and here is another circle. Where this is, the other

is not
;
where this is, the first is not. If one limits

the being of the other, both are finite ; if we want
to make one circle infinite, it will cover the whole

space. There will be no room for the little circle.

As long as the smaller circle limited it, it could

not be called infinite. In order that the first circle

might become infinite, it must be one, it must have

nothing else outside it and so having nothing else

outside it, there is nothing which is not filled up
by the Infinity, and so the Infinity having no room
cannot move. In the infinity there must be no

change. The Atma, the true self within is infinite
;

it is all rest
; it is all peace. There is no motion

there. That being the case, the infinity, the Atma’s

peacefulness is through ignorance carried to the body
which suffers from sloth and has indolence in it.

That is the cause of indojience or sloth being uni-

versal in the whole world.

How is it that nobody in this world wants to

have a rival to himself? Everybody wants to be

the supreme ruler.

''
1 am the monarch of all I smvev.

My right there is none to dis>wutc.”
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This is what everyhody' wants to J’e'el. What is

the cause of the universality of this ? Explain this

fact, this hard, stern reality, explain it. Vedanta

says the real cause is that in man there is the true

Atma which is one without ‘ a second, which is the

rivalless, inatcjiless, and hy ignorance, hy mistake,

is the oneness and the glory of the Atma being

attrihuted to the body.

We will not enter into the other sins. They are

also explained in the same way by Vedanta. All the

possible deadly sins are explained, and the way to

remove all these sins is simply to remove the uni-

versal ignorance which makes you confound the two.

A man . was su-Qlering from two diseases. He
had a .disease of the eyes and a disease of the

stomach. He came to a doctor and asked him to

treat him. The doctor gave to this patient two
kinds of medicines, two kinds of powders. One of

the powders was to be applied to the eyes. It

contained antimony, or lead sulphide and if taken
internally, it is a poison. 3 1 can be ai)plied to the
eyes and the people in India use this poAvder for
the eyes. So the doctor gave him the powder for
the eyes containing antimony or lead sulphide. An-
other powder he gave him to be taken. This poAvder
contained p.epEer.andLchiIlies

; chillies which have a
very cold name, a very cold name, but Avhich are
very hot. He gave him one jioAA'der containing
chillies to be taken. This man being in a state of
confusion just interchanged the tAvo poAvders. The
poAvder which Avas to be taken he applied to the
eyes, and the antimony and the other tilings Avhich
were poisons he drank. Here Avere the eyes blinded
and the stomach worsted.
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That is what is being done by the peoples and

that is the' cause of all the so-called sin in this

world. Here is the Atma, the light of - lights

within youj and here is the body* the stomach, so

to say. What is to be done to the body is being

done to the Atma, and the respect and. honour and

glory of the Atma are being paid unto the body.

Everything mixed up
;
everything put into a state

of confusion. That causes this phenomenon of so-

called sin in this world. Get things right and right

you are,
'
you prosper materially, you are the God

of gods spiritually.

Similarly in you is everything, but by the mis-

plaaement of things placed above, God is put down
below and the body is placed above it, and- the

highest heaven is turned into the direst hell. Place

them in the right order and you will see that even

this dire and abominable phenomenon of sins speaks

of your goodliness, of your . purity. Get the right

vision and you are the greatest God.

A man who did not believe in God wrote every-

where on the walls of his house, “God is nowhere.’*

He was an g-theist. He was a lawyer and at one

time a olienii^came to him ' and offered him $ 500

He said, “Ho, I will take $ 1,000.” The client

said, “All right. I will pay you $ 1,000 if you
win the case, but I will pay you afterwards : if

you want to take $ 500, then you may have it first.”

The lawyer felt sure . of success and took up the

case. He went to the court, feeling sure that he

had done everything right. He had studied the

case carefully, but when it came up for hearing,

the lawyer of the opposite .party brought out such

a strong point that He lost the case and the § 1,000
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V'hicli he had expected to receive loi‘ his services.

He came to his house dej^te.dj, crest-fallen, in a sad

plight. He was leaning over his table >in a state

of dejection when there came to him . his darling

child who was just learning to spell. He began- to

spell put «G*o-d i“S that .is a long word, so

many letters : that word the poor child could not

spell. He divided it into two parts, n-o-w h-e-r-e,

and the child jumped up with joy ; he was amazed
at his own success in spelling out the whole sentence

"God is now here,” «God is now here.” The
same "God is noAvhere” was read "God is now
here. ' That is all.

,
yedanta wants you to spell things in the right

way. Do not misread them ; do not misspell them.
Head this "God is nowhere,” that is to say, the

phenomenon of sin, crime, "God is now here.
’

Even in your sins is proved your divinity, the
divinity of your nature. Realize that and the whole
world blooms for you, a paradise is converted into
a garden or heaven.

f
Once in an Examination the students were asked

( to write an Eassy on the niiracle of Christ turning
» water into wine. The hall was filled with students
. and they were writing. One poor fellow was whisl-

(

ling, singing, looking at this corner and at that,

i
He did not write a single syllable. He went on
maldng fun even in the Examinatian Hall, he went
on enjoying himself. Oh, his was an independent
spirit. When the time was up and the Superintendent
was collecting the answers, he made a joke with
Byron, and told him that the Superintendent irasW r? by writing so
lon^, dll Lassy. Byron at that time took up his
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pen and wrote one sentence on the answer :book!

and handed it to the Superintendent. When the

result of the Examination was outj he got the first

prize. Byron got the first prizes the man who had

written nothings who simply took up his pen and'j

with one stroke scribbled out a single sentence got^

the first prize. The Superintendent of the Exami-|

nation who thought Byron to be an idler was/

amazeds and all the other competitors asked the

Examiner to be kind enough to read before th^e

whole classs before the whole ĉ gregation of studentssl

the Essay by which Byron got the prize. Thej

Essay was : ‘‘The water saw' her master and blushed.”

This was on the miracle of Christ by wdiich he

turned w’ater into w'ine. That was the whole Essay.

Is it not really w'onderful? In blushing the face

becomes red ; w'ater became red-w^ine. When a lady

hears out her Lord, her lover, she blushes ; the wateje

saw her master and blushed. That is all. Splendid,

is it not?

Realise the True Self within you
;

like Christ,

realize that the Eather and Son are one. »ln the

beginning w^as the Word ; the Word was with God.
^

'

-Realize it, realize it. The heaven of heavens is

within you. Realize that and w'herever you go, the

dirtiest w'ater will blush into sparkling wine for you;

every ^ngepn^will be converted into the heaven

of heavens for you. There will not be a single

difiiculty or trouble for you ; the master of all ye

become.

What is w'anting ?

Summer redundant

Blue abundant
where is the blot ?
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the worldj yet a blank all the sfinie» .

Irame^vork which wfiits fora picture 'to frame

What of the leaXage,

What of the flower ?

Roses ejinboTmung with naught they embower 1

Come theii) complete iucomj)letionj oh come>

Come through the blueness, perfeci'the summer ;

Breathe but one breath,

lloso beauty above

And all that was death

Grows life, grows love.

Om - Om.

0 CIVIi,IZATTO^^

O Civilization, vagrant-dream

!

Respecting names and forms that seem

;

Thou raisest a foolish dust of show.

Thyself in darkness does not know
;

You climb a hill to comb the hair.

You murder Self to cherish care.
.— r*** ,

To please the public,'win esteem.

You gacrilege the Self supreme.

You pander to the taste of slaves,

Blind slaves of fashion, honoured knaves,
To ^ing^custom you conform,

Cojiyjejition, artificial form.
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At every step is “TTill it pa^ ?
’’

And feai’j “What will people say ?•*'

How timidj tiny, reed like, frail .

At every turn Init turning pale !

O nieasjesjJtch i iig.*ffiMer,_sad.

Of nations, running masses mad ;

Thy hanefud ways and habits vain

Forego, be sane, lie sane, be sane.

TO THE SO-CALLED CIVILIZED,

Ye magnetized .to laziness, •

Of weakness and deGeitwa_mess :

Punctilious, touchy, hot and red.

Like swollen sore with gathered head.

Bewildered hordes, befound e,d_in i 1 lions,

All, at the mercy of opinions,

Why IMajesty of Self ye

Prom clothes nobility ye earn ?

Like pendulum^ ye oscillate

On transient trifles ,to dilate^

By wan appearance ruled away
With iron hand, despotic
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Trades interest displace your love,

And Mammon, shoots the sacred Dove,

Kot free to laugh, not free to weep.

Not free to love, nor free to sleep.

Ah ! sheaths of sham and masks, of shame

And breathless awe, of name and fame I

Your health is illth and goods are bad ;

Improper property keeps you sad.

In clothes asjjoiius, homes as graves,

Y'e bury Self, then wail and rave,

Ye spare the husks and soil the Soul,

To save a part ye lose the whole.

Possessed ye are by your possessions,

Oppressed by hitting hard s.uggestipns,

O living dull in two dimensions.

Prosaic embarrassment and tensions.

Wake up, wake up, awake I

Tear off the evil, your slumbers, shake

!

O Gods of Worlds, 0 Lords of hosts,

Why 4ance ajtendanceLpn the ghosts ?

Cast off the shadows of desires.

Shine out the Suns and Stars and Pires I

Toll, toll the knell of care and clinging.

Hear Angles, Hallelujahs singing.
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To property no deferehcej

Dissolved every difference,

jS"© jealousy, no fear,

I am the dearest of the dear.

All the secrets so clear I

One to ]\Ie far and near.

I stretch in Infinity,

Sinks in Me all affinity.

I am Life, I am manna I

Hosanna ! Hosanna

!

As the Sun dims the stars,

Deating drum drowns guitars.

As the sea eats up streams.

Wakeful mood sweeps up dreams.

Pure Love drinks up fear,

So do I wash up clear.

Pain, envy, and weakness.

Death, vanity, and meekness,

Earth, Phgelnis, J)jaua.

Hosanna! Hosanna!

0 Earths and waters.

My sons and daughters, .

0 flora and^ faunaj.

All limifations flinging^

Break forth into singing,

Hosanna I Hosanna

!



HALLELUJAH !

Through the arched di).or^

Of eyebrows I pour

And sit in the heaven of heart

;

There well do I ride

In glory and guide.

And no one can leave Me and part.

All men and ma’ams

Sleep in my arms,

In me they rest and walk

;

I strike the chords,

They utter the words

Through me, in hue they talk.

Merry A\^dlock , union,

On earth or in heaven
Is a dim foreshadowing ^mbol.

Of my perfect Embrace,

Of the whole human race

And my clasp so firm and nimble.

As the golden lance

Of the Sun’s sharp glance,

I pierce^ the hearts of flowers.

As the silv'ry ray

Of the full Moon gay
I hook up the sea to my bowers.

As the balmy air of the morning fair
I kiss the rose to bloom

;

In a wild, wild dream
Like a zigzag stream

I bear the world in my womb.
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0 Lightning I 0 Light

!

O Thought quick and bright i

Gome> let us run a race :

AvauntJ Avail nt_

!

i’lyj Flyj but you can’t

With Me ever keep pace.

0 Llementsi Storms 1

0 Thundering forms !

1 stretch my arms around

Ye harnessed to my car

Drive wide and far

On> on and round and round.

1 laugh and laughj

At Disstiny, scoff}

I thrill cr.ea.tio.n.’s.aura.

My Ocean of Wonder
Breaks forth in thunder.

Hallelujah 1 .Hallelujah I

TO THii; :^l;oo^^‘

Tins poum w.is wnucn .il ;ui<5u:gl«l— Eiliioi.

( The i«oonhi;lu ciccps np into Rain.i’s cottnsjc in Shasta Mountains )

T’rom the mountain high

You peer and pry,

M.ark well my lonely chamber.
As a maiden shy

All around you spy

So that no one be by
With a face as pale as amber .
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Though cjDX.aiid cold

Yet making very hold

You steal up blushing red

Through the window door

On the carpet floor

Then up to my very bed.

There bending low

You kiss my brow

And kiss my eyes to wake.

Thy radiant touchi

Thy whispering glare*

Unclouded bare

Sweet breath* are such

My sleep away they take.

Yourself and I

Together we lie*

Por a while we lie together,

Bound me you twine*

I drink your wine

Till each is lost in the other,

I CANNOT SUPPRESS A LAUGHTER.

A fearful, terrible shock was felt
;

Umierved* affrighted was the frame
;

And lo 1 the cause which cruelly dealt
Was flickering, trembling, shadow tame;

The shadow of Doubt upsets the Master,
I cannot suppress a laughter.
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A dog to snatch a piece of meat

From his reflected image in lake.

Of jwf/ meat» himself did cheat,

Wh.v Foal Joy for fun forsake ?

0 ! what a mock disaster !

3 can't suppress a laugther.

The journey ends and reached is goal ;

The long and weary toil is o’er :

I’^or this the universe did roll.

Now, suns and stars their greetings pour,

A5 sheep aUejid the pesior :

1 can't suppress a laughter.

In harmony with Power and Love,

In tune with Infinite Lord of all,

At one with Omnipresent Soul,

In union witiriieiivenly call,

At peace with equal, high, and low,

Seeing Self above, below.

0, what a peace and bliss and joy I

The whole of nature I enjoy ;

I sing the music of the spjieres.

Cut capers in the dance of stars,

In seas I leap and shout forth cheers.

!^ty noisy games are clamorous, wars
;

Oh Joy I How fast am I, and faster !

1 can’t sui^press a laughter,

Why blush and quake, 0 rising Sun !

I won’t slap red thy cheeks and c^ide :

Come, Nature, come, my wee sweet child,

My flesh and blood, O darling son !
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Come to my armsj dissolving one !

Than me there’s nothing softer*

I can't suppress a laughter. Om !

T cannot love* for Love T am.

Oh ! What shall I desire or C£a.v.e?

The heart of everything I am»

Instead of wish I gladness have.

All objects I enjoy as Me,
Light, life I give to all that be,

Of every boat I am the wafter.

I can’t suppress a laughter.

When blooms the maiden’s rosy cheek,

The »bee like lover's eyes seek

Sweet nectaiufrom that rose ;

The charm is mine in this and those,
»

I freeze in dazzling diamond snows ;

'

Pond burning heart, with me it glows.

I’ll tell you what thou needst not vex
At being Nature so complex ;

Your riddles, Nature, solve in me.
Just marry me, dissolve in me.

Nay, don’t you say so, splendid Lord,

You are already Master, God
Of each and all in every station

Of all the Porces of creation
;

And thou art Nature, laws and worlds
Thou far transcendest thought and words.

O ye afflicted with suspicion !

0 ye possessed of superstition !
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O ye that suffer pain and sorrow !

O ye pming^for the promised morrow !

O ye bereaved,

o

f deal’ and near

!

0 ye whose intellect is not clear !

Why tantalise yourself in vain V

Pishs suffering thirst in ocean main ?

In you the highest ITeaven lies.

Your mind to outer objects flies !

Turn InAvardj know the Self supreme,

Xo more shall njaladies be seen.

You realise the inner Kam
O ! What a soothing myrrh and b.ahnd

0 ! What a d^ionrcastjer.

!

1 cannot suppress a laughter.

Tile foam as texuajir,ma_ta!.en

Brings floundering in the{b2^
The false, apparent self abus^

As real lands in wretchedness.

Aft’ectionsi feelings, carving, wish

Would seek me, reach me, cling to me.

And fain would liur like stick to me :

But when my Ileal Self is seen,

They vanish like the' dark in Sun,

'

Are cast away, as drops of spray

By birds of downy wings

Unsullied before ond after.

1 can’t suppress a laughter.

In unaffected Witness Light

Por sentiments no quarters,

25 •
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1 look them in face and die

These curious poor martyrs.

The local consciousness of self.

C.onge.s.tio.n^of the vein of lifei

This vortex, ego is dissolved

And all the shapes and forms are mine.

Ah 1 Foolish knack, with misery fraught
That places personal selves behind
The bodies and forms of foes and friends !

This knack_entangles, pinche8,.smarts»

This i^lating,habit’s gone

Imp.utes.no personal motives to Rama.

The bodies are numerous, Soul is one,

That Soul supreme is none but I.

I am the worker, witness, pidge.
The snarling C.rXticj. applauder.

Free, free is every one to me
No bondage, limit, fault I see.

’

Free, free am I and others free.

God, God I am and you and he.

No debt, no duty, Iraud or fear,

1 am the One, the Now, the Here.

The final source of passion.^ all.

The cause of feeling’s rise and fall

;
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The Home of beautys heart of love,

The soul of eagle, peacock, dove
;

The inmost centre of desire,

The pulling force of every wire
;

That which reveals .as grajritation,

^
The real source..of all causation

Am I.

In everything my breath I feel,

In earth and moon and sun I reel,

\

1 blow in air and grow in grass,

I flow in rivers, throw in mass.

The present, absent, near and far,

The past and future, flower, star
;

Bewitching eyes, enchanting song,

Expressions fascinating, strong
;

Sweet silv’ry words and hpuey.ed-Jip.s,

The silken locks and dajlhtnt^gnipjs,

,

As Me and Mine I enjoy

0 Joy 1 O Joy 1 O Joy I

Than thought dominion vaster

1 cannot suppress a laughter.

Qm ! 0ml Qmj
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THE SECRET OP SUCCESS.

deltrerrd at the High Cnniiiierci(d- College,

TnkiOi Japan.

Brothers,

Hoes it not appear strange for a stranger from

India to speak on a subject which is evidently more

intelligently wielded by Japan than India ? It may
be. But I stand here before you as a teacher for

reasons more than one.

To carry out skilfully an idea into practice is

one thingj but to grasp its fundamental meaning is

quite another. Even though a nation may be pros-

pering by acting up to certain general principles

to-day, there is every danger of its downfall if those

principles are not clearly understood by the national

mind and distinctly supported by sound Jliepry. A
labourer who successfully performs a chemical opera-
tion is not a chemist, because liis work is not
supplemented by theory. A fireman who successfully
works a steam engine is not an engineer, because
his labour is simply mechanical. IVe read - about a
doctor who used to heal wounds by keeping the
diseased part under linen bandages for a full week
and touching it daily with a sword. The wounds
were healed, being kept from expo.sjiire by the band-
age. But he ascribed the wonderful liealin"- pro-
perty to the touch of the sword. *

So thou^-ht his
patients too. This superstitious theory gave birth
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to failures upon failures in many cases that required

some other treatment than mere nA^'DAGrKG. Hence

it is ahsolntely necessary that right precept and right

I)raetice should go hand-in-hand. Secondly- I regard

tiapan as my country and her people as my coun-

trymen. T can prove on reasonable grounds that

in the beginning- your ancestors migrated from

India.

Your a nce.stors_are my ancestors. Hence I come

to shake hands with you as your brother and not

as a stranger. 3 have another ground which equal-

ly entitles, me to this privilege. I am a Japanese

from my very birth in regard to my temper, man-

ners, habits, and sympathies. With these forewords,

let me come to the subject.

The secret of success is an open secret. Every-

body has got something to say on the subject, and

perhaps you have often heard its general principles

enunciated, but the vital importance of the subject

justifies any amount of emphasis driving it home'
into the minds of people.

1—TKiNCirLK Of Success— llyr/-.

At the outest, let us put this question to Xature
around us. All the “books in running brooks, and
sermons in stones” preach with unmistakable accent

the gospel of continuous, incessant work. Light
bestows upon us the power of sight. Light gives

a mainspring to all beings. Let us see what light

is thrown on the question by Light itself. I will

take for illustration the ordinary light—the lamp.
The underlying secret of a lamp*s lustre and splen-

dour is that it spates not its wick and oil. The
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mck Hiid oil or the little self is' heiiig constantly

consumed and glory is the natural consequence.

There it is, the lamp says, spare yourself and you

Avill he immediately extinguishe d.' If you'seek. ease

and comfort for your bodies, Waste your time in

sensual pleasures and luxury, there is no hope for

you. Inactivity, iit other words, would bring to

you death, and activity and activity alone is life.

Look at the ^gnant 2)ond and the Tunning' stream.

The crystal water of the rustling river is ever

fresh, clear, drinkable, and attractive. 33ui, on the

other hand, see how -disgusting,xd'orous , lilthy, dirty,

stinking and stenching is the water of the stagnant

pond. If you wish to succeed, follow the line of

action, the constant motion of a river. There is no

hope for a man who would waste his wick and

oil in preserving it from consumption. Pollow the

policy of a river, ever progressing ever assimilat-

ing, ever adapting itself to the environment and
ever perfojrining work. "Work, worl^iicessant work,

is the first principle of success. “Trom good to

better daily self-surpassed.’^

If you work on this jwinciple, you will see that

•‘it is as easy to be great as to be small.”

' »

2 - Self-Sackifice.

• Everybody loves white objects. Let vis examine
the cause of their being the objects . of universal
Love. Let us account for the success of the white.
The black objects are eveiTwhere hated, discarded
and rejected, and let us take this fact as it is and
account for it. Physics tells us the reality of the
phenomenon of colour. Eed is not red> green is
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not green> black is not black, all is not what

seems. The red rose gets its lovely colour by re-

flecting or throAving back that colour. The other

colours in the Sun*s rays were entirely absorbed

by the rose and nobody attributes those colours to

the rose. The green leaf absorbs all other colours

in light and appears fresh and green by the very

colour AA'hich it denies to itself and throws back.

Black objects have the property of absorbing all

and reflecting no light. They have no spirit of

sacrifice in them and no cliarity. They do not re-

nounce even a single ray:, They do not throw back

even an iota of what they receive. Nature tells you
that black, black like co<iU shall he appear who re-

uses to give unto his neighbours what he receives.

The way to receive is to give. The secret of ap-

pearing white is total renunciation - to throw back
instantaneously on your neighbours all that you
receive. Acq.u.ire thi s virtue of Avhite objects and

you must be successful. What do I mean by white ?

European ? Not Europeans alone, the Avhite mirror,

the white pearl, the white dove, the white snow,

all the emblems of purity and righteousness stand

as your great teachers. therefore, the spirit

.of sacrifice and reflect unto others all that you re-

ceive. Have no recourse, to selfish absorptimLand
you must be Avhite. A seed in order that it may
bud forth into a tree must perish itself, Emition
is thus the final result of complete self-sacrifice

All teachers will bear me out in the statement that

the more Ave impart the light of knoAvledge, the

more Ave receive.
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3.— SELr-PORGETFULNKSS,

Students know that when they axe speaking in

their literary societies, the moment the idea “I

lecture’^ comes into prominence within their mind,
the speech is marred. Porget your little self in

work and entirely throw yourself into it
; you will

succeed. If you are thinking, become thought itself,

you shall succeed. If you are' u’orking, become
work itself, and thus you shall succeed.

'When shall I be free ?

When *1' shall cease to be.

Here is. a story of two Indian Rajputs who
went to Akhar, the great Moghal emperor of India,
nnd sought employment. Akbar inquired about their
qualifications. They said they were heroes. Akbar
asked them to prove their statement. Both drew
out their daggers from the scabbards. There the
two lightning flashes shone in AkbaVs court. The
flash ol the dagger was symbolic of their inner
heroism. Immediately the two lightning flashes
joined the two bodies. Bach kept the poFnt of his
dagger on the other's breast, and both gave proofs
of their heroism by running through the daggers
with s^ic calmness. The bodies fell , spirits met
and they were proved heroes. I do not point to
the story which is shocking in this advanced a-e,
but to the moral it leaches. The moral is, sacri-
flee your little self, forget it in, .the imrforniance of
your work, and success must im yours."' Tt cannot
be otherwise. Cannot 1 say, the desire for success
must die in your work before achieving success v
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‘t—-Universal Love.

Love is another prineiple of sticeess. Love and

be loved, that is the goal. The hand in order to

live nuist love’ all the members of the body. If

it isolates itself and thinks ‘why should the whole

body profit by my earning,^ there is no help for

the hand, it must die. I’or in order to be eonsist-

ent in its selfishness, the hand should not put into

the mouth the meat and drink that were seeured

by dint of the hand’s labour alone whether at the

pen or at the sword, &c., and should rather inject

into its own skin all sorts of nourishing food, thus

excluding the other organs from gbaring the fruits

of its labour^ True, this injection or sting of a

wasp or bee may make the hand fat, but all that

fatness does more harm than good. Swelling is not

improving and the sore hand is sure to die by its

selfishness. The. hand can 'flourish only when it

realises in practice the identity of its self with the

Self of all other organs of the body and does not

alienate its oavu good from the good of the whole.

Co-operation is nothing but superficial manifesj:.

tation of Love. • You hear so much about the uti-

lity of co operation, but I need hardly enlarge upon
it. Let that co-operation proceed from your inn^a^

love. Be love and you are successful. A merchant

who does not look upon his customer’s interests as

his own, cannot succeed. In order to prosper he

must love his customers. He is to observe them

with his whole heart.

. 5.— Cheejieulness.

Another factor that plays an important part is

26
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cheerfulness. Yoiij iny hrotliersj are cheerful hy

nature. I re;}oice to see the smiles on your hlooining

faces. You are the smiling flowers, You are iho

laughing huds_ of humanity. You are the personi-

fication of cheerfulness. So what I wish to point to

you is to keep up this feature of your life till the

end of time. Noav let us see how it can he

preserved.

Be not anxious as to the reward of your la])ours

mind not the futurcj have no .smmj>les,, think not

of success and failure. Work for work's sake. Work
is its own reward. Without dejection at the past

and without anxiety as to the future—work* work*

work in the living present. This spirit will keep
you cheerful under all circumstances. To a living

seed must be attracted by an inviolable law of afii-

nity all that it requires of the air, water, earth,

etc., to fructify. So does K'ature promise every
kind of help to a cheerful active worker. “The
way to more Light is the faithful use of what we
have.” If on a dark night you are to travel a
distance of twenty miles and the light in your hand
shows only up to ten feet, think not of the whole
way, being unilluminated. Y'ou will not find a spot
in the dark. So a real, earnest worker by a neces-
sary Law encounters no obscure ground in his course.
Why then damp our cheerful spirits by uneasiness
about the event ? Palling suddenly into a lake, per-
sons who do not know how to swim, can save
themselves by simply preserving their equanimity.
The specific gravity of man being less than that of
water, he will keep floating on the surface. But
ordinary human beings lose their balance of mind
and by their very struggle to float get drowned.
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So, often times the very unrest for the future suc-

cess causes failure.

Let us see the nature of thought which clings

to the future and runs after success. It is like

this. . A. man goes to catch his own shadow. Let
him run till the end of time, never, never will he

he able to’ catch it. But let him turn his back

upon the shadow and face the sun, then lo ! the

same shadow begins to run after him. The moment
you turn your back upon success, the moment you

cease to think of the consequences, the moment you

c^nceii-tr-ate your energy in your present duty, the

same instant success is with you, nay dogging you.

Hence follow not success, make not success your
goal, then and then only success will seek you. In
a court of justice the magistrate need not invite

the parties, the lawyers, and the orderlies, etc, to

make his court, but let the magistrate sit on his

throne of justice in himself and the whole panp:m^a
of itself opens before him. So it is, dear friends I

work at your own duty in profound cheerfulness

and all that you require for success will lay itself

at your feet.

(3.—Fearlessness.

The next point that I will urge upon your
attention and will exhort you to verify by your

own experience is Ferirlesmnsu, Lions may be tamed
by a single glance, enemies may be pacified by a

single look, victory may be won by a single dash

of fearlessness. I have roamed in the dense valleys

of the Himalayas. I have met tigers, bears, wolves,

aiid*VGnomous animals. No harm was done te me.
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The wild beasts were looked straight in the faeej

glances metj the fierce animals were oiitscared and

the so-called terrible creatures sulked away. Thus

it isj be fearless and none can harm you.

Perhaps you have seen how a pigeon in the

sight of a cat shuts his eyes perhaps thinking that

the cat does not see him> because be does not see

the cat. What happens ? The cat pounces upon

the pigeon and the pigeon is devoured up. Even

a tiger is tamed by Eearlessness, and even a cat

eats up him who fears.

You might have seen how a trembling hand

can never successfully pour a liquid from one vessel

into another. It is sure to be spilt. But how

easily the steady* fearless hand can handle the dear

liquid without spilling a drop. There is Nature

once again teaching you in unsurpassed eloquence.

Once a Punjabee sepoy was down with some
fell disease on boardship, and the doctor passed his

capital sentence of throwing him overboard. Doctors !

these docters sometimes pass ca2)ital sentences. The
sepoy came to know of it. There are fiashes of

fearlessness even in ordinary beings Avhen brought

to bay. He sprang up with unbounded energy and
became fearless. He went straight to the doctor

and pointing his pistol towards him said : “Am
1 ill ? Do you say so ? I will shoot you.'* The
doctor immediately gave him a certificate of health.

Despair is weakness* avoid it. The whole strength
comes from Eearlessness. Mark my words* Pearless-

ness. Be fearless.
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7.- Self-ueliaxce,

161

Last l)\it not least} nay, the vital principle or

the very key-note oi‘ success is self-reliance} self-

dependence. If anybody ask me to give my philo-

sophy in one Avord: I would say < self-reliance}'^

the knowledge of self. Hear*} 0 man ! ICnoAV thy-

self. True* literally true it is Avhen you help your-

self} God must help you. Heaven is bound to help

you. It can be proved} it can be realised that your

very Self is God—the Infinite> the Omnipotent.
Here is a reality, a truth} Availing to be verified by
experiment. Verily, verily, depend upon yourself

and you can achieve anything. Nothing is impos-

sible before you.

The lion is the king of the forest. He depends

upon his oAvii self. He is bold, strong, and the

conqueror of all difficulties, because he is in him-

.self. EleiJhants Avhich Avhen first seen in India Avere

aptly called by the Greeks “moving mountains”, are

alAA’ays afraid of their enemies. They alAA'ays live in

groups and employ sentinels to keep Avatch over

them Avhen they sleep, and none of them relies on

himself or his oAvn capabilities. They regard them-

selves to be Aveak and the laAV is that they must
be Aveak. The one daring dash of the lion intimi-

dates them and the Avhole group of elephants is

bcAvildered— Avhereas a single elephant, the moving
mountain, may trample scores of lions to death

under his feet.

A highly instructive story is told of tAvo bro-

thers Avho equally shared their inherited property,

but after some years one aa'us reduced to indigence

and the other multiplied his fortune by tens, The
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answer to the question “why and how’’ put to the

one who became a millionaire was that his brother

always said» “Go, go/’ while he himself always

said, “ Come, come. ” The meaning is that one

used to order his servants, “Go, go, and do this,

while he himself was always lying on his feather-

stuffed cushions, and the other w^as always up on

his feet and at his Avorh, and called his servants

for help, ‘ Come, come, and do this.” One depended

upon his ow'ii power and the servants and riches

multiplied ;
the other ordered his servants, * Go^

go.” They 'went aw'ay, but T'otune also obeyed

his command “Go, go,” and thus he was left

alone. llama says, “Come, come, and share my
success and happiness.” So it is brothers, friends

and countrymen! Man is the master of his own

destiny. If the people of Japan give mo more
opportunities to convoy my thoughts to them, it can

be shown that there is no rational ground Avhatso-

ever for putting faith in myths and fables and

placing our centre outside of themselves. Even a

slave is a slave because he is free. Out of free-

dom we are prosperous, out of our owm freedom
we are suffering, out of our own freedom we are

enslaved. Then why should we grumble and croak,

and Avhy not make use of our real freedom to free

ourselves physically and socially ?

The religion that Rama brings to Japan is vir-

tually the same as was brought centuries ago by
Buddha’s followers, but the same religion requires to

be dealt with from an entirely different standpoint
to suit it to the needs of the present age. It requires
to be blazoned forth in the light of Western Science
and Bbilosophy. The essential and fundam^ital
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doctrines of my religion may be put in the worlds

of Goethe

—

“I tell you what’s man's supreme vocatioiij

Before He was no world, ’ tis Hy creation.

’ T was I who raised the sun from out the sea

The moon began her changeful course withHe.”

Ilealise that once and you are free this moment.

Realise that once and you are ever successful. Reali-

ise that once and the very dingy dungeons are

converted on the spot into blessed Elyshtm.
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Tni SECBET OP SUCCESS.

Led lire delivered in the. Golden Gate Hall, San

FraiiciscOi Janvaru 1903.

{ The leciuic, as will be seen^ is much more developed than the short

discourse delivered in Tokyo.—Ed. )

»

Three boys were given a five-ceiifc piece by their

master to share eq[ually among themselves. They de-

cided to purchase something with the money. One of

the boys was an Englishman* one a Hindu* and the

third a Persian. None of them fully understood the

language of the other, so they had some difficulty in

deciding what to buy. The English boy insisted on

purchasing a watermelon. The Hindu boy said, “No,

no, I would like to have a hindwnnet.’* The third

boy, the Persian, said, “No, no, we must have a

tarhooz.” Thus they could not decide what to buy.

Each insisted upon purchasing the thing which he

preferred, disregarding the inclinations of the other.

There was quite a wrangle among them. They were

quarrelling and walking through the streets. They
happened to pa.^s a man who understood these three

languages—English, Persian, and Hindustani. That
man was amused over their quarrel. He said he could
decide the matter for them. All the three referred to

him and were willing to abide by his decision.

This man took the flve-ceut piece from them and
asked them to wait at the corner. He himself went
out to the shop of a fruit-seller and purchased one
big watermelon for the five-cent piece. He kept it
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concealed from them and called them one hy one.

He asked .first the English. :hoy to come, and not

allowing the young hoy to know what he was doing,

he cut the watermelon into thre.e equal slices,- took

out one parti handed it .to the English hoy and

said, “Is not that what you wanted^^? The hoy

was highly pleased; he. accepted it cheerfully, grate-

fully, and went away frisking .and jumping, saying

that that was what he wanted. Then the gentleman

called the Persian hoy to approach- him, .andi .handed

him the second piece and asked him if -that was
what he desired. Oh, the Persian -hoy ..was- .highly

"elated and said, .“This is my turhooz). This is what

I wanted 1” He went away very merry. Th.en the

Hindu hoy was called, the third piece was. handed
to him and he was asked if that was - the johject

of his desire. The Hindu hoy was’ well satisfied.

He said, “This is what I w^auted; this is myt •

hindwana,^’ . . .
•

*

Why was- the quarrel or quihhle caused? .'•'Wha

is it that brought about the misunderstanding between
the lads? The mere names.. ..The (mere.'namesi;

nothing else. Take off the names, see- behind the

veil of names. Ohl there you find that . the .three

contradictory hhmes—watermelon, tarhdoz.,' and-./iinc?-

wana—imply one and the same thing. It is one

object which underlies them all.^ It may he that

the Persian tarhooz, the watermelon that grows in

Persia, is slightly different from the watermelonthey
have' in England, and it may he that the water-

melons of India are slightly differ.ent; from .the

watermelons of England," hut in reality the fruit is

the sdme. "It is one and the same thing.- .Slight

differences may he ignored. ,*
< .

27
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Just so is Bama highly amused at the quibbles,

quarrels, misundei’standings, and controversies be-

tween different religions; Christians fighting Jews,

Jews conflicting with Mahomedans, Mahomedans

combating the Brahmins, Brahmins finding fault with

the Buddhists, and the Buddhists returning the com-

pliment in a similar manner. It is highly amusing

to see such quarrels. The cavrse of those quarrels

and misunderstandings is chiefly in names. Take oft’

the veil of names, strike out the curtain of names,

see behind them, look at what they imply, and

there you will not find much diiference.

Rama oftentimes uses the word ^^Veflanta»’* a

name. It is this name which makes some people

prejudiced against hearing anything from Rama. Ono
man comes and he preaches in the name of Buddha

;

many people do not like to hear him> because he

brings to them a name which is not agreeable to

their ears. Be more considerate, please. In the

twentieth century it is high time to rise above

names. IThat Rama brings to j'ou, or what anybody
else brings to you, take it on its own merits. Be
not confounded by names, be not misled by names.
Examine eveythiug by itself, see if it works. Accept
not a religion because it is the oldest; its being
the oldest is no proof of its being the true one.

Sometimes the olde.st houses ought to be pulled

-down and the oldest clothes must be chansed. The
latest .innovation, if it can stand the test of

•Reason, is as good as the fresh rose bedecked with
.sparkling dew. Accept not a religion because it is

the latest. The latest thinks are not alwaj’^s the
best, .not having stood the test of time. Accept
not a.religion on the ground of its being believed
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in by a vast majority of mankiiidj because the vast

majority of mankind believes practically in the re-

ligion of Sataiij in the religion of Ignorance. There

Avas a time when the vast majority of mankind

believed in slaveryj but that could be no proof of

slavery being a proper institution. Believe not in

a religion on the ground of its being believed in

by the chosen few. Sometimes the small minority

that accepts a religion is in darknessj misled. Accept *

not a religion because it conies from a great asceticj

from a man who has renounced everything
; because

we see that there are many ascetics* men who have

renounced everything, and yet they know nothing,

they are veritable fanatics. Accept not a religion

because it comes from princes or kings, kings are

often enough spiritually poor. Accept not a religion

because it comes from a person whose character u^as

the highest ;
oftentimes people of the grandest

character have failed in expounding the truth.

A man's digestive power may be exceptionally

strong and yet he may not know anything about

the process of assimilation, llere is a painter. He
gives you a lovely, exquisite, splendid work of art,

and yet the painter may be the ugliest man
in the world. There are people who are very

ugly and yet they promulgate beautiful truths.

Socrates was such a man. There was Sir Francis

Bacon, not a very moral man, not of over-fine

character, and yet he gave to the world ^^N'ovum

On;fmi(7n,” and n-as the first to teach Inductive
Logic ; his iihilosophy ivas sublime. Believe not in

a religion because it comes from a very famous
man. Sir Isaac Newton is very famous, and yet

bis emissory theory of light is wrong, his method
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of fluxions does not come up to the DifCerential

.System of Liebhitz. Accept a thing and believe in a

-religion
,
on its own merits. Examine it yourself.

Sift it. Sell not your liberty to Euddha, desus,

Hahomet, or Krishna. If Buddha taught that way,

or Christ taught this way, or if Mahomet taught

fin ^ome other way, it was all good and all right

for them ;
they lived in other times. They mastered

* their problems ;
they judged by their own intellects;

.it was so grand of them. But you 'are living to-

daiji you shall have to judge and criticize and ex-

amine matters for yourselves. Be free, free to look

at every thing by your own light. If your ances-

tors believed in a particular religion it was per-

.haps very good for them to believe in that, but

,now your salvation is your own business, your re-

demption is not the business of your aueestors.

They believed in a particular religion which may
or, may not have saved them, but you have to

work out your own
.
emancipation- Whatever comes

before you, examine it per sct examine it by your-

self not giving up your freedom. To your ancestors

only one particular religion may have been shown; to

you all sorts of truths, all sorts of religions, all sorts

of philosophies, all sorts of Sciences are being demons-
trated. If the religion of your ancestors is yours

on the ground of ,
its being laid before you, so is

the religion of Buddhism yours on the ground of

its being placed before you, so is Vedanta yours on
the ground of its being put before you.
. Truth is nobody^s property

; truth is not tlio

property of Jesus; we ought not to preach it in
the. name of Jesus. Truth is not the property of
'Buddha; we need not preach it in the name
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of Buddha. It is not the Ju’operty of Mahomet
; it is

not the property of Krishna or anybody. It is every
body's property. If anybody 'basked .before in the

'

sun’s rays, you can bathe in the sim to*day. If

one man drinks , of the . fresh waters of the spring,

you can drink of the same fresh water. Such
should your attitude be towards all religions. No-
body in his heart of hearts would hesitate to divest

his neighbours of his wordly possessions, but is it

not strange that when our neighbours oifer us most
willingly their spiritual or religious treasures which

are admittedly far superior to worldly riches, we,

instead of cheerfully accepting them, stand up in

arras against them
! llama brings Vedanta to you,

not with the intention of nicknaming you Vedan-
tin

; no ! Take all that, assimilate it, make it your
own, you may call it Christianity—names are no-

thing to us, llama brings to you a religion which
is not only found in the Bible and in the most
ancient Scriptures but also in the latest works on
Philosophy and Science. Kama brings you' a reli-

gion which is found in the streets, which is written

upon the leaves, which- is murmured by the brooks,

which is whispered in the winds, which is throbbing

in your own veins ahd arteries ; a religion which
concerns your business amd bosom ; a religion which
you have not to practise by going into a particular
church only

; a religion which you have' to practise

and live in your everyday life, about your hearth,
in your dining room

; everywhere you have to live

that religion. AVe might not call it Vedanta, wo
inight call it by some other name—the term A^’e-

danta simply means the fundamental Truth. • The
Truth, is your own

; it is not llama’s more than
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yours
;
it does not belong to the Hindu more than

to you. It belongs to nobody ;
everbody and every

thing belongs to it.

We will see now how it is that ’.this Vedanta

makes our way smooth and our undertakings so

pleasant in this life. We shall take up Practical

Vedanta to-day* in other words* the Secret of Suc-

cess. The secret of success is Vedanta put into

practice. Practical Vedanta is the secret of success.

Every Science has its corresponding art* and we
shall take up to-day that phase of Vedanta which

is more Art than Science—the practical Vedanta.

Some people say that Vedanta teaches pessimism*

Vedanta teaches hopelessness* it teaches idleness*

laziness, llama requests these people to keep their

logic with them and ’ not to sell their intellect to

others
;
keep it to themselves and see whether the

teachings of Vedanta lead to life* energy, power,
success, or something else. Ask not whether the

Indian lives it or not. llama tells plainly that

it is not the exclusive property of the Indians,

it is everybody's property. It is your own iDirth-

right. The Americans in business life live it more
and thus they are successful in the line ; the In-

dians in practice do not live it to the same extent

as the Americans and thus they are backward from
the material standpoint.

Rama brings you no perverted Vedanta* but the
real Vedanta from the fountain heads of Nature.
Apply your Logic and bring your Reason to bear
upon the subject and you will see how wonderful
Vedanta is and how it leads us to success in every
department, how everybody despite himself must
drift along the line of Vedanta and obey its dictates.
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The Secret of Success is manifold. There are

phases of the secret. We shall take these principles

one by one and find out their relation to Vedanta

as expounded in the Hindu Scriptures.

I

—

Principle of Success— IForZ*.

It is an open secret that work* attacks persist-

ent application> is the secret of success.

‘•Hammer on ! hammer on I
*' is the first prin-

ciple of success. Without work you can never suc-

ceed. A lazy man is bound to perish in the

^‘struggle for existence]” he cannot lives he must

[lie. Here presents a question most commonly raised

against Vedanta. How can you reconcile continuous

labour with the unaffected* impersonal, pure nature

of Self, Atman, as demonstrated by Vedanta ? Does
V

not Vedanta lead to laziness and inaction by including

the realization of rest and peace of Divine Self and

by preaching renunciation ? This objection is due to

a terrible misunderstanding of the nature of work
or renunciation.

What is Avork ? Intense work, accordins: to

Vedanta, is rest. Here is a paradoxical statement,

a startling statementi “Work is rest.” All true

work is rest. That is what Vedanta preaches. The
greatest AA'orker, when he is at the height of his

Avork, Avhen he is doing his best! 'mark him. In

the, eyes of others he is engaged in strenuous

efforts, ,but examine him from his own standpoint,

he is no doer. Just as in the eyes of distant ob-

servers, the rainbow contains^ beautiful colours, exa-

mine it ,011 the, spot, there are no colours of any

kind present therein. The hero in war, say JSTapo-
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leoii or 'Wlashingtonj or anybody* when he is fight-

ing* fighting* doing his best* look at him. The

body works automatically, as it were ,the mind is

absorbed in the work to such a degree that

am working” is entirely gone, the small enjoying

ego is absolutely lost* the credit-seeking little self is

absent. This incessant work unwittingly leads you

to the highest yoga.

Yedanta wants you to rise above the little self*

the small ,ego, through intense work. Let the body

and mind be continuously at work to. such a degree

that the labour may not be felt at all. A poet is

inspired when he is above the idea of the little

self or ego* when he has no thought of «I .am

writing poetry.” Ask any body who has had the

experience of solving difficult problems in Mathe-

matics and he will tell you that only then are

problems solved and difficulties removed when the

idea “I am . doing this” is entirely.absent
; and the

more a man can rise above the little ego or the

small self, the more glorions works comfe out of

him.

Thus does Vedanta teach rising above the little

ego by dint of earnest works and losing everything

in the real indescribable principle which according

to Vedanta* is the real Self* Atma or God. "When
a thinker* philosopher* poet, scientist, or worker at-

tunes himself to a state of abstraction and rises to

the heights of resignation to such a degree that
no trace of personality is left in him, and Vedanta
is practically realized, then and then • only does God,
the Master Musician, .take up in 'his own hands,
the organ or instrument of his body and' mind and
send forth grand vibrations,, sweet notes* exq^uisite
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symphonies out of him. ' People sayj “Oh, he is.

inspired !
’’ whereas there is no he or me in him,

no doing or enjoying traceable from his standpoint.

This was realizing Vedanta in practical life. Thus

all success flows from Vedanta being unknowingly

put into practice.

There is no ne.cessity of your retiring into the

forests and pursuing abnormal practices to realize

Vednulic i/ot/a. You are the father of yoga, Siva

himself, \\dien you are lost in activity or merged
in work. According to Vedanta, the body is not

your self, and do you not see that you are the

height of glory, at your very best, only when in

practice you realize this truth and the body and

mind become to you non-existent by virtue of in-

tense exertion.

\Vhat work is will be explained by a lamp dr

light. Take a gas or oil lamp. The light is ’ so

glorious, so dazzling, so splendid, brilliant, bright.

What is it that lends glory and lustre to the lainp ?

It is denying the ego through constant work. -Let

the lamp try to spare its wick and oil, the lamp
will be dark, all failure, no success. In order that

there may be success, the lamp must humu must

not spare its wick and oil. That is what Vedanta
preaches. In order that you may have success, in

order that you may prosper, yoii must, through

your acts, by your own every-day life, burn your

own body and muscles, cremate them in the' fire

of use. You must use them. You must consume

your body and mind, put them in a burning state ;

crucify your body and mind ; work, work, and then will

light shine through you. All work is nothing ’ else

but the burning of your wick and oil, in other

28
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words* all work is nothing else hut making your

body and mind illusions, practically nothing from

the standpoint of your own consciousness, Kise

above them, and that is work.

All true work is accomplished when we rise

above it. Once there came two brave Hindu brothers

to the court of the great Akbar, an emperor of

India. They requested to be employed by the

king. The king inquired about their qualifications.

They said they were heroes. The king asked them
to give a proof of their heroism. In Akbar's court

they stood face to face ; off flashed their shining

daggers, sharp-pointed daggers. Each of them placed
the sharp end of his dagger agfiinst the breast of

his brother. Cheerfully and smilingly they ran to

each other. Their hands were steady, the daggers
were piercing through the bodies, but unflinchingly
and calmly they approached each other, no swerv-
ing, no hesitating

; their souls united in heaven,
their bodies met on earth and fell bleeding to the
ground. A very queer proof of their heroism
was given to the king. That is an illustration of
the fact that true work is accomplished only when
the Self-asserting worker is sacrificed. Eees have to
put their lives into the sting they give. “The
man who is his own master knocks in vain at the
doors of poetry,;^ says Plato.

Thus all prosperity and success come by living.
Vedanta in practice. Incessant work, incessant labour
is the greatest yoga for a man of the world. You
are the greatest worker to the world when to your-
self yon are no worker.

Again, in what mood and mode does successful
work become natural for us.? It is very easy to
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say» ^Woi’k} work*’’ hut it; is very hard to work.

Everybody wants to become the greatest painter*

everybody wants to become a great musician* but

everybody does not become what he wants. "What

is it that disposes you to inaction? What is it

that makes you enjoy labour ? Have you not

found that oftentimes when you wished to work*

you could not? Have you not observed that some-

times you did not like to labour and yet was
splendid work done? Have you not marked that

there is something higher which governs your work-

ing capacity ? How often does a man wake up in

the morning and find himself in a peculiar mood*

a mood which is indescribable* in perfect harmony
with nature? He takes up his pen and from his

pen Hows magnihcent poetry or philosophy. A paint-

er tries to paint a beautiful picture, but he can-

not, despite all his struggles. He rises one morn-
ing and llnds himself inspired, as it were, and there

he draws beautiful works of art. Is it not so ?

Thus we see that there is something higher

which puts all your working powers at their best.

If you avail yourself of that higher mood, you can

always keep yourself at your best and the work

through your hands u'ill be perfect, most beautiful.

That higher mood* or that higher secret, A^edanta

lays before you ; it is nothing else but being in

perfect harmony with the universe, being in. tune

with the Divinity, practically living in the true

Atma or God within you, and being raised above

the little ego or selfish desires'. Thus can work

become wonderful by availing yourselves of the

secret of all light or power within you.

An artist pr painter goes into the street, and
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there he sees many faces : the eyes of one person

charm him> those eyes are unconsciously stored up

in his, mind ;
he meets another person and the chin

of that person impresses him» he stores up that

chin in his mind ;
the eyes taken from one person

and the chin stolen from another person. Another

man comes to his shop to purchase a picture. . A
picture is sold to that man* the customer goes

away with the pictures knows it not that he has

left his hair behind in the mind of. the artist. Then

comes another man. who wants the painter to do

something for him
;

the painter- does that some-

thing for him and he snatches the remarkable ears

from, this man.; and so impersonally the. mind of

the painter is at work. While the painter is ap-

propriating the eyess chin, nose, etc., of different

people, he is not living in the idea that he is

taking these, but impersonally, unconsciously, this

work is being done... After a few days the painter

sits in his studio before the canvas. He wants to

produce a^ striking portrait, and' there the eyes of

one person, the remarkable nose of another person,

the attractive hair of another, all these are blended
into one painting, and the artist brings .out a most
magnificent piece of work,' a picture which excels

all the originals. How was this beautiful work of

art done ? Was this work personal ? No, the work
was impersonal. All this work was done by living

continually in a mood free from egotistical, selfish

taint, above the “I am doing^' mood. Let the
artist suffer from hatred or cupidity, oftentimes mis-
called love, the watch of his mind becomes mag-
netized, remains no longer in working order, he Is

deranged or out of gear. The impersonal tone of
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his mood is losfc» he is hypnotized into selfishnessi

the serene mood hasdisappeared? the A^’edantic spirit

which keeps us in touch with the All is replaced

by limiting attachment or repulsionj and no longer

can the artist’s mind do the impersonal work of

abstracting from the features of this man or that-.

The practical Vedanta is gone, and gone with it

is the master power of producing exquisite works

of art.

Thus you see that the more your work becomes
impersonal and the more you rise above “I am
doing,’'* the more you renounce the proprietary, copy-

righting spirit, and the more you leave behind the

accumulating, favour—carrying spirit, the more you
deny your unreal apparent self, the better will your

work be. Vedanta requires you to work for its

own sake. In order that your work should be suc-

cessful, you should not mind the end, you should

not care for the consequences or the result. Let

the means and the end be brought toarether, let

the very work be your end. A'edanta wants you
to be at rest in your inner Self. Let the inner

soul bo at rest and the body he continually at

work—the body, subject to the laws of dynamics,

being in action, and the inner self always at sta-

tical rest. It is our sellish restlessness that spoils

all our work. Pollow work for the sake of the

peace or nirvana connected with it.

II.—PuT.NX*ii*LE OF Success— L/tsc//(sA SacrJjicc.

\
* s

There -was a quarrel between a pond and a

river. The pond addrssed the .riy.e . thus ; “O ri-

ver, you tire very foolish to give all your water
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and all your wealth to the ocean; do not squander
your water and wealth on the ocean. The ocean is

ungrateful, the ocean needs it not . If you go on
pouring into the ocean all your accumulated treasures,

the ocean will remain as salty as it is to'day, the
ocean will remain as hitter as it is to.day, the

brine of the sea will not be altered. ‘Do not throw
pearls before swine.’ Keep all your treasures with
you.” This was worldly wisdom. Here was the
river told to consider the end, to care for the re-

sult and regard the consequences. Dut the river

Wail a Vedantin. After hearing this worldly wisdom,
the river replied, “No, the consequence and the re-

sult are nothing to me, failure and success are
nothing to me; I must work because I love work;
I must work for its own sake. To work is my
aim, to keep in activity is my life. My soul, my
real Atma, is energy itself. I must work.” The
river Avent on working, the river Avent on pouring
into the ocean millions upon millions of gallons' of
Avater. The miserly economic pond became dry in
three dr four months

; it becanie putrid, stagnant,
full of festering filth, but the river remained fresh
and pure, its perennial springs did not dry up.
Silently and sloAvly Avas AA^ater taken from the sur-
face of the ocean to replenish the fountain heads
of the river

; monsoons and trade Avinds invisibly,
silently and sloAvly carried Avater from the ocean
and kept the river source fresh for ever.

Just so Vedanta requires you not to folloAv the
sophistic policy of the pond. It is the small sel-
fish pond that cares for the result, «What Avill
become of me and my work.” Let your work be
for AA^ork s sake

; you must Avork. In your Avork
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should your goal ])e» and thus Vedanta frees you

from fretting and desires. This is the

meaning of freedom from desires which Vedanta

preaches. IVorry not ahoutthe consequences, expect,

nothing from the people, hother not about favour-

able reviews of your work or severe criticism there-

on. Care not whether what you are doing will

take or not : tliinlc nothing of that. Do the work

for its own sake. This way you have to free your-

self from desire; you have not to free yourself

from work, you have to free yourself from

yearning restlessness. This way how splendid does

your work become. The most etfective and best

eure for all sorts of distracting passions and temp-

tation*? is work. Hut that would be only a negativ*e

recommendation. The positive joy that aecompanies

faithful work is a spark of Sali'aftnut unconscious

Self-realization. It keeps you pure, untainted, and

one with Divinity. This happiness is the highest

.and surest reward of work. Corrupt not this health-

bringing* heavenly treasure by setting your heart on

sidfiNh motives for work. »Sordid ambitions and
petty hankerings retard rather than accelerate our

}>rogress; outward and concrete allurements are de-

trimental rather than henelicial to our efllciency of

labour. Xo prize or appreciation can he more Im-

uigii or salubrious than the immediate joy which

accompanies earnest action. Follow, then, action to

realize the renunciation, religion, or worship it in-

volves, and ho not led by (he childish frivolities it

promises. Feel no responsibility, ask for no reward.

Xoh' hf’iu' should be your goal. People say, “First

deserve, and tlien desire.’* Vedanta says, “ Deserve

only, no need of desiring.’’ “A stone that is lit
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for the wall will never ^le found in Ihfe way/' If

you deserve, by an irresistible Divine Law every

thing will come to you. If there is a lamp burn-

ing, the lamp should go’ on burning, the lamp need
not send any invitations to the moths ; moths will

flock to the lamp o'f their own accord. Where there

is a fresh spring, people of their own accord will

be drawn to it; the spring need not care a straw

for the people. ' When’ the moon rises, people will

be drawn 'out of themselves to en.-joy the moon-
light. Attack ! Attack ! Hammer on ! Hammer on 1

Work, work so as to realize the nothingness- of the

body and the supreme reality of the true Self.

Thus at the height of apparent activity you will

taste Nin'mia and Kaioahjay and when' in this way
you have sufliered your personality and ego to be
raised -on. the cross of success will seek you
and there will be no scarcity of people who will
come and appreciate. People did not accept Christ

so’ long as he was alive ; he must be crucified

before he is worshipped. Truth crushed to the
earth shall rise again. No seed can spring up and
multiply without sufCering destructi'on.as to its form
and appearance. So the second essential to success
is sacrifice, crucifying the little self, renunciation.
Misunderstand not that'word ‘'^enunciation.'’ He-
nunciation does not mean asceticism. • >

^ Everybody wants to be white, dazzling, brilliant,
bright. How can you become glorious ? Why-^are
objects white? Just. look at the white objects. What
makes them so white ? Science .tells you that the
secret of whiteness is renunciation, nothing more. The
seven.-colours in the .rays of the..sun impinge upon
.differenf objects. Some objects, absorb and retain
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most of these- colours and project back .only, one.

Such objects are known by the very colour, they

throw back or deny to themselves. You call that

robe pink> but that is the very colour which does

not belong to the robe. The colours it has absorbed,

which are really in it, are the colours you do not

attribute to the ro.be. How strange I The black

objects absorb all tlie colours in the rays of. the

Sun. They give out no colour, they, renounce no-

thing, they throw back nothing, and they are dark,

black. The white objects absorb nothing, claim

nothing, they re.nounce everything. They do not try

to keep seldsh possession. They have not. a pror

prietary, spirit, and thus they are white, dazzling,

brighti brilliant.
!

*
• .-

Similarly, if you want to becoiiie glorious and

prosperous, you shall have to rise in your heart of

hearts above the selfish, proprietary spirit. You
must- rise above that. Be' always a giver,-, a free

worker
;
never throw your heart in a begging, ex-

pecting attitude. Get rid of t.he aiionopolizing .habit.

\Yhy should, you lay exclusive claim.to t^e air in

your lungs ? That air is everybody’s! jpro^prty I • Qn
the other hand, when j^ou cease to appropriate the

small quantity of air in your lungs, you find your-

self heir to all the atmosphere, unlimited -become

your resources ; . breathe in the oxygen of the, uni-

verse.. Be not vain, be not proud.' Never feel.that

anything belongs to your little self; '-it is God’s,

your real Atman’s. Take' the case of ‘Sir -Isaac

Newton. How was * it that he became -so bright,

brilliant,- glorious in *the eyes of the
'

‘world-? At
the time of his death, the spirit in which he had

worked -was made known. "When complimented 'on

29
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lieing the. greatest- man in the world* he replied*

«Oh, no ! this intellect or this small personality of

mine is simply like a little child gathering pebbles

on the vast* immense sea-shore of knowledge.” He

was yet lying upon the sands, gathering pebbles.

Thus we see that unassuming si^irit which appro-

priates or claims nothing, which does not aggrand-

ise the little self, is the spirit which puts your

capacity and working powers at their best
;

and this

isthe characteristic spirit of A^’edanta.

You own desires* you have all kinds of desires,

and you wish that your desires should be "fulfilled ;

but learn the secret of- the fulfilment of desires.

How do we raise the window shade? "We want

the window shade to rise up, but we have to give

it a downward pull and lot if rjOi and there the

window shade ascends. This illustrates the secret

of the fulfilment of all your desires. It is only

when you let go the desire that it fructifies. How
are arrows shot ?

' We take up the bow and bend
it. So long as we. are stretching the string, the

arrow does not'^reach the enemy. You may stretch

it ever„so'^ard, ' the arrow will be with you still.

It is only when -you let it go that bang flies the

arrow to pierce the boSom of your foe. Similarly,
so long as you keep your desire stretched, or go
on desiring,* willing, wishing, and yearning, it will
not reach the bosom of the other party

;
it is only

when you let it go that it penetrates the Soul of
the party concerned. ‘-It is only when you leave
me and lose me that you find me by your sids/*
It is only when you cast yourself in a strange,
indescribable sentiment, which is higher than both of,
us, that you find me. This is what Vedanta tells you
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Two monks were travelling together. One of

them maintained in practice the spirit of accumu-

lation. The other was a man of renunciation. They
discussed the subject of possession m'sva renuncia-

tion till they reached the hank of a river. It was

•late in the evening. The.man who preached renun-

ciation'Iiad no money with him» hut the other had.

The man of renunciation said, ‘•'NVhat do we care

for the body ; we have no money to pay the hoat-

luan ; we can pass awaj* the night even on this

bank, singing the name of God.” The moneyed
monk.^ replied, “If we stay on this side of the

river, we can find no vilhige, no hamlet or hut,

no company ; wolves will devour us, snakes will

bile us, cold will chill us. AVe had better ferry

to the other side. 1 have money with which to

pay the boatman to ferry us over to the other

bank. On that side there is a village; we will

live there comfortably.” Well, the boatman came
over and both of them were ferried across the river

to the opposite shore. At night, the man who had
paid the faro remonstrated with the* man, of renun-
ciation: **3Io you not see the advantage *of keep-
ing money ? J kept Inoney and two lives were
.‘«avt*d. Henceforth you should never iireach renun-
ciation. Had I also licen a man of renunciation
like you, we would have both 'Starved or been
chilled and killed on that side of the river.” Hut
the man of renunciation answered : “Had you kept
the money with you, had you not parted with the
money, renounced it to the boatman, we would have
died on the other hank. Thus it was the ffivinir

up of money or renunciation that brought us safety.”

“Again,” he continued, “if 1 kept no money iu
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faith kept money for me in that pocket. I never

suffer. Whenever I am in need. I am provided

for.’’ This story indicates that so long as you keep

your desires in your pocket, there is no safety or

rest for you. Renounce your desires, rise above

them and you lind double peacc—immediato rest

and eventual fruition of desires. Remember tliat

your desires will be realized only when you rise

above. them into the supremo reality. 'When you

consciously or unconsciously lose yourself in the

Divinity, then and then only will the lime be ripe

for the fulfilment of desires.

III.—PuiNCTPLK or SUCCKSS— /*OiV.

Well, the third principle of succe.ss i.‘5 love, liar*

mony with the universe, adaptation to circum*

stances. What does Love mean? Love moans practi-

cally realizing your onc-ncss and idimtity with your

neighbours, with all those who come in contact witli

you. If you are a shop kuepL*r, unbiss you realize

the interests of your ciistomer.s to be one with
your own, you will make no progress, your work
Avill suffer. Tf the hand want to b(* selfish and
assert itself as different from the other niomber.s of

the body and begin to argue this way, ‘-Dook here,
I am the right hand, T do all sorts of labour, wliy
should the Avhole body partake of wlial is eai-ned
by sweating drudgery ! Should the food earned hy
my toil be given to the stomach and thence to all
other organs? Ko, no I J will have every(him- to
myself." Then, in order to cany into effect his
selfish idea, there is no other way for the liand
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but to take that lood and inoculate or inject it

into its skin. Will that be beneficial to the hand ?

Will the hand succeed that way ? Impossible !

Never ! Oh, yes
; one way the hand can become

very fat, can exclusively prosper to the envy of

all other members of the body
;
the hand can take

a wasp, bee, or snake, and get itself stung. Thus
the hand will become very fat, very big. Thus
and thus alone can the selfishness of the hand be
gratified, thus can the selfish philosophy of the

hand be carried out. But how undesirable is that

!

We do not wish that kind of gratification or that

kind of success. That is disease.

Similarly, remember that all the world is one
body. Your body is simply like the hand one
organ, simply like the linger or nail. In order

that you may succeed, you should not look upon
your Self as separate and distinct from the Self of the
whole world. In order that the hand may prosper*

it must realize that its interests are identical with
those of the whole. In other words, the hand must
feel and realize that its self is not confined within
the small area beyond the wrist, but must practi-

cally feel itself as identical and one with the self

of the whole system. Needing the self of the. whole
is feeding the self of the hand. Unless you realize

this fact and live this truth, that .you are one with
the universe, that I and God are one, you cannot
succeed. Bcinuycd of ease, alliicted by cZtVe tse you
are when you stagnate in the slough of separation

and division. You are perfect and whole when you
realize yourself to be the Whole and the All. By
feeling this one-ness you practically live Vedanta.
Infringe upon this divine and sublime truth, break
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this sacred law in practice and J'OU are bound to

suffer for j’^our sacrilege like the silly> selfish hand.

Coleridges in his Anoi^M Mavmf’r^ very beautifully

brings out this truth. So does llyron in his Pri^

fioner 0/ QhiUon, It is proved in these j)oems that

whenever a man falls out of harmony with nature

he suff’ers ; the very moment you realize your unity

with fellow-beingsj all prosperity is yours.

“He prayeth best who loveth best,

'Both manj and bird, and beast.

He prayeth well who loveth well,

All- things both great and small.*’

A king went into a forest on a hunting ex.

pedition. In the heat of the chase the king became
separated from his compa'nions. Under the scorch-

ing rays of‘ the burning sun he felt very thirsty.

He found in the wobds a small garden. He went
into the garden, but being in his sportsman’s dress
the gardener could 'not recognize him, the poor
village gardener having not seen the king’s person
before. The king asked

,
the gardener to bring him

something to dripk, * because he felt so very thirsty.
The gardener went ;5traight into the garden, took
some pomegrantes, squeezed out the juice, and
brought a big cup full of it to the king. The
king gulped it down, but it did not quench his
parching thirst entirely. The king asked him to hvUvr
another cup of the pomegranate juice. The ffardencr
went for it. When the gardener had left the kiin-'spresence, the latter began to reflect within himseff •

“This garden seems to be very rich
; i„ halfminute the man could bring me a large cun fullof the fresh juice; a heavy income-tax ought tobe levied on the owner of .uob u flouriehin”
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delayed and delayed, did not return to the king

even in an hour. The king begaji to wonder, “How
is it that when I first asked him. to bring me
something to drink, he brought that pomegranate

guice in less than a minute, and now he has been

Squeezing out the juice o£ pomegranates for about

ah hour and the cup is ,not full yet. How is

that?" After one, hour the cup was brought to the

kihg, but not brimful. The king askpd the reason

why the cup was somewhat empty, whereas he filled

the hup so soon at first. The gardener who was

a sage replied : —“Out king had very good inten-

tions \vhen I Avent out to bring you the first cup

of ‘ pomegranate juice, and when I went out to

bring yoh the second cup, our king’s kind, benevo-

lent nature must have changed. I can give no other

explanation for such a sudden change in the rich

nature of my pomegranates." The king reflected

ndthin himself, and lo ! the statement was perfectly

right. AA^hen the king had first stepped into the

garden, he was very charitably disposed and full of

love for the jieople there, thinking in liis mind
that they were very poor and needed help, but

when the old man had brought him one cup of

pomegranate juice in so short a time, the king's

mind had changed and views altered. The falling

out of tune with Nature on the king's part affect-

ed the pomegranates in the garden. The moment
the Law of Love was violated by. the king that

very moment the trees held back the juice from
him,

'The story may be true ’ or false. We have

nothing to do with it. But the truth is undeniable
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that so long as are in perfect harmony
with nature^ so long as your mind is in tune with

the universe and you are feeling and realizing your

oneness with each and alL all the circumstances and
surroundings, even winds and waves, will he in your

favour. The very moment you are at discord' with
the Alii that very moment your friends and rela-

tives will turn- against you, that very moment you
will malve the 'whole world stand up in arms against

you. Understand this divine Law of Love and prac*

tise it.. Love is a vital principle of success.

IV. Principle op Success - Cheerfulneas.
' '

The fourth principle of success is self-possession
or cheerfulness, And how is self-possession or cheer-
fulness kept up ? It is very easy to say “Be
cheerful, he calm, he collected." But how difficult
it is to rethain cheerful, calm, and collected under
all circumstances. By simply laying down the law
you cannot he cheerful. You cannot do anything
hy artificial rules. How are we then to keep our-
selves cheerful? What is it that governs your
moods ? Vedanta points out that we become moody,
chee rless, or “in blues," we become sad and me-
anchohc. when we descend to the plane of the body,
thedittlo self, and craving desires. Then only arewe unbal^ced. We feel our stomach only when it
IS sick. We feel our nose only when we are suffer-

chin^. Sp. we feel our personal ego. little self, orbody, only when we are spiritually out of order

care-creat-ing acceiition to the personal ilittle ejo involves sad
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spiritual illness. ATc fall from ‘Eden’ the moment

our hodily weakness makes itself felt. Hurled are'

we from heaven the instant we taste of the tree

of distinction and difference. But we can regain

the Paradise lost l3y suffering the flesh to be cru-

cified. you can recover your balance and be cheerful

the moment you rise above the body> above the little

selfish, sordid, paltry, petty clingings. •

Thus in order to secure cheerfulness self-possession,

you will have to put into practice the central teaching

of A’‘edanta, the eternal Truth that your true Atman,

your real self, is the only rigid Ileality. The pheno-

menal worldly circumstances become mobile, malle-

able, and vofalilc unto you when you are soaked

in the stern fact, your true Atman. I am not the

body ;
all the bodily concerns, connections, and ties

are mere playthings. They arc simply the relations

or offices in a theatrical performance. I, as the actor,

have one man for my enemy and one man for my
friend, another man is my father, some one else my son,

but in reality I am neither the son nor the father;

the foes and friends are no foes and friends. I am
Absolute Divinity. The worldly tics and connections

do not concern me. All relations are mere illusions.

Every actor should well j)erform liis role in the play,

but he who takes to heart and ajiplies to his real

Self the dramatic part of love or hatred is nothing

short of insane. Again, the world being -but a

dramatic show, why should I attach undue importance

to the outside forms of duty ? If one man is king,

why envy him ;
if another is a beggar, why despise

him ? '
,

' “Honour and disgrace from no condition rise
;

Act well your part, there all the honour lies.*^

30
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Vedanta inculcates that you should not bother

ypurseif about surroundings and circumstances. Know
the Law and shake off all fear. Here is, suppose,

a magistrate.
,
He comes into his court and tales

his seat. He finds the parti es, clerks, lawyers, ser-

vants, and other people already waiting for him.

The magistrate had not to send for the witnesses,

invite the lawyers, or go and call the plaintifFs and
others. He had not to dust the room, sweep the

floor, and fix the table, etc. The very influence of

the magistrate puts everything in order,, just as the

very presence of the sun w'akes up all Nature,
enlivens^rivers, plants,birds, beasts, and men. Simi-
larly, when, you plant yourself .firmly in the Truth,
when you instal yourself in the position of the

disinterested supreme judge, your very Atman, when
your glorious Self shines in its full splendour, all

the circumstances, all your surroundings, will take
care of themselves, everything will he enlivened and
put in order in the genial light of your presence.
It is related of Bama, the greatest hero of India,
that when he started to regain Sitas which represents
Divine Knowledge, all Nature offered services to him;
monkeys, geese, squirrels, and even stones, air, and
water vied with one another to get enlisted on his
side. Shine in the glory and majesty of your Self,
away beyond grovelling attachment and degradin*^
hatred,, and woe unto the gods and angels if they
do not serve you as abject slaves. Why does every
body lacquey -a child ? The little tyrant rides on
the strongest shoulders and pulls the hair of laurellJ'
ed heads. How is that ? Why, because the child livesabove the circumstances, in Divinity, unconsciously.

It you go on doing your duty, if jou are
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faithful to 3’'bur \rork» bother not j^ourself about the

outside aids and helps. They^ are bound to come
to y^ouj must come to you. When you make a

speech and have anything' worth being preserved>

bother not yourself about who will come and take

it down* or who will pubiish it, etc. Take the seat

of a magistrate, be firm in your pristine dignity,

never mar your cheerfulness by scruples about out-

side matters and external aids.

If there be felt an itching sensation in any

part of the body, the hand automatically reaches

that region to scratch. The power or Self which

underlies the hand is evidently the same as the power
or Self which underlies the place of irritation. Just

so bear in mind that the Seif in you is the same

as the Self in the surroundings or environments,

and when your mind is in harmonious vibration

with this underlying Self Supreme and to you your

body has become the whole world, outside aids and

lielps must fly to you as naturally and spontaneously

as the hand runs to the place of sensation.

When we run after our shadow to catch it, the

shadow will be never caught; the shadow will al-

ways outrun us. But if we run toward the sun,

turning our back on the shadow, it will dog us.

Similarly, the moment you turn towards these out-

side matters and want to grasp them and keep

them, they will elude your grasp, will outrun you.

The very moment you turn your back upon them
and face the Light of lights, your inner Self, that

very moment favourable circumstances will seek j^ou.

This is the Law.

Most people turn pale, are driven into the cor,

ner, by the word “Buty.'^ Duty, like a bugbear-
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-haunts.themj goes on thrashing them, leaves them

no rest or times is always upon them. Such hurry-

ing slavess nays machines of “Dutys’^ lose in power

what they gain in speed. Allow not the sense of

Duty to throw you off the balance or damp your

spirits. Remember that all duty iss after alls im-

rposed on you by yourself. Ultimately you are your

own master. You yourselfch.ose your positions offer-

ed your services and created your superiors. Agains

if you need their moneys they require your ser-

vices just as much. The terms are of equalitys the

action and reaction being equal. You serve your

own will and of nobody else. Your present sur-

roundings are created by yourselfs the little world

of relations is of your own workmanship# your future

will be your own doing. You are the master of

your own destiny. Know that and rejoice# be cheer-

ful.

“We build our future thought by thought

Por good or bad and know it not.

Thought is another name for fate
;

.Choose# then# thy destiny# and wait.

Mind is the master of its sphere
;

Be calm# be steadfast and sincere
;

Pear is the only foe to fear.

Let the God in thee rise and say
- To adverse circumstance —‘Obey’

And thy dear wish shall have its way.”
Take to your work, not as a plodding labourer,

but like a noble prince# for pleasure’s sake, as use-
ful exercise# as happy play or merry game. Never
approach a task in a soared spirit. Be yourself.
Realize that kings and Presidents are simply your
servants. Work as stars work—
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“Undismayed at all things about them,

Unaffrighted at the things they see,

These demand not that the things ivithout them
Yield them love, amusement, sympathy,”

“The exquisite reward of song
Was song—the self-same thrill and glow

Which to unfolding flowers belong,

And wrens and thrushes know.”

Peel no responsibility, ask for no reward. All

authority should be subservient to you. You are

your own authority. No sense of duty or outside

authority should bo to you an overshadowing cloud.

The order wrought by outside authority may at

best be geometrical, but the order which you create

yourself will be organic.

V. —pjiiNCirLE OF Success—Fearlessness.

We come next to the fifth principle of success,

fearlessness. What is fearlessness ? No faith in

Maya, but a living knowledge and a true faith in

the real Self. Pear comes to us when we feel our-

selves to be the abode of fear or the body
;
the

body is always liable to be eaten by worms of an-

guish ;
it is vulnerable and pregnable to all kinds

of suffering. The very moment we rise above the

little body, we are free from fear. Live as Divi-

nity, live Vedanta, and who can harm you ? Who
can inflict iniury upon you ? Pearlessness and Ve-

danta are inseparable. :

How is fearlessness essential to success ? This
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will lie illusCrated by a fact of ‘ personal experience.

There came five bears afc one ’^tinie* in the Hima-

layan forests, face to face with' llama, but they

did not molest him at all. Why Avas it ? Simply

on account of fearlessness. Hama was filled with

that spirit, “I am not the body, I am not the

mind ;
the Supreme Divinity I am, I am God ; no

fire can burn me, no Aveapon Avound me." They

Avere looked straight in the eyes and they ran away

.

At one time a wild wolf Avas outstared ;
at another

time a tiger likeAvise fled. When a cat comes, pi-

geons close their eyes ;
they think the cat does

not see them because they do not see the cat,

nevertheless the cat eats them up. If you are afraid,

the .cat Avill eat you up. Have you not noticed

that Avhile Avalknig in the suburban quarters, if wu
betray the least sign of fear, even dogs rush at

us and molest us ? Dogs eA’’en Avill tear us if we
fear. But if Ave are fearless, Ave can oveTcome and
tame lions and tigers. When Ave are pouring liquid

from one vessel into another, if our hands Avaver

ever so little, the liquid is sure to be spilt. Pour
the fluid unhesitatingly, confidently, fearlessly into
the receptacle and not a drop Avill be lost.

It is by hesitation and fear that you bring
yourself into sad flights. Let nothing disconcert
you or take you by surprise. You are the All.
Dispel the fear-inducing attachment to the body.
Is it not a pity that the noise of a trivial fire-
cracker, or even a small mouse, a rustling leaL
nay, a trembling shddoAv, should startle a full hun-
dred and fifty pbunds avoirdupois of wool-clad flesh?
No calamity is ever Avorse than the dread of calamity.
I Avould rather suffer death than harbour fear of death.
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Some one say : «Xo one ever found the walk-

,

ing fern who didn’t have the walking fern in his

mind.” If you have love in your mind, you will

I find love
; if you entertain hate, you will meet

hate. If you are afraid of detectives and defraud-

ers, you will not iniss them. If you expect sel-

fishness and deceit, you shall not ho disappointed,

from all sides will selfishness and deceit confront

you. I’^’ear not then ; have holiness and purity in

you
;
you will never come across anything unclean.

Life success and spiritual success must go together.

Ileluded are the}" who divorce one from the other.

Thieves break into a house only when it is

unguarded. If the house is kept lighted all the

time, they dare not steal into it. Keep in your

mind the light of Truth ever ablaze, no devil of

fear or temptation will approach* you. lielieve in

the Law Divine. Make not your life wretched by

hanging on world wisdom. Timid prudence makes
a downright atheist out of you. Why allow the

mists and fogs of circumstances to cloud you?

Are you not the Sun of suns ? Are yOu not the

Lord of the Universe? What vagaries of circum-

stances are there which you cannot disperse, dispel,

and evaporate? Par be it from you to consider

any menacing surrounding as real in the least.

Pearless, fearless, fearless you are.

VI.—PitixciPLE OF SuccESS~,S(i//-Pe/iVe7ice.

.
The sixth secret of success is Self-reliance. You

know the. elephant is a much larger animal than
the lion. The elephant’s body, seems to bo much
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stronger than the body of a lion, and yet a single

lion can put to flight a whole herd of elephants.'

^Vhat is the secret of the lion's power? The only

secret 'is that the lion is a practical "Vedantin and

the elephants are dualists. The elephants believe in-

the body ;
the lion

,

practically believes not in the

body, but in something higher than the body, the

spirit. Even though the body of the lion is com-

paratively very small, the lion practically believes

his power to be infinite, his inner force illimitable.

The elephants live in groups of forty or fifty, some-

time one hundred or two hundred, and when the

elephants go to rest, they always . keep one strong

elephant as watch and guard. They fear that their

enemies might attack and devour them. They know
not that a single one of them is capable of des-

troying thousands of lions, only if he have faith

in himself, but the poor tuskers lack faith in the

inner self and the consequent courage.

Thus is self-trust, a fundamental principle of

bliss. Vedanta teaches you not to call yourself a
grovelling, sneaking, miserable sinner or wretch. Ve-
danta wants you to believe in your innate power.
You are infinite. God Almighty you are. Infinite

God you are. Believe that. "What an inspiring
truth! Believe in the outside and yoii fail. That
is the Law.

Two brothers involved in litigation appeared be-
fore a magistrate. One of them was a millionaire,
the other a pauper. The magistrate asked the mil-
lionaire how it was that he became so rich and his
brother so poor. He said: «Pive years ao-o we
inherited equal property from our parents. °Eifty
thousand dollars fell to his share and fifty thousand
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dollars to mo. This maiii regarding himself as wealthy,

became lazy ( you know some, rich peojile think

it beneath their dignity to labour
)
and whatever

Avork Avas to be done he entrusted to his servants.

If he received a letter, he would give it to his

servants and say, ‘Go, attend to this business’.

Anything that Avas to be accomplished he told his

servants to do. lie lolled away his time in ease

and comfort. ‘Eat, drink, and be merry He would

always bid his servants, ‘Go, go, attend to this

business or that.' Speaking of himself the rich man
said : “When I got my fifty thousand dollars, T

never committed my Avork to anybody
;
Avhen any-

thing Avas to be done, I Avould alw'ays run to do

it myself and I always told the servants, ‘Come,

come, follow me.' The Avords on my lips were al-

AA'ays ‘Come, come,' and the Avords on the lips of

my brother Avere ‘Go, go.' Everything he possess-

ed obeyed his motto ; his servants, friends, property

or Avealth AA*ent uAA'ay, entirely left him. My maxim
Avas ‘Come' ; friends came to me, my property in-

creased, everything multiplied.'

When AA’e depend upon others, aa'c say, “Go,

go.’’ Everything Avill go aAvay, and Avhen Ave rely

upon Self and trinst nothing but the Atman, all

things flock to us. If you think yourself a poor,

sneaking vermin, that you become, and if you honour

yourself and rely on your Self, grandeur you win.
What you think, the same you must become.

An inspector came to a school in India. One
of the schoolmasters, pointing to a student, • said

that he Avas so bright ,as to have learned by heart

such and such a piece of literature, ^ay, Milton’.s

Paradise Lost ; ho could recite any pai’t of it, {fb©

81
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student wns presented to the insiiectoi'j but he had

no Vedanta in him. He assumed bashlulness and
modesty) and when asked) “Ho you know that

piece by heart ? ”, he said) “Ho sir ; I am noth-

ing) I know nothing.” Those words he thought to

be an indication of modesty, a sign of bashfulness.

“No, sir, I know nothing ; I did not learn it.”

The inspector asked again, but the boy still said,

“No, sir f no, sir; I do not. know it.” The mas-
ter Avas put out of countenance. There was another
boy who did not know the whole book by heart,

but he said, “I know it
; I think I shall be able

to recite any passage 3'ou may desire.” The in-

spector put to him a few questions. All the ques-
tions were readily answered by the boy ; this second
boy declaimed passage after passage and secured the
prize. No one can ever estimate you at a higher
value than j^ou set upon yourselves.

Ho not please make yourselves cringing, sjieak*
ing, miserable creatures. As you think, so will you
become. Think yourselves to be God and God you
are. Think yourselves to be free and free you are
this moment.

A man came into the house of a A''edantin one
day and occupied the vacant seat of honour in the
absence of. the master of the house. AAGien the
master of the house was coming back into the
room, that intruder put this question: -“0 Yedan-

let me know what God is, and what man is.”
Well, ^e sage did not directly answer the ques-
tion. He simply called his servants and began to
alk loud and use harsh language, telling them to

.turn him out of the house. This peculiar lan-guage did the really wise man use.^ Wh^. sudi
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unexpected hiiiguage was employed} the intruder got

frishteued} he became nervous and left the seat of

honour. The . wise man occupied the same and

then calmly} serenely} told hini} “Here ( pointing

to himself ) is God} and there ( pointing to the other)

is man. Had you not been frightened} had you

kept your place} had you preserved your balance*

had you not been put out of countenance} then

you were also God. But the very fact of your

trembling} quivering, and losing faith in your God-

hood makes you a poor vermin.” Think yourself

to be Hivinity} have a living faith in your Divi-

nity and nothing can harm yoU} nobody can injure you.

So long as you go on relying and depending

upon outside powcrS} failure will be the result. Trust-

ing upon the God within, put the body in action

and success is assured. If the mountain does not

come to ^tahomct, IMahomet Avill go to the mountain.

There was a man who was hungry, and in order

that he might appease his hunger, he sat down at

a certain place, closed his eyes and began to eat

imaginary curry. After a \vhile he was seen with his

mouth open, endeavouring to cool his burnt tongue.

Somebody asked him what the matter was. He said

that in his food there was a very hot chilli. The
name is cool, but the thing itself is very hot.

Thereupon a bystander remarked, “Oh, poor fellow,

if you had to live on imaginary food, then why
not select something far sweeter than hot chilli

pepper, as it was your own creation, ynur own
doing, your own imagination, why did you not make
a better choice ?

”

- According to Vedanta, all your world being but

your own creation, your own idea* why think your-'
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self a lowj miserable sinner ? Why not think your-

self into a fearless,-self-reliant incarnation of Divinity?

.
Have a living faith in the truth, a right know-

ledge of things around you, take all your circum-

stances at their own worth and realize the spirit to

such a degree that this world becomes unreal to

you. • Don’t you know, in Astronomy, wdiile calcu-

latinsf the distances of the fixed stars, this -world is

looked upon as a mathematical point, nothing in

relation to those stars and planets, a mere cypher ?

If so,, can this Earth be anything in contrast -with

the Supreme Infinite Po-\ver, the Atma ? Ilealize

that, feel that. . The Light of lights is you, all

glory is yours. Peel that and realize it to such

a degree that this earth and name and fame, the

earthly relations, and popularity and unpopularity,

worldly honour and disgrace, criticism of your foes

and flattery of your friends may become meaningless

to you. This is the secret of success.

Tavo men were being carried doAvn by the sw'ift

current of the Niagara. One of them found a

big log and caught hold of it with the desire to

be saved ;
the other man found a tiny rope, thrown

down for their rescue by the people on the bank.

Happily he caught hold of this rope, which was
not heavy like' the log of -wood, and though the

rope was apparently very -wavering and -irajl, he
Avas saved

;
but the man Avho caught hold of the

big' log of w^ood -U'as carried off Avith the log by
the rapid into the yaAA'ning grave of surging Avalers
beneath the roaring Palls,

Similary, 0 people of the world, you trust in
these outward names, fame, riches, AA*ealth, land, and
prosperity, These seem to be big like the log of
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voodj but the saving principle they are not. The
saving principle is like the fine thread. It is not

material, you cannot feel and handle it, you cannot

touch it ; the subtle principle, the subtle truth is

very fine, but that is the rope which •n^ill save you.

All these worldly things on which you depend will

simply work your ruin and throw you into a deep

abyss ol hopelessness, anxiety, and pain. Beware,

beware^ Have a strong hold of the Truth. Believe

more in the truth than in outside objects. The law*

of nature is that whenever a man believes practically

in the outside objects and •wealth, he must fail. That

is the luAV. Trust in the Divinity and you are safe.

Be not dupes of your senses.

llise above hypnotism and the suggestions of

your neighbours. All your worldly ties and conneci

tions hypnotize you into misery and anxiety, llise

above that. Believe in the truth, realize your oneness

with the Divinity and saved you are, nay. Salvation

itself ye are.

]*’ar be it from you to regard the world more

seriously than the real Self. Do not keep yourself

a sensitive, pitiable, limited ego. Let nothing pique

you. Attend to business as doctors attend their

patients without contracting the disease. Work in

the spirit of an unaffected witness, free from all

entanglement. Itemain immune.

YIT.—PiiiNCiPLE or ^VCGY.SS—Puntt/r

The last but not the least point which guarantees

success is Purity. It is true that Thought is another

name for fate
;
what a man thinks that he becomes.

But if you begin to think impure thoughts and
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harbour debasing immorality} with the fulfilment

of these selfish wisheS) heartbreaking affliction}

excruciating suffering} and. distracting sorroAv shall

be forced upon you into the bargain. Grief shall prey
upon your soul. The fool thinks he enjoy^s sensuous

pleasures} but knows not that in an impure thought

or deed} his very vitality is bought} sold} and con-

sumed. The Law of Karma retaliates and baffles

you when you ‘ want to abuse it for selfish ends.

Do not dictate your will to God. Let God’s will

be done in reference to bodily wants. In earthly

requirements, let God’s will become your will. Peel,

feel that you are the very Power Supreme whoso
will has shaped the circumstances in the form they
have. Enjoy your poverty as your own work. But
if you find yourself led astray bj the flesh and
caught in the quagmire of carnality} there, is the

occasion to assert and exert strenuously your giant
will to secure and retain God-consciousness. Jn this
country, cupidity is glazed under the holy name of
Love. "What a mockery ! People don’t live whole.
Abnormal affections and inordinate passions cut and
divide their days into patches. It is A*ery seldom
that an entire young man speaks. It is always a
disabled proper fractiout more correctly, a most
improper impaired portion of him that appears in
public. One part of him lies with his sweetheart,
another with some other object. Love your labour,
keep your heart where your hand is. While the
feet and hands are warm, working, let your head
be cool and collected. Keep your thoughts always
at home, centered in the real Self, and never mind
the circumstances. Let not the thought of doin"
good to humanity vex you

; why should the world
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be so poor as to be constantly begging your atten-

tion ? Let the body go on working for your own
Salvation’s sake. Ignorant folk keep vainly yearning

and praying for light. Why should you desire even
that ? The craving for light keeps you in the dark.

Por one minutej cast overboard all desire
;
chant

Om ; no attachment, no repulsion, perfect j)oise> and

there your whole being is Light personified. Banish

all worldly motives of work. Cast off, exercise the

demons of desires. Hake all your work sacred. Bid
yourself of the disease of attachment or clinging.

Attachment to one object detaches you from the All.

It is the selfish swinish motives that make your

business and life secular. Attend your labour to

taste the renunciation it unconsciously entails, keep-

ing, because work keeps you with God, above

the body or little self. Work minus desire is a

synonym for the highest liovinoiation or worship.

Why should you have any motive for work? Ignorant

wretches believe that objects accomplished bring

more happiness than work itself. The blind know
not that no result can bring more happiness than

tlie work itself. Happiness lives clothed in the garb

of work. You can have your success always with

,you. This way does the wide world become your

holy temple and your whole life one continuous

hymn. What care you for the effect ? Par be it

from you to worry about .salary or pay. If you

get no proud position, let not glaring ’ vanity pre-

vent you from sweeping the streets. Hesitate not

to do the duty that lies next to your hand. It is

no Self-respect to shun the work not s^inctionad by
'Pashion. True Self-respect is respect, for the real

. the God within. Body-respect' is the opposite
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pole of virtnO) the shortest cut to perdition. When
you are ready to extend your hands to any labour*

the noblest oj0&ces' arid the most respectable occupa-

tions will stretch their hands to receive yon cordially.

That is the Law. If you do not shrink -and curl

up from God indwelling in labour* Ood mil n6t ha

ovtdone h},conHe,sy, Light will shine through you
despite yourself. ]3elieve not in the applause or

censure of mankind. All thal simply misleads and

deceives you.' Your heaven is within you. You play

the part of an impure* unchaste adulterer when you
stoop down to indulge in outside so-called objects of

pleasure. Tell the external enjoyments, “Get be-

hind me, Satan, I’ll take nothing at thy hands.”

Are you not really the source of all joy ?
f

“For him in vain the envious seasons roll,

' Who bears eternal summer in his soul.”

Perch the Indian dove or the nightingale on
the top of a pine tree and delicious songs natural-

ly flow from it. Let your mind be seated at home
and the sweetest melodies spring from it naturally,
spontaneously, without effort. Your Godhood is not
a thing to be accomplished. Realization is not a
thing to be achieved, you have not to do anythino*
to gain God-vision, you have simply to undo wha't
you have already done in the way of forming dark
cocoons of desires around you. Pear not, you are
free. ' Even your seeming bondage is imposed by
your freedom. ‘ To you no harm can accrue unless
you invite it. No sword can cut unless you think
that it cuts. No need of loving your shackles and
chains as ornaments. Shake off vain fancies, burn
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up all crooked nef»s< and what power is there under

the sun which will not be only too thankful to

get the privilege oC unloosing your shoes? Assert

your Godhood. fling into utter oblivion the little

self, as il‘ it had never existed. When ihe little

bubble bursts, it finds itself the whole ocean. You

are the Whole, the Infinite, the All. Shine in your

pristine glory. Por you, O perfect One, there is

no action, nothing to be done, all nature w'aits on

you with bated breath. The world thanks her stars

to have the good fortunfe of paying you homage,

adoring you. Please, would you mind the Powers

of Nature kneeling and bowing before you !

Trust trust the Self Supreme.

The restlessness of Soul is due

To faith in things that seem—
The things that fleet as fog or dew.

The way to keep you fresh and new,
To every secret treasure clue,

Is to assert the real Self

And to deny deluding pelf.

There is no duty to be done
Por you, 0 Everything, O One

!

Why chafe and worry o’er the work,

Peel, feel the Truth, anxiety shirk.

Believe not when the people say ;

‘‘.Oh, what a fine game you play !

”

Believe not, never, in their praise.

No, ne’er can acts degrade or raise,

82
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I never did a personal deed.

Impersonal Lord I am indeed.

In vain the raving critics fought;

The dupes of senses know me not.

I am for each and all the home>

I am the Om ! the Om ! the Om I

0 happy, happy, happy Bam

!

Serene and peaceful, tranquil, calm.

My joy can nothing, nothing maiS

My course can nothing, nothing bar.

My livery wear gods, men, and birds,

My bliss supreme transcendeth words.

Here, there and everywhere

;

There, where no more a “Where ?
”

Now, ever, anon and then
;

Then, when’s no more a “When? ’

This, that and which and what

;

That, that’s above a “What? ” '

Pirst, last and mid and high,

The One beyond a “Why ?
”

One, five and hundred. All,

Transcending number, one and all.

The subject, object, knowledge, sight

;

E’en that description is not right.
Was, is, and e’er shall be,

Confounder of the verb “to be.”
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The swoelesi/ Selfj the truest Me>
No Mej no Theei no He,

The Infi-iiite is that, the Infinite this';

And on and on, unchanged is Infinite.

Goes out the Infinite from the Infinite

And there remains unchanged the Infinite.

The outward loss betrays the Infinite,

The seeming gain (^sylays the Infinite,

The going, coming, subtracting, adding

Are seeming mode and truth the Infinite.

0, what a charm marvellous spreads,

Over every hill and dale,

Wond’ rous blue and green my beds

Charming every red and pale.

Glorious, glorious light it sheds

Over every storm and hail.

Ileauteous, beauteous one and all.

Heavenly, heavenly blessed call.
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THE NATURE OE INSPlllATION.

'Lectura delivereii on Fehrnitvif 1903,

At a certain meeting in India wise men were

theres very- wise men were present, and sacred texts

from the Hindu Scriptures wore being recited, and

when explained by the savants, one of the audi-

ence, at the time when the meeting was about to

dissolve-, spoke about a certain sage who had come

to the town, and was living on the bank of the

river, and he praised this saint very highly. The

people then became naturally anxious to know more

about this saint. There was a parrot who was list-

ening to the talk, or you might say a slave, hear-

ing this conversation about the sage that had come
to the town. This parrot that was confined in the

cage, or this slave asked the gentleman who was
talking about the sage, to go to the sage on be-

half of this . imprisoned parrot or enslaved person,

and ask him to tell certain means of. escape for

this confined bird or enslaved person. "Well, the

gentleman who had first interviewed the great saint

went to him at the time when he was bathing in

the river, and put to him this question, ‘-How
could that bird, parrot, or say, that particular per-
son, confined in a cage be released ? How could
he be released ? ^ Just when the question was put,
the sage was seen to be carried off by the torrent

;

he was observed by the people of the town as
dead. The people who were witnessing this state
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of the sage were astonished', and they rebuked the

person who put this message or who conveyed
this message from the parrot or from the slave.

The people thought that the saint was fainting or

was swooning through pity for the imprisoned par-

rot, or through sympathy for the bound slave. The
saint did not recover that day, so it appeared.

‘Well, next day, when the meeting was held again

at the place where the encaged bird was, or where

the confined slave was, the parrot, or you might

say, the slave asked the gentleman who had inter-

viewed the saint, whether the parrot’s message had

been conveyed to him. The gentleman said that the

message had been conveyed, and added that he was

sorry to convey the message from such a wretched

fellow as the encaged bird, or from such a sorry

person as the bound slave. The parrot or the

slave inquired why he was sorry. Then the gentle-

man said that just when the message was con-

veyed, the sage fainted away. And all the .people

were wondering, were astonished, what all this

meant. But the parrot or the slave, explained the

M-holc secret. The parrot, or you might say, the

slave was not intelligent, but imediately after hear-

ing that, the parrot fainted. He fainted and was

dead to all intents and purposes. There the by-

standers were surprised, lo, this must be a strange

message, which had caused the death of two. "When

the message was conveyed to the saint, the saint

died, and when the message was repeated to the

parrot or the slave, the slave died. Do you know
what happened next ? 'When the bystanders saw
that the parrot was dead, they thought it no longer

worth Avhilc lo keep the parrot imprisoned. They
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opened the -cage>‘ and immediately the parrot flew

out and -said) “0 audience* 0 people* who gather

here every day to hear the sacred Scriptures* you

do not know how realization* salvation* inspiration

is to he achieved. I have learnt it to-day from the

answer to my message that I received from that

saint. The. saint did not faint* the saint as it were

answered my message, the saint by fainting, by

falling in a swoon* told me the way to realization.

The path to salvation* the way to realization is

apparent death, that and nothing else* crucifixion

and nothing less* there is no other way to inspi-

ration. The way to realization is getting above the

body, rising to that state spiritually* rising to the

state of inner salvation, where the body is as it

were dead, where the small personality is conscious-

less, is altogether lost, is entirely left behind, that

is the way to life. In Sanscrit, we have got two

words most significant* one is hhor/a and the other

is yogff.' Most of you are familiar with the word
yoyn, perhaps you have read the opposite of yoya

which is hhoga. Bhoga literally means enjoyjiieut,

and yogn means renunciation. People in this world
talk about enjoyment. What is enjoyment? If you
examine, - analyze enjoyment* you will find it to be
nothing else but y/o//a, renunciation. There is no real

enjoyment except in renunciation* there is no ins-

piration except in renunciation* there is no prayer
except in renunciation. You cannot keep your little

personalty, enjoying self* at the same time Avith joy.
The very moment AA^hen joy is there, the enjoying self
is not there. The very moment Inspiration is there,
the idea of «I knoAv'^ and “I do it'' is absent* cannot be
there. This is Avhat the great masters liaA'e said on the
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subiect. The man who is liis own master knocks
in vain at the doors of poetry. You cannot be in

a state to write poetry, and at the same time be
an enjoyer of poetry. No. Yon cannot be your

own master and at the same time write poetry.

Nobody can write and be conscious of the fact that

he is writing. 'W'^hen he becomes that consciousness

itself, then is the point of inspiration reached. The

artist must be sacrificed to his art. • When you are

playing the part of the greatest artist, there in the

eyes of others you are a great artist, but from your

own standpoint you are not. No thought of “I am
•doing" is present, you have become one •.•Avith the

All. You are no artist from your own standpoint

;

there the interpreter, the writing, the writer have

, become one. There all the difference has been an-

nihilated. There is the nature, the secret of inspira-

tion. People say, “He is a spiritual man” ; blit when
he is inspired, from his own standpoint he is .not

inspired. Others call him inspired. Other people

look at the rainboAv and admire the colours, the

beautiful magnificent tints. They like them, they

admire them; but go there where you see the rainbow.

Examined see carefully and you will find no rainbow

;

you will find no rainboiv there. The rainboiv is

present in the eyes of others ; but from the stand-

point of the other place, or from the standpoint of

the person who is seated at the place where others

see the rainboiv, there is no rainbonw. Similarly from

the standpoint of others a person is called inspired,

a great man, a writer, a thinker, a philosopher, but

from his own standpoint at that time there is no

delusion of this kind present, that “I am writing”

or “I am inspired.” The artist must be sacrificed
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lo his art. Like the bees, the artists must put then-

lives into the sting they .give. There is the whole

secret of inspiration. The bee. when it stings you,

dies after it. So he is inspired who gives his whole

-life into the sting he gives. There is the Avhole

secret. You cannot be inspired and at the same time

enjoy ;
try to enjoy a thing and you -are no longer

inspired ;
others will enjoy you, the world will enjoy

you when you are inspired, but you yourself will

not be ah enjoyer and an inspired man. at the same

time. You will be no enjoyer, but you will be

better still, joy itself.

The moth flies into the flame of the lamp and

then the moth proves its love. In order that the

moth may be distinguished from a common fly, 'we

shall see the moth singed by the lamp in order

'that it may prove that it is a moth. Similary in

order that a man of inspiration may be seen to be

a man - of inspiration, in order that his power of

inspiration may be evinced and revealed, he must
be a man of Away, above fear, away he goes,

dead to all intents and purposes for the world.

No great genius could ever draw real inspira-

tion except from living Nature. This will be illus-

trated by an example from nature, Water gives life

to this earth
;

it is the cause of all growth in

this world, along with Light. Your crops are

ripened by water, water is the great blessing of God.
In this countrj^ people do not like rain, but in

India, and in all countries in the East, rain is

quite the highest blessing of the world. The great-
est philosophers and the greatest poets, the great
peole who wish for inspiration, always avail them-
selves of the opportunity when clouds are roaring ^
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in the skies, when it .is raining heavily outside.

These are the occasions that are most earnestly

sought by all poets and by all seekers after inspi-

ration, and from personal experience Rama can say,

always when it is raining outside,* it is much easier

for Rama to write poetry than on other occasions.

When it is about to rain, or when it is drizzling,

of itself the mind becomes elevated and the brain

is thrown into a poetic mood, and everything be"

comes so inspiring, and:, no apparent cause can be

assigned for this extraordinary exultation, except the

union of heaven and earth through rain. Through

rain earth and heaven unite. Usually marriage fes-

tivals ill .India take place on such occasions. People

think the earth and heaven unite. Hence let man
and woman also unite in marriage bond. Here
let us see how it is that the atmosphere gives in-

spiration and gives us the rain, gives us dew, gives

us beautiful breezes. What is it. that inspires the

whole heaven ? . Science tells us that the cause of

the inspiration of the heavens is what, is called

saturation. Now this is a word which ought to be

explained. Take a cup of milk and add sugar to

it. The sugar will be dissolved. Add a little more
sugar, this also may get dissolved. But there will

come ultimately a point when sugar Avill be no
longer dissolved. Tou may add sugar ever so little

or ever so much, it will no longer be dissolved.

This is the point when a certain amount of sugar

is dissolved and no more can be imbibed by the

milk, no more is accepted by the milk. This point

is called the point of saturation. . We see that.water
will dissolve salt to a certain point or degree, but
beyond that degree no more salt Avill be accepted

33
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by the water. If more salt is added, it will lie,

it will settle doAvn to the bottom, it will not be

dissolved. There the water is saturated witli salt.

Water may be saturated with earth, we may add

a certain quantity of earth, it will gel dissolved,

but add a little more, it will not get dissolved,

there is water saturated with earth. Here is our

atmosphere which consists of nitrogen, oxygen, car-

bon dioxide, organic matter, material particles, and

also aqueous vapour. The particles of water are sus-

pended in the air. There comes a time when the

.atmosphere is saturated with aqueous vapour. Tliere

are times when the atmosphere is not saturated with

aqueous vaiiour. But when the atmosphere is high-

ly saturated with aqueous vapour and a little more

quantity of it makes its presence, there the air can

no longer hold its water. The superfluous water,

or the water that is there and above the quantity

of vapour ^Vhich will saturate the atmosphere, that

water falls down in the form of rain. Thus Avhen

the atmosphere is more than saturated witli water,

we have rain in this world
; we have dewTall

; we
have storms, Ave have drmling, we have such phe-

nomena, after the point of saturation. AVe shall

consider afterwards how this saturation is eiVected,

but at present suffice it to say that in order that

the atmosphere may be' inspired, in order that we
may have any rain, the point of saturation must
be reached, nay it must be more than reached, the
vapour must be saturated, and more than that, tlien

we have beneficent results, great consequences in this

world. Similarly, here is your mind, it might be
compared to the atmosphere or the air. When the
mind gets saturated with an idea, it fills your
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minds conquers j’our minds permeates and pervades

your minds fills your whole souls saturates you.

Now marks whenever your mind is saturated with

the ideas you find your mind in a very strange

states you call it the state of unrest. It is a state

of mind which remarkably resembles what we call

on this earth a state of closeness, and you kno,w

when it is very close, people expect rain, "Wiien

you find it is very close, the atmosphere is sa'tu-

rated, and after that we expect rain, beyond the

point of saturation. Thus when your mind gets en-

tirely filled with an ideas it is in a state which

remarkably resembles what we call a state of close-

ness, or calm. "When your mind is saturated

with the thought of of your loved object, you may
have observed that there comes a time, when the

mind is in a state of indescribable closeness, calm,*

or restlessnesss people call it marvellous restless-

ness. Iv^ow when that state is exceeded, when
you go beyond that state, you become a poet, there

poetry begins to fall from you, begins to rain down
melodious verse, splendid song. That is ,the state.

When your mind exceeds or goes beyond the

point of inspiration, the ideas drop down in

a condensed form in black and white, there is

inspiration.

Here is a man. He takes into his mind a cer-

tain thought, the thought to solve a problem. He
begins to work it out, he works and works, can-

not arrive at the solution. Those of you who have
tried to work out deep problems, philosophical or

mathematical, can bear out Hama from personal ex-

perience. We begin to work at a deep problem ;

originally in the beginning, when we are trying' to
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solve the prol)lem> our mind is not saturated, our

mind has got some other desires also permeating it.

The desire to possess this object, an attachment for

this object or that is predominant in your mind,

and also the desire to work out the problem is

present in the mind. The deep problem is not

solved. • When you see that by some efforts the

problem is not solved, you become a little restless

and throw aside your attachment to other objects,

you become more free, in other Nvords that parti-

cular idea before you becomes more prominent, (ills

your mind more and more, and drives out other

thoughts. The problem is not solved yet. Ulost

cither feelings and attachments are dispensed with,*

yet there remains in your mind the idea of ahnn-

karcii as we call it in Sanscrit, “I. am doing if’

and ‘‘I get the credit for it.” What happens ? The
problem is not solved. ‘After a while, when you
persist in working at it and .go hammering* on,

all thought of menm el tcunija lost, the idea re-

mains supreme in your mind and when that point

is reached, all thought of nicum el Leum, all thought
of mine and thine, or time and space is entirely

got rid of. The one idea fills the whole space in

your mind, leaves no vacancy in your heart, leaves

no vacuum in your heart, and the soul is satu-

rated, so to say with the idea, and you become one
with the idea. There the moth is singed, there the
bee has given up its life, there mastery ov'er the
little self is lost, there the idea of enjoyment is

gone, there is crucifixion
; when that point is reach-

ed, all of a sudden you are inspired, and- there
ifiashes within yourself the solution. Do not people
make use of this expression “It strikes me,” .“It

•
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struck me/’? Without this Beatli'in-lifej you can-,

not enjoy and he inspired.

Artists, teachers, philosophers, and thinkers in

their own lines get inspiration, hut this inspiration

comes only through crucifixion. .People in this world

want to keep themselves as enjoyers, keep them-

selves as agents, hut A^’edaiita shows it is not in

accordance with the laws of nature that you should,

enjoy anything. It is not for man to enjoy any-

thing. This enjoyer self is the false self, it is

not the real Self, it is not you. All thinkers, phi-

losophers will have to see their body, their mind,,

their whole being enjoyed by the whole world. There

is the road. If you want to he an enjoyer, the

way to salvation, the way to happiness, the way to

enjoyment is barred for you, is marred for you.

You cannot, cannot enjoy this world, for you there

is only one way, and that one way is to see the

body, the mind and everything of j’^ours enjoyed

by divinity, eaten up by divinity. As Christ says,

*^Here, eat my flesh, eat it.^' “Here you will have

to drink my blood ! at the Lord's Supper ! V&rij

and blessed is he whose life is a con-

tinuous sacrifice.

Whenever we reach that point of saturation, when
the mind is filled- with the idea, when the whole
being is lost and merged in the thought, the machine
or organ or the musical instrument is taken up by
the great musician, by God, by divinity, and through

this organ is produced beautiful, magnificent, sublime

tunes. Great notes, splendid music comes out of the

organ, but so long as the child wants to keep the

organ to itself «and does not want the great organ-

ist* or musician to handle the organ, only notes
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of diiscord will bo emanated by the organ
;
so long

as this self, this false ego, this unreal self, which

is the enjoying self is present, and wants to Iceep

hold' of the body and does not let go this body,

through'this body or musical instrument notes of

discord will come out. Make over this instrument

or this body to divinity, get yourself rid of this

false-ego, aAvay with this little hclf, sacrifice it, and

rise above it. Then, when tlie point of saturation

is exceede d, God himself takes up this instrument,

the great musician handles this instrument himself

and through this instrument, music comes out, mag-
nificent notes spring forth. There you are inspired.

Inspiration is God doing. ‘When the little self gives

up possession of the body, the person is inspired.

• We find that before .Christ began his mission,

Satan tried to tempt him in every M*ay to become
an eujqyer. Here were the seven worlds, here were

beautiful, delicious foods, here was siovereignty, here

was getting a great name by working a miracle,

here were the temptations, here was enjoyment laid

before Christ. What did Christ say ? ‘‘Get behind
me, Satan. I will have nothing from thy hands.''

Splendid, splendid. 0 people of America or Jiurope,
keep this teaching of Christ before you. “Get be-

hind me,; Satan. I will take nothing out of Ihy
hands. • H^yute all this outside ravag(? of material-
ity, keep this teaching of Christ in your mind.
“Get behind me, Satan, I will have nothing out
of thy hands." There was Christ putting away all
uorldly enjoment, he takes up renuncication and
Cross, gives up all that. Here is the emblem laid
before you, the secret of inspiration. So long as
the enjoyer or agent idea, is realized in your inind,
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you cannot, cannot be .insj>ired. It is only when

the enjoyer or agent idea,—“I am working, I am
doing, I must take the credit'^— is entirely renounc-

ed, then you are inspired.

Rama will finish it with a story. Tnthe Hindu
Scriptures there is a magnificent story told about three

persons called These three persons had won-

derful powers. They were warriors, nobody could

get the better of them, they were wonderful people.

People came and fought with them, were defeated

immediately, hosts of enemies came,' and were defeat-

ed. The men who fought withthem canle in thousands

but were defeated by these three persons.. The

enemies being defeated so frequently, went to a great

saint and asked how they could beat these three

fellows and the -saint' told them they must enquire

into the cause of their inijh.cibility, how were these

three AsUras invincible? "Vl^ith great effort and
trouble it was found out that the • secret of- their

invincibility lay in the fact that these persons never
entertained the thought that they' were workers or

enjoyers. When the victory was gained, they thought

nothing of it. They did not stoop down to enjoy

-

the victory. When they were fighting, the idea that

“I as this body am fighting’^ was entirely lost and the

idea that «I am fight in g’^ was entirely absent. Such
are the heroes in this world. You know every hero

in war, while engaged in action, as people say - «I

am all ears,” so the hero is all action. There is

no room left for the idea «I am doing.” There
his body gets mechanical, so to say. He is all ac-

tion, there head and feet are saturated with the

divinity. So these people whenever' they -fought,

became all action, they newer for a moment allowed
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the idea, “I am. acting’^ ' J ust as a machine

worked, their bodies- worked ;
machines of God,

machines of diyiiiity, their bodies worked. This was

the secret of their success, nobody could win them.

Now the secret, of^ their invincibility being found

out, the great sage told the enemies of these three

warriors the means of conquering them. He told

those enemies to engage in action with them and

.then run away from them
;
go to them and call

them out into action, and
'
just when they began to

attack them, tb leave those warriors as conquerors.

Thus to draw them out and flee away from them.

The enemies of those warriors drew- them out and

fled from them. A few times more were the

enemies of those warriors defeated. By and by

those three -invincible warriors were drawn out

of their true position, were drawn out of their real

invincibility and were brought down into their

•bodies, they were made to believe that they were con-

querors. They were made to believe that they were
great, that they "were victorious. Those continued

victories eu.gfind.ere.d in them the idea that they were
. victorious, they were conquerors. Here were the
three- men brought down into the cage of the body ;

here were the three men put into the prison house
of the body. The idea of am doing’^ or the
thought of «I am great^' got hold of them’ and
held them in prison. There the God in them was
replaced by the small ego and then it was no hard
task to win them and catch them and imprison them-.
It was riot a hard, task,' they' were defeated imme-
diately, immediately were they caught.

'

Now mark the. cipplication of this story. So
long ,as you are doing a work, as it were, your
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body being a machine in the hands of God, your’

personality being mergjad in divinity*, so long as you'

are in that position, you are invincible, you are-

like those three above the idea' of* «T am *

enjoying or I am doing.'^ You are invincible;' but-

when iJeople come to you and begin to praise you,*

to puif you up, flatter you, favourably review you*

from all sides, you are made to believe that you' are

a conqueror, a hero, you are victorious, others ave •

defeated, your rivals, are against you. The idea of

« I am doing it and « I must enjoy the' deed, ”

“I ain the enjoyer,” that verj" thought imprisons

you, brings you* down into the cage of the body.

ITou are undone, the power is lost. Doi you

not see even in the 'Bible, when Christ came, fresh

from the mountains, he was possessed of great

power ; he lived in the midst of his friends
;
he

talked a* great deal, and Christ had to *sayi

“Who is it that touched me? I> find my- power
going out of' me.’' We see that in the. Bible.'

There you see the same thing. When you are

above this “I am doing, I am enjoying”*,- God
is working through you and you are inspired, but

so long as you do a thing and accept people’s reviews

and favourable criticisms; people’s a.l21llause, and
people’s flai-tory, the loower goes out immediately.

Immediately it. goes out; it is brought into the

cage again. Go out of the cage and you are inspired^

go into the cage- again and you are no more. .

'

.

Here is a beautiful watch, suppose. It is in. work-

ing order and running day and night; it getsmagnet*-

ized, it comes .close to .a strong magnet, the* iron

springs are magnetized. The ^vatch cannot run, it

is useless now, it gives us no time. What shall I

34;
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do ^itli it ? Let the "watch he buried underground*

keep it away from the magnetic influences, keep

it away from those influences, it will he de-magnet-

ized, it will regain its original working power, and:

you can use it again. Beneath your minds, your

inner Self is heavenly, is godly. Every child is ;hy

nature an inspired child ; every child is hy nature a

poet, and if you live, live in accordance with divine

laws, if ypu live in harmony with divinity, you are

always inspired. If you live in unison with your true

Atman, or spirit, if you always keep yourself in

touch with God in you, with your own Self or

Atman, you are inspired all the time. '\Vhat is wrong

with you is tha^ your mind- comes in contact with

earthly magnets on all sides, worldly attachments

which magnetize you and put you out of order,

you are no .longer, in the running order, d,erang.e,d ;

if, you are not inspired to-day, the sole reason is

that you do not keep yourself isplajed, or Insulated

.enough. Tou allow worldly objects to magjietize,

•to hj^pnotize you, you allow them to play foul and

fast with, you., If you want to regain your original

powers and inspiration, keep yourself insulated,

isolated for a while. Bury yourself in the reality, in

divinity, in God, in the true Atman. Keep yourself

buried in the spirit, in the truth. Live alone for a

time, set apart sometime of your day for keeping in

touch with the Reality, merge yourself, bury yourself
in God. Bo that and the spoiling magnetism and wrong

• hypnotism that you have got from these worldly
•objects will leave you," your mind will be runninsr

in order again. .You will be again inspired.

Ships,when they keep sailing in the sea for a long
time, becc^ne a little deranged, are put out of order.
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They require to he placed in the dock for sometime

to be repaired. Similary by keeping yourself too

long in worldly affairsj in worldly matters, in the

company of hypnotizing circumstances, in the midst

of spoiling and Avearing and tearing surroundings,

you are put out of order, you are fallen, you get

your inner natural powers of inspiration lost. Just

as you do Avith your ships, so should you do with

your bodies. Keep j^our bodies, for sometime at

least, in the docks, uAvay from those influences, keep
yonr bodies for sometime at least, in spirit. Keadl

books which AA-ill inspire you,' liA-e in the company i

of people Avho AA'ill inspire you, live alone by your-

self. Devote sometime to meditation and you Avill

regain your poAver of inspiration. Does not your

body require to be Avashed every day, does not

your house require to be rubbed and scrubbed every

day? Similarly does your mind require to be'

cleansed and purified, Avashed and bathed every day.

So long as Avorldly ideas, Avorldly attachments or

thoughts of Avorldly enjoyment, or the idea of “I

am doing this’’ etc. is present, so long as you are

not entirely crucifled, there is no hope for you.

The Avay to inspiration is nothing less than cru-

eifixion.

Om. Om,
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TKE WAY TO THE EULEILWE^'T OP

ALL DESIPES.

Lecture delivered before the Ilermitie Brotherhood^

December loth, 190£,

My Own Self In All These Poems,

Before beginning the subject, a few M'ords wiil

.be spoken on India's material backwardness. There

AA’as a time Avhen probably India possessed more

, riches than all Europe possesses at this time
;
there

was a time when India had more JeAvels and more
• diamonds, pearls, and rubies than all America has

,
to-day. India had had her day in material prosper-

ity. . Nations after nations overran India from time
.to time. Greece became rich at the cost of India,

.Persia became .rich at the cost of India,Afghanis-
,tan became rich at the cost of India, and at this

day England is amassing fortune at the cost of

.
India, India was once really the land of gold and
diamond.

We do not r.e.pent. e are not sorry at the
present backwardness in material prosperity of India.
We know that there is a law, a divine law, a law
of our own nature, which is ruling affairs, which is
bringing about everything. The divine hand which
directs and leads our affairs we know and knowing
that, we do not pine at material backwardness. We
do not worry about the loss of material wealth.
These things, these material objects of prosperity.
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all these were tried, they were weighed in the

.
balance by Indians and found wanting. America is

very young to-day, very young, a mere baby
; so

is Europe very young. They are trying these ex-

periments at this time. India has tried the experi-

ments in the material line : has weighed all these

things and found them wanting. They are looked

upon by Indians as simply a drop of spray , nothing

else. They are no factor in your happiness : they

cannot make you truly happy, never, never. Iron

and gold arc good for buying iron and gold ; that

is all. Ilaj»i)iness is not of the same kind as

these material objects; it cannot be purchased. Hap-
piness, true bliss cannot be purchased by these things.

The secret of happiness is diilercnt. The secret

is that the more you seek things, the more you
lose them. The more above the desire you are, the

more you feel yourself higher than want, the ob-

jects will seek you. Even Indians of to-day, Indians

of worldly wisdom do not know this secret, and

for want of keen and deep observations, they ascribe

causes to some phenomena which are not the true

causes. IVliy has India fallen politically, or, from
the material point of view, why is India so low ?

It is because the present day Indians are the In-

dians of those times when the fall of India began ;

they lack practical Vedanta. You will be astonished

to hear that the home of A^’edanta, the home of

spirituality, India, the fountain head of the idea of

unity, the fountain head of the idea that all is one ;

the very creek from Avhich flowed out the Ganges of

divine knowledge, spiritual knowledge, selfrr.everence,

self-knowledge, self-respect, that India lacks practical

Vedanta, and that was the cause of India's fall. You
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will be astonished to hear that, but now there is no

time to dwell on that subject. If time allows, in some

future lecture it will be dwelt upon. How nations rise

and fall, what is behind the scene that brings down one

nation and raises another, what moon is there that

causes .the ebb and flow of nations ? Suffice it to say,‘

and you will welcome these words from the mouth of

a man who comes from India, has studied India

and other nations, that no nation can fall from any

point of view without being degraded spiritually.

In this statement, perhaps, other Indians will not

agree with Rama, but Bama makes this statement

on his own authority, on the authority of keen

observation. But how is it that America is at this

time advancing rapidly and making wonderful pro-

gress ? Prom tlje point of view of in^erialistic

progress, why is America advancing so rapidly ?

Because the Americans unconsciously live A^edanta

on the material plane. How Ihe Americans live

A^edanta practically, and why that is the cause of their

material progress, we need not dwell on longer.

AVell, so it is. Truth, truth, truth alone will have

the glory. The reality, the real character, sterling

character alone will have the glory and will have

success. Is'othing else can have.

Now, leaving’ aside all details, and leaving aside

all comments upon the true, aiiparently p|jT,^doxical

remark, those astonishing assertions we have made
just now, leaving them aside for further considera-

tion, let us come toHhe subject in hand.

AVe read in the Bible “Ask and ye shall lind

itr.knock and it^shall be opened unto you^'.' ' Again
the Hiirdiis'pYeach'tlie Law of Karma, which means
that every desire odrries with it its fulfilment, as it
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were ; that every wish and every will gives a

promise of being fulfilled at one time or another :

must be fulfilled. Rama is not going to lecture on
that subject. Simply to refer to it will be sufficient

for the present. 'I’liey say every bud' that is seen

in a garden gets its promise realized, flowers and
blooms at one time or another ; and all the hopes

held out by the lower animals at one time or another

are carried into effect. , Ko energy is lost in this

world, no force is lost, no matter is lost, nothing

is lost. IVe read about the law of persistence of

force, the laAV of con so rvat ion of energy, the law
of the indestnuitibility of matter, and so mental

activity, the mental desires, the willing and wishing,

this mental energy, how can it be destroyed ? It

must bear fruit, it must be fulfilled sooner or later.

Thus all the desires must be fulfilled. This is the

sum and substance of the law of Karma. The
Hindus preach that according to this laAv. ‘'Ask

and ye shall find it ; knock and it shall be opened
unto you.*' But is it really so ? Is it actually .so ?

33o we find it so in .our everyday life ? It is so ;

but then if you want to prove it by your experience

in the way in which people usually understand the

Law r»f Karma, or if you Avant to verify this

statement in the AA'ay in AA'hich ordinary people

understand the meaning of “Ask and ye shall find

it
;
knock and it shall be opened unto you,’^ j’ou

Avill be mistaken. You Avill find your.self at a lo.ss.

You Avill see that it does not work
;

this principle

does not Avork in practice. This statement is not

the Avhole truth ;
it is only a ]3art of the truth.

Ordinary people neglect or do not understand Avhat

was understood Avhen the statement Avas made in
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the Bible or by the Hindusj “Knock and it shall

be opened .unto yoiu ask and ye shall find it;’^

but you will ‘ have to pay the price also for it.

There is a price too to be j)aid. Do- not forget

that the price is also absolutely necessary. The
question as to the pricej we find in theBiblej “He that

would keep his life will lose it." What does it mean?*
It implies that he who will cji;ay.e andyearriand‘
wish, he will not have it. In yearningj craving>

and wishing, we‘ want to keej) our life. “He that

/Would keep his life will lose it."

“Man shall not live by bread alone." Look here

.

In the Lord’s Prayer we say, “Give us this day
our daily bread'.", “Give us this day our daily bread,"
and here we say that man shall not live by bread
alone. Beconcile these statements

; understand them
thoroughly. The meaning of that Lord’s Prayer,

when it was stated, “Give us this day our daily
bread," is not that you should be asking, the mean-
ing of that is not that you should be cravins,
willing, and wishing

; not at all. That is not
the meaning. The meaning of that was that even
a king, an emperor, who is in no danger of not
having his daily bread, even a prince who is sure
that the daily bread is guaranteed to him, even he
is to offer that prayer. If so, evidently * Give us
this day our daily bread" does not mean that they
should put themselves in the begging mood, they
should ask for material prosperity

;
it does not mean

that. That prayer meant that everybody, let it be
a prince, a king, a monk, anybody, he is to look’
upon all these things around him, all the wealth-
and plenty, .all the riches, all the beautiful and
attractive objects as -not his, as not belonging to



him> as God's, God's; not ‘‘mine," not “mink

does not mean begging, hut that means reiA

Look here. “Give us this day our daily \

That does not mean begging and asking, Vui it

means rather renouncing and giving up
;
giving up :

renouncing unto God : that was the meaning of it.

You know how unreasonable it is on the part of

a king to offer that prayer, “Give us this day etc.”,,

if it 1)6 taken in its ordinary sense. How unreason-

able ! It becomes reasonable enough when'the king, •

while offering that prayer, puts himself in the mood-

where all the jewels in his treasury, all the riches

in his housfe, the house itself, all these he renounces,-

as it were, he gives them up, as it were,- he dis-i

claims them. He breaks his connection with them,

so to say, and stands apart from them. He is the.

monk of monks. He says, “This is God s ; this table,

everything lying upon the table is His, not mine-

;

I do not possess anything. Anything that comes,

comes from my beloved One." He realizes it that

way. And if you take the meaning of “Give me
this day etc.," as explained just now by llama/

then you w’ill find it consistent with “Han shall not

live by bread alone." Then you will find it consist-

ent with it ;
otherwise inconsistent.

Again in the Bible we find, “Seek the king*

doni of heaven and all things Avill be added unto

you." Here is the secret. Here is the secret of

the prayer. This was the compliment the Master
gave to the Lord’s Prayer ;

the expression, “Seek
first the kingdom of heaven . and all things .will be

added unto you."
.

- -

' Again,- “In sorrow she should bring- forth child."

Here we find the missing link, the missing factor.
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Child she will bring forth.
.

but sorrow, sorrow

is the price. The desires will bear fruit ;
all that

you ask will come to pass ;
all that you wish you

will have realii5od. Oh, but you will have to paj

the price of sorrow. “In sorrow she should bring

forth child."’ It is not spoken of woman alone ;
it

is spoken of everybody. QMic desires will be fruc-

tified, but by paying the price. What is the price ?

Sorrow ? Even this word sorrow requires explana-

tion. Sorrow means renunciation of all desires. Who
will see his desires fulfilled ? Who ? He who clings

to his desires : he who sells himself heart and soul

to his wishes ? No, no. The man who entertains

desires majestically, as it were, who entertains de-

sires with indiiference, with a neutral attitude will

alone see his desires fructifying.

, People say that their prayers are answered.

What are prayers ? By taking the word prayer to

mean asking, begging, desiring, willing, and wishing

(
some people take the word prayer in that sense ) ,

now, understanding by the term prayer, willing,

wishing, asking, begging, prayers are heard. This

is a wrong statement. -If you mean by the word

prayer, asking, begging, willing wishing, desiring,

then no prayers are ever heard. Pray and you will

never get it. Ask and you will never have it. Beg
and everj'thing will bo denied unto you. But usu-

ally by the word prayer something higher is meant.

What is that ? By the word prayer, we mean just

rising to a state where you will be above desire,

where you will be in tune with the expression
“Thy will be done."' Look here. Prayer does not
mean asking, begging, willing, and desiring and
having one’s own will done. People understand the
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word prayer to mean let their will be done, by
the self they understand the little self, this begging
self, but the gist, the whole life of prayer lies in

the feeling, “Thy will be done’/. When the body is

subject to all sorts of trouble, all ' sorts of pain and
suffering

; even then from the heart of your heart,

from the heart of lieart springs forth the, idea, or

say, the thought, “Thy will be done.” It is all right.

‘\i\i^heii the body is sick, when all the circumstances

around you, all these are adverse, and they go

.against you,: there springs up from within you the

feeling ,“Let thy will be done,” not mine. That

is resignation'; that is self-denial, the denial of the

little self; that is the gist, the spirit, the soul of

the prayers, of the prayers of the heart. Those
prayers which end only in selfish desires, those

pra'yers are never, never heard. Those prayers only
are heard when the mind rises to such planes where
the world is no world, there is absolute • consecra-

tion and the body is no body ; the mind is no
mind, relations left behind, connections all forgotten,

and your mind is in that state of superconscious-
ness for some time, even for a second say. And
after that, just waking up from that state, nay,
just sleeping after that state, just coming down
from that state, if any desire crops up before you,

it must get fulfilled. These kinds of prayers are

heard, when one has risen to a level, has risen to

a height of perfect body-denial, perfect little self-

denial, perfect world-denial, perfect everything-
denial, perfect resignation, perfect renunciation. But
these should not be called begging prayers, These
should not be called asking prayers.

Again there are some people who do not pray
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ill the usual way who do -not say any form of

prayers and their desires find fulfilmentj their de-

sires get fulfilled. On what conditions? ' AVhat kind

of men are these ? What kind of persons are these?

What are they like? Just see. You have a desire'j

and you go' on desiring* yearning* willing* wishing*

craving. So long as you are in that beggarly inood*

.everything is denied unto you. You see if we have

to go to a great man* we go to him in decent

•clothing. God is the Greatest of the great* the

•Highest of the high* above all needs* above all

wants. If you go to- Him* go in decent dress* go

ill a dress which is like him* which is worthy of

’a> man who is to approach a Ueiiig above want.

You also must be above want. You also should be

above beggary* above the shopkeeper's dress* above

the beggar’s dress. Nobody likes a beggar. A beg-

gar is refused. People shun his presence. In this

•country beggars* and loafers are not wanted
;
there

•is no room for them. So if
,
you have to approach

God* go in a Godly dress. What is Godly dress?

A dress which does not smack of a beggar* which

-doesl'not smack of need or want. Above need or

want you should feel yourself
;
then you will be

welcomed by God ; then alone.

' They say a person who is yearning* willing*

wishing, who is in a state of unhappiness* who feels

•want, being in a state of want and unhappiness*
• happiness cannot come to him. So long as you are
• yearning, willing, and desiring* you are in a state
of -discomfort; you are in a state of unhappiness.
Now,' the fulfilment of a desire which is happiness,
or say* that, object of desire which is in your eyes
full of happiness that iviJl not come to you. There
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is antagonism betwaen tho two. Your self is

beggarly* needful ; that object of desire is high*' glo-

rious* full of happiness. Now there is antagonism

between the two. That object will not come to you.
'

Y^ou will be drawn towards the object
;
you will be

seeking it, and it will shun you* always so. And when
•you leave it, and when you turn your back to the

object, after being discouraged for some time, after

suffering from failure Cor some time* after not

achieving success, after not achieving that object for

some time, you leave and lose the object, you be-

come hopeless about it, you give it up. You turn

your back to it. Now, the very moment you turn your

back to the object, you leave it and lose it, that

very moment you are above that object. That very

moment you place yourself at a higher level than

the object. You rise above ihe object, and that

object will seek you. Is it not so ? Every person

knows it by experience. Simply appeal to your own

experience, and in every desire you have had this

kind of experience. ‘When you love a thing and

yearn for it and hunger for it and thirst for

it* you want it, oh, you want it. It is only

when you leave it and lose it for a higher senti-

ment* a sentiment which rises above all me and

thee, it is then alone that you will lind the desired

object by your side. That is a fact, a stern fact.

Then alone you will have the object by your side.

How is it ? Because you see the like attracts

the like
;

the Sun is matter
;

the Earth is matter.

The Sun attracts the Earth and all the planets. The
Earth does not draw the Sun to it

; but it is drawn by
the Sun. The Sun attracts the Earth to it. So
with positive and negative electricity, there is a
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difference of degree, not of kind. Science proves it.

Here is a magnet, and here is a piece of iron ;
that

which is heavier will draw the lighter. That is a well-

known Law of Science.

So it is when you leave the .object. You leave

and lose the object and give it up, you rise into

a sentiment or feeling which is a feeling of wn,nt-

lessness, which is a feeling above need, above desire,

desirelessness, which is a feeling of de.-irelessness.

You are at a higher level, and you are the Sun,

and at that time thht pleasure and that object simply

becomes the
,
Earth* or some other planet and you

draw it to yourself, it comes to you.

Again when the object of desire is brought to

you, there again you feel elated a little, and then

again you feel yourself in want, and also again there

is a rupture. Thus it goes on. You take the king's

throne and all the other people will seek you, as to

a king are drawn all the subjcets, all the courtiers,

and ofBcers : they seek the king, they want to have

an audience with him ; they call upon him, even

uninvited. So it is when you feel yourself above

desire, above want, above need. You keep the king’s

throne; all these objects, these desires being like offi.

cers and courtiers, they seek you, they-want to have an
audience with you, they call upon you. And what
happens ? Usually people, after remaining in that
state which cannot be described,which canbe experien-
ced only, in that state of transcendentalism, find the
lovely, attractive objects drawn to them, and when
they approach them, just leave their throne and come
down, they find themselves harassed by need or
want ; there again they put themselves at a lower
level and the object of desire leaves them. Thus
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it goes. It might he explained in another way.
In a car there is a door, and a person is stand-

ing in the door. He invites his friend, “Gome
in, come in.'^ When the friend comes, on account
of over-anxiety, this per.son at the door does not

vacate the door, remains standing' there. Where is

the friend to come in? He makes no room for

the friend, the friend cannot come to him : the car

goes on, and ho remains without the friend. Just

so. just so.

• You have a desire, and this willing or craving.

The desire is most intense, very deep. By desiring

you arc inviting the object of the desire. It comes-

and in your anxiety you do not vacate the door,

you keep the door blocked up, you do not make
room for it. You suffer, you suffer. You were
simply begging! and you did not find it. After

begging, asking, desiring, you will have to vacate

the door, you will have to leave that place and turn

in ;
turn in, and then will the friend come in,

step in, and you will find the friend by you. So it is.

Suppose you have a desire, will or wish, or

anything of that kind. You keep on desiring
;
the

object draws towards you, but- you will never have

it unless you rise above the desire, and enter within

you, as the man has to enter the car, and you

enter within you, to the real Self. Thus is the

object received or not received, according as we
vacate the position or keep it blocked up.

The air in this place is warmed by the sun

and rises : and the air from without rushes in to

fill the vacant place. If the air keeps its place,

the air from the outside cannot come and take

its place.
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Jusi so -long as. you keep the desires and the

little seifs and the willing and • wishing states the

objects of- desire do not rush towards you; Leave
those desires. .First' asks you may beg evens but

that is not enough. You have afterwards to rise

above begging and desirings you have to break away
from these desires and go beyond thems and then:

they are fulfilled.

There are people whose desiress says whose com-
mands or mandates are obeyed by the suns the

moous the elements. What is the secret of their

power and dignity ? What is the secret ? The se-

cret simply, is that those people's desires are not’

personal desiress and not selfish desires. Their desires
are just like the words of a king who stands above
all needss and marks who really wants nothings
who simply utters a sentence or speaks out any-
thing for pleasure's sake. If the thing ’

is done, all
right; if it is not done, then all right. He stands
above all desires. A king who has no desire asks
nothing of anybody, but the courtiers and the peo-
ple about him seek his pleasure. He has no desire
on his own part, but simply asks his friends to do
anything for him with the only motive of pleasino'
them and not pleasing himself. He is well pleased
and contented within himself.

It IS those who are. as it were, kings, princes,'
who stand above all desires, and those alone, whose
orders are obeyed by the earth, the snn, and all
the elements in this world. They are above desires

fulfilled. Yon have only .'to

deiires
fulfilment of
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The sun does everything in this world. But

how is everything being done by it ? How is it ?

Because the sun is simply, a saksliii simply a wit-

ness, and a witness in his glory, just like the king.

K a king or prince comes here, be will not have

to ask you lor anything, but everybody of his own
accord will make room for him, will give him a

seat, water, bread, or anything else, will offer him

money and other things, everybody of his own
accord. Just so the sun does all that you see. All

that you see you see through the sun.

If there were no sun, the air would become
*

chilled, ifnmoVable, and no sound could reach your

ears. In eonseqirence of the sun’s heat, you enjoy

the sense of taste. The sun’s heat produces vege-

tation. All that you smell is due to the sun. The
earth stays in its present form on account of the

sun. Everything is due to the sun, and still in

no law court was ever a complaint lodged against

the sun. The thief steals everything on account of

the sun, but never was a complaint filed against

the sun in a law court.

The -sun, the snkshi, the witness, the neutral

witness, the sun is a neutral witness in his glory,

and thus it is that the earth goes on turning,

turning and showing all her parts to the sun.

The planets go on turning round and round, show-

ing all their sides to the sun. Thus it is that

the very moment that the sun makes its appear-

ance, the waters go on flowing from the glaciers

;

also in the presence of the sun, the wind goes on
blowing, the grass goes on growing, etc. Therefore,

in the presence of the sun everything comes and
goes. Hoav is this? Because the sun is in the

36
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position oJ! a witness, a neutral witness; does not

become mixed iip, or travel with the things that

are being done through him, he remains a witness

in his glory.

Yedanta says, if you can be yourself .in that

state while moving about in the Avorld, that state

of the witness in his glory, that state of neutral

interest, taking no personal, selfish interest in the

world, taking only the interest of the sun, so to

say, shedding lustre and life, wherever you go, hav-

ing no personal interest,.keeping yourself in the true

glory of God-consciousness, of Godliness, “the same

am keeping yourself at the home of the truth, iii

the real self of self, looking at nothing from the

stand-point of the little selfish interested ego
; if

you do that, you will find yourself to be the same
Supreme Power whose commands all the powers in

this world must obey.

Let all the miseries, troubles, pleasures, all the

magnificence, riches, and all the poverty and
degradation of this world, fall upon you as softly,

and at the same time as perfectly as a bright land-
scape falls upon your eyes. As the landscape passes

before your vision, you see everything clearly but
softly. It does not burden you

; it is not weari-

some* to the eyes. .So live in this world, travel

around, pass through the streets of life, untouched,
the witness light seeing everything clearly but softly,

not overburdened, not bothered by anything.. If you
can do this, you are the sage whose behests the
powers of Nature obey. You are that sage.

.V desires, and they are fulfilled. They
giy, what about the Law of Karma? How is the
Law of Karma to be reconciled with determinism
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or the powers of nature that are working through

the whole world ? In other words* how is deteo-

minism or fatalism to be reconciled with free-will ?

A simple illustration will be given.

They say that desires within you are* as a

matter of fact* not really spontaneous desires* but

the desires within you are natural* and those desires

are simply shadows of the coming events ’ which
have to take place and come to pass in the regu-

lar course of nature
;

these cast their shadows'
before in your mind and they appear as desires.

There is a story about a lady who went to a‘

first class photographer to have her picture taken.

The operator put his camera in good order* using

a highly sensitized plate. When he examined the

negative* he found on the lady’s face indications of

small- pox. lie was astonished. What does this mean?
Her face is clean* but there are unmistakable signs

of that dreaded disease. After repeated attempts to

secure a picture of the lady without indications of

small-pox on the face* he gave up in disgust* and
asked 'the lady to call some other day when coii-‘

ditions were better* he would succeed in taking a

good photograph of her. The lady went home and
after a few hours she got small-pox. What was the
cause ? She afterwards recalled having received a

letter from her sister who was down with the

small-pox*' and she had wetted the envelope with
her lips and closed it with her fingers. When the
lady opened the letter, she became infected with
the disease, and in due time became ill. The camera
detected it by the refined materials used by the photo-

grapher* although the naked eye was deceived and
could notsee the’ small-pox already at work in the skin.
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Well, so are de&ires in fact the small-pox marks

seen in the camera which' have not made their

appearance on the face. Desires are in fact a guaran-

tee of their fulfilment. Desires are simply the

index of the events which are sure to come to pass.

From one stand-point all these things that fall

to our lot, are determind hy our surroundings, by

the circumstances and by the influences from with-

out. From another stand-point all desires within

usually appear to us as belonging to free-will, they,

must find fulfilment. We say that we are free and

our free-will is sure to have its way. Thus are

free-will and determinism reconciled. The desires

are in fact already fulfilled. But how and why
this suffering ? Why this price which we have to

pay for their fulfilment ? This also is necessary.

This will be explained by an illustration.

There was a man, writing a letter to a friend

whom he was pining for and longing to ee. He
had been separated from his friend for a long time.

The letter he was writing was a long, long letter

and he Avrote page after page.
. So intent was he

on his ivriting that he did not stop or look up
for a second. About three quarters ol* an hour he
spent on the letter, not raising his head during the
Avhole time. When the letter AA'as finished and
signed, he raised his head, and lo ! his beloved
friend stood before him. He jumped to his feet,

and going to his friend embraced him, expressing
his love. Then he remonstrated, “Are you here
The friend answered : * T have been here for more
than half-an-hour.” Then the man said ; «If you
have been here so long why did you not tell me
The friend- said, “You AA'ere too busy, I did not
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like to interfere with your work/’ So it iS] so it is.

Your desires are like writing the letter. You
are craving, willing and wishing, hungering, thirsting,

worrying, all this is writing the letter, and you go

on writing. He whom you are addressing the letter,

the objects that you arc desiring, are according to

the secret Law of Karma, already before you. But
why do you not feel them, find them before you ?

Because you are desiring, you are writing the letter.

That is the reason. The very moment you cease

desiring, you give uj) writing the letter, you will

find all the desired objects before you. This is why
it becomes absolutely necessary to pay the price.

There are hundreds of stories illustrating this

subject in the Hindu Scriptures. There is an Indian
story about the prime minister of a king who
underwent all the ascetic practices which are neces-

sary to see the goddess of Portune in flesh and blood

and before him. *\^"ell, he practised all; those man-

tvaniSi incantations, and charms. A million time he

repeated sacred itrmintma that were calculated to

make him realise the presence of goddess Lakshrai. She

did not appear. Three million times he underwent all

the ascetic practices, still the goddess was not visible.

He lost all faith in these things and renounced

everything in the world, took up snnuj/asn and became

a monk. The very moment that he embraced

'tnunjfxxn {'monk life) and left the palace, and retired

into the forests, he found the goddess before him.

He cried, ‘ Clo away, goddess, why are you here now?

I want you no more. I am a monk. What has a

monk (o do with luxury, with riches, with wealth

and worldly eii jojnnents ? When I wanted you, you

came not
;
now that I do not desire you, you come
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before me.'' 'i'he goddess replied, “You yourself

stood in the way. So long as you were desiring,

you were asserting duality, you were making a beggar

of yourself and that kind of being can have nothing.

The moment you rise above desires and spurn them,*

you are a god, and to gods belongs the glory.”

That is the Secret.

Om.
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TH7i) SPIRITUAL POWER THAT WIKS.

Locinre delivevpfl in the Golden Gate Ilalji

Febrnm'i/ Cn J90S .

Quealion—How can wo learn to seo ourselves as

others see us ?

Answer—If 3x11 learn to see yourself as others

see jxu, it will do you no good. Others see us
as that which we are not

;
they see us not as we

really are. If people looked upon you as God, if

they could see the Godhood within you, if they
could seo you as Divinity, then you would he truly

understood. Relatives, brothers, father, mother,

friends, all din into your ears that you are what
you are not. Somebody calls you son, others bro-

ther, friend, enemy, etc. ; all these limit you. One
man calls you a good man, he limits you ; another
calls you a bad man, he limits you

; another flat-

ters you or puffs you up, he also limits 5x11; an-

other degrades you, denounces you, that also places
manacles upon you, limits and binds you. Happy
is the man who stands up in opposition to each
and all, and asserts his Divinity, his Godhood. The
man who realizes his true Atman, his true Self,

the man who can stand aright and assert his

Divinity before the whole world and before all other

worlds around him, and recognize his oneness with
Divinity, is in a position to defy all these worlds.

The every moment you are ready to stand up' for

your Divinity, that very moment the whole world

is bound to regard you as God;, ,the whole universe



must regard you as God.

^?jp.s/?on— Please tell us the meaning of Raja

Yof/a.

.h)s?m—Raja Yoga means the royal method or

royal road to Concentration. That is the literal mean-

ing. Raja means royal ; and Yoga means road.

Qiie&iion—Give us the best methods or give us
a method such as all may adopt to spread the
Vedantic Philosophy.

Ansiver—lUhe very best method of spreading the
Vedantic Philosophy is to live it, there is no other
royal road.

People always want to get something material,
something gross, something that they can lay their
hands on. They want to lay their hands on or get
hold of gross material matters, and are continually
foiled, and yet they don’t .want to give up that
materiality

; they want something in the form of
hard cash, they don't want to give up form and
figure.

0 dear brother, these so-called hard cash forms
these material facts are nothing but illusions of the
senses, nothing else. He who relies on so-called
facts and figures will never succeed. Helying upon
forms and limitations will never bring success

; that
IS not the secret of success. The secret of success
is to rely on the subtle principle—Truth. Get hold
of that, realize that, fed thaU live that, and these
names, these facts and forms and figures will seek

It was illustrated by two men who were bein»

oan"ht how'of

"

hold Ofaid Z T “Tlean. The one who caught hold
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of the l)ig log was drowned, while the one who
caught hold of the fine thread was saved. Simi-

larly, people who depend, upon hig supports, people

who depend upon hig names and property, will be

foiled in the long run. Depend upon the fine thread

of Trulh, the fine thread of Deality. If you feel

your Diriuity, if you realize your Divinity, it mat-

ters not Avhere you live, in the deep forests or in

the crowded streets, that realizing of Truth will

convert everything, will change the whole world.

Here is a table. Suppose you want to move
it. If you exert a force at any corner, if you take

hold of the table at any corner, or at any one of

the sides, you can move the table, the table is

gone. The whole world is like a great rigid body,

and your body is like one corner, or one point of

this table. If you catch hold of this single point,

if you lift it, if you elevate it, if you call it Gfod,

if you call it Divinity, if this single point be

merged, as it were, in Divinity, if this single point

be raised with this force, the whole world will be

drawn, the whole world will be moved, because the

whole world is like a rigid, solid body as the table.

Give your personality a lift and you lift the whole

world. It is a great blunder, a grand mistake to

believe in organizations or big bodies in great

Churches and l^^issions. It is a grand blunder, it brings

nothing but failure, and it will be seen by the

world sooner or later. Similarly, people who depend
upon one body only, and not upon organizationvS

and societies, they are the people who cliange^ the

whole world. People who belong to association*:

and societies, raise dollars, build houses, buy cloth-

ing, but such conquests is not spiritual growth.

37



Jackals in the woods always form great con-

gregations* large associations. They always meet in

large numbers* they ^tand and sit together and

also howl together, grand assemblies are they and
lotsr of noise they makd. Similarly, sheep depend
upon their flocks, they congregate and form asso-

ciations, but are jackals or sheep able to stand up
and face the .enemy ? No, no. Bid you ever hear
of lions living in numbers, did you ever learn of

lions travelling in numbers, did you even hear of

their forming associations or congregations ?

Eagles’ are the kings of the forests. Bo they
form associations ? 0 no. It is the tiny, the small
bird's 'that fly together. Eagles and lions live alone
but an eagle can put to flight all your congrega-
tions of small birds.

Elephants form congregations. They travel in
large numbers, it is because of their sociable nature;
they are gregarious amimals, huge animals in size,
but a single lion comes along and repulses and
scatters a whole congregation of elephants. Bepend
not on associations or congregations, it is the busi-
ness^ of each and all to be strong within himself.
Similarly, the best way to spread Vedanta is to
live Vedanta, whether it be in the midst of others
or alone. Live H, the air is lonnd to Ud-e it np
the sun, the moon, the stars, the skies, all arc hound
to take it up and it must spread*

Bid Christ form a congregation ? No, no. The
poor fellow lived alone. Bid Sankaracharya forni k
congregation ? No, the poor’ fellow lived alone.
Each fellow must live alone, must stand alone, each
one must feel and realize the Bivinity within. The
very moment you feel it, the very moment you
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realize and live it, that very moment it will gush

forth out of you like the light going out of the

sun. .

llemember, mind ye, all these attempts to bring

about reform, all these attempts to reform mankind,

which are based upon or which depend upon money
or outside help, or which seek something from
others, all these attempts which beg, all result in

failure. This is the law. Depend only upon the

Supreme, Infinite Reality within, and when aid from
outside seeks you, alright, you may condescend to

accept it. It should be a condescension on your

part, if they are Avilling to become recruits, willing

to become • disciples.
. Depend upon it, the very

moment you depend upon them, that very moment
they Avill leave you, they will forsake you, this is

the. law. Never depend upon outside aid, depend
only on yourself, upon

,
the spirit within,' that is

necessary, nothing else. These big forms taken up

by people, all these long-tailed titles, all are failures ;

they miss the mark
;
they do not release

.
any body,

they do not free any body, they do not make any
body independent, they bring about suffering and

trouble.
I

Tale a carcass. We can vivify it by elec-

tricity, M*e can make it move its lips, we can make
it lift its arms, we can make it bend this way
and that way, but O ! that is not Life. Similarly,

all the aid which comes from without, all the power

that I gain from riches, from wealth, from clothes,

all these flattery that is bestowed upon one by the

newspapers, all the praise which I gain from the

Press, all the attention I gain from disciples

and devotees, all this aid is simply the aid of
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electricity to make the carcass move ;• it brings no

lifCi it removes no suffering, it makes one not free*

and independent. Life comes not at the beat of

trumpets, life grows from the seed, from ivithiu and
not from n'ifhoui. Here is a living seed.- the small'

embryo; life is there, it will grow from within, it

will take a little time, but it will be real life and
no sham.

We can produce instantaneous effects and most
astonishing results through electricity by making a
caircass move, by making a carcass lift up its

head, or lift up its hand etc., but life is not there.
Life is what we want. Similarly, Rama says let

the' Seeds be sown, let the Truth be dinned and
instilled into your ears, the seed once sown we need
not bother much about it. Similarly, to spread
Vedanta, 16 preach Vedanta, you must realize the'

Truth yourself, the seeds will be sown
; never mind'

abodt its further growth
; it will continue to grow

without your bothering about it.

There was once a sage who had a very devot-
ed 'folloAver, a very devoted disciple, who used to
visit him every day. It happened once that the
sage went away for a time, and w'hen he returned
to that place, his former devoted disciple never
visited him. Other people came and remarked the
continued absence of the disciple, and lodged a com-
plaint against the former disciple who used fo keep*

and said,
“ ly find fault, why utter any complaint against
him; what need is there of his coming to me •

why should he attach himself to this body ? I aninot this personality, I am not this body. If he
legal me as this body, if he regard me as this
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persoiialityj he himself .'will he crticifiecl... Let him

alone' see this Beal Self, Lhat I am.ithis Truth, this

I)ivillit3^ Supreme Power that I am. Let him be

faithful to mj^ teaching and he "will be free, he

will be blissful.'' Again the sage said, ‘-When

a mare has once conceived, she need not again

visit the horse
;
the seed is sown and in due time

she will bring forth a colt.” Similarly he said,

‘‘Seeds are being sown and I bother not about

results, the seed will produce results."

Similarly it is nothing to llama Avhether you

continue holding meetings or. not, it is nothing to

llama whether you remember the name of Bama
or crush it under your feet, .it is nothing to Bama
whether you flatter or curse, or denounce this body,

all the time the seed is being sown, let it. produce

results. Again why should we bother about .the

world or whatever there is in it ? Tha moment
4

we stand up as I'eformers of the ivorld, tve become r

deformers of th'e world. Physician, heal thyself.

According to Vedanta, the whole world is noth-

ing else but God, the whole world is Perfect, the

whole world is Divinity, is .my own Self, the whole

world is one. If that is the case, if I take up a

method of reform, if I see that you are down-

trodden, if I see that you are miserable and wretch-

ed through petty desires, that very moment I am
deforming you, because I look upon you as some-

thing difl'erent from myself. So Vedanta says, “O
Poeformers, who take up this role, you look upon

the world as sinners, you look upon the world as

deformed and abuse them." Why should the world

be . so poor as to ask help of you ? Ghrist came
and did all he could to ' raise, to enlighten the
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peoples but the world was not reformed. Krishna

came and did what he could. Buddha came> all

the many philos9phers came, but there is still the

same pain, suffering and trouble, the world we find

the same. Are people any happier to-day ? Have
your railway cars, your telegraphs, your telephones,
your great ships, all your great scientific produc-
tions made people happier ? It is just like a frac-

tion whose numerator and denominator have both
been increased, the fraction seems different, it seems
to be increased, but it is in reality the same frac-

tion increased projlortionately. If .your income or
possessions have increased, your desires have also
increased. It is like the tail of a dog

; if you hold
it out straight, it is straight

; but the moment you
let it go, it curls up as it was before. So those
people who stand up or start with a desire of
reforming, those who make noise in this way in the
universe, are self-deluded. Young men, remember,
3 ou make a great mistake’^ by starting something
in, the world. Throw not your centre of gravity
outside yurself. Fee/, fee! your real Godhood, and
the moment you are filled with Divinity, that very
moment spontaneously, permanently, Avill flow life,
energy, and power. That is the way to spread
the Truth.

if

Archimedes used to ?say, “I can move the M'orld
I can get a fixed point,” but the poor fellow

never found the fixed point. The fixed point is
you

: get hold of it, feel it, feel it, realize

Loid of lords, the Arbiter of all justice, the Source

afe the^in “a* youKing of the whole world
: you are that, and
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this reiilizatiou ot youv true self* ^Yill of itself con-

quer the whole world, will give the world life, will

set it agoing.

The Run does all his work according to or on

the principles of Vedanta. ITo is the origin, the

.source of life and energy of the whole world. The

Sun is a Yedaiitin and acts upon the advice given

you hy llama. MMie Sun does that. Ho gives all

life, all energy to the world, hut he does it imper-

sonally. There is no egoism in him, there is no

selfish nature in him, no little self-aggrandisement in

him: he fills himself with energy, he is all force,

all energy, ;ill light and activity. So when you get

up and the Sun comes, tloes lie make any special

announcement of his coming, does he write a book

or a pamphlet about it, does he make any noise about

it ? 0 no, but you see all this Barth, this world of

yours is vivified, this Earth of yours is brought into

life, 0 how slowly, how gradually, how slowly but

surely. Mature wakes up ; rivers wake up
;
you know

at night they are frozen, but the Sun comes up, warms
them, gives them life, and they flow. Hoses and
flowers on the banks of the lakes and streams are

blown up by the warm, loving rays of the Sun.

Again, the lotuses of the eyes of men are blown
up, or in other words men also wake up and are

filled with life and activity ; the air is set in motion,
I

the air is full of life and action, because the sun

has life and action, and through him flow light and
activity to the whole world. He thinks not of taking

any credit to himself for vivifying the world, for

waking you up, for making the birds sing, for making
the flowers liloom. Everything comes to pass througli

him, because ho depends upon himself, because he
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lives that life Tvithiii him. This is the principle—Live

that life within you, live that Atman within you,

feel that you are the Light of lights, the ]jord of

lords, the Arbiter of all justice, vigour, and beauty,

and that all existence is due to you
;

feel that, feel

thatl Try these spiritual ex2)eriments and then see !

What do they do to kee}) a little son, a little

child happy, cheerful ? All these silly mothers and
silly fathers, all become the disciples of the child.

The child^s lessons are learned by each and all. How
are they disciples ? They begin to talk like children,

they begin to dance like children, they begin to

make faces with the child : the child begins to ride

their shoulders
; this little tyrant ! The child lives

his innocence, the child is free, he is not afraid of

anybody. Those pouting, little lips are more im-

perative, more impressive, more persuasive, than any
of your Demosthenes or Burkes. His will must be
done. This little tyrant whose 2)hysique is so frail,

whose hands and limbs are so tiny, has faith in
himself, his Will must be done. He is strong in
his weakness. Pilled with Paith in himself he does
not compromise himself. Parents often sell iJropertj*',

everything is sacrificed for the good of the child, or
that little tyrant, and woe to the man who does
not obey his commands ! The secret power in the
child is 1 edanta. To him the world is no world,
to him this prudence is nothing, to him there is
nothing but happiness supreme, and all power

; all
power is within the innocent, sweet little child. This
is the secret of success of the child.

Similarly, live Vedanta, feel, realize that vou are
the Lord Almighty, the Ruler of the universe, the
Lord of lords, the God of gods, the Governor and
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Controller of all the bodies in the world
;
feeh feel that

«/ (tm the lleality” and feel itj live it, and you
will get disciples, disciples enough. Children without

advertising, without carrying favour with any great

man, without soliciting favours from the Press, get

disciples
;
any one who looks at a child is a disciple.

Is it not a fact ?

Live Vedanta and you will get people enough
to listen to you. IVhen the moon rises, there is

no lack of people who come forth to enjoy its

beauty. In East India, on new moon day, all come
out of the houses and look at the moon, and worship

the Divinity within. That is called cZu%a which means
“Happy Day.^' On that day people eat good

food, and visit relatives and friends, and make merry.

Let the moon rise in your hearts and do not

bother about the modus opcrandi> the ways and means
will seek you, iheif must sevk you. When a rose

blooms, there is no scarcity of bees. Where there

is honey, ants must seek it.

Similarly, care only to produce honey within
your hearts, bring forth the full grown roses of

knowledge within you, then all will come, you will

need nothing, you will want nothing. If there is

anything you want, it is Divinity, realization within.

When you fall back, everything will leave you. When
you have a firm hold of the divinity within, when
you have learnt that, when you live it then the
whole world is like a dog, it wants to lick your
feet. Do not hunt after it, the secret of all power
is within you and nowhere else.

There are the Shasta Springs here in California.
It is said the water there is very hue. Every body
wants to go there. Shasta Springs ought not to

3S
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1)0 anxiouR about visitors, they ought not to have

to issue any proclamations, they need not send any

advertisements to people. People must and Avill seek

them out.

Similarly, the moment the pure, fresh springs

of the Knowledge of Life and Purity and Love
gush forth from your heart, that very moment you
are possessed of those Shasta Springs, as it were

;

visitors and people Avill seek ‘ you out. This is the

unalterable, immutable law. The one thine/ needful

is to get those springs within you, it matters not

whether you remain in one place or go about from
place to iDlace. If you remain in one i)lace, people
will come to you

;
if you travel from place to place,

people will seek you, when there is real Truth and
Spirituality. Nothing is dependent on outside behavi-
our, the whole effort in getting those springs there
consists in letting Divinity flow fresh and free
within you.

It is said of Kant that he did not know when
he was born, but people know of him all over the
world. The secret of success does not lie in keeping
in one place. Get spiritual force uMhin you, and
you can recline on a sofa, and woe unto the world
when it does not come to receive Truth from you.

When a magistrate comes and takes his seat in
the court, all the plaintifls, lawyers, all the defendants
and witnesses come of their own accord, the magis-
trate need not trouble about sending for them, he
need not bother about arranging the chairs in the
court-room, he need not bother- about the arranging
of the tapestry of the court-room, he need not bothe?about sending invitations to defendants, plaintiffs,
or witnesses

;
all things will be looked after by others.
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llama says, got hold of this kingdom of Heaven,

got hold of this Divine jMajcsty Avithinyou. 0 Supreme

Divinity ! O Divine jM'ajesty ! 0 man ! walk in

your dignity a king that you are,, walk in your

Divine iRfajOvSty, pass on in your Divinity a god

that you are. Bother not about your business affairs,

about your dress, about your railway passage, about

your property, about your house, bother not about

all these things, that is the business of the outside

world, that is the business of the powers that be.

Come up, realize your Divinit3^ your Godhood, realize

yourself to be the Sun of suns, the Moon, the

Stars, and angels will administer to your needs, they

must. This is the Law. This is the Truth, and

A^edanta iweaches this, as the secret of success. The
moment you are in Divinity; the moment you realize

your true self, the moment you feel your true self,

that moment will your power be great, that very

moment will the world seek you, that very moment
Avill the world solicit your favour.

Look here, it is the great mistake of the world

for pcoiJle to think that success can be achieved by
rules and artificial laws, that success depends upon
the dollars almighty, upoinaids, help, money, relatives,

servants, friends. O, tin’s is hoAv they work their ruin.

Attempts in this direction are the same as the

attemiits to make the nightingale sing artiiicially.

Take the dove. Let it perch on the top of the

loftiest cypress tree on the Himalayas, the dove will

be insi)ired of itself, and sweet sounds will come
forth. The nightingale on those delectable heights

of the Himalayas, perched on the roses, sends forth

its delicious melody
; full shrill notes come forth.

Similarly, llama says when you get perched on those
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delectable mountains of Realizatioiij "when you are

settled, when you are firmly rooted in your Divinity,

your actions, your sublime life, your pure conduct,

your noble deeds must sprout forth, must of them-

selves ooze forth, gush out, sprout forth, that is

the way.

Reformers want to bring out great men, grand

men, by laying down laws and rules, and they want

to dictate to them, and make themselves the examiners

of other people. It is unnatural, it will not do.

People say, 0, but we want practice. Rama says,

“Drother, where is practice to come from ? ” Look

here, this practice by outside acts, is like the artificial

singing of the nightingale. The sweet songs of the

nightingale we could not bring out by taking hold

of the throat of the nightingale, and saying, “Oome
down to me, nightingale, and sing." The moment
the nightingale or dove is free, that moment the

nightingale sings and the dove coos. So the moment
you are in your centre, the moment you are in

Divinity, the moment you are rooted in Godhood,

the moment you reach those heights of Realization
;

through you noble pratices, heroic deeds, will gush
forth in the same way a-s does the cooing of the

dove, and the sweet songs of the nightingale when
sealed in the right place

;
this is the right way.

Here ‘is, suppose, a piece of iron, and we want
this small piece of iron to become a magnet and
draw other pieces of iron to it. How can we do
that ? By magnetizing that small piece of iron. This
is the real way, that this small piece of iron may
be made to attract other small pieces of iron and
hold them. Now this small piece of iron cannot
hold'another small piece of iron to itself, but in
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order to do that we must convert the first^small

piece of iron into a magnet. Nowj we suppose here

is a magnet. Let us attach this first piece to the

maguetj and the first piece of iron becomes a magnet
alsoj and can attract and hold the second piece of

iron. Now this first piece of iron has been converted

into a magnetj but detach this first piece of iron

from the true magnet and its power is gone, it cannot

hold the second piece of iron, itemember while the

first piece of iron is attached to or connected with

the true magnetj it is also a magnet> it is possessed

of all Ihe properties of a magnet and can hold any
piece of iron to itself. The very moment we break

the connection of this tirst piece of iron with the

original magnet, its power is gone, it is unable to

hold the other pieces of iron.

Similarly, here is one body. Suppose we call it

Christ. He was a very good, pure man. What is he?

During the first thirty years of his life, he was

like this small piece of iron, nobody knew him : he

was the son of a carpenter, he was a very poor

boy. the child of an unknown mother, he was looked

down upon. Now, this piece of iron got itself

connected with the true Self, the Spirit, that is

the magnet, the source of attraction, the centre of

all life and power
;
he got connected with Divinity,

with Truth, with Realization, Power, and what became
of it

;
that piece of iron was also magnetized, he

becaine a magnet, and people were attracted to him

;

disciples and many people were drawn to him , they

naturally began to bow down before him. There

came a time towards the end of his life when the

very moment the body of Christ, called the piece

of iro n, was detached from the magnet, what happened



to the spirit ? All the pieces of iron which Avere

attached, to it fell off ;
all his disciples' left him ;

the same j)eople' of Jerusalem aaMio loved and AA^or-

shipiAed him heforej all those AAdio had received him

royally heforej those aa'Iio had decorated the city in

his honour, all left him ;
his poAver aa-^us gone, just

as the poAver of the magnet being taken aAvay from

the piece of iron, its poAA^er is gone, it is no longer

IDossessed of the properties of a magnet. When
his disciples left him, Avhen those eleven left him,

so much did the people turn from him that they

AA’-anted to Avreak vengeance upon him, that they

AA'anted to crucify him, and that AA’^as the time AAdien

Christ said, “0 leather, Avhy hast Thou forsaken

me.’' This sIioaa's that the connection AA'as broken.

See Avhat the life of Christ teaches you. It.tfiachB&y.o.u

that all the p_o AA’^er, the_ virtue of 0hn^t2_ lay j n .his

connection Avith or attachment to the„true, Sjpiri^or

M^net._When the solid body of Christ AA^as attached

to the true spirit or Magnet, the body of Christ

,

AA'^as a magnet also, but Avhen the body of Christ*

Avas detached from the true Spirit or Magnet, then

his jAOAver Avas gone, his disciples and folloAA'ers left

him. Noav Christ regained this union Avith the .Spirit

before his death. You knoAv Christ did not die

Avhen he Avas crucified. This is a fact Avhich may
be proved. He AA'as in a state called srimarUii, a

slate AA'here all life functions stop, AA'here the pulse

beats not, Avhere the blood apparently leaves the

veins, Avhere all signs of life are no more, Avhen

the body is as it Avere crucified. Christ threAv himself

into that state for three days and like a yocfi came
to life again, and made his escape and came back
to live in Kashmir. Kama had been there and
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found many signs of Ghirst having lived there.

Up to that time there was no Christian sect in

Kashmir, there arc many places called by his name,

places where Christians never came, cities called by
the same names as many of the cities of Jerusalem

through which Christ passed. There is standing a

grave thfire of 2QQ0 years. It is held very^acred

and called the grave of Esah which _i3_^.the-.namo-of

Christ in Hindustani language, and Es^h means.prince;

so there_are many_ ye^o^^ to prove that he_came.

to ,Indi{i, ,tho same India.where.be learned Jiis

teachings.
,

Again, the peo23le in India have a kind of magic

ointment which is called the Christ ointment, and

the story which the people who prepare this ointment

tell is that this ointment Christ used to heal his

wounds after he came to life
; and that ointment

really heals all sorts of wounds inii3,i3ja]i2jisly.

There is plenty of evidence to show that he

went back there
;
but llama will not detail it here,

llama is telling you that when Christ got his body

attached to the Magnet, to the llivinity, the whole

world was drawn to him. How was that connection

severed? There were several causes, outside influences,

mixing too much with the people, remaining away
too long from these spiritual heights

;
by these

things we fall away from that power. You know
Chirst had to leave the multitude and retire to the

mountains
;
and to one of his disciples he said,

‘I feel the power has been taken away from me,

who has touched me ?” This is how living too

long with people, living below those heights of spiri-

tuality too long, this connection was severed. It is

quite human, quite natural. Even the faults of Christ
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do you good, tlio life of everybody does us good

if we read ifc aright
;
the right reading of any body^s

life can do you as much good as that of the life

of Christ. Rama says the moment you severe your-

self from the Si^irit, that moment you arc nothing.

Keep yourself within Divinity, Iceep yourself one

with Divinity, descend not from those heights, realize

the Truth, and you are the magnet just as the

piece of iron is the magnet. Your body becomes
alive just as in the case of the small child, his flesh

is alive, all his tears, his liquid grief so to speak, is real.

Similarly, if you are one with Divinity, you are

sacred, you are a piece of iron magnetized, and you
become a magnet by remaining in touch with the
magnet. This leads us on to another aspect of the

same question. We have pointed out the real source,

the real cause, the real secret of power, but people
mistake it to be something else. Just as in the
child the real power comes from the realizing of

the true Atman, the true Self, but people attach all

importance to his body, and instead of developing
this true source of power in the life of the child,

people make the life of the child down-trodden.
Read the life of Christ and just as Christ did,

do yourself
; depend not upon the body of Christ,

but depend on the Spirit of Christ, ujjon the Spirit
within you. That is the true way to become Christ.

Vedanta is not confined to India ; it is for the
Christians as well as for the Hindus. In the light
of Vedanta, how is the saving of man in the name
of Christ effected, how is this problem solved ? This
may be illustrated by a story. There was once a
mother, not a good sensible mother, u'ho made her
child believe that the room adjoining the parlour



was haunted by a ghost, terrible monster, sbmOthing

hideous. The child became, very much terrified and

was afraid to step into that room. One evening the

father returned from his oflice and asked the boy

to go into the adjoining room and bring him
something that lie wanted at that time. The child

was afraid, he did not dare to enter the dark room,

and he ran to his father and said, “0 papa, I won’t

go into that room, for there is a terrible big monster,

a ghost, and 1 am afraid.” The father did not

like it, and said, “No, no, dear boy, there is no

ghost, no monster there ; there is nothing to hurt

you in that room, so please go and bring me what

I ask ;

” but the child would not budge. The father

was very wise and so he thought of a remedy, a
cure for this disease, this superstition n hich the child

had contracted. The father called the servant to him
and whispered something into his ears. The servant

left the room where the father was, and by a back

door entered the adjoining room, the supposed
haunted room. He took one of the pillows, and
over one corner of it he placed a black cloth and
projected one of the corners of the pillow, which was
covered with the black cloth, through a hole in one

of the windows of the room
;

he stuffed it out,

and fixed it so that it looked hideous. The atten-

tion of the child was drawn to that and the child

looked and saw something strange and terrible-looking.

The father said, “That looks like an ear, (pointing to

one corner of the pillow which was sticking but) and

the imagination of the child which was very active, at

once made out that it was the ear of the supposed

ghost, and cried, “0 papa, that is the oar of the

monster, did I not tell you that this house is haunted

39
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now we know* it is true."' The father said» “Dear
hoy» you are right, hut he hrave and strong

;
get

hold of this stick and we will destroy the ghost/’

You know', hoys are very heroic, they can dare
•anything, they have great courage, and so getting

his father’s beautiful cane, the hoy struck a hard
blow, a noise was heard and there was heard a tiny

cry, and the servant in the dark room then drew
the supposed ear of the monster hack into the room.
That pleased the hoy and with courage he cried that
he was getting the better of the monster. The father

^§c5§d.him .up,, puffed him jyn praised him jind
^id, “O my dear hoy, you are so hrave, you are
a hero.’’ But while talking to the child there
appeared the two ears of the monster in the crack
or opening between the doors of the room. The
child was urged on, and he ran toward the monster
and dealt blow after blow upon the head of the
supposed monster. He heat it and heat it repeatedly,
and cries were heard from within and the father
said, “Hear, child, the monster is crying in anguish,
you have conquered, you have conquered.” The
child' went on healing the supposed monster, and
the father pulled out that pillou*. The father cried,
“O hrave hoy, you have beaten the monster into a
pillow, you have converted him into a pillow.’’ The
child was satisfied that this was a fact

;
the monster,

the ghost, the superstition was gone, and the child
became brave, and jumped and danced with joy and
went about singing and then he went into the room
and brought what the father wanted, hut u'ould
any sane fa^er advise a similar remedy for grownup hoys? O no. That remedy is very good forsmall boys, but not otherwise. Por that small child
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this method' did some good* it served itfe purpose.*

hut groAAm up children need no such remedy as that.

In every small child we can drive out any haunting
fancies or' dreamsj if there he time enough to devote
to them. Now just mark. Vedanta .says as in this

case of the haunted room*' the real ghost was not
driven out hy the beating of the pillow hy the child;

the real cause of the driving out of the monster
was not, the heating of the pillow* itwas the evolution
of the I’aith in the child that there was no

'

ghost
in the room. The child was made to believe there
was no ghost* and there was no ghost

;
the ghost

had come into the room through the imagination of
the child. The ghost was in reality never there* it

was this false imagination which put the ghost in

the room* and this false imagination it was that

must he cured. Grown up people's imagination can he
cured differently. People believe first that we are lost*

that we are naturally sinners* that we are on the brink
of a dreadful hell which awaits us* that there is a
whole lot of sins weighing us down ; through the
crime of Adam came our sinful nature* that hy nature
Ave are sinful, Avorldly* that Ave are poor* crawling,

Aveak creatures
! (You will please excuse Rama for

speaking plainly.) One part of the Bible makes
people believe in their sinful nature. The Old Testa-
ment drove into the souls of the poor Christians
in ^this Avorld, it drove into the lighted rooms of
your hearts, it drove into the minds* the cellar of

your immutable r^Self * the Ghost of the Pall* the
sinful nature* the -ghost of the menial* doAvn-trodden,
poor self. These ideas were forced into the hearts
of the people, the idea that they are nothing in the
world, but' poor creatures, poor worms, and nothing



elsej verily nothing els6j poor» weak creatures at the

mercy :of wind arid storm> powerless in this world.

l?irst was the ghost of superstition driven into the

souls of the world. Then came the New Testament,

liaina speaks not from a biased stand-point. In the

New Testament the father strove to undo the silly

superstition worked into the people by the mothei’j

the Old Testament. Tn the New Testament the

father, St.' Paul, came and did his best to drive out

this ghost from the hearts of the world, and tried

his best to rid them of this ghost, and to free them-

selves. What plan did he adopt ? llama says, Paul

did not do that, but Divinity through the body of

S't. Paul did that, and told the people how it was

to be done. It was told that these sins, this gross

sinful nature, this grovelling in the mind, this groping

in the dark, this sin, this ghost of a sin and perdition

may be driven out by a certain process, regarded by

him as baptism
; by becoming Christians, by joining

the Church, by attending services, by asking grace

over roasted pigs, by feeding and supporting high

priests, by putting on the livery of Christ, by doing

all these things you are saved and your name is

written in the book of life. Do this process, the

beating of the pillow as it were, perform these

•ceremonies, do these works, take the name of Christ,

Sing in the Church, hold services, pay priests, feed
them fat and by that method you are saved. Rama
says, if people having performed those .services,

acquire a living faith, if they acquire a living con-
viction that they are saved, then they are realJy
saved. Rama says if the really true Christian after
performing these services in the name of the Church
'believes himself to be saved, he must bo .‘^aved, ju.‘'t
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as the child performed' the service of heating the

monster into a pillowj the room was no longer

haunted} the monsters the ghost was no longer there.

Similarlys if you are Christians and get firm

conviction that you are saved} as a matter of fact

you are saved, llama does not agree with the free

thinkers and agnostics who call the Christians' living

faith lost or gone
;
he does not agree with these

people in denouncing the Christian faith. If your
faith gives you courage of minds and makes you
firm in the belief that you are saved} then you are

saved
;
but at the same .time llama sayss the world

is no longer the childs the world is in the state of

a grown up boy. This kind of d^gma has saved

millions and millions of people up to this times but

it is now high time to drive the ghost out of your

roomss by trying to realize that your nature is not

sinful, that your room is not haunted by any ghosts

by realizing that you are no wretched crawling

worm, by realizing that your soul is not down-
trodden} is not low. Realize with Vedanta that you
have always been pures that you have alwavs been
imiuaculates have always been the All-in-alls realize

that you are the Holy of holiess the Lord of lordss

the God Supreme. Think thaU feel that, reulizs that,

live that. What is the use of touching your .;nose

by stretching the arm round the back of the head

when you can touch the nose from the front of the

face ? There is no use believing in salvation by

performing services.

•• Vedanta says if you bring your faith to believe

that' you have always been saved} you are the

saviour of the' universe. If you believe that you never

were the bodys that you never were in thraldoms
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if. you be as grown up boysj and not as si]ly

children, if you realize with Vedanta that you -are

always saved, if you realize with Vedanta that you

are the saving energy, then you are the Saviour

of the whole world. Waste not your energies in

superfluous, meaningless a'ud extravagant ceremonies.

'Waste not your energies in the puerile ceremonies

of beating the pillow in order to save yourselves.

Be no longer children. Bealize yourselves to be

saved, and saved you are. Thus the saving element
in all Christianity is A’^edanta. Vedanta is the finer

process. If after all these ceremonies are over, you
become firm in the conviction of «I am saved,''

and nothing else, just remember it is Vedanta, per-

meating and pervading your Christianity which saves

you. Attach not undue irapoi'tance to outside names
and forms and ceremonies.

In the Crusades during which so much blood
was shed, war and struggle were brought on by the
Christians in Judea. In one .of the skirmishes, the
Christians were beaten and repulsed. One of the
fanatics in the Christian armies who wanted to win
fame for himself, gave out that he had a vision in
which an angel had revealed himself and told him
about a certain lance which had once touched the
body of Christ, and which -was buried under his
feet, and by finding this lance, the Christians would
be led to victory. The people took up the story
and passed it on until it spread to the entire
army, and all the people without giving any thoutrht
as to the truthfulness or falsity of the story, be4n
to dig and dig, but could not find the lance

; 'they
dug from early morn till late at night, but still no
lance was found. They became verymuch discouraged
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and were about to give up the search when all of

a sudden the same fellow began to cry out at .the

top of his voice that he had found the spot. All

went with him to the place where he said the lance

was to be found, and they found the lance. It was

old and rotten, it was eaten up by ants and worms,

and he said, “Here is a lance, corroded by the

earth, a lance which must have touched the body of

Christ;” and he held it up where everybody might

see it. The Christians jumped around it with joy,

their happiness knew no bounds. Being inspired

with the linding of the lance covered with earth, being

filled with energy and strength, all attacked the

/ enemies again and came out victorious. Afterwards

when the Christians came back to Europe, all believed

that it was the virtue of the lance which had brought

them victory, but after a while this same man who
had told the first story fell sick, and was at the

point of death. He confessed to the priest who came
to bless him, and told him that the lance story

was a fraud, lie said the lance in reality belonged

to his great-grandfather, who also was in the

army. The lance had been wrapped in rags and

kept in the house since his great-grandfather's death.

It had been used not only by his great-grandfather

but had been handed down to him from hi? ancestors.

Xow when the Christians were going to Jerusalem*

he said he took this lance with him, wrapped up
as it was, but on the field he found it worthless,

and when fleeing, the idea came that he might as

well be popular, he might as well win a name for

himself. So he gave out the story about the lance,

and when the jjeople were digging on the Opposite

side from him, he took the lance and threw it into
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the ditch) and' when they came there and began to

dig, they found it. Historians played the eaves-

dropper) divined the secret ' and made it out- that

no virtue belonged to the ‘lance> but the virtue lay in

the enthusiasm and perfect Faith of the people. They
gave out that the victory was not due to the lance,

but to the power toUhin the people; the people? they

said, manufactured spiritual force within them? and
that Living Faith of the people brought victory) and

not the lance. Similarly, Vedanta Christians

'0 MohammedanSi 0 VaislmavaSi O ye different sects

of the whole world, if you thinh you are being saved

through the name of Christ or Budha or Krishna
or any other saint, remember the real virtue does

not lie in the Christ, or the Budha, or the Krishna,

.or any body; the real virtue lies in pour oivn Selj

Distinguish between creed and faith. The story of

the lance was. the creed of the people and the living

power, the enthusiasm manifested -was what might
be called the faith of the people. It is Living Faith

which saves and not creed.

Vedanta says, if it is this living faith, this living
power, which: was the cause of the Christians being
victorious, why not take it up and apply that Living
Faith to my own beloved Atman, my own true
Self, why not apply it to the Atman, the true Self
within? Why apply living or dead faith in Christ*
Sudha, or ICrishna and others ? TThy not apply it

to the Atman within, to the God within ? I^^'liat an
easy process, what a natural application of the Living
Faith in ,

®

- This question is put to Rama most frenuently.
I£ such IS Vedanta, if this is the substance 6f
Vedanta, and if Vedanta had its origin in India,
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why is India so down-trodden ? The reason of India's

downfall is that the people do not live A^'edanta.

Americans live Vedanta more than the people of

India do, and they are prosperous. The world has

no right to attribute the downfall of India to Vedanta*

llama will prove that by telling a beautiful story.

In a village in East India, a boy became quite a

scholar. He had studied in the university, and while

living in the university town he got some of the

European ways. You know in India the people are

very conservative, and it is of very recent date that

English ways and customs have been introduced.

llama knows many people ^who have attended

English universities, but who never wear English

clothes, never speak the English language. The

parents would not tolerate such jinsolence before them.

Well, this student purchased a clock in the university

town, and during the three mouths' vacation he lived

where his grandmamma was, and he felt the need

of this clock, and so he took it with him to his

grandmother’s house. Kow the grandmamma was

naturally averse to this intrusion in the house. The
young man brought no English clothing with him,

but he felt that this clock was indispensable for him
in his stud3% lie dared not bring anj^ English

chairs or tables, for they were regarded as awful,

but he brought the clock at all hazards. The whole

familjMvas against it and especially the grandmamma.

'

She could not bear this intrusion, it was something
terrible. <‘0, ' said she, «It is all the time giving

forth tick, tick, such an odious sound
; break it up^

destroy' it, throw it out, it is a bad omen, it will

engender something awful, it will be the cause of

• some disasler.," She would not be. reconciled. The
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young man did his best to explain, but she would

not be pleased. The boy - kept the clock ^in his

study despite his grandmamma's reiTionstrances . It

happened that thieves broke into the house and some
jewellery and money were stolen, and the grand-

inamma got additional evidence in her favour, and
exclaimed, «Did I not tell you that this clock would
bring disaster ? Thieves came and stole our jewellery

and money, but the clock is not stolen. They knew
if they took the clock they would be mined. O, why
do you keep tins drdadful thing in the house ?

*'

The boy was very headstrong, and all her ravings

were of no'avail. The boy kept the clock in his

study, and not long after, the father of the boy
died, and then the grandmamma became fearful. She

cried, audacious boy, throw away this terrible

omen from the bouse.' How can you dare to keep
it longer The boy still kept the clock

; and
again after *a short time ' the mother of the boy
died, and then the grandmamma could not tolerate
the clock in the house any longer. Like so many
other people, she thought the clock to contain a worm,
fbr they had never seen anything run by machinery.
So she thought there must be a worm in the clock
to make it move, she could not conceive of its tickino-
and running of itself. She thought the clock to be
the cause of all the troubles in the family

; so she
caught hold of the clock and took it into her private
parlour and put a stone under it and by the aid
of another stone she broke the clock into pieces, she
wreaked vengeance on the'clock. Now, mark please I

you may laugh at the -state of the grandmammas
in India, but you are playing the part of thosegrandmammas in other respects. People put this and
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that togefclier and they iump at conclusions and say

that one thing is^ the j:jause of the other. Europeans

are especially prejudiced and jump at the conclusion

that Vedanta is tlie cause of all the downfall of

India. In the same manner do they jump at con-

clusions in their arguments in other matters in this

world-.

The rise of Europe and America is not due to

Christ's personality. The right cause is Vedanta

practised unconsciously. The downfall of India is

due to Vedanta being absent in practice.

Just here let Rama says a few words as to the

part the mother plays in raising the whole world;

All the great heroes of the world were sons of

great and noble mothers.

It is the mothers who can raise the whole world ;

it is the mothers who can make the country rise

or fall ; it is the mothers who can make the tide

of nature, ebb and flow. It is always the great

heroes who are the sous of great mothers. It these

truths are instilled into the child in its infancy, if

the realisation of the true Self is instilled into the

child in its infancy, it may grow to be a Krishna
or a Christ.

Mothers may spoil the nature of their children,

or raise and elevate it. This is the mothers* part.

You have heard of the Spartan mother having said

to her son who was about to go to the battlefield.

«Come either with the shield or upon the shield,

come not without it. Come to me either alive or

dead, but never come defeated,'*

There was a queen in India, who shut the gates

of the city against her husband when he returned

defeated. ' She sent this word to him, “Go away,



you traitor} you are not my husband} you have

allowed yourself to be defeated. I know you no

longer, go away# you are not my husband.”

Here is the story of an Indian queen who took

a vow' of seeing that air her children were perfect.

She took the vow of making all her'^^'children free

from transmigration. The one goal and object of

the mothers of India is to make their children free

from transmigration. A man of- realization is a free

soul} and is never born again. She also took the

voAv of makihg all her territorifes filled with ineu of

Realization} with God-men.

She dlso waiited to make all her subjects God-

men. This ^was one vow by one mother} 'and ishe

succeeded. Her sons were God-meii} they were

ICrishnasiBuddhasj philosophical meii)! men of renun-

ciation, and they ruled the whole community ; all her

subjects were made free. One woman did that
;
and

•what was her process? • She wsed. to sing to her

children while very -young# she used to sing to her

children while she nursed them at her bosoini she

used to instil into them w'ith her milk the milk of

Divine Wisdom. The milk of Vedanta she drilled

into them while she rocked the cradlej while she

sang her lullaby to them.

1
' • (

Sleep# baby# sleep.

No sobs# ho cries, ne'er weep.
Hest undisturbed, all fears fling,

To praise ' Thee all the angels sing.

Arbiter of riches# beauty, and gifts,

Thy innocent Atma governs and lifts.
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Soft rosesj silvery dew-drops «weet,

Hoiieyj fragrance, zephyrs, genial heat,

[Melodious warbling, notes so dear.

And all that pleases eye or ear.

Gomes from Thy heavenly, blissful homo

;

I’ure, pure Thou art, untainted Om.

Sleep, baby, sleep etc.

3

Jfo foes, no fear, no danger, none,

Can touch Thee, 0 Eternal One !

Sweet, lovely, tender, gentle, calm, •

Of sleep Thy Atman doth embalm.
Thyself doth raise the spangled’ dome
Of starry heavens, O darling Om !

Sleep, bady, sleep etc.

4

The sun and moon Thy playing balls.

The rainbow arch bedecks Thy halls,

The milky ways for Thee to walk.

The clouds, when meet, of Thee they talk ;

The spheres, Thy dolls, sing^ dance and roam,

They praise Thee Om, Om Tat Sat Om !

Sleep, biiby, sleep etc.
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111 lilies and violets,- lakes and brooks,'

How sweet Thy sleeping, beauty looks.

Let time and space, the blankets warm-

lloll of Thy face by sleeping arm. •

Look.half aska'nce as,baby lies,

Hear- naughty boy. witji. laughing eyes 1

Sleep, baby, sleep etc.

The shrill, sharp echoes of cuckoos

Are whistles,' rattles. Thou doth choose'.

The sparrows, winds,- and all the stars*

Are . beautiful toys: and baby’s cars.

The world is but Thy playful dream,

It is in Thee, tho’ outside seem.

' Sleep, baby, sleej) etc.

< ‘T

O' wakeful home of rest and sleep !

0 active source of wisdom deep !

0 peaceful spring of life and action !

O lovely cause of strife and faction !

To limiting darkness bi,d adieu.

.Adieu ! adieu ! adieu ! adieu !

Sleep, baby, sleep etc.



The beauteous objects, charming things,

Are flattering sounds of beating wings,

Of Thee, 0 Eagle blessed King,

Or fleeting shadows of Thy wing,

EeAvitching beauty half reveals,

And as a veil it half conceals

The weai’er of this veil, Sweet Om,
The real Self, Om, Tat -Sat Om.

* i

Sleep, baby sleep etc.

This gives a kind of idea of the lullaby which

the queen sang to sdven of her sons. When the

sons left home, they went abroTvif, filled witlrDivinity.

Through them’ was Vedanta* spread. The eighth

child was not trained exa^ly that way, because the

father did not wish this child to leave the throne
;

ho was not wanted to becoriie a perfectly free man.

So to this child the mother did not sing this lullaby,

but she had to carry out her vow in some wayj

that the child should not sniffer sorrow or be pained

in this life. As the eighth child was not to leave

tile royal throne, it was not brought up the same
way as the other seven. The eighth son was placed

in the care of a nurse, but when the mother was

about to die, this son w'as brought before her, and

she gave him this lullaby, which was written on

paper and wrapped in some rich, ccistly material and
covered with jewels she encircled it around his

arm, and asked him to keep the amulet most sacred,

she asked him to read the paper contained within,

she asked him to think it, feel* it, and it would make



him free* it would take away all sorroAv ; she told

him the amulet was not to he opened except in

case of emergency. The mother died and the father

diedj and the boy became king and ruled for many
years.

One day the elder brothers of the boy came to

the capital of their fatheis and sent a message to

the boy Alerk by name> and menaced him to leave

the thrones because they were the elder brothers
and they were the rightful heirs to the throne, and
he ought to leave, the throne in favour of the eldest

brother. When this Alerk was threatened by the au-
thority of the elder brothers, when he was threatened
by the precedence of his eldest brother, he trembled
with fear, he was terrified, and knew not what to
do

;
he wept at the fear of losing all his grandeur

and glory. On returning to his bed at night he
noticed this amulet around his arm, and the last

words of his mother flashed through his mind, and
he opened it and read the paper

; with tears in his
.eyes he read, «Thou art pure, thou art immutable,

j'thou art all knowledge, all power, thou art the
‘v
iatbiter of all power, thou art the giver and restorer
Uot all beauty, all joy in the world. Think not
I'yourself to. be -the body, depend not on worldly
'ithings, rise above it, meditate upon it, think it
‘.over, friend and enemy ye are 1 The son realized
it through and through, his anxiety and fear were
gone

; cheerfulness and joy were brought to him lie
sang it over and over again. What with the meanin-
and virtue of the song and the good wishes of the
mother, he was r^uscitated and became himself •

all fears and anxiely hTdlled, all sorrow was c^one •

he bade adieu to allworldly expectations, all worldl^
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so filled was he with purity, and power that it was

gushing out of him ; he forgot to go to bed, and

he dressed and went to the spot where his brothers

were, and cried, ‘sGome, come, come and release me
of this burden - this head-aching crown—here is the

burden, take it, release me from it, I know I am
all these bodies, desirous of sitting on the throne,

and ruling the kingdom ; and I am you, and you and

I are one, there is no difference.’’ When the brothers

marked this sacredness on his face, it filled them

with ;ioy, and they said that they came not to take

the throne, for they were the rulers of the whole

world
;
they simply wanted to give him his true

birthright contained within that body. They said,

<:0 brother, this is not you who are the dupe of

the senses ;
you, brother, you are not the king of

the earth only, but the king and ruler of the sun,

the stars, the worlds, and all the lohas that be. 0
brother, come, realize that you are the Infinite, the

Immutable Self, the Sun of suns, the Light of lights,’.’

The prince realized this truth, and he (Alerk) went
on ruling, but he looked upon the office of king as

an actor’s role in the theatre, imagining himself to

be playing that part. Well, this prince was sane,

and nothing could make him sorrowful. He ruled

as a mighty monarch and was a most successful

king of the world. .Success sought him.

Joy Eternal, Unbroken Peace is yours, nay, you,

are that. Realize your Centre and be there for ever

and ever.



THE HOD, OF MOSES.

{Lecture delivered on I'lmrsduy ajfernooih

March Of 190.1.)

There was a question put to llama after the

Lecture delivered in Odd Fellows’ HalL and the

reading from the Upanishads will answer the question.

The question was, “Why do you preach B>enuncia'

tion, and talk of giving up desires and casting aside

all worldly attachments Vedanta wants us to break
all connections with the whole world and suppress
our love for the whole world. Tt crushes out and
dries up all love for' huinanity in our hearts.

Upanishads—“When one obtains True Bliss or

realizes his true Self, then his duties are good, and
good flows from him spontaneously. That is the
law,, One who does not obtain Bliss cannot do good
to humanity only he who. obtains Bliss can do good
to humanity. If j’^ou are very poor, if you have
no food and are starving yourself, how can you
appease the hunger of others ?”

Pupil- Sir, I M'ant to understand what this
Bliss is.

Preceptor—The Inhnite is Bliss. There is no
Bliss in anything finite. So long as you are finite
there is no bliss, no happines for you. The Infinite
is Bliss. The Infinite only is Bliss.

This Infinite I How must we understand it?
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There is no need to make any comiueuis> 'but llama
wants you to mark these words and think over them
and settle in your mind and the time will come,

when you will apply these words, “The Infinite is

Bliss ; there is no Bliss in the finite.’' And this

Infinite you must understand.

In the English language there is the word -

“Whole.’' “Are you whole means “are you strong,

are you healthy ?" Beautiful word is this. So long

as you regard yourself as a part only, a small,
finite something like three cubits and one-half long

and 150 pounds heavy, so long as you consider

yourself to be fiesh and blood, so long as you are

limited, you are impaired, you are cut,, you are

divided, you are not whole, you are simply a finite

fraction, and are not whole, not healthy, not strong.

You are stagnating. If you separate a small particle

of water from the sea, it will become putrid, it will
become stagnant and filthy. Similarly, the man, the

sage or saint, or any body who feels himself as a
finite being, who feels himself a finite being limited
by time or space, confined within a short area, is

not healthy, is not whole and is not happy ; he
can lay no claim to happiness. The very moment
your vision is not limited, the very moment you
dispel your finite consciousness and feel that you
are the all, that you are the whole w’orld, that you
are an Infinity

; Avhen you realize that, then you
become Avhole, and bodily disease, trouble, anxiety is

dispersed, dispelled, evaporated..

This is the secret of aUnhealing, all magnetism, all
mesmerism. Be thou whole. Whole you are. That
is the Truth. Live in Truth, itealizethat you are the
Whole, that you are Almighty, thatyouare Divinity.
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Pupil
—

‘V\’'hafc is this Infinity ?

Preceptor— Limitation is of three kiudsj—limita-

tion due to timcj limitation due to spaces and limita-

tion due to causation. Being the whole means realizing

Selfs pervading all time? transcending all times tran-

scending all space-trauscending a 11 personality.TThere
one sees nothing elses hears nothing else, understands
nothing elses there is Infinitys because so long as

something else is beside yous you are limited and
finite

"Where one sees or hears or understands some-
thing elses that is finite. Hearing or seeing spirits

hearing astral bells, or clairvoyance as it is called*
is finite. Xou are on the road to llealizations but
you have not yet reached the final goal, when one
sees nothing else, hears nothing else but [Infinity.
The Infinite is Immortality and the Pinite is Mortality.

Pupil— Sir, where does Infinity abide, on what
plane ?

Preceptor—In its oAvn greatness
;
not eA’en in

greatness.

It means that Infinity is beyond time and space
Then how can you bring Infinity within time and
space ? To ask about Infinity, Avhere it residev®^ is

putting the question like this, “Bring me half an
ounce of sea waves.” Sea waves are not measured
by ounces or pounds Avoirdupois. Similarly, Infinity
cannot be measured by how. when, and yrhy. If it
could be, it would not be Infinity.

The question put to Bama was that Vedanta
by teaching renunciation of all desires and attach-
meats, preaches hatred. Noa- it is not so. Justmark the words of A'enanta. Give up love and
attaohment.” But you say, *<0. if we give up love,
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love is God and we give up God.'^ 0 people ! Love
ill this country means cupidity, it means stupidity.

In India there is a "better u'ord which means
stupidity. People say, «0, he is in love !” Well,

this is not love at all, it is something diabolical,

llama has more regard for Truth than for anything

else. All personal attachment makes you finite, and
makes the object of love also finite : then both fall,

you and the object of love. Vedanta wants you
to give up cupidity, stupidity, and all attachments,
but does not want you to give up True Love. That

you have not to give up.

Take the case of the child. Is the child a lover ?

No, no. The child is not a lover, but is love itself.

So Vedanta says, “Be not a lover but become love

itself.’’ Now what is it that makes a child a

magnet ? It is not being a lover, but being love

itself. The child has no attachment, no clinging, no
personal selfishness, but the child is love itself, and

that is what Vedanta says, “Become love itself

;

tliLMi you become a magnet, become whole.”

People talk a great deal about making themselves

healthy, about healing others etc., but please wave
aside all selfish methods and motives which keep

5'ou finite. All desire is love, all desire is personal

love, all desire is attachment. Throw it off and you

are Purity itself. If you gain that, then your body

is bound to be healthy. Your intellect is bound

to be perfection itself, if you realize this purity which

Vedanta preaches. This purity is the real Benuncia-

iion .‘'O frequently,preached by A'’edaiita.

Get that Purity. Is not the child pure ? It is

indifferent to everything. Alark the little tyrant. He
rides on the strongest’ shoulders and pulls the hair
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of laurelled heads. Hoav strong a magnet is he ?

What is the cause ? Purity. That is what mates

the child a magnet and that is what makes the

child so beautiful. So Vedanta says, ‘-Healize this
.

renunciation and you become love itself
;
through

you will flow naturally and spontaneously good to

all mankind.” When we want to do good to the

world, we can only when we become all goodness ;
« t »

not till lisfht comes from us naturally, spontaneously,

as light comes from the burning lamp.

Mark, the eyes of the anake are charming ; they

are a magnet, and small birds fly into^thp the mouth

of the snake.-. What is- that charm in the, eyes of

the snake ? They have a look of indifference ;
there

is no clinging to anything, and you know the saying

is, “Be as wise as the serpent.”

There is the w.hole secret of-magnetism, of poAver,

of health, and everything. It is true that sometimes

the snake apparently swallows its young ones to

protect them, or rather the snake puts its young in

its mouth to -protect them, but it often eats up its

own children. • The snake gives birth to a hundred
small snakes, and if all these snakes should live

the world would become uninhabitable, but nature

has provided for the protection of the world and
the snake eats up its young. The snake is an animal
Avhich has no attachment. The snake casts off its

skin, it has no attachment for its skin. Similarly,

llama tells you that if you can mentally realize

A'^edantic consciousness and really cast off the body
as if it never existed, if you can throAv it aside
and realize ‘‘I am Divinity, the All, the God,” if

you .realize that, you have nothing to do with the
senses, the personality, then you become an infinite
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boing. You become n magnet. Vedanta says, “If

you realize this, if you become perfectly pure, you
become a magnet, and what is the magnet? YTou

become the concentrated essence of Love, and sjood

flows through you of itself.’*

Again, do you not see in all your attachment

that it is not to be denied, that you are misreading

your affections and feelings and when you say you
are in love, in reality you are in hatred. So when
Vedanta says, “Give up love,‘^ it should put it "Give

up hate.’’ This must be understood. AVhenever you
attach yourself to an object, you are attached to one

object but are detached from the whole world, are you

not? When the child has not learned love, the child

is all love, it is as it were one with ail. When the

child is a month old, any person may pick up the child

may fondle the child, it* is so good; the child was

love; but there came a time after a while when the

child fell in love with somebody, and what happened?

The parents became a burden, the sister and compani-

olas pleased not, and the old friends were detached, the

whole world was detached; the grown up child goes

to business but it suffers, he goes to the beach, but

that becomes irksome, for nowhere is his lady love,

all things become insuflicient compared to the lady

love. When you say a man is loving, he is really

hating the whole world. When you are loving a

particular object, you are detaching yourself from

the whole world. So Vedanta says all personal at-

tachment means detachment, separation; it means

stagnation. Then do not commit suicide.

Vedanta says here is a case of cupidity, and

here is the case of the child; the child was love itself

and this first case was cupidity and nothing more.
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So when A^edanta sayss ‘Rise above your desire,’ it-

means to malte j^bu a blessing to humanity. A^'edanta

puts your powers at their best and nmkes you unite

with humanity.

Ts it not a fact that all the benefactors lived

pure lives, lived free of personal, attachment? Did
Christ ever marry? No. Saints and prophets, did

they marry? No. Rama speaks not against marriage,

but he means to keep the mind one with Divinity,

to keep the soul -one with the whole world. Some
of the saints married, just mark their relation. Their
mind was perfectly unattached, perfectly pure even
though they lived in the family, had children; but
we do not live where our bodies live, we live where
our minds live. We live in reality where our minds
live; so all our saints who lived apparently a married
life, lived wholly and solely with Truth, lived in the
Light; , “lam the All.” Thus Vedanta by asking
you to gradually give up your, attachments simply
makes you the benefactors of the whole human race.

^lost of the literature which comes from the
American Press makes a big talk about magnetism
and mesmerism, hypnotism and clairvoyance, and all

sorts of things, and most of this literature publishes
and. teaches different methods and ways of keepino’
the body strong and healthy, and of curing disease.
It is all very noble, and the intention is most laudable
But with sqme notable exceptions, the vast majority
of such writers smack of a principle diametrically
opposed to .the Truth; a principle which is tinctured
and tainted, with selfishness, a principle accentuated
by, a copyrighting. faTour-currying, self.aggrandizing
.splint And remember, though these peoplZ are doin!
their best and arc doing a graid and noble work
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still, if you want to steer clear of their weakness*

if you want to keep yourselres masters of the real

power and to achieve success* you will see that the

Truth is paradoxical. The way. to’achieve a thing

lies in becoining opposite to the thing. It is so and

we cannot help it. llama lays before you the perfect

truth* and you may verify it by your own experience.

You may try all other methods, and then take the

words of llama and try and use them when you
get time. .

The way to gain anything is to lose it. He
who would gain his life must lose it. Rama finds

that most writer contradict this Truth. If you
want to achive success* you must become a magnet,
as to a magnet, particles of iron are drawn from
air directions, and desire is like a particle of iron*.

, 'When a man is successful, he is a magnet.' If

you want to be a magnet, you will have to undergo
the process of making yourself a magnet. And what
is the process ?

Here is something. In it there is a positive as

well as a negative element, both are stored up
;
both

are there ; but how is it in the magnet ? lYhen the

two elements are not separated there is no attractive

force,but the magnet has thepositive element free from

the negative element. The positive collects on this

side and the negative on the opposite side, then the

force becomes perfect like the Rod of Moses with

which he touched the Red sea, and divided the waters.

So, here are the divisions and in order to have a

magnet they must be polarized. Similarly, you .have

to bo polarized and then you become a magnet. Now*
what is Vedanta ? Vedanta, teaching the principle

of •Renunciation, is simply like the Rod of Moses?

42
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the .beautiful Rod of Mosesj it separates the chatp

from .the grain ;
it divides the lower, nature from

the higher
;
it makes a discrimination ; it makes you

separate your Divinity from your animal nature. Just

mark. All clinging attachments are due to the finite

nature in you. What desire can there be to the

Infinite ? All desire implies finiteness> limitation. The
Infinite cannot desire; the Infinite has nothing beside

it, for it is but itself. Then- how can the Infinite

desire ? It is the limited being only that can desire.

Thus you see that all your desires and attachments

proceed from your finite nature, your mayavic element.

The Infinite Self in you is above desires. So you
see the desiring element in you, this little false ego
is the animal nature in you, is the low nature, and
the Divinity or Infinite 'in you is beyond all desire.

Now, then what does 'Vedanta do ?
’ Vedanta wants

you to separate the two. Everything is mixed up
and you-are calling yourself this little selfish finite

ego ; and the Real Atman or Kama, or God' you are
mixing up with the false, apparent, deluding, finite
nature.

Vedanta says, render unto Cmsar the things which
are C®sar"s, and so render unto Kama or Divinity
the things which belong to Divinity. These desires,
this .false self, should be taken at its own worth,
and realised to be nothing. Assert your Divinity

;

feel yourself to be the God of gods, the Lord of
lords,' the Inflhite One, then what desires have I
I am everything. He can desire who is not in all
time. He wiir aesire things which come to pass in

fort”h “ ”0 desiring,

jou vllZ !
E'-erything is withinyou. Veuly, all objects, all joy, richer ererythin^
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t
*•

mail can desire am I. Peel that and chant Om> and

try to feel that. You must realize that. You have

always thought yourself to be the body, and the

body you have become. Think Divinity, live in

Divinity, and where is then any room for desire ?

This Vedanta makes you a magnet, the positive and ne-

gative poles are separated and the body is magnetized.

Here is now something very important. People

make a mistake in saying that such and such a

speaker has great personal magnetism about him. That
is not, the only magnet you desire. There is 'one

man who wants to be a magnet to attract thought

;

another wants to be a magnet to attract riches ; another

wants to be. a magnet of personal charms, beaujty ;

other people want to be magnets of other kinds ;

but the secret of all this magnetism is Renunciation;

mark these words, renunciation and nothing e^se.

You need not watte your time in printing- books

to teach perfect health. If you can remember these

words and act according to them, you are a great

magnet. Rama tells you these things from’ personal i

eScperience, and you may try them. In order toi

become a magnet of thought, so as to attract all!

sorts of knowledge to us, will it do to pray to God ? 1

To say “O Lord Almighty, give me Light. O Thojuj.

wlio art Light, give me Light.!' O, will this make,

you light, it won't do. ‘*0, let me have ILight."?

Remember, just as we think, so we become. If*

your thought is of this kind, “Let me have light," •

what will the result be ? The realization of this

thought in you will result in your being in a position

from which light is always away ? This thought

“Give me Light " of imparting light, in asking an[d

begging for Light, places you- -at a distance from
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liight} and the res'ult will be that Light will never

come) it will always -be away.

Rama- says, mark the man born of rich parentsj

his birthright 'you say is Pen Million ;
but when

does he get his birthright ? O) he must wait a long

time! He is always wishing for the death of his

mother so that he may get his birthright. So when
\ve pray to God and say, “0 Lord, I am* your

disciple, and being your disciple,’ 0 Lord, let me
have this and that, ’’ then you will have to .wait

1 till God dies. God never dies, and you will never

I
get your birthright. This is not the way to get

' Light or Knowledge from around us. Never did

man get anything by praying, by begging, asking or

seeking!
• This is an astounding statement. Philosophy

proves it. What is Might ? Might is to give up the

desire for even Light. So long as you desire Light, it

eludes your grasp. Shall I ask Light to come to

me ?
'

B'y^ the act of asking or begging you shut

1

out light. The very act of asking or begging closes

all light upon you.

llama will relate a vere funny story. There was

a man in India who was practising ’ a mantram in

t order to win his lady love, but the sage who told

him the mantram that he was to repeat to himself,

asked the man to beware of one thing. Now what
was that ?—The sage told the man never to allow

the idea or thought of a monkey to enter his mind
when he was practising this mantram. Well, the
man began to practise the mantram and he was
trying hard not to think of the monkey, but every
time he practised, the thought of the monkey came
to his mind, he could not exclude the thought of
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the monkey, the mokey kept all the time before

him. . He could hot for a single second repeat the

mantj'am without the thought of the monkey coming

before him. He went to the sage and said, ‘ Sir

sir, if you had not' cautioned me not to think of

the monkey, I would have been able • to chant the

m'mLranii and Avould never have thought of the

monkey, but when you want me to keep out the

thought, then it haunts me, ^ overshadows me. Simi-

larly, by the very attempt to shut out ignorance,

and weakness, you post weakness and ignorance there.

Light comes as • does the light - from the sun or
'

from the -stars. Vedanta says, “Give up desiring

and asking- for Light, purify yourselves of this'

desire for Light, renounce it, give it up,” and 0,

what happiness ! Peel Truth. “Let Light come or

not, -I have nothing to do with it. O, I am
the Sun of the universe, I am the Light of the

universe.” Peel that. Here you see you art not

the lover but Love itself. You are not asking, or

begging for Light, for you are Light itself. I am
not the body or the mind. Light is to' come to

the small personality, the little ego only, but you
are not the ego,' you are in reality Light itself.

Think this, realize this and you rise above desires.

There is a beautiful verse in Hindustani language

which means, “You are honey, honey, no desires

but above all desire.”

It is a matter of personal experience that when-
ever Rania tried to even think out any subject, no
matter how hard Rama tried and tried but he failed,

until unconsciously the mind became disgusted, and

Rama said, «0, let matters go. ' I shall have nothing

to do with the essay, let it be attended to or not.
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I care'not'^
; when lo ! all of a sudden the - idea

came. «‘Oj why, why desire for Light* discard .the'

desire, throw it aside, and desire not.” ' Then light

came,, knowledge came.

When studying in the advanced class at the

University, Rama took a vow never to do anything

with the aid of the Professors, and this was a very

hard ta^k. This was the self-appointed task to solve

all the hard problems in Mathematies, and do all

this without the aid of any keys or professors. While
trying to solve the deep problems Rama laboured

and.laboured. In some cases he was successful, but
in many cases not. Rama worked from 5 o’clock in

the evening’ till 4. or 5 o’clock in the morning and
still the problems were , not solved. Rama became
disgusted and went to walk upon the top of the

house to get the fresh air and was thinking of taking
a knife to kill himself, for he must solve those problems
and as yet he had not. At those times when Rama
gave up the body, everything of the solutions came
to him.

. So we see ' that always in difficult matters
.when we make ourselves a magnet of Thought, we
rise above Thought. Now in these days what does
Rama do ? The first

,
thing is to throw aside all

idea of doing this or that, do not desire to
write anything, .away, away, what do I want with
it. I am Light and I enjoy my own Glory, and
the enjoyment of my own Glory is success, real
success, and all other things are mere delusion

; even
if worldly success comes to me, I will never enjoy
It. My every joy is Divinity.” This is the way
Try to possess the kaowledge of Heaven and everyl

ing else Will follow. Have first your own secret
secure, and all things will follow. Here is the
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thought, “I have nothing to do with this or that,

I have no responsibility or fear, I am not responsible

to anybody, T do not have to pay anything to

anybody, I am myself, I am Light.^^

"What pleasure can the world give you ? All

joy, all pleasure comes from within you. The real

Self is all Bliss, all glory, all joy. I will enjoy

that ever. If I get these things, I must not enjoy

them, and what happens ? The v result is that my
mind is filled with thoughts arid ideas. Ideas seek

you. This is the law. Thus we see that in order

to become a magnet of Thought, one must rise above,

the desire for Light , and this rising above the

desire for Light is the negative side of the question,,

and the positive side is “Peel, I am Liglitl I enjoy

my own Glory,''

Now another secret. If you want a friend or

wealth etc, to come to you, what have you to do .

Give up the attachment to the desirej and after doing

the negative side or part of the problem, take up
the positive side which is flie statement’ and belief

that «I am I)i\Unity, I am' the Lord of lords, the

Light of lights, all beauty, all joy, all pleasure am
I, l am the' 'great over-soul of all, I am the Buler

of the universe." Peel that, think yourself Divinity,

give up the idea entirely, and when things come,

look at them with other eyes, enjoy Divinity only.

Then you are successful in the eyes of others, but

in your true eyes you are more than successful.

The other day it was told that w^hen a vacuum

is produced in the atmosphere by the rarification of

air at a particular spot, the rarified air by the heat

of the sun rises, and a vacuum is produced. 'W'hat

happens ? The air rushes up to fill the vacant space.
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SimilarJyj when you create' a vacuum by rising above

desires your body becomes a vacuums when you are

in Divinity, 'then to you the body, the seeming ego,

is dead and gone it has vacated its place and what

happens ? Every object hereabout must rush up to

you. .
'

,

'

According to some, the nature of the magnet

is nothing else but a vacuum. 'Well, here is .a vacuum
created by giving up desires, the selfish desires which

were choking up yourself. Throw these off and

then you become a magnet, a vacuum, is' produced.

Question—In order to heal disease, is it necessary

to dony matter ?

Answer—To. heal disease you must feel yourself

to be the whole, you must see nothing- but Divinity

all through. Eeel, feel Divinity, and there is no

disease. Health, strength, all things flock to you
instantly, when you rise above all these. Desire not

to see or hear God, for God you already are ; when
you desire to see God, you place God outside yourself,

you place God away. You desire to do good to

humanity. Why should the world be so poor to

beg your attention ?

In the case of! Newton, he gave himself up to

meditation. Meditation is nothing else but rising above

desire. His little self was merged in the subject

before him and the result was that he became a
benefactor, of mankind. He did not solve the problem
with the idea of benefiting mankind or languishing

mankind, in debt. He had no such notion. He did
his work because to him that work brought joy
itself and he became a benefactor to mankind.

No matter if people do not praise you, no matter
if you bear no name. What is success in the eyes
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ol the World is mere delusion of the senses.' You
^ain success on the spot when you ’ feel- ‘*1 am One
with AU> with Divinityj success I am.”

I’hen, must matter be denied ? Certainly. Eemem-
bers you are'Divinity.and the moment you feelDivinity,

matter is gone. -Deny matter and assert Divinitj^

There are not two distinct processes but they ate

one and the same. Similarly, the Eeal Self of you,

you find to be the over-soul, the Euler and' Governor

of all these bodies, these suns, these stars,'tlfese trees",

etc. "^hen you feel that and rise above that and

you feel further, what do 3'ou feel ? When Eama
walks, he thinks, “There is the sun, and the sUn

creates all these clouds and mists, all these are

due to the- sun ; some people say they are due to the

earth, water, etc* but it is not true. Water, clouds

mists, all spring from the sun. The sun creates

•them» and when he looks- strongly at them, the

clouds and mists disappear^’' So it is one state of

Eealization when you feel yourself to be the over-soul,

like the sum and in the other you. drive off the
‘

niists of the under-soul.

People say, f‘I am created i'ri the image of God.^;

Eama says, «Be imagesi and you will always be

miserable.'' You are not a likeness or image"of

God, but you are God.

'Take the image reflected in the water.’ In respect

to" this image reflection in water, the sun is called the

Over-soul, so in ‘ the lirst state of Eealization niah

'feels his over-soul like the sun.

By opening and shutting the eyes, Eama usually

perceives this, «I envelope' the suii, moon, i^tars, and
all that. I give* them

.
power, energy, and life. ' I

am' their back and support. I am the over-soul."

43



This is one state. If you realize this states then you

will see that all jealousy, hatred, fear go away ;

to you there is no thought of danger lest somebody

copyright your productions,or make capital out of

them.

When the child takes away a book, does the

mother become disturbed? No, because the child is

hers and the book is hers, so why should she be

disturbed. So, if a man steal anything from you, the

man and you are one, and what he steals is yours

and his also, then why fear? To you success or

joy is not to be had by begging, is not to be had

or looked at from the stand-point of what people call

success. Your goal is Beality itself, and if other

pleasures and objects of the world come to you, you

must say, “Get behind me, Satan, I take nothing at

clly hands ” Then how happy you become. Heaven

itself you become, and you make your life a success.

In order to gain or .possess health, to overcome

disease, is it necessary to deny matter? llama says

no, si'mply assert your true Self and place yourself

in the second state of Bealization, the state in which

the sun looks at the dew or the mist and they disap-

pear. So when you realize yourself jin the second

state, you reach a state where there is natural duality.

What is i23:anayamct or the practice of breathing?

In regard to this, people want to lay stress on this

practice, but Bama say.s when your mind becomes
merged or lost in Truth, the breathing practice will

'take care of itself. The very moment we are lost in
that feeling, when at that time we chant OM, the
breathing operates of itself in the most desirable and
best way possible; it fills the lungs and comes from
even below the abdomen and fills jmu. The principal
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thing is feeling Ileality, and if that is thefej every

thing else will be there.

There are people in this country who want to get

beautiful eyes> and beautiful noses, and chins.

Uama says even by acquiring spiritual- powers,

you are still finite and not happy. People want to

apply this psychic power to make riches, even' so you
are finite, you are miserable and WTetched.

Mark this. If you want to gain the objects of

desire, beauty, colour, riches, health, you will have

to practise Vedantic Renunciation, bufnot wholly, in

part only. Thus as you practise in part, you get

this partial benefit, but partial benefit will not mend
matters. Then, why not get the Pountain-head, and

the particular object you desire will come to you

and in addition everything else will also seek you.

So be not confined to particular objects of desire

only, but take the royal road. The short cut to

Heaven and Bliss is to realize that you are Heaven
itself to-day.

Realization comes in two ways, by faith or

through knowledge. You can remove yonr doubts by
studying Vedantic literature, and it is expected

that a clear and thorough exposition of this Philo-

sophy will be given by Rama in no distant future.

If- you cannot get Realization by reading Vedantic

literature, then have faith in it.—

"W^hen Christians get a glimpse of Realization, they

do not see just as Christ saw, but they have faith.

So if you have time and - interest enough, then

read Vedantic literature, if not, then-have faith in

Rama, God, in your own Self, and you are saved.

Realize your own Salvation. There is no other way.

Om ' ! Om ! I
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THE LAW. OF LIFE ETEENAL.

The following are some of the letters originally

writteu to Swami ^amyan and afterwards enlarged

and edited by Sivami Ram himselffor publication.

I The dear ones part,

The foes depart*

Eelatives die.

Get snapped all ties.

Our systems gay
May have their day
And pass away.
The trees decay.

Birds merrily play
But fall a prey.

The flowers fade,

Light turns to shade,
Our loves are changed,
Beauties deranged.
Names, fames do wane,
All glory is vain !

Pickle, transient is all
This show, it palls.

All objects sweet
Attract but cheat.
They treat, deceive, defeat.

(Get snipped the tics ; alter, ..i. re.-uin
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II. Any thing .the best,

.

We choose for rest;

The lastj the first*

That we choose to trust

When it feels our toes,

Lo I down it goes.

No sooner we love

Than things dissolve,

Of confiding we think

And in foam we sink.

III. Is all at last

A dream of past ?

Is nothing true,

He, I, or you ?

Is all a myth,

This kin and kith ?

Oh 1 where shall I turn ?

To whom return

The heart that burns,

The breast that yearns ?

Oh I unrequited Love I

0 ! innocent stricken Dove I

IV. See, in this scene of changing shows

There is a changeless One that glows.

Ill seeming death, decay and pain.

It changes dress but comes again.

Love Th'iti nor dress, love Him, nor things

He changes the dress and flings ;

Old garments gone,

Dresh forms puts on. .

’

He is neat and clean

And whenever seen,
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New forms He wears

Unthought of) rare;

One order passed) another' came)

In both is He the same., . .

How sweet is lossi privation !

He bares Himself) ’ tis Revelation.

How sweet His stripping grace !

Still sweeter the new. face

!

The sky) the breezC) the rivei’) rose

Such veils of gauze for self He chose.

Hide as Thou mayst) I feel Thee.

Covers don’t conceal but reveal Thee.
The forms are chased by one another
That we may see the One they cover.

V. 0 ! what a rosary I

This world, I see-,

One bead is told,

You say it dies
;

Another passes and another and another.
Yet the thread survives.

That thread Hivine
Is mine, is mine !

The golden thread I cherish ;

Let pass the fornix or perish.

VI. These fleeting forms

—

Mere morning charms !

' They dawn and die—
Mayavic lies !

These things that seem
Are nothing but dreams
Of that Eternal Sun,
The Changeless One.



VII. On foes and friends

P won’t depend.

I won't recline

On Jihov:,<i dJrJnB,

For bodily health*

Or earthly wealth,

What care 1 ?

My Love and I !

To the seeming things

I will not cling.

These forms of' dress

—

Mere pawns of chess

I'll see them all

Not moved at all.

There, that and this

I will not miss.

My Love is found,

nJJ around.

Oh ! Him I trust,

Love H im I must.

The One in plurality,

The only Reality I

^Fy all in all

Oh Him' I call

!

!>ry friend so true

My chalfh (riini.

My father, child,

My fireside 1

My husband, wife,

'My self, my life,*

My only right.

Tbe Jjjgbt of Ji»hts

My storm, my calm.

My balmi iny Ram.
* • , t ^ *



Bama lays claim to no mission. The work is

all God's. What haVe we to do with the examples

and precedents of Buddha and others ? Let our

minds respond to the direct dictates of the Law.

But even Buddha and Jesus were forsaken by all

their friends and' followers: Thus out of the seven

years of the forest life, Buddha passed the last two

years entirely alone and then came tlie effulgent Light,

after which disciples began to flock to him and were

welcomed. Be not influenced by the thoughts and

opinions of well-meaning respectable advisers. Tf their

thoughts had been at one with the law, they might

have created shiploads of Buddhas by this time.

Slowly and resolutely as a fly cleans its legs of

the honey in which it has been caught, so remove
we must every particle of attachment to forms and
personalities. One after another the connections must

be cut, the ties must snap, till the final concession
« t

in the form of death crowns all unwilling renun-

ciations.

Mercilessly rolls on the wheel of Law. 13 e who
lives the Law, rides the Law. He who sets up his

will against God’s will (neV the Law
) must be

crushed and suffer Promethean tortures.

The Law is ( the Cross ), it pierces the
little false self. He wdio suffers willing Crucifixion,
to him the world is a Garden of Eden. To all else,
it is a Praradiae lost. The Law is fire, it burns up
all worldly attachments it scorches the
ignorant mind,' yet it purifies and' destroys all kinds
of spiritual plague germs.

'

lleligion is as universal and vitally connected
with o,ur being as the act of eating. The successful
atheist knows not the process of his own digestion.
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as it weire. The Law maK'es us religious at the

bayonet's point. The Law flogs us up to wakeful-

ness. There is no escape from the Law. The Law
is real and all else is unreal. All forms and per-

sonalities are mere hubbies in the ocean of the Law.

Ileality has been defined as th'xl which persists,

Xow, nothing in the world of formsi no relation-

ships, no bodies, no organizations, no societies could

ever persist so tenaciously as this Law of the

the Gross.

TThy do deluded, short-sighted creatures love

appearances (personalities) more than the Ideal Law?
Lecause through ignorance persons and other

appearances seem to them persistent realities, and
the Law an intangible evanescent cloud.

Through hard knocks and painful bumps, they

may be saved if they happen to learn the lesson

w’hich the grim Lame* Mature intends to teach, riz.i

(the Cross), or (Siva) is the only

Keality and all personalities and objects of affection

are passing phantoms, merest shadows, fictitious

ghosts. The apparent bitters and sweets, the seeming

beauties and monstrosities are only masks put on

by the Bihnree Ji (the Playful One) to open our

eyes to His glory at last.

\Vhen we believe in the forms of foes and friends

as real, they deceive and betray us. But we make
the matters still worse when we begin to retaliate

and impute to them motives and evil natures. The
first faithlessness on their part w^as due to our

assigning through love that reality to them, which

belongs to God alone. Now, ;that we resent, w'e

intensify our previous error through hatred assigning

still greater reality to* their forms, and thus invite

44
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inore pain» Beware 1 This (Perfect B enunciation,

Siva) is the ultimate purpose in life. It is a living

reality, some thing more concrete than stones. ancT

well might it be- represented by stone Lingam. It

strikes harder than stones to correct the forgetful

mind. To remember it perpetually is of vital

necessity.'

Mohammedans and Christians are not wrong in

calling this Law or God Glwyytir (Jealous) and

Q'jhhar (Terrible). Indeed, it is no respecter of

persons. Let any one set his heart on anything

whatever of this world,' and unavertedly the wrath

.of Nature must be visited upon him. If people are

slow in learning this Truth, it is because they have

little power of correct observation
;
they usually, in

matters concerning their own personality, do not

like to see the cause in the phenomenon itself and

they would readily blame othei’s for their own faults

and know not to retrospect as a disinterested witness

their own moods of passion and feeling and the

consequences these entail. Betrayed we must be, when
we trust the forms, or when in our heart of hearts

we give that honour to false things and personalities

which is due only to the One Beality, ?. r., when
we let idols sit on the throne of our hearts instead
of God. The miethod of agreement ahd difference'
establishes the Law of the Unsubstantiality of Not-
God, knowing no exception.

How often are we not the cause of perfect
gentlemen no longer reniaining as good as their
word, by setting our heart on their promises, and
believing in them more than in God ? How often
do we not bring about the death or ruin of our
ohUdren by the law-forgetting lore for, their bodies

- d . 1
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(’forms') ? How often do we not make friends faithless
^ *

by dei)ending on them and placing in their persons

that innermost faith which is due to God alone

—

j* e.,

The Jealous Law ? How often do we not bring

living Gurus down from their spiritual heights by

making them trust on us and on our faith in them*

whereas the Law must make us deny them even

more than “three times before the cock crows” ? *

How often is not our heart-dependence on wives the

cause of domestic strifes and of far worse scenes ?

Take anything more serious than God, and Divine

Love must stab you with x^iercing glance.

To talk of no unworthy loves, let us take the

case of Gopikas who set their hearts on the form

fascinating of God-Incarnate, and j'^et they had to

shed bitter tears of blood for their mistake. That

embodiment of chaste ail'ection, Sita, believed in the

reality of the Jorni glorious of Divine llama, yet

she, 0 even she ! had to pay for the error in being

driven into the hissing forests by the Jealous arqjf

('formless) Hama or the Real Rama, her Master, the

Lord of each and all.

^ 5l5r

^riEcf »Tn5»ffs

^cTffjT ^

( «» P )

* .See (.lOapcl .St, L«Ke, di.i}, 23
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Translation ;

The Brajiman must desert him who sees the

Brahman not in Self. The Kshatriya must forsake

him who feels the Kshatriya to he elsewhere than

in Self. The people (or the worlds) must banish

him who regards the Lokas (the people) separate

from Self, the gods must abandon him who looks

upon gods as different from Self, the objects or

things must give him up who’ realises the objects

as elsewhere than in Self. Anything and everything
must reject him who does not take anything and
everything as one with Self. That Self is Brah-
man, .that Self is Kshatriya, that Self is the
people, that Self is the gods, that Self is things,

that Self .is each and all.

• " iihruti Veda,

. The seeming objects which attract, are apparent-
ly equivalent to the innocent form of Krishna. The
dragon of mind readily takes them in

;

but on getting inside, they stab from within, pierce"
the dragon’s belly, and people begin to complain: —

;

‘<0, my heart is broken ! I am undone ! I am un-
done I” Why did you let yourself be deceived by
names and forms ? Love the Keality only. Olino*
to God alone. Take in God, assimilate God, walk
with God, be God, behave God. That is life Not
till you have given them up.

' you will see the
infinite faithfulness and love which is in the thin
of this world.

Bear Ones ! God alone
unreal.

is real and all else

La illali il Ultahn,
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It is true Muhammad has been misunderstood

and often Trrongly followed, but any one who sees

the Truth, must rjyerently bow before the idea,

although only one-sided, of putting an immediate
end (by sword) to the lingering, chronic tortures

of those who are dying by inches through jiractical

non-belief in the only Truth “There is no Real-

ity but God.” Christ teaches practically the same
lesson, Buddha the same, and, of course, every one

of our own llishis in one form or another preaches

the same thing. But what of that, their preachings

and teachings could never have su_rviy.ed.if they had

not found hearty response in the private experi-

ences of those who heard them, and if they had

not been borne out, vjerified, and time and again

re-discovered by the truthful, the sincere devotees

of Light in all ages.

The Law oC B enunciation is a steni Reality.

Xo flimsy phantom, this I jS’ations could not be all

deluded,and carried away by the mere chimerical

hallu.ciiiations of prophets and leaders. Centuries

and centuries could not be run away with by the

mere fancy of poor cranis.

People not knowing the real cause of their mi-

series, which is falling out of tune with the Law,
begin to fall >foul with the outside symptoms of

their maladj', ?, r., the apparent circumstances. Let
the good or bad talk or conduct of people be
washed out of consciousness even as misty dreams
are consigned to oblivion. Dreams may be night-

mares or sweet dreams, we do not try to adjust

them or quarrel with them; but rather our own
stomach it is that is straitened. So good or bad

folks that meet us ought to be entirely ignored,



and our spiritual condition improved. Let npt.these

seeming evils or luelis stand between thee and God.

There are no insults and faults immens.e enough to

satisfy me in the act of forgiving them.

Let nothing be prized higher than Gods nothing

valued equally 'with God. Complimentsj cri

and diseases arc equally faial if we regarcf

subject to them. Peel yoin*self God and sing songs

of joy in Godhead. Look upon compliments and
criticisms even as llama looks upon physical aih
ments merely as footmen from God’s Durbar -who

with all the authority of the smpreme Government
say,—“Get out of this house (/. e.> body^conscious-

nesss at once ! ” They obey me when ,I occupy the
Durbar throne; they -whip and stab me when I
enter into this hovel—the body consciousness.

Even governments whose so-called laws do not
conform to the divine Law of the TiiisJml (the

u 0 k then own destruction. Shylock-like
laying stress on personal rights, thinkjng’~this or
that mine, feeling a sense of possession, saying
i‘the law grants it" is to contradict the real Law
according to which the only Ilmj (right preroga-
tive) we have, is Jlaq (God) and every other right
is wrong. If nobody else recognises this principle,
the Sannyasin at aiiy rate ought to w'ork it into
life. '

llie Law IS all pervasive, is the higher Self ofeach and all. and is Hama in this sense. Yet it mustlek out and kill out the personal self. It is cruel,
lut Its cruelty is the quintessence of love, because
in this very death of the apparent self consistsresnrreotioii of the real Self and life eternT Wn
Avho keeps the fakp spir i .me lajse self and claims for it the
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prerogative^ of the King-Self. -must,' as it' were, be

devoured by vultures,on the height of vanity. The
freedom of Vedanta iwS no unp.uiiify from Law' for

the limited local self (/. c.. personality and body).

This is turning GOD into the very reverse. Mil-

lions of beings perish every hour through this

mistake. Thousands of heads are sinking into pessi-

mism. and hundreds of thousands of hearts are

breaking every minute, by the foolish reversal of the

order of the Law. Preedom from Law is secured

by becoming the Law, that is. the realization of

fdni'ohnm.'

That ^.upe of the senses, who counts on what

are called facts and figures, and rests on the founda-

tion of forms, builds on the foam and sinks. He
builds on the rock in whose heart of heart,

God /.V the norkl wir/ctl .

and the Law a living force.

Let this body be freely called’ policy-player,

selfish, vain, • proud, or anything else, let it be what
they call insul tcLd, kicked, killed, what is that to me,
the Self of all ? - "

T am Truth the inevitable ,

l am Law the inexorable
;

. To know Me is to obey Me,
To obey Me is to prosper.

Oppose Me,, it will not annoy Me,

Ignpjc^ Me, I cannot be.anxiousj

But will calmly destroy him who sligjiLs.

This is . no empty threat Jt is too

terrible a truth..

Let us have at least as much respect and regard
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for Truth (God, Law), as we have for the feelings

of persons If the hearts of persons break by our

faithfub innocent loyalty to the Divine Law, we

cannot be held responsible for that. To us, it should,

by all means, be of far more serious concern not

to break the Law. By yielding to the whims of

those we call our dear and near, as against the Law,

we invite calamity over their heads as well as ours.

There is none nearer than God, none should be

dearer than God, Truth (Law.)

Yajur Vedrt,

'1 ranskition:

—

* . 1

Por Thee, for Thee alone, 0 Lord I O Law 1

I was keeping the mind in my body.

In Vedic days, on certain occasions, unmarried

girls assembled round Eire with folded hands, turned

round the blazing one, and sang this song: —
V

?T5n?i| I

Trandniiom—
Let us be absorbed in the worship of the Pra-

grant‘One, the All-seeing One, the Husband-knowing
One. As a seed from the husk, so may we be
freed from bondage here (the parents’ house), but
never, never from there (the husband’s home).
^ i-;

^ ;)> 1*3; ^ ^
^ fy ^ J 2T }H

That prayer of the ancient Aryan maidens is spring-
ing deep from the very bottom of Rama s heart,
and tears, 0 I tears are pouring madly along with it.
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O Ood ! O Law ! 0 Truth ! let this head and

heart be instantaneously rent. asundejLS if any other

conneetion lodges there but Thee. Let this blood

be curdled immediately* if any other idea flows in

the arteries and veins along with it but Thee.

Another Sk-} uh':

—

'Trcaislation—
As a woman of a man* so shall I learn of

Thee* I shall draw Thee closer and closer* I will

drain Thy lips and the secret juices of Thy body*

T will conceive of Thee* O Law 1 0 Liberty !

Is not Tlaina married to the married to

Truth and Law that other attachments

and other connections are still expected of him as

of a harlot ?

1^/

This is no blind impulse* nor is this a selfish

policy to harm anybody. Why, what has innocent
Rama committed that ye w’ould drag him into nar-

row' limitations of personal relationship ? Spare him,

pray* spare him. |’’or your own .safety’s sake, spare

him. Leave him alone. In this lies the good of

your country and of humanity. T)o ye suppose that

he W'ill die in loneliness without the tender cares

of his body on your part? No, God is real* and
life in God knows no hardship and this body can-

not drop before it has done the work of God.

It is not good to be ineddling with anybody’s
sacred vows. He w'ill Jet nothing stand between
him and his ideab no, not even death. Let no one

4.5
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iry to shape his career according to notioi^

rowed from a godless reading of liistoiT* Away
with yoor loves and homages to the seeming llama.

These are an insult to the Ileal llama - the Self of

all. Hands olt ! Wake up from the dream of forms.

Shake oi’* the illusion of personalities and body con-

sciousness even as ll.ama has shaken_ off dyspepsia
hy a life of Law. Burn up sense-attachments hy
focussing the scorching light of'Self on them. Give
no quarters to wordly impressions in your hearti
keeping it all the time brimful of the Beal llama.

“ IKor hcirchiz jiiz difbar ha wad
Az shah'i il birim kuimmJ'

Translation—
Any other thought besides that of the Beloved

let me expel from the city of my heart.

Is not God at least as sweet as any sense
object ?

People hesitate to love Godj because they think
they receive no response from Him as in the case
of fictitious wordly objects of love. It is the fool-
ish ignorance that thus deludes them. 0 Dear !

His breast instantaneously, nay, simultaneously
heaves with thy breast in responsive impulse.

Look not, in the apparent friends and foes, the
cause of their conduct. The real causation rests
with your Ileal Self alone. Look out !

As a little bird just learning .to fly, leaving one
stone or twig, perches on another similar support,
then on another and another, but - cannot leave en-
tirely those pound objeets and soar into the hioher
pr, so a iiovice in Bvahuajnann while disenga^imr
fais heart from one thing or disgusted witL a
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purticulai* pousoib immediately rests on something

else, then clings to another similar delusion, does not

give up dependence on frail reed or straw, and quits

not in his heart the whole earth. An exi^erienced

Jiifcni would turn the apparent faithlessness of one

earthly object into a stepping stone for a leap into

the lulinite.' The art of religion consists of mak-

ing every little hit of experience an occasion for a

leap into the Infinite. The seeming things being

all of a piece, while giving ux) one thing outwardly

he make.s it a sign and a symbol for renouncing

all inwardly.

P.exdorably dense must he be who does not re-

cpgnize the piercing Truth that ( ) Death of

the selfish personality alone is the Law of life.

The shakes off personalities. The shaking off

of personalities is llpsurrection of Life Eternal. Live

ye for ever 1 Parcwell.

Df:ATH IN Life.

When Hama left Lahore, he was reading in

those day.s, the Persian version of Viahnu Piircnw,

one of the boldest treatises ’on Advaita Vedanta. It

is the Jjatin translation of the Persian version to

which Emerson and Thoreaii and others of the

same calibre and^chariicter refer .so enthusiastically

in their writings. The Punjabi Viahhu P>n'tnia also

i.s a reproduction of this Persian work. Q'he Ann-
hhaca rrfthasltx of tlie lilack Blanket Bawa is an

improvement on the Punjabi Puruna. Thi.s

is the work which shows on what heights the man
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used to live* and in its pages we catch the glimpses

of his inner life. Here is the secret of the millions^

worth of. work being silently done to-day through

the name of one. whose only garments as well as

the house were no more than a black blanket, who
was not much of a scholar either, and who used

to beg his meals from door to door, lest he might

not prove a burden on any single family. Bridges

are being put on tempjestuous rivers, roads are

being made, Dharmashalaa being er.ected, food and
clothings distributed, education being imparted, and
the work given to the workless hands on the burn-

ing sands of the plains and the lofty heights of

the Himalayas in the name of Kali Kamli
Baiuat

Plans and policies can achieve nothing more than
mist and smoke. Heal work is not done through
worldly designs. Work is done through God-life, Por
some the busy life among the crowds is an uiiooiiscious
aid to live the divine mood ; for some solitude is a con-
scious help; for some calamities are opportpno bless-
ings to that eii'ect; for some, while writing books, the
heart is pressed by the Master’s pen; some, while
lecturing, lose their opacity and the Master s Light
shines through them

; some, w^hile bearing the brun?of
battles, making their breasts the targets for bullets,
renounce body-consciousness, and become known to
the .world as heroes

; some, while devoted to art,
rise to the Immortal Beauty. Even the thief when
breaking into a house, if successful, mark ye 1 that
ISO far as his success goes, it is due only to his fall in«
mjio that trembling, indescribable, wordless, thono-ht"-
less state of resignation, and an entire dependence
and suspense in the Unknown Infinite. As to the



wickedness: of the decdj that iss taking seeming

riches to he real enough, for such an attempt, he, of

course, invites the wrath of Law on his head.

^Vo^k is done just in how far we were alive,

{ t’., firttfl in th' ulL This life, that is, death works

and not our solitude, society, means and measures.

The ignorant biographers watch only the outside

hearings and attribute the achievements, now to the

stj'lc of writings and then to the number of followers

etc., ignoring the real soul of success, as if my work
depended on what birds arc perching on the tree

under which ! sit and write. Our circumstances and

opportunities are nothing. The ancit*nt sage sees

aright when the warrior's victory ho attributes solely

to the Tuner t'lndra) and Outer (led (Varunu'.

/>u/ I ’cdn,

ivvery day we see before uur eyes, as JUillab

Shah would put it, “sparrows vam|uishing eagles.”

j. f,. our m<»st fav<mrahle and promising bubbles

bursting, and in the words of Christ, our rejected

bricks being glorified as the corner-stones of huge

mansions, Xo depending «m seeming cireumstaneesj

n»» worldly wisdom is the least factor in victories.

All our connections, friendshipsrriches, expectations,

promises and other means {/.»*., to say our world)

arc the merest deception, vanity of vanities. It

requires nosubtle wisdom ot Surc^htt'ant or ShanJ.-tna

to show their notliingncs.s. To those who have eyes,

every little bit of experience as a dread cannon,

thunders out this A'edunta.
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aT?IIT5E?Tlf^ giqr«T5lT

555icr; 5n^:i5TTcr i

’3mf?ci^ ?r ^*5^

Our Ma/iatnuihoodsi i'oformersMi)s, hoiiourss oil'icesj

relations - are no more than dreams of the last iiishlj

past incarnations, cloud-forms, twilight-ghosts and
goblins of diseased phantasy. When we are out of

time with llama, we do not see the way, miss the

path' of Law and M'e must suffer. While in God,
the right methods, tlie right mpulses, right inclina-
tions, s^pontaneously well up in the^lieart and lead
us to the rich landscapes, mountain scenes, refresh-
ing springs of peace; prosperity and purity.

; or the
blissful light in us of itself draws life and love
loivards us.

This, the lesson of ego-sacrifice, lay at the bottom
of the most complicated, grand and imposing Yapia
ceremonies of A^^edic periods. The Law of Life in
Denth, I find as stern and solid a reality as the
Rndra was to the ancient llishis. disregard it and
bang fly the arrows to youj- heart and sides.

^ imi n

7 r((hsIt(tioii:—

Salutations to Thy indignation, 0 lludra (/. e.,

the Law), Salutations to Thy unerring arrows •

prostrations to Thy untiring arms.
' ’ ’

Til every little experience of ours is folded the
whole of history. AVe do not read it. It is as easy
to become a Buddha or Christ as to remain a poor
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rjuil, provided Ave pay the proper prices, /. c.,

evacuate the local self and let God -work through

us. Two swords in one sheath we cannot have. The

Lord of lords we can become if we develop the

power to believe not in the praise or blame which

is heaped- on us,, if we escape the ‘fever of dontc/,^

if to win, to gain the day be not our object, if to

be the Truth more than to advocate it, engage our

energies, and if we work aj).pr.opziatvng.as little credit

to ourselves as the sun for shining all the time.

The very moment we begin to believe "^vliat people

say about us, there is a dead stop. . The \\-orld
,
is

not. The world is not and their talk is nothing.

Gp^isJ;he..only. reality. .

Some think ‘Pain* is indispensable for develop-

ment of character, as fire , is for purifying gold.

Nature allows no progress without struggle. Perhaps

it has always been so up. to .the present day. Put.

is that . a reason why it should thus continue for

ever? It is true, no chemical can apexate, unless,

it passes through the nascent .state. The seed grows

through reduction into the substance. [Metals -are

welded by matriculating at the melting point. The
man of outward shows and feelings, encouraged at

the seeming hopes, and bright prospects, pins his

faith to individual appearances, rushes onward, but

full soon does he receive a knock on the head or

bump on the forehead. The shock melts him, brings

him to the nascent state, and the condition of life

being fulfilled, forthwith comes success to greet him.
Let the reports be wdiat they may, if Law is Law,
Christ could not have suffered except by %pn\ehow

forsaking the God-Ideal or stumbling in the path of

dfitith-mdije. Persecution , however, soon restored him
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to his balance and a few hours of absolute self-

crucifixion -in the Timeless All before the seeming

crucifixion took places brought him to life for all

times. But persecution and pain as such are not

necessarily succeeded by success and joys often one

trouble simply heralds a whole train of otherss and

they say misfortunes never come singly. If through

the warning of one calamity we ' wake lip to the

blessed moods the sunshine of life and light falls' on

us there and thens but if the cold of initial misery

intensifies our law-breakings worse disast^ers are invit-

ed by us. The Law inexorables perhaps mysterious

also, not being understood and kept, the struggle must
continue showering hard bumps and knocks over

oiir -heads. Those survive that pass- through the

indescribable “nascent state,” the only condition for

fitness.- Once they had engines without governors,

and the steam struggle was unmanageable. But now
that the governors have been invented' for engines,

why should there be any unnecessary waste,of power.

So, the Law of life, the governor being secured,

there is no reason why pain and struggle should

still be permitted to rule mankind like lower animals.

To work as centred in the physical personality

is no crime in the eyes of the limited worldly

governments, but that is the only crime with the

Universal Supreme Government, all other faults being
its different-branches. There is but one' disease and
one remedy. To break the Vedantic law—By-w/iTwa

satynm jagat 9m%a—is the root of all maladies,
now assuming the shape of one trouble and then of
another; And the cure is to wake up into our
Beal God-head. Self-deception once yielded to, all
other deceptions'follow naturally more and more.



‘ Is Ham's talk merely a recluse's reverie and of

no use to the men of society ? The water in the

reservoir has no vegetation about it, but could that

be a reason why the fields should refuse to be

irrigated by it in order to bear their own harvests ?

llama states simply the Law which is every one's

own life. I find all the laws of the world— chemical,

biological) psy.cJioLogipal and all to be no more than

particular ^p^ssion^ of the One Law—the Law oi

laws referred to_above. The law of Causation, the

worldly relationships, -hopes, duties, are all mere

transition points, passing standards of judgment, way
side inns, the dolls of the spinster, the yatamnnm
of the waterless Arab. Once the sun shines in the

horizon of our conscipuspess, once we wake up to

the true nature of things, all causations and laws

begin to revolve round as planets and satellites, nay,

they approach us even as children do their mother

at the dinner time.

Samn Ved>t,

V *

Man has to learn to die quite as naturally and

simply as the child has to learn to walk. This-

death means the state where the servant is no
individual servant, the disciple no disciple, the Raja

no Baja, the friend no friend, and the enemy
no enemy, the people's promises no promises,

threats -no threats, provisions no provisions, rights

no rights, all is God. There is but One Reality.

(When the heart beats at one with it,, the whole

world pulsates -at- one with^the hearty When the
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mind gets out of ._tune Trith it, ( i . p.i rests on

shows), the whole world.'.vibrates differently from

U^mind. So long as we feel an impulse to defend

the body and i:e,taliate on behalf of personality,

returning titlJ’oj.’^iat, we are dead. There is no
safer test of- greatness than the- faculty to let

mortifying and insulting expressions,pass upheeded.

When a gentleman passes from the la^wyer's bar

to the judge^s bench, the att.itiude-of the whole court

towards him changes. So, when we rise from the

-affyocate’s position to that of the disinterested. God-
light, the whole world must re^pdjust her relations

to us, and their lines of business with us must point

differently as the compass needle sliifts its pointing

through the motion of the ship. Do they cheat you ?

It is because you have defrauded God out of you.
/ Truly observes Professor James: «Life_is based on

,
the fact that material sensations actuallypresenj^ay
have a weaker influence on our, action than.nfeos
of remoter facts,’’ Animals are led by the
material sensations alone, Man’s Divinity is redeemed
only when the invisible laws, nay, the Law, which
is enveloped in darkness for the animal man be-
comes to him a solid, stern fact of facts, and on
the other hand, the seeming fleeting forms, the so-
called hard cash etc.,_. -which .are. the guiding stars
.of the ignorant, disappear for him in the daylio*.ht
of the Divine Presence. -

"

Bhagnrfifl Qtta,
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SuuLijtK CouiiTesY—^J;he Lav.

KhctUl un roz ha atisli hami r/itfi

Af^ar iftmye za man haqiat clarsoz

Bixdu mi gitfl cm alii;?) hi ai shah !

Ba peshat man Bunfiram ta day nfroz.

Sense in English: —
Abrahanij vhile about to be burnt alives asked

Eire : “If say even an hair of my personal con»

sciousness still clings to this body, pray, spare it

nofcj burn it, burn it please.^’ The fire went out'

as if reverently to make this reply : “Live ye,

my lord I let me die- at your feet.'*

Such is the Law Divine. God shall not be- out-

done in politeness of luanners.

aTSfOTl II

Yajur Veda Samhita,

Brihadaranyaka Xfp,

«rfe?Tm5^i!T ii

Taitiriya' Up.

Ti'anslation :

—

Gods, the progenitors, at the very beginning

spoke to the lovely lover of Brahma; —
O one with Brahman i whoever niay thus know

Brahman, we gods have to wait upon him as obe-

dient attendants. All beings bring presents before

his throne,- all laws offer sacrifice on his altar.
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A GcBEAT ObJECTIOIn to VeDAIsTA.

Vedanta kills out feelings and blears the aesthetic

vision; it inculcates callousness, nat\^ejike_i’ectili*

near-conduci.'nou’egard for relations.

Yes. It does so. To its true votary, Truth,

the Reality, must gain such enormous dimensions
that things, persons, causations- and opinions should

become vanishing quantities. Rut if human or rather

animal feelings are washed out Divine feelings begin

to overflow instead. The artificial lights are re-

placed by the laughing sunlight which bathes all

surroundings in joy, although it is no respecter of

persons,

“ISTever before could I have believed it,^' says an
Englishman of great spiritual experience “but I see

it all now. There is nothing like it—no happiness

—

when you have clean dropped thinking about your-
self. But you must not do it by halves, while
even there is a least grain of self left, it will spoil
all

;
you must just leave it all behind and vouchsafe

to the personality and mind just that much sympathy
as to any stranger —no more, no less.''

Leaving your year-long plans and purposes,
leaving good name and reputation and the sound of
familiar voices, untwining loved arms from about
you, putting off the cherished personal self, as we
slip off gloves, brushing aside the fears of disease
and banishing the hopes of appreciation, pass disem-
bodied out of yourself. Leave the husk, leave the
long, long prepared envelope. Pass through the gate
of indifference into the Palace of Mastery, through
the door of Jnanam (Knowledge Divine} out into
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Uio open of deliverance. Give aAvay. Ulispossoss your

mind of all you have, become poor and without claims,

and behold 1 you shall be Lord and Sovereign of all

things.

3Ti*^q; I

KTiarfe^ioTig' II

l\ijU7\

Meaning: -

Success and jirospcrity arc thy maid-servants. Day
and night thy right and left sides. The splendour

in stars thy looks. Ileaven and Karth thy lips parted

(in smiling). If yc desire anything, desire that.

Cr

RAMA.
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BALANCED MIND.

Clasts Lecture^ df*Uvered on Febmary '5, 1903.

The question put the other day was: “Can a

man realize Vedanta in this age ?’' And it was
suggested by some one that a man must leave this

or that in order to realize Vedanta, and retire to

.

the forest of the Himalayas. But Uama says, <*No,

no, you need not retire into the forests.’’

In these days the common complaint is lack of

time. They say, ‘‘We have got no time, we have
to attend to all sorts of business, our relatives and
friends take up our time.*’ There is a prayer: “0 t

God ! Save me from my enemies,” but the prayer
which the modern man should ojffer more properly

would be, “O God ! Save me from my friends.” V

. 'Priends rob us of all our time ; then anxieties, worries,

'troubles take away our time. Then we have to
attend to our children and our helpmates

; we have
to receive visits and pay visits, we have to read
things ; how can we spare time for spiritual advance-

ment ? Oh, duties ! they take away our time. We
cannot spare time even to take dinner easily. In
the name of duties all your life is being frittered '

away. But let us ask wherefrom these duties come.
Who imposes these duties upon you ? You your-
selves. In fact it is you who make your duties.
Duties should not come upon you as a cruel master.
You regard it your duty to attend to the office



work* hut who put that office work on you ? It

is you yourself. Soj if you ultimately realize the

nature of duties* you will see that you are your

own master* and that all these duties* which absolutely

enslave you* are created by yourself. If you once

feel that, there is nothing in this world that binds

you. Everything originally comes from you. You
can be very happy, and you can adjust your position

most smoothly.

Once a man came to Dr. Johnson, and said,

“Doctor, I am undone, un.done. I am unfit for any

work ; I cannot do anything. What can a man do in

this world? ” Dr. Johnson inquired what was the

matter with him. He ought to lay down reasons

for his complaint, and this man began to state his

argument in this way. “J^tan lives in this world

for a period of a hundred years at the utmost, and

what are a hundred years compared with infinity,

eternity. Half of this age is passed in sleep. Y^ou

know we sleep every day, and our period of child

hood is one long sleep, and our period of old age

is also a time of debility and helplessness, when we
can do nothing

;
again our period of youth is mis-

spent in evil thoughts, in all sorts of temptations.

Again what is left to us is spent in sporting about.

We play a great deal, and what is left out of that

is wasted away in attending to nature^s calls, and in

eating, drinking, etc., and what is left out of that goes

in anger* envy, anxiety, troubles, and worries. These

are also natural for every man. What remains still*

what little is left to us, is taken up by attending

to our children, to our friends and relatives. What
can a man do in this world? We must weep for

those that die, and we must rejoice at the birth
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of new arrivals. All our time must be wasted

in this way. How can a man do anything solids

anything real? How can a man spare time for

realizing his God-head? We cannot. Away with

these churchess away with these religious teacher's

and preachers. Tell them that people in this world

cannot spare time for religions they have no time

for realizing their God-head. That is too much for

us.'' Dr. Johnson did not smile at 'these wbrds's

he did not reproach this maus but only began to

Aveep and to sympathise with him. He said, “Men
ought to commit suicide, because they have no time
Cor godly professions. Brother 1 To this complaint
of yours, I have another complaint to add, I have
a Avorse complaint to add." This man asked Dr.
Johnson to state his complaint. Dr. Johnson began
to cry a mock cry, and said, “Look here 1

- there
is left no soil or earth for me; there is left no
soil or earth which Avill grow corn enough to feed
me, I am undone, undone." “Well," he said,
“Doctor, how could that be ? .1 admit that you
eat too much, you eat as much as ten men do,
yet there is soil enough on the earth to produce
food for 'your stomach; there is earth enough to
produce corn or vegetable for your body. Why do
you complain?" Dr. Johnson said, “j^ook here,
AAdiat is this Earth of yours ? This Earth is nothin^-’
this Earth is looked upon as a mathematical point
in astronomical calculations. When we are calculat-
mg the distances of stars and suns, we regard this
Earth as nil, as a cipher, and three-fourths of this
cipher or world is occupied by water, aud what isleft out of that? Mark. A great deal is takenup by barren sands, and a considerable part is taken
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up by barren hills and stones, and a considerable

part is taken up by lakes and rivers ; again a

considerable part of this Earth is occupied by sites

of big cities like London ; again roads, railroads,

streets take up a great deal of this Earth. What
is there in this Earth left for man ? We will

suppose that there is something left for man out

of all that. But how many living beings are there,

who want to take advantage of the insignificant part

of the soil that is left ? There ary many birds, so

many ants, so many horses, so many elephants, all

of these want to keep themselves on the Earth

that is left and is capable of producing anything ; very

little falls to the lot of man. How many men are

there in this world ? Look at London, full of

millions and millions of men ; look at this enormous

population. All these want to feed upon the insig-

nificant part of this big cipher or this world. How
can the Earth produce food enough for my satis-

faction ? Hy logic leads me to this desperation, to

this sad conclusion that I should die, because I can
’ find no earth which can produce food to feed me.''

How the man said, “Doctor, your argument is not

right.; your logic seems to be right, but still despite

this logic of yours, this Earth can keep you." And
Dr. Johnson said, “Sir, if this complaint of mine

is groundless, your complaint that you have got no
- time to supply yourself with spiritual food is also

groundless. If the earth is suft'icient to supply me
with material food, time also is sufficient for your

purpose ; it can also supply you with spiritual food."

Thus Rama makes the same answer to this question-

that the present civilization does not ^allow us time

to -get any spiritual food. This question Rama
A7
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answers in the same way, as Dr, Johnson answered

that question many years ago. You have got time

enough even under these cricumstances to advance

spiritually
;
you have time enough, if you make

proper use of it.

There was a man on horse-back going to a

distant place. He happened to pass by a Persian

wheel in India. You know that in India water is

drawn out of the well by a kind of arrangement
which we call a Persian-wheel. "When water is

pumped out of a well by Persian-wheeL there

is a noise. Now this man brought his mare or

horse to drink from the water that was coming out

of the well by the Persian-wheel. The horse not

being accustomed to hear that kind of .noise, was
startled a little and did not drink that water. The
horseman asked the peasants who were nmrking that

Persian-wheel to stop that noise. The peasants
stopped that noise by stopping the Persian
wheel

;
the noise was stopped, but with the stop-

ping of the noise the coming of the water also
stopped. Now the horse had no water to drink

;

the Horse advanced towards the cistern, where the
water was to be found, but there was no water at
all. Now this horseman turned to the farmers and
complained to them, “O queer farmers ! T asked
you to stop the noise ; I did not ask you to stop
the water, strange fellows you are

; you will not
show kindness to a stranger to allow his horse a
drink of water.” The farmers said, “Sir, we wish
from the bottom of our heart to serve you, to
treat you and to serve your horse with water, but^ur request is beyond our power to compl3' withWe cannot comply with your request,. If you want
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to have waters if you want ' to water your horsej

you ought to coax him to drink when the noise

is going on ;
because when we stop the noises no

f

water will be supplied ; water comes always along-

side of this noise/^ Similarly Bama sayss “If you

want to realize Vedantas realize it even in the

midst of all sorts of noises even in the heat of all

sorts of troubles. In this world you can nevers

never get yourself in a state where there will be

no noise or no botherations from without. Live

on the heights of the Himalayas
; there also

you will have troubles around. Live as savagess

there also you will have botherations' around you.

Go wherever you pljsases botherations and troubles

will never leave you; they are always with

you. If you want to realize Vedantas realize it

when the noise of the Persian-wheel is going on

all around you. All the great men have been pro-

duced despite discouraging environments and cir-

cumstances
;
in fact the harder these circumstancess

the more trying the environmentss the stronger are

the mens who come out of those circumstances. So

welcome all these outside troubles and anxieties.

Live Vendata even in these surroundingSs and when
you live A'^edantas you will see that the surround-

ings and circumstances will succumb to yous will

yield to yous they will become subservient to you;

you will become their master. Is it society that

weighs us down ? Is it this world that keeps us

down? You do not live in this world. Every-

body lives in a tiny little world of his own crea-

tion. How few are the men who live in this

world I In the wide world very few live indeed;

you live in small worlds of your own creation.
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Y,ou have made your worlds around your small

selves. There are people .who do not know any-

thing heyond the small domestic circle, there are

people who .do not know anything beyond the small

world of' their own caste. There are people who

do not know anything beyond the small world,

formed by their wives, husbands, or children. Live

in this wide world at least; rise above the little

petty worlds. It is not the broad world that keeps

you down; it is the small world of your own

creation that keeps you down; if you can rise above

it, the whole world will yield to you.

Now, this small world of our own creation will

be illustrated by referring to what work really is.

You say you are kept very busy, and Kama has

observed in this country people complaining of time,

though Bama is amused to see here that they are

trying all their lives to kill time, and yet they

complain of it. They get time enough to hang

heavy on their hands as well as heads, and yet

they say they have no time. You are driving out

time by your desires, you are killing time, and
yet you say you have no time. How is that? The
cause of your complaint is a misunderstanding of
the nature of work. You call that work which is

notin reality work. Work is defined diiferently
by different people. Science or writers of mechanics
define work in one way, and we in another way.
According to them you are doing no work if you
are.walking on a plane, or if a ball is moving on
a smooth plane, it is doing no work. You work
only when you are going uphill; you are doing no
work when you are moving horizontally; that is a
peculiar way of defining work. Psychology define.^
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work ill another .way. According to Psychology you
are working only when your mind is engaged
in it ; if you are doing a thing and your mind
is not engaged in it, you are not working at all.

You are breathing, but this breathing is no work
according to Psychology ; your blood is flowing in

your veins, and this is also -work from one stand-

point, but this is no work according to Psycholo-

gists who give a very remarkable illustration to show

what work really is.

There was a man, a retired veteran, who had

been accustomed to military discipline and drill to

such a degree that the performance of those feats

of drill was automatic for him. This man was walk-

ing through the street with a heavy pitcher of

milk, or some other eatable in his hands. He car-

ried a heavy pitcher on . his hands or shoulders.

There appeared a practical joker in the street; he

wanted that all thi.s milk or other delicious food

should be spilled into the gutter. This man stood

aisde and just ejaculated “Attention 1 Attention !

’’

You know when we .say “Attention’', the hands

ought to be dropped down. As soon as this veteran

soldier heard that word “Attention", his hands

dropped down and all the milk or other thing that

he had, fell into the gutter. All the by*standers

and shop-keepers in the street had a very pleasant

time of it. You will see that when he heard the

word “Attention", he dropped doAvn his hands,

but Psychology says he did no work : that is what

is called a reflex- action. Reflex action is no work,

because the mind is not engaged.

Now, Rama simply asks, “Please state how
much work you do- in twenty-four hour.s?" When
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you are eating, is that work? ISTo. When you are

doing many other things, are you working in e

same sense in which Psychology dehnes work?

When you are walking, are you working? When

you are doing many other things. Rama need ^not

mention all. are you working? No. no. Tloui

mind or attention was not engaged. If your mind

or attention is not occupied with what you hare

got in your hands, then you are not working ;

there you are idling away your time. Could you

not ispare that, could you not utilize that? In

some work our mind is thoroughly engaged, and

while doing some other work, our mind is half

occupied. In work where your mind is half

occupied, you are doing half work
;
the other half

of your attention you might utilize, and when your

attention is entirely idle, then you might utilize

your full attention. Thus by utilizing your mind^s

attention you may increase your lives. You can do

more work in one day than you could do by not

utilizing the unengaged attention.

This will,be illustrated by another story.

Two boys met each other in the streets. They
were friends. One of them urged his fellow to go
with him to a church, and there hear a sermon
or say some music or something. The other
pleaded play. Kow, what was the use of wasting
time in going to church and hearing a monotonous
sermon ? They had better play. They did not conic
to an agreement, so one went lo the church and
the other went out seeking play. Rut when the
boy who went to church found himself face to face
with the preacher, he could not understand or eiiiov
the sermon at all; he repented of his bavins gone
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to the church. Then he began to think of the

play-ground. He began to think of the boy who
was being joined by his friends at play. Tiro

long hourvS he spent in the chiirchj but all the

time his mind was in the play-groiind. Now, the

boy M'ho wont to the play-ground did not find

any congenial company, did not find any other boy

who might come and play with him. He found
himself alone, and he felt very lonely. He thought

of the church, and then he thought within him-

self that it was too late to go to the church. He
remained in the play-ground, but his mind was all

the time in the church, he was all the while in

the church. After two hours those two boys met

each other again in the streets. One said he

was sorry for not going to the church, and the

other said he was sorry for not going to the

play-ground. This is what is happening everywhere

with men. Your minds are not where your

bodies are. How many are there that heard the

lecture to-day ; very few can manage to remain

in the hall; the mind flits away; the mind is there

with the child or with some other friends
;
the mind

wanders away from place to place, from topic to

topic. According to Psychology you do a thing

when the mind does a thing. Sometimes when your

body is doing a particular action, you have not done

that action. 'When your body is in the church,

when you are offering prayers, when you are attend-

ing lectures, you are not attending lectures ; and

sometimes when your body is in the streets, when
your body is taking walks, there you are in reality

until God. Y'our mind is with God. Often times

people who were accused of faults anc^ crimes, were
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in reality godly and pious : there minds were with

God. Sometimes people who are looked upon as

pious and holyj have ftlthy minds. Sometimes we
see that the. absolutely wicked prosper. Vedanta

saysj it is not their wickedness that brings prosperity.

They in their hearts have been living with God
;

so do not draw any inferences from the external

actions of people. Jf a man commits murder or

theftj you ought not to look down upon him. '

llama will now tell you a story told by a very

notorious thief in India, llama was a child at that

time and he heard that big thief relate this story

to one of his friends. He happened to be at that

time present on the occasion, llama happened to be

in the village forest. He was then a small child.

The thief made it no secret to tell it in the presence
of the little boy of whom he thought nothing> and he
Ireely told the story. Kowj that story will let you
into the secret of the whole ail'air. This thief related
the way he once managed to break into the house of
a rich man, and steal away the jew'ellery of the house.
He said that he came to know about the jewellery
that this rich man had got recently into his house
by some means. He went to break into the house,
hut could not devise any method or means of doino*
it. Jly thinking and thinking again he made a
plan ; he saw that near the house there was a
gipatic tree powing, and he saw that this tree was
opposite the window of the third story of the house
Then he devised the plan to put a swing at night,*
when It was dark to put a rope at the top of the
tree, and he made a kind of a trapeze, and he be!?an
to swing upon that trapeze,, went on siringin-,
swinging, in that hot oountry.

/ It was. summer, an°d--
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entered the

with him,

up two or

hediacl conite to know that the people- oi the house

slept 'oil the fifth storj^ they were not on the third

story. When the tra'pey.e' reached the window, he

gave it a kick 'and he kicked it a second time, and

at the third’ kick the window sash flew hack.' Now
in the seventh or eighth attempt, hy

window sash or door fall down he

house, and there he had some ropes

he let down the ropes and drew

three of his companions. Then he began to think

ivitiiin himself of the place where the jewellery was

expected to lie found. He concentrated his mind ;

his mind was all merged in concentration. There

he said that the people did not keep their jewel-

lery at such places where the thieves might expect

to find it
;
the people keep their jewellery where

it is least expected to be found. Then ho began

to dig at a place where the jewellery was least,

expected to be found. It was buried in the ground.-

That is the way people did in those days, and'

some do so to-day in India, but now they are

beginning to put their money in banks.’ The peo-

ple used t^o keep their money buried under ground.

He got the money and then he heard a sound

upstairs. Hanfa cannot forget the descriptions he

of his state of mind then. He said that

and his companions, after they had got the

gave

he

money, heard that- sound, and that sound sent

a thrill throughout their ' body. Their ' whole being

was throbbing , shakingi quivering, shivering ; -they

were trembling from head to- foot. . Then he said

t halt that wals a time 'of death. They found them-

selves dead, and there they said' that even a small

rat'.might come and >kill -them. ' The. sound/ 'in fact,

48
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was the sound of rats only. There he said that

he repented, he prayed to God, he gave up his

body and resigned himself entirely to God. There
he resigned himself,- repented and asked God to

forgive him, and there he was in a state of samidin-

in which the mind was no mind, all selfish interests

were gone. Here he was in a very queer, wonderful

state of mind, he and all his companions. There he

prayed. “0 God ; save me and J shall become a

hermit, 1 shall become a scmnyasU I shall become
a monk, 1 shall devote my life entirely to your
service, 0 Lord ! save me, save me.’^ Here was
offered a most fervent, heartfelt prayer, a most
sincere prayer that came from the bottom of his

heart and soul. Here was a prayer that sounded
through the depth of his whole being

; merged in
God he was at that lime. What was the result ?

All sound subsided, and he and his companions
came out of the house safe. Now mark, Oudge
not things from the external actions

; man is not
what his actions are, man is what his thoughts are.
A man who lives in a house of ill-fame may be
a saint. We know that Lord Buddha went to the
house of a courtesan, Buddha w^as pious. We know
that Lord Christ lived in the house of Mary Mao-
dalene, the woman whom people were going te pelt,
but Christ is God. Wo know that there have been
saviours oven in India like Christ. They lived in
the company of people of ilHarae. They were really
God. Judge not a man by .his company

;
judo*e not

51 man by his acts. Judge nobody. Amanis°what
his thoughts are. People who live in jails often live

m a jail. Milton s great work came out when he
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was ill jail aud when he was also blind. Daniel De
Foe wrote Robinsoit Cntsoe while in jail. Sir

Walter llaleigh wrote his Histonj of iho World in

a jail. We wish that our surroundings may be

of “this kind or that ; we are living where our

thoughts are living. Nowj we came to interpret

the story of that death, i. e., death-in-life. Just

mark. Rama says that success comes to you as

a result of your unison with the All. Success

is always the result of goodness in you ; the result

oi_yjo^ absorptioji—^i^ inmiersion_ in the Divinity.^

That is always the case. Here was this thief

;

he succeeded. You all will succeed. The success of

the thief wa‘s the consequence of that real, sincere,

earnest, prayerful mood in which he was. He- found

out where the treasure lay by immersion and absorp-

tion in the Deity, in the All. He succeeded, and

even the success of a thief is the result of Vedanta,

put in practice. How, the success of each and all

is always due to that. There we see again he was

a thief ; he committed theft, that was wrong. Rob-

bing others is a sin ; robbing others will, of course,

at the right time bring punishment upon him, and
this money that he gets by theft, this crime that

he commits, this breaking of the Divine harmony
will bring desolation upon him, but we see that

the success of the thief was the consequence of his

feeling in harmony and unison with the All, his

absorption in;the Divinity ; his giving up the bodyj

his rising above the body for that small moment

;

his crucifying the body, his crushing the flesh. His
overcoming all bodily interest is what brought to

him success ; but the thieving or scheming tendency

which is employed brought upon him the fear of
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punishment, the terror and the awe.. We make a

mistake when we expect a man to he entirely bad.

Even a thief has got some prayerful mood and

divinity in him. Eceti Christs^ missiona) ies^ swamts,

or ieache't'is have tjoi some bad fendenoies in tkein.

Every man has got a queer mixture in him. We
make a mistake when we worship personalities in

not accepting the wrong side of a man along with
his good side

;
so try to sift out the truth from

error always.

How can a man in the present circumstances

achieve realization of the Spirit ? The answer will

be dependent ujiou the nature of the man himself.

Men in this world may be broadly ’divided as

possessing three kinds of tempers, three kinds of

mind. There are some whose minds are of the

nature of unstable equilibrium
; there are others

whose concentration or peace of mind may be of

the nature of stable equilibrium; there are others
who are always in neutral equilibrium. What is

unstable equilibrium ? Place the pencil a ertically
upon the .palm of the hand, it never stays

( here
the .bwami put the pencil on his palm in a vertical
position ), for a second or so it may be at rest

;

every whiff of wind will throw it donn. This is
called unstable equilibrium. Hold the pencil by one
end (here the Sn ami 'held the pencil between his
fingers and kept it hanging like a pendulum). It
is at rest, but being a pendulum, it will go on
oscillating sometime, but after a while it wifi stop
again.. The equilibrium may be disturbed but it
may be regained soon. In the first position of the
pencil, the equilibrium may not be regained. Hut
there is a third kind of, equilibrium. Place
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the pencil horizontally (here he laid down the 2)enoil

on the tahle)> it is at rest. Place lit like that ; it is at

rest. In this position wherever you place the pencil,

it is at rest. It is in equilibrium all the time. Just so,

there are some people whose minds are all the time

disturbed, all the time distracted
;
they cannot be

in equilibrium : they cannot rest. External circum-

stances bring them rest, but they are distracted again.

There are other people whose minds are usually

calm, collected and quiet, but being once disturbed

they go on oscillating for a long, long time, and

the majority of m^n in this world are of that

nature. You are walking thro,ugh the streets
;

somebody comes and shakes hands Avith you, and

makes some remark which is not complimentary,

but critical, cynical. He goes away, but the act is

done ;
he made the remark, and .went aAvay. The

effect of that disturbance continues for hours and

hours, sometimes for days and days, for weeks and

weeks, for months and mouths, sometimes for years.

The effect of that remark remains and the mind

keeps on oscillating ;
being once disturbed, it goes

on oscillating ;
goes on moving up and down ;

and

this state of mind, this oscillating state of mind

ruins your life ;
it takes away all. your time. jS'ow

just mark. The acts or the facts did not take

much time. The act Avas the first motion which

was given, but the after effects, or, say, the oscil-

lations of your mind take, away your life. If you

could prevent those peculiar oscillations, if you could

overcome that inner disturbance, if you resist or

brill'' under control that meditation. or that conti-

nuous vibration of the mind, that palpitation ;
if you

could overcome it, your . life Avould be the life of
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millions of men. Even your thirty years of life may be

equivalent to hundreds and hundreds of years. Mark

the disease of your mind, the psychological disease

from which you are suffering, Kuoav that disease

and cure it. The disease of j^our mind is the

oscillating tendency ;
when the thing is done, the

mind keeps oscillating between a fear and a smile.

These are only pendulum-men. Now, the third kind

of men are the heroes, the liberated souls. These

are men whose minds connot be disturbed by any

circumstances ; let anything come to pass, they are

undisturbed, they are at rest. Place them in the

surging waves of the rolling ocean, the same
;
place

them in war, the same. You are friends, you will

talk to them to-day, you make all sorts of remarsk,

the remarks are unanswered. The very moment
you go away, the mind is as fresh and as pure

as ever. P»,emaiu with a free man for a thousand

years, go away, .and you have left no disturbance

there. The mirror shows your face back to you.

You know the mirror does not exactly j)ortray your
face. If you have an ear-ring in the left ear, you
will find the ear-ring in the right ear of the mirror,

and so the right becomes the left, and the left

becomes the right. You remain before the mirror
for a hundred years, and for a hundred years the
mirror goes on answering you. Leave the mirror, the
mirror is just the same ; so is the case with a liberated
soul, or a man of wisdom. He is one upon whom
the outside stain can leave no tainting spot, whom
nothing can pollute, and who remains as free as
ever. You may come and praise him all the time

;
go away and his mind will not afterwards be
chewing the cud of your praise. Xoii come and
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pass critical and cynical remarks ; you go away and
he will not he ruminating over your criticisms. Pree»

free. He believes in his Divinity.

How» Hama says that if you really study Vedanta

and keep the Vedantic teachings continually

before youj and by self-suggestions from Om> or

from some other remarks> by self-suggestions in the

right directions you remember your God-head and
keep the reality before you, your mind if origin-

ally of unstable equilibrium, will become of stable

equilibrium, and if it is of stable equilibrium, it

will acquire neutral equilibrium by degrees, and this

Vedanta, this truth you have to keep’’ before you
all the time. Hama will now tell you some out-

side aids and helps to keep continually in that

state. Try it and you will see that even though
this is not preached by people, yet it is a wonderful

advice. You will mark it. When people come and

have a talk with Hama, sometimes remarks— cyni-

cal, critical remarks—are made, and then they go

away. Do you know how Hama keeps himself safe

from their suggestion ? Different ways there are.

One way is this. Y^ou see that small book before

you. This is a marvellous book
;

it Tvas written

by a man whose equal is not to be found. This

man is not famous, he is not worshipped in India,

This book is not a famous book like the Bhagavctd

frita*
;

it was not written by Krishna ; it was
written by a man who was unknown to name and

fame. . But here is a man who gives you all the

Christs, Krishnas, Buddhas, all of that. Hama takes

up this book. It is in Sanskrit you know, and

^‘It seems Rama refers to Avaef/tuf Giia here. Editor.
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A\’hen l^aina reads 'oiio verso out of this books that

is enough to Tripe oUt and* wash away- all pollu-

tion of lives and -lives; it throws Rnma at once

into a state of 'ecstasy ; one verse of this small

book appeals to -the hearts and upliflss re-asserts*

the God-head in .'Raina: • Tt destroys the low nature

and rends asunder the veil of Maya at once. So

Hama tells yous you' may keep a book of that

kind. You may have some ixsalms which lift you

ups inspire you ;
you may have some songs which

inspire you immediately ; you may have some poems

which appeal to you ; you may havcs says the Bible ;

you may have the Sermon on the iAFount. You

may mark the* passages of your favouTitc authorss

the passages which inspire yous or anything what

ever that uplifts you. You may have a small note

book in which you keep collected all those sayings

which inspire you or which uplift you, which fill

you with prayer. You may have this book.' You
may have the poem written at the end of this book,

“Oh, brimful is my cup of Joy,’' that poem, and you
may have anything which stirs you np. Keep that

always right at hand, and after you have mixed
with your friends or left any uncongenial compan3^
instead of allowing your mind to keep oscillating?

instead of allowing your mind to remain in a dis-

turbed state, oscillating all the while, at once take up
this inspiring' passage and make the mind stead3\

Now, you sec Hama has told jmu the cause
the mental disease. - Hama has laid before you the
general malady of tlie ' human soul. The general
malady is this '.oscillating tendency, and Hama has
told you how you ]nay keep the mind steady.
We will continue this subject next time.
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OUT MISERY TO GOI) M'rnilN.

I.txfnrt' tl'jtii’vrcil (»< afternonui

I'ehr»ittnf Sy

1

AVc shall take up this aftornoon the question,

“Why do people suitor, why is there this suffering

in the world ?“

llainn shall not take up this question. from the

.stand-point of History, or of what has been read in

hi.*!toricaI writings, or of the sayings of sages or

the opinions of wise men. It is true that all these

great writers, all these great thinkdrs and authorwS

have spoken the truth. They have told what occurred

to them to he the absolute truth. Rut all the

writings of all the authors of the world put together

,do hut little good, unless you sift matters through

and through, and sec by your own personal ex-

perience. Hama will say only what he has seen

through his own personal experience, and what each,

and all may see by personal experience.

There is a great tendency in these days to

refer to some authority, to refer to a great name,

a great historian, or a great scientist, and the speaker

who can use these great names is honoured most;

this is a suicidal tendency, Rama will tell you

from his own experience and will tell you what

you can learn hy your own experiments
'

The great cause of suffering in the. world is

that “WO do not look within, we do • not form our
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own opininnsj we take matters too much on trust)

we rely on outside forces to do our thinking.”

What other people say we take for granted,

and we do not look within ;
avc do not rely on

our own stamina. In addition to belief in Koham-

med, .Buddha or Krishna, wc have created all sorts

of fetishes before which we bow. Any child can

criticize our conduct and that is sutlicicnt to throw

us off our balance, and cause us .suffering. We
care too much for. the critici.sms and opinions of

others, we spend too much time in currying favour

with others. This idea of looking at ourselves

through the eyes of others and not looking at onr

true Self, not seeing ourselves but through the eyes

of others around us is the cause of our snfl’ering.

The habit of looking at ourselves through the eyo.s

of others is called vanity, self-aggrandisement. We
want to appear so good in the eyes of others* thi.s’

is the evil of society, the bane of all religion.

There was a man in India who was half crazy,

and just as in the month of April, you make April

fools in America, in the month of !March in

India people play all sorts of jokes with their

friends. The merry-making young men of the village

thought it high time to have some fun with this

man. So they made him drink some wine, and
made him tipsy, and then sent to him his most
intimate and most trusted friend and companion.
AVlien this trusted friend came up to this man,
the friend began, to ,cry, to weep and wail and
shed crocodile tears, and said, "0, 1 have just come
from your house and found your wife widowed,
I found your wife a widow." And the crazy fellow
also began to cry and shed tears, he began also
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others came and said, «Why do you weep ?” The
crazy man said, «0, I weep because iny wife, is a

widow/' They said to liim, '“How can that be ?.

You say your wife is a widow.* You are not dead.

How can your wife become widowed unless, you,

her husband,' die ? Yoii are not dead, .you. are

bewaling the widowhood of your own wife, that

is self-contradictory.'*’ The crazy fellow said, «*0,

go away, you don’t .know, you don’t understand,

this my most trusted friend told me he had' just

come from my.House, and that my wife was widow-
ed. He was an eye-witness to that fact, he saw
her widowed.’* They said, “Look here, what a

terrible absurdity is this” 1 (laughter), Yow, we
laugh at this man because he bewailed the widow*-’

hood of his wife and would not be persuaded that

his wife was not widow*ed because he was alive,

but remember this terrible absurd itj*^ is being per-

petrated by all the sects and religions of this

world, and by all tlie vain, proud,' fashionable peoj)le

of the world. They don’t look with their oavd eyes,

they don’t think with their own brains. Here is

your own Atman, your true Self, the Light of lights.

Pure, Immutable, the Heaven of heavens w'ithiii you;

Your real Self, your own Atman is ever alive, ever

present, never dead, and yet you cry and weep and
shed tears and say, “O, w*hen will happiness come
to me,” and you invoke the gods to come and help

you out of your difficulty. There you prostrate

yourselves, adopt sneaking habits, look dow’ii upon
yourselves. Because such a writer, such a divine

or saint called himself a sinner, because he calls

you worms, ther’efbfe yoii must do that, your
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salvation lios in thinlting yourselves dead. This

is the way people look at mattersj hut it won't

do. Begin to realize your . own lifej begin to

feel your own • Atmanj bid adieu to this tipsy

state which makes you bewail your own death.

Stand on your feet whether you are great or smalb
whether you are highly placed or very low* care

not a straw for that. Ilealize your divinityj
'
your

Godhead. Look at anything in the face, shrink not.

Look not at yourself, with the eyes of others .but
within your own Self. Your own Self will always
tell you that you are the greatest Self in all the world.

Similary, people say Vedanta, Buddhism, etc.,

tells them to think so, but liama tells you that
heaven from within tells you never to think your-
self dilapidated, decrepit, or worsted. Realize the
Divinity within.

‘‘The mountain and the squirrel
Had a quarrel ;

And the former called the latter ‘Little Pri«’-.’

Bun replied :

°

“You are doubtless very big
;

But all sorts of things and 'weather
]^^ust bo taken in together,

To make up a year
And a sphere.

And I think it no disgrace
To occupy my place..

If I m not as 'large as you.
You are not so small as I,

And not half so spry,
ril not deny you make
A very pretty squirrel track.
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Talents dilfer ; alTs well and wisely put.

. If I cannot carry forests on my back>

Neither can you crack a nut/'

Thus your body may be like that of a little

squirrel and another body beside you may be as

big as a mountaiuj but don't think you are small

;

be as wise as the small squirrel. Remember that

even if your body is. very little, you have a func-

tion to discharge in this world, which the big body

cannot perform. Then Avhy look dowii upon your-

self ? Be cheerful and happy.

A gentleman came to liama and said that his

superior officer ill-treated him all the time, llama

told him that the superior officer looked down upon
him because ho looked down upon himself. If we
respect our own selves, everybody must respect us.

If a Talue of one cent is put upon this little book,

nobody will pay two cents for it, but a value of

25 cents is placed upon this little book and
everybody is willing to pay that amount for it.

Similarly, set ux)on yourself a small value, and

nobody will take you at a high value. Set upon
yourself the highest value, respect yourself, feel

your Divinity, your Godhead, and eveybody must
take you in the same way.

They say, faith will save you ; but faith in ex-

ternal principles will not save you
; faith in your

own Divinity will save you. Believe, have living

faith in your own Divinity, respect yourself, and
everybody will respect you.

Well, the gentleman who had made a complaint

against his superior officer, being instructed by
Rama, began to spend his time in realizing his
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Divinity. He began to pray and pi'ay. Now prayer

does not mean repeating certain wor^. -Prayer

means feeling and realizing Divinity. He began to

pray that way. He found that the mas^r was

l)ound to respect him and treat him well; One day

the superior officer approached him in a very peevish

niood. The man answered the superior officer in a

most pleasant tone, iii a most happy Avay and said;—
<’0 sii’j indeed you draw a much largei salaiy

than I doj and I’ know that you do a particular

kind of work that I don't do; it is true that I

need you, but it is also true that you need inc.

Gould you do Without somebody to fill my

position? you could not. So you need mo .iust

as badly as I need you, and in fact you needed

me first. You needed some one to till this posi-

tion and you sent for me. 1 do not serve you.

If I am a servant, I serve my own needs and

wants : I am not your servant, I am my onm

servant. 1 am servile to nobody. Serving in a good

sense is alright."

That being the case, you are dependent on

nobody in the Mwld; no servant is dependent on

any master if he is dependent on his own desires.

Outward depeiideiioe is illusory, real dependence is

on our own self. That being the case, feel aiid

realize your independence. Why should you consider

yourself dei)endent on God, Christ, Mohammad,
Buddha, Krishna, or any of the saints o£ this world ?

Pree you are,- each and all. The idea of freedom

brought home makes you happy.

A man was taken to be a criminal by a certain

king of Asia, because he would not how before

the king. This old king got offended when people
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di(i not bow before him. The k-in®- said to the
criniinalj “Do you not know, what -a powerful and
strict monarch I am ? .Do ycfu not know that I

will kill youj you are so -audacious ?” The man
spat in the king's faces and looked so fiercely at

him . that he was exasperated. The man saids “0
foolish dolly that you are, you have not the power

or the authority to put me to death. I am my
own master. It is in my power to spit in your

face,, it is in my- power to insult you, and it. is

in my power to see this body put on the cross, or

scaffold. I am the master of my body. Your

authority is second-hand, my authority comes first.''

Similarly, feel and realize that you are always your

own master. .Look, at things from the stand-.point

of your Atman, and not through,- the eyes of others.

•Deel your independence! feel ‘that you .are, the God
of gods, the Lord of lords, for that you are.

Why do people suffer-,? They suffer through ‘the

ignorance of their own self, which makes them forget

their ,own self, ’ and which leads them, to think

themselves .to be what others call them. So long

as this ignorance is here, so long as man does not

realize ivis own Divinity, there will be sufferjng

-always. / •'
i

Ignorance, is darkness. If you go into a very.dark

room,, you are certain to strike against the wall,

you are sure to hit your head against something or

injure your-self in some way. It cannot be avoided,

you cannot help it. In some of the poor huts in

India, the people • a.re io. poor that they cannot

•afford light in the houses, .and Bama has observed

in passing along the streets that upon, entering the
' house; -during the darkness -of -the night, -the

: inaster
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of the house would always find fault with the wife

and others of the household. He would exclaim,

«0, why do you keep this table here4 I broke my
knee over it ? or why did- you put that chair there,

I nearly broke my hand over it ?'* or utter com-
plaints of a similar nature. Is there any remedy ?

Ifo, none ; for if the w'ife removed the table or

chair to another corner or part of the room, then

the man would have to go to some other place in

the dark and wmuld get hurt. So long as there is

darkness, the knee, the arm, the neck or shoulders

must be boken ; the head must knock against the
cornice or wall. It can't be helped. If you simply
light the room, let things be where they are, you
will not have to bother

; you W'ill then ho aide to
•walk unhurt from place to place.

So it is in the w'orld. In order that, your
suffering may be remedied, you should not rely on
the adjustment of your surroundings or on your
position-in life for the remedy, but depend upon
the remedy which deals only with the adjustment
of the Sun within. All people are trying to "-et
nd of suffering by placing or adjusting as it were
the furniture, by placing this and . that differently
in the world, or by aoemnulating money, or by
building grand houses or by acquiring certain land
which somebody else owns. By adjusting your
surroundings, or by placing yont fnrniture fn thus
•orto or that, you can never escape suffering.
. “ffeimg-may be.shunned,. removed, and got rid of

Ti/ht^lvT®*"®
into your room, by having

ti„ht, by having knowledge in the closet of yourhearfa. Let darkness go and nothing will harm yon- • There was a eommnnity of savages that ifred
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in a certain part of the- Himalayas, savages who:

never lighted any fire. The,old savages of the world

did not light .fires,' they knew not how toT.make a,

fire. They used to -live on dried fish, and never-

cooked their food .except by the heat of the sun,

or dried it in the sun. Before the evening came
they went to bed, .and got up with the sun, and

thus they had no occasion to mix with material

darkness. There was a big cave near the -place

where they used to live. These savages thought

that some of their most revered ancestors were living

in this cave. In fact some of their ancestors had

entered the dark cave and had died in it, by being

stuck in the mud, or probably striking their heads

against the jagged walls of the cave. The savages

looked upon this cave as very holy, but these people,

not being accustomed to associate with darkness, the

darkness in the cave was to them a giant monster

which they wanted to get rid of (laughter). You
laugh at this absurdity, but the people of to-day

are committing greater absurdities. Well, -some one-

told them that the i monster in the cave would leave,

if they approached the cave in a worshipful mood.

So they went and- prostrated .themselves in .front

of the cave for years, but the monster did not

leave the cave by this reverence. Afterwards some

one told them that the monster would leave the cave

if they bullied him, if they fought him. So they

got^ all sorts of arrows and. sticks sand rocks, all

kinds of weapons that they could find, and began
to shoot arrows into the cave and strike the darkness

with sticks
; but the darkness did not move, it did

not leave. Anoth.er said, “Bast, fast.' . The, darkness

,
will leave -the cave by.-.your ..fasting. All these

''

50 '
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years' yoit have ' not been doing the right thing'.

Pasting is what is needed.’’ The poor fellows fasted*

and fasted. They sacrificed by fasting but the

darkness left not, the monster still did not leave

the cave. Then somebody said the darkness would’

be dispelled if they distributed alms. So they began

to distribute all that they had, but the monster

did not leave the cave. At last there came a man

who said the monster would leave the cave if they

followed his advice. They asked him ,
what his

advice was, and he said, “Bring me some long

sticks of bamboo, and some grass to fasten the

bamboo sticks together, and some fish oil.” Then
he asked them to bring him some straw or rags

or something to burn. This man applied them to

the long end of the bamboo and by striking a stone

against a piece of flint, he struck fire and lighted

the straw at the end of the bamboo stick.

Pire was made and this was a queer sight to

these people, for this was the first time they had

seen lire. This man then told them to take hold

of the bamboo stick and run it into the cave, and
with it catch hold of .the ears of the monster and
drag him out of the cave, if they met the monster
darkness. At first they did not believe in his theory
and said that could not be right, since their great-

grandfathers had told them the monster would leave
the cave if they prostrated themselves before it or

if they fasted, or if they gave alms, and they had
liractised all these things for many years, and the
monster had not left the cave. “And now,” they
said, « here is a sranger ; he surely cannot advise
us aright ; his advice is worth nothing. 0, we will
not listen to it,

’ So they put out the fire. But
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-there were some who were not so prejudiced. They

took up the light and went into Che cave> and lo !

the monster was not there. They went on and oh

into the cave, (for it was a very long cave), and

still found no monster ; then they thought the

monster must he hidden in the holes in the cave,

and so they thrust the light into all the holes in

the cave, hut there was no monster anywhere, it

was as if it had never been there.

dost so, ignorance is the monster, darkness,

which has entered the cave of your hearts and is

making havoc there and turning it- into a hell.

All anxiety, all suffering, all pain lies in yourself,

never outside. Suppose somebody calls you names,

or rebukes you ;
such a person prepares for you

the food which, if taken into your mouth, will

hurt you. Thus, nothing, can enrage or excite you
unless you take it up and appropriate it to yourself,

llama never takes things unto himself ;
people often

pass unfavourable remarks as he passes along the

streets, but such words have no effect unless thev

are taken up and believed to be true.

According to Vedanta, a person of realization is

one who never takes the trouble of taking up or

appropriating in the least any poisonous feasts
;
such

a person never suffers himself to be rebuffed or

disturbed.

Be your true Self, be your Divinity. Take pity

on those people Avho are blaming or defaming

others. Never think yourself to be maltreated, down-

trodden, or fallen. Peel, feel your Divinity, live

in your Divinity ; all else is darkness, all else is

ignorance ;
it is darkness within you which creates

a hell for you. To get rid of this darkness, you
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in&y' try ull sorts of motliods iDVit they will avdil

nothing.

If three hundred and thirty-three, billions of

Christs appear in the world* it • will do no good*

unless you yourself undertake to remove the darkness

within. Depend not on others. ’ All these processes

of joining this Church or that,» this society or that

society* worshipping this Christ or that Krishna* this

fetish or that, will avail nothing. Do all that you

like* but it will avail you nothing. The only remedy

is Light, and -Light is living knowledge, living

faith in your Divinity. That is the remedy* there

is no oilier,

0 Divinity in the form of ladies and gentle-

men ! 0 my true Self in the form of everybody 1 I

0 my own beloved Real Self in • the form of all

these bodies ! I 0 blessed mother in the • form of

all these bodies ! ! 0 blessed Atman in the form of

all these bodies ! \ Light simply means the realization

of Truth to such a degree that all the apparent

bodies and forms may dwindle into nothingness.

Light* or the true realization of Truth* would
make all these bodies transparent, would make all

personalities evanescent. Whatever a person appearsi

a man of realization never sees the little ego, the
apparent body, but only the Divinity. To him the
apparent form or body is an illusion ; it is darknessi

ignorance.

The reihoval of ignorance means seeing God,
seeing the real Self* seeing only Truth, realizing

Divinity only* and being exempt from all fears and
all anxiety.

/, O Divinity 1 Divinity ! 1 0 my own beloved,
^dear, dear God in all these bodies ! I ! People who
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in the eyes of others are called- enemiesj are all

7ny own true Self
;
those who in the eyes of others

are called friendss are all my own true Self. See

not the outside personality 5 see not the little ego ;

seeing the Divinity not only in all bodies, but in

your own body also is light, which makes you see

Divinity one and the same as yourself. Divinity

is the synonym of my true Self. That I, the true

Self, is everywhere. Realize that, feel that, live

that, and all walls, all difficulties, all bars, all barriers

vanish. "What a vision I what a -truth!! what a

grand fact ! I It is a pity, it cannot be described

;

no words can reach it, no language can portray it.

It is a fact. If you simply want it, if you crave

for it, it must come to you./

"When we read Astronomy, we have to

make astronomical calculations,; and in c,alculaMng

the distances Jjetween the different stars, in e.stimatr

ing the great magnitudes of the different stars, we
come across such enormous figures that this Earth,

taken as a mathematical point, -becomes a vanishing

point.

Similarly, when you begin to realize the Truth,

to feel that you are the Light of lights, the Sun
of suns, the God of gods, the Lord of lords, all

these astronomical stars, all these gigantic Milky

ways are a mere insignificant speck. When you
realize that, when you feel that and think that,

O, how can any of your worldly bugbears produce

any effect on you?
If in the presence of these great stars, this

Earth dwindles into nothingness, then in the presence

of this Sun of suns, this Light of lights, in the

presence of my own true Self, how can these worldly
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troubles and anxieties keep any -dimensions r

Realize the Truthi feel that, live that and Tvlien

you feel it in its full intensity, notbingj nothing

will move you- Let juillions of suns be hurled

into annihilation, let an infinite number of moons

be melted into nothingness, a man of realization, a

man of light stands immovable like a rock, TThat

harm can come to. him? "What is there that can

bring suffering to him ?

O wonder of wonders 1 such enormous, such in-

finite, such ineffable glory ! I That is your real

Self, and it is ignored by the people.

That sun, that infinite sun is hidden by a

small curtain so close to the eyes that the whole
world is shut out. Such a glorious, majestic reality

is shut out by such a little, insignificant ignorance.

0, throw aside such enfeebling, such weakening
ignorance

; away with it. Realize «I am the Lord
of lords, the Light of lights, the Ineffable, the
Indescribable.'" That you are, that you are. O,
how plain, how clear does everything become when
you feel that Reality I

Rama tells you nothing from history, from the
lives of great men. What Rama tells you is from
his own personal experience and it is what you can
also realize for yourselves.

Rama tells you that u hen we realize the Truth
and feel the Reality, the world is converted into a
veritable heaven for us. There are then no foes,
no fears, no troubles, no anxieties, no pain. YeriJy.
verily, it is so.

Y hen we are at a great elevation, the small
differences in the level of objects domi below
, isappear. Down below> this house appears very
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high, and over there that house appears very low,

or this street appears very high and another street

appears very low, hut when we ascend the high hill

and look at these same objects, we do not mark
the difference. Similarly, when you rise to those

heights of spiritual glory, and when you feel the

true Atman, when you realize the Truth within,

then to you the small differences of friend or foe,

of malefactor or benefactor, all disappear. It is the

perception of these small differences which causes

us uneasiness; which produces ce'rtain unpleasant

effects, llise above this, so that the Reality be-

comes real, and all differences disappear ; this is

what Vedanta calls—Ekatwam. God is the Reality;

the world or phenomena is illusion.

Thus realize your own true Self, realize the

Atman to such a degree that this world may become
unreal and that God or the true Divinity within may
become real. Oh, what a crime you commit when
you address your brother as a man and do not

realize the Divinity within him.

Crimes are called by many names, matricide

homicide, and the like, but by not feeling the

divinity within each and all, you commit the crime

of God-cide or Deicide. When you call a man
father, brother, son, friend or foe, and feel not the

divinity within him, you employ words to such a

degree that the divinity is killed out. When the

body, the form; or outside illusory shape becomes

so prominent that the God within' is forgotten, then

you become worsted. Toii are annihilated, so to

speak, in this world, whenever' you try to kill out

the Divinity within you. This killing of God, of

the Divinity is ignorance, and this ignorane'e is the
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cause of, ,
suffering, in .this world. ' .This truth will

reiiiam a dream- only if people do not practise it.

It is a fact ;
realize it and you make yourself

happy ;
feel it, live it, and you will see, that

,
you

live in a world of- miracles, you will see that all

the powers serve you;, feel it, -and all the suns,

stars and moons obey your commands. This you
will find by persistent experiments.

Happy the man who can ever feel his oneness

with all> who can ever feel his true Divinity.

There is a Sanskrit verse, the literal meaning
of which is ‘-As darkness, accumulated in caves for

centuries, take no time to vacate when light is

brought, so it is with the man who has accumulated
darkness even from his birth. All flies away when
this Reality, this Divine Light, shines in the closet
of his heart.^^

Rama sees from personal experience every day
that when he sees the Divinity in the man or person
who appears, when he treats the body of the man
as God, or in other words, when he sees not the
personality but sees the Reality in the person, then
he does not suffer; but when he sees only the
body, sees only the personality of the person, then
does Rama suffer. But from all these past short-
comings and past successes, Rama has by this time
become wise to this degree that never, never, even
in a dream is. left any possibility of looking on
anybody as anything else but God. Rama sees that
by taking you to be the true Self, by feelin‘>* you
to ,be his own Self, by feeling .all these bodL to
be his, by .feeling. .aU these bodies to be the same'as his, they are bound to feel the same wav

Theie a mm called Majmm. He ns called.
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the prince of lovers, ifobody ever loved as he did>

but his love was for the personality, the body of

his lady, and it was thus that he could not see her.

Kama says, if you have desires and want

them fulfilled, you must leave those desires, you

must rise above them. Well, this poor fellow did

not possess the secret ; yet he was the ideal lover of

the whole world. It is related that he became

crazy and went mad over his great disappointment

and the poor crazy prince left his father's house

and roamed about the forest.' If- he saw a rose,

he would rush to it thinking it to be his beloved

one ;
the cypress tree he caressed thinking it to be

his beloved one ; he came up to a deer and thought

it to be his beloved one. That was his feeling

;

he had transformed these little bodies into the body

of his beloved one, seeing that everywhere. His

object of love was material and he suffered through it.

Kam says,’ “Love as he loved, but let the object

of your love be the real Self, the God, the Hivi"

nity." Is not the whole world mad, crazy after

happiness, and happiness is a synonym of God ?

This poor- fellow knew not where to find True

Happiness or God. Hlessed is he who realizes the

Truth like that who realized his lady-love

in the trees, in the animals, and in the flowers.

Well, the poor fellow' at last fell senseless in the

»forest, and his father searching for him came upon

the spot where he was lying. He picked up the

poor boy, wiped his face and said, ‘*0 my beloved

son, do you recognize me?" Majnun v^a,s staring

vacantly,' and he- looked and looked, but to him
there was nothing left in‘ the universe, i/a/wm’x,

whole frame .was sayingi “What is father, what is

51
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father?” The' father said, “My heloyed son ! 2

aniyour father, do yon not recognize me?” He
said, “What is father” meaning is there anything
in this world but my beloved one ?

K-efilization means the same love of Truth as

this fellow had for his material object, for the flesh

and skin. When you rise to that height of Hivine
love, when you rise to such a degree that in your
father, in your mother, in everybody you see nothing

but God, when you see in the wife no wife, but
the beloved one, God, then, indeed you do become
God, then, indeed are you in the* presence of God.-

So long as. Majmin ^ was alive, he could not

see his beloved one. The poet says .that Majmm
I

* •

was brought into the presence of God, and God
said, “0 fool, why did you love so much a material,

a worldly object
; had you loved Me with a millionth

.part of the intensity of love which you wasted upon
your lady-love, I would have made you the

Archangel of Heaven.” It is related that Majnun
answered God in this way. “0 God, I excuse you
for this

; but, if you were really so anxious to be
loved by- me, why did you not come as my beloved
lady ? If you had .the desire .to be worshipped
you should have become the object, the lady-love.”
This fellow tiirned the tables, so to speak, but
Hama says you must have that .same intense love
of Truth, you must love .your Atman, you niust
think it the beloved one. Love it, feel, feel it as

,
Majnun^ did, and nothing else must come to you
except it be presented to you as the beloved Truth.
Toa must see the beldved Divinity in it, nothing else.Now you say, ..-What is the use; we don’twant to realize it; wo are happy in this hell of
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ours/’ Bania says, “You may be happy, but .that*

is your goal ; so Trliat is the use of wasting time,

trudging along the road. You will have to come
to this stage, but trudge not along in the mud ;

take ilic elevated railway, take electric cars, nay,

take wings, and don’t waste time on the roadside.

Observe your everyday surroundings
;
and what

happens ? You will see that it is the plan of

Nature that you should reach that goal. This is

what happens, it is a natural phenomenon. When
a person is in a calm, placid and happy mood, by

living in that placid, tranquil mood for some time,

he finds that some good news, good change, or

something good comes along ;
it always comes

without exception.

Ijivc in that state of harmony, in that state

of calm and tranquillity, and you will see that some

friend will come, or some object of love .will come

or something flattering comes to you. If ordinary

people become elated over this success or attach

too much importance to this beloved thing, that

comes to them. If you begin to lay that

material form to your heart, if you clasp it and

stick to it, and love it so dearly, you will see that

without fail, something indescribable comes and

fakes it away or makes another change. That cannot

be avoided ; it is the law.

Tf hooks have not been written upon it, it is

nevevtheles.*; the law. Thus when yoxi cling to that

.something, when you hold it so dear, something

takes place which takes it away, and you are sad

and worsted
;

then two kinds of phenomena take

place. Some people on becoming Avorsted, begin to

find fault with circumstances, to struggle and criticize
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circumstances; Such people are visited by->still harder

difficulties and they- exclaim, “O, .misfortunes- never

come singly.” People.who after one misfortune do

not regain their equilibrium, but go on fault-finding

and criticizing, and go . on struggling after frail

reeds,—for these. misfortunes do not come singly,—

after suffering for some time, they are in a

state of mind to which is -again added the power

unseen. .Then comes a state of harmony, a state

of resignation, a state of leaving.' those desires, a

state of geniality, a state of universal peace, and

then again the clouds disperse and fairer, circum-

stances come. Again- they arc misled, and keep

depending upon outside manifestations only, and

again are led into difficulties
;
and after a while

they come to religion. It is said that misfortunes

lead to religion.

Thus in your everyday life there is day and
night. Every day of suffering is followed by a

night of pleasure, and every night- of pleasure is

followed by a day of suffering. So long as you

keep clinging -to forms, this rise and fall will con-

tinue, it will go on, one • succeeding the other.

Now, what is the object of this inner rise and
fall ?

' The object of this inner rise and fall is

to make you realize the Sun within.

On the earth is night and day, but in the
sun- there is all day

;
it is the earth revolving

round the sun that makes night and day •; but in
the sun there is no night, there is ahvays the
God-light, always day.

Misfortune, anxiety and trouble are to make
you realize the Heaven nuthin. It is to make you
feel that you should realize the Sun of suns, the
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Light of lights within and when- you realize that*

you are above all worldly pain and suffering, above
fluctuation. You then go beyond and above all of them.

Kow, how is it the object of these to raise us ?

The first coming of pleasure shows us that it

comes always when we get ourselves associated with

or absorbed in the .Divinity within, or Avhen we get

our.sclves in harmony with the universe. Thus it

tells us that all pleasures are ours Avhen we are

in harmony with the universe
;
they must be ours,

it is the law. 'I’he phenomena of pain tell us that

it always succeeds or follows the clinging or attach-

ment to the material, the illusory, the waifctvu'.

objects. These pains tell us our clinging to the

material and looking upon those material objects as

real, bring.s us pain, anxiety and suffering. Therefore

pain tells us that material objects are not real and

wo need not waste our time and energies on outside

worldly forms. All pains teach us that lesson,

llama can take up the history of the world and

explain it by this law. You know that even in

Shakespeare's drama, Thf Merchant of VcnicCi so

long as llassanio was attached to the body of Portia,

he was worsted, he could not succeed, and in making

the choice of the caskets, he w'as in an indescribable

state, he was in a state where no bod]/ was there ;

here he was in a grand state. It does not mention

God, Livinity or Archangels, but by reading closely

you will find that while his soul was harmonious,

while he was one with Divinity, he succeeded. It

may be that Shakespeare has not brought it out

clearly. Poets do not depict it clearly, but it is a

fact proved every day. All pleasures tell you that

you must feel harmonious. They tell you that you
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must be in unison with ’th6 All, - with the whole of

Nature. Pains teach yon the negative side and tell'

you that j'ou must not cling to worldly- things or’

feel them to be real*. Pains teach you that you
must not'lsiir the God in all, you must not clinsr

to forms and shapes and forget God. All pleasures’

t^ach Yedanta’i’and all pains teach Vedanta. Because'

all people do not happen.’ to believe it,' does that

prove anything ? The n'orld is unhappy because it

does not realize this truth. Realize- the truth and
I

,

' »• /

you become happy,. •
,

,

People in India ^jhave not the anachinery you'

have in this country. Earthen, pots are worked'
from the clay hy the feet. The clay is moulded’
by the feet in a deep basin,

^
and a double process

is employed. Prom the inside is kept some kind of
support and from the outside strokes are applied
by which the clay is moulded.

Similarly, this outside beating is making you
advance, making God of .you. It is a double process,
keep the' support within. 'Pains are the hard strokes
and pleasures are the, support within. By pleasures
and pains, character is being formed. Pain, which
resembles the hard strok,es, as well as pleasures,
which resemble the support from behind, have for
their object the bringing but' of the Divinity in
yoUi biingiug out

,
the God in^ you., evolving your

Duine nature.^ It is the Law of Nature that
at the bayonet's point, you must rise to your
God-bead

; and if yoii don't do that, well, slap
after, slap, knock, after' knock, will be your lot.

to avoid or escape slaps and knocks,

tw")' ffc
tr.i,e.Self.

That IS the goal.



O, happy-j hapijy, happy Ram*. ' -

Sei’ene and peaceful, tranquil', calm,

^ty joy can nothing, nothing mar,

!AIy/course can .nothing, nothing har:

^fy livery wear gods, men and birds,'

My bliss supreme transcendeth words.

Here, there and everywhere,

'

There, 'whereas no more a “where ?’’

Now, ever, anon, and then,

Then when's no more a “when ?''

This, that, and which, and .what, *

That, that’s above a “what?:’

‘

3?rst, last, and mid, and 'high,

The one beyond a “why:?”

One, live and hundred. All,

Transcending number one and all.,

The subject, object, knowledge, sight,

E'en that description is not right.

.

Was, is, and e’er shall be,
"

Confounder of the verb “to be.”

The sweetest Self, the truest Mev
No Me, no Thee, no He. .

That is the Beal Self, the All, and yet the

indescribable ; that ye are ! .1 . ,

'

, ,

Realize ,this truth. Rama feels ojSended .when

.people come and worship the body of Rama, Rama
has joy, pleasure, happiness enough within, . to be

altogether free from
,
any, joy t.hat comes to men

through being flattered or from riches.
' ‘

Infinite, indescribable is
. my happiness'. ' The

Divine source within is enough to make Rama riVe

above the necessity ’ of seeking joy at the door -of

tiatue; famei or wealth. /Joy enough is within fne.
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0 feel, feel, and realize. This will make you

free of all begging spirit which makes a man seek

wordly fanie. .
•

^ .

There was a . woman in India who had nine

sons. One day a mendicant passed her house and

she gave him some alms. The mendicant was so

highly pleased that he invoked a blessing upon her.

He said, «0 blessed Lord, -make this gracious lady

the mother of seven children.^' When the well-

meaning mendicant asked God to make her the

mother of seven children, she was offended, for she

had already nine chiidrem and that meant a loss to

her. She begged the mendicant to bless her again,

and the mendicant again asked God to make her

the mother of seven children. The lady became

enraged and the people were attracted to the scene

and inquired as to the cause of excitement. They
were of course amused to know that the blessing

was not a blessing- but a curse. Similarly, llama
has indescribable joy. within himself, and let that

be enjoyed by alh That makes us free, free of all

worldly things in this world-
Let the body, the personality, like the lily on

the Himalayan glaciers, bloom unknown, unnoticed
by any body. Let this body be crucified, let it he
.put into prison, let it. be ^swallowed by the waves
of. the ocean, let it he scorched .by the heat of the
Torrid Zone, let. anything come to it,' that joy
cannot be ahate.d. He.el that happiness, that joy
supreme within, and rise above all worldly vanity,
worldly tomfooleries, and all gloom.

, . .Be the. Lord of lords, the God of gods. Thrtt
ye. are! • That ye are ! !
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INFORMAL TALKS.

/to/wVji (r'Tf/C' //»#//, Thitmdtnf tifiei-nooiii Jnvimry

1000.

Question—IVhat does the Swami mean hy say-

ing ‘•'We shall be free” ?

Answer — Really the expression “M'e shall be

I'rce'^ is strictly speaking erroneous. It is not as

to our becoming free? for we are free at this very

moment ; we are free from the very beginning : we
never were in slavery or bondage. So.- to say
“IVe shall be frees’ ' is strictly speaking erroneous.

In common parlance? however? it is intended to

signify knowledge.! or the receiving of knowledge.

You know that the thraldom of slavery, from
which people of this world are released or uplifted*

is no real thraldom, no real slavery or bondage.

It is only the result of w*roim: thought, ignorance,

and the consumption of false knowledge- There is

no real slavery or bondage ; and the acquisition of

true knowledge, the realisation of the true Self

or Atman at once sets you free, free through
all eternity. That freedom was never lost. So you
have not to think of your freedom as expressed
in the future, but of freedom which has been
your.*? always, which is your birthright, which is

your own nature.

A man had a precious, long necklace round his

neck, and at one time he forgot everything about
it. He was much grieved at not finding the neck-

lace round his neck, and he went groping about in
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search of it> but could not get it. *Sqmo one told

himHhe necklace was with him> and he was very

happy. Nowj the necklace M'as not found in the

strict sense of the word^ for in reality it was

there all the time ; it was not lost but was for-

gotten. Similarly, your real Atman, the “1 am,*'

has always been the same j^esterday, to-day, ;ind

for ever; but the mind, the intellect is to over-

come ignorance. When the mind believes that the

precious necklace is got, in this sense we might

say that you regain your freedom. You have

found or obtained your lovely necklace which was,

strictly speaking, never lost.

Question—Do we continue our individuality of

the soul?

Answer—Well, as to that, you know the ans-

wer will depend upon the meaning of the word

“soul.” The soul, taken in the sense of tlie At-

man, was never born and it never dies. There is

no death or birth, therefore, no possibility of con-

tinuity. If you understand “soul” jis tjie trans-

migrating body, the subtle body, then there is a

continuity of life.

Yajnavalka; had two wives, Haitreyi and Jva-

tyayani.. He was a very rich man; he was the

preceptor of one of the richest princes of India.

At that time he wanted to divide his property
between the two wives, and retire to the forest.

Maitreyi declined to accept her portion, saying if

this led to immortalily, her husband would not
give it up.

You see that in the heart of Maitreyi the idea
arose how. it >vas that her beloved husband, one
of the., richest.,men in all India, was going to give^
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up all this wealth and adopt- another kind of life.

Surely no one ever leaves one kind of life for

another unless there is more joy> more pleasure in

(he new life than in the old one. This showed
(hat for her husband (he kind of life he wanted
to adopt was more pleasant and enjoyable than the

kind of life he then lived. She reflected and asked

her husband. “Is there more joy in spiritual wealth

(lian in worldly wealth? or is it otherwise ?’’•

Yajnavalka replied)- “The life of rich people is

what it is) but in such life there is no real joy?

no real hai)pines.S) no true freedom.’^ Then Mai-

treyi said, “What is it the possession of which

make.*, you altogether free? which makes you free

from worldly greed and avarice ? Explain to me
this nectar of life*) ] want it.

”

All his wealth and property were made over to

JCatyayani) and this wifC) Maitreyi) got all his

spiritual wealth. What was that sjjiritual Avealtli ?

qt 3l|qT fsT^T

3Iiqr fnqi wqfq ||

Mr. Upnnish.'id.

This pa.^sage has inanj' meanings. Max Muller

translates it one way and many Hindus another

Avaj’. noth the translations are right.

According to one interpretation) “The cause of

the husband being dear is not that he has some

good attributes, or that there is anything particu-

larly lovely in him but he is dear because he

serves as a mirror to the lady. As we see our

own selves reflected in the mirror? so the wife
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sees her own- self in the . mirror of her husband,

and that is why she loves her husband, and that

is Avhy her husband is dear.’^

The other meaning is that “The wife does not

love the husband for the husband^s sake, but she

ought to see the true ileality, God, the true

Divinity in the husband."

' You know that if Love is not reciprocated, then

nobody loves. This shows that we love only our-

selves as reflected in others. We want to see our

true Self, the God within, and we never love any-

thing for its own sake.

Here is an idea. Examine it, scrutinize it, and

it will be that it is the true Self, which is the

cause of things being dear. All the sweetness is

in the true Self within you ; do not make a UTong

use of those feelings. Let not the ladder which

was intended to raise you become the cause of

your fall or descent into misery and ignorance.

Examine this matter and you will see where the

true sweetness, the real joy, the real happiness lie.

You will see that it is only in your own Self,

the true Atman, God. See that and be free 1 Know
that and rise above all wordly desires. Lift your-

self, raise yourself above all these low, petty de-

sires. Become- one with Divinity.

5^1; fhuT i

""

iJr. U panishad.

“Eerily, not for the son’s sake, the sons are
.dear, but for the sake of the Self

( Atman ) the
.sons are dear."
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“Sons are deal’ for the sake of the true Self,

the true Atmdn.’* When your sons turn against

you, you are troubled, you turn them out, you

send them away from you. 0, then you see for

whose sake the sons.were dear.

Por instance, you require some clothes for your

son. You are very fond of the clothes, but they

are not dear to you for their own sake but for

the son's sake. The son is dearer than the clothes.

Here we see that the son is held dear for his own
true Self, the Atman. The Atman, the true Self»

must contain more happiness* more Bliss than the

son.

II ^ II

HtilKtdnr;iii\.ik Up. ii Chaplco <; nr<i)im:in>

“A^'erily, not for the sake of property is pro-

perty dear, but for the sake of the Self is property

dear."

,
You pray to this God, and to that God, and

jsay, “O God, Thou art so sublime, Thou art so

/
lovely. Thou art so kind and loving, Thou dost

everything," and so on. AVhy do you do this?

Because God looks after your wants, because God
serves your Self, the real true Self in you. God
is dear for the sake of the true Self, and not for

Jlis own sake. Hark this. The true Self is the

source of all happiness, bliss, Ilealize that and

know that.

In an Indian puppet-show, there is a man who
sits behind the curtain and keeps in his hand a

number of line wires which are connected with the
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gi’oss bodies of the .
puppets. People* who. come to

see the .puppet show* do not see the line wiresj

nor do they see . the man behind the curtain who

pulls them. Similarly, in this world, all these gross

bodies are like the gross puppets. Ordinary people

look upon these gross bodies as real doers, as free

workers and agents, and explain things from tlie

apparent personal relative self. They look upon Ihe

body as the free agent ; and if their friends or

relatives do things td serve them well, then they

are pleased. But if the friends or relatives do

things otherwise, then, on the contrary, displeasure,

hatred, discord and disappointment ensue and in-

stead of loving the friends or relatives you hate

them. This is one class of people. There is another

class, a higher class, which makes much of the

thread, the line wire. These people are more in-

telligent, more 'philosophical, more spiritual; these

people attribute all the imiJortance to the fine

thread, to the ftne wire. They look upon the true
cause as disembodied free matter or spirit, spirit

of another Avorld, and not spirit as identical with
the Atman, but as indentical with the subtle body.

These people are right so far as they go. They
see a cause and an effect. They see the fine ivire

and the effect upon the gross body : but we see
that, ill relation to the man, the poiver, the reality
01 being behind the curtain, the real power draw*
ing these line threads or wires, in fact all forms
oi teeling, energy are controlled by that indescrib-
able force, the Atman, wnicli is not limited by
cause, space, or time. That is the real Immortality,
the real happiness, bliss That is everythiiio<. That
is the Atman. . • .

°
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All these disturbances show that 'all these world-

ly relations and connections of the people are, as

it were, lessons to mankind ;
they are a kind of

training for the people. The next large stage to

which your worldly relations and connections lure

you, is the realization of the true Self, which is

the AVire-pullor, the lleing behind the scenes. These

disturbances show you that you must, realize your

self, you must feel the reality of the true

Self, which is behind all- which governs and controls

the mind as well as the body of man. The minds

as well a', the bodies of the people are under the

control of thi*. supreme Power, this real ]jove, this

sublime Truth.

Thus it is to be seen and understood that when
you pereieve a friend, you perceive the true Self

behind. "IVlien you hear him talk, the hearing is

controlled by the true Self behind. When you
mark the force of a friend, you mark the [Divinity

behind. When you become alive to this power, then

you are not deceived, you are not troubled, you are

not disturbed.

J ust as people look at the gross pupiiets, they

know that the true Self is the power behind it all.

Look at the power behind the actions of people.

Realize that, and know that you are the same.

Know that with the same intensity with which you
know form and colour.

«TT,Tf

I

icFTJTt i
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' Ur. Upanishad, n (Jhaptir.' iv' r3tnliman.

“Whosoever iooked for the 3rahinan-class else-

where than in the Selfj was abandoned by the

Brahman-class. Whosoever looked for the Kshatriya-

class elsewhere than in the Self, was abandoned by

the Kshatriya-olass. Whosoever looked for the worlds

elsewhere than in the Self, Avas abandoned by the

Avorlds. Whosoever looked for the Bevas elsewhere

than in the Self, was abandoned by the BeA’^as.

Whosoever looked for the creatures elseAvhere than

in the Self, was abandoned by the creatures. Who-
soever looked for anything elsewhere than in the

Self, AA’as abandoned by eA^erything. This Brahman-
class, this Kshatriya-class, these AA^orlds, these Bevas,
these creatures, this everything, all is that Self.'*

Here is Bivinity explained in clear and lucid
language.

Let it sink into your heart'!, and you will real-
ize that you are free

; you will regain your birth-
right.

“This Brahman-class, the Vedas, all is that self.-’
Here is the Bivine Law. If you begin to de-

pend or rely upon a material object for its OAvn
sake, the Law and the Vedas say that you must
be foiled. You must be above all the obAects of
your desire. This is the Law. When you appear
l3efore a great person, a mighty ruler, and you
begin to depend and rely upon his body or his
personally, the Veda says that you are then lean-
ing against a very frail reed and you will fall.



You commit a sin. for you mAke more of his body

than of his true Ileality or Divinity., You set up

false forms or rings instead of the real ones. You
are giving the lie to the Divinity within> to the

Deality Aviihin. You are committing idolatry* you

are worshipping the form of the body* your wor-

ship* is the Avorship of the image* and not that of

Divinity or God* and the consequence is you must

suffer privation and pain. This is the LaAA% The

A'edas say that when you go about your worldly

business* look for the Atman* the Divinity Avithin.

Worldly business Avith people ought to be regarded

as of secondary importance : it should be looked

upon ns a mere dream* and not of the same im-

portance as the underlying truth, the Ueality, T’eel

that the Reality is more than the personality. The
picture of a friend is valued or loved, not because

of itself but because ,of the friend. The friend is

dearer than the picture. In connection with the

objects, the R eality should be perceived more than the

object itself. Then Avorldly relations and worldly

business will go on softly* smoothly, unruffled

;

otherAvisp there Avill be friction, AA'orry, trouble. That

is the LaAA'.

We shall here relate a story :

—

There Avas once a crazy Avoman living in a

small village. She had a cock with her. The peo-

ple of the village used to tease her* and called her

names and caused her much annoyance and trouble.

She said to the people of the village living near

her* “You tease me* you Avorry and bother me so

much. Xow* look here* 1/11 AAU’eak vengeance on

you.’’ At first the people paid no heed to her.

She cried* “Beware, O villagers. Beware, I shall
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Le very hard on you.^^ They asked her what she

was going to do, and she said, «I will not allow

the sun to rise in this village.” They asked her

how she would do that, and she replied, “The
sun rises when iiay cock crows If. you go on

troubling me, I shall take my cock to another vil-

lage and then the sun will not rise on this

village.”

It is true that, when the cock crew, the sun
rose, but the crowing of the cock was not the cause

of the sun rise, 0 no. Well, she left the village

and went to another ; she was very much troubled.

The cock crew in the village where she went
and the sun rose on that village

; ,but it also rose

on the village which had been forsaken by her.

Similarly, the crowing of the cock is the craving
and yearning nature of your desires. Your desires

are like the crowing of the cock, and the coming
up of the objects of desires* before you is like the
rising of the sun. The cravings and yearnings lor
the objects of desires are brought about; governed,
controlled, and ruled by the One Sun of ' the Infi-
nite or the Self.- It is the true 'Self, the govern-
ing Sun, which is bringing about morning or even-
ing, day or night. All -worldly affairs are governed
and controlled by this true Self, Infinity. It pene.
trates the senses. The wire puller is controlled by
that Sun of suns, that Light of lights. Lemember
that.

People usually attribute all this' to the little
craving, hungering, sefish self. Do not make that
mistake

:
please be free from it. .Just examine.- It

IS the same sun that adorns the morn,' and that .

penetrates the eyes of. the cock, and opens its-throat
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aud causes it to crow. But the crowing of the

cock and the -bringing about of the morn are really

controlled or brought about by the genial heat and

the power of the sun. See, these living objects on

the one hand, and your own thoughts on the other

hand, all are governed, controlled, and penetrated

by that Sun of suns, that Light of lights, the Beal

Self, the Atman,^ the true Self. EnoAv that and
be free. Do not make false attributes

;
do not make

wrong interpretations : do not look upon objects as

real by themselves. It is only false belief when we
look upon objects by themselves as real causes of

pain and' sorrow. Ivnow that, realize that, and look

upon all things as a big joke, a grand theatricaLper-

formance. One may play the part of Cleopatra or

]ilacbeth, but he is not in reality a suicide, or a

homicide. He is not a king or queen : he is but

the actor ; and he is such and such a gentleman.

Similarly, you may do things, but. forget not that

your true Self is the supreme Divinity. Know that

the am” is unchangeable, that it is all bliss, all

happiness. Eorget that -not ; feel that and be free.

Br.’ Uuanish.id.

“2s ow as the sounds of a drum, when beaten,

cannot be seized externally ( by themselves }, but

the sound is seized when the drum .or the beater of

-the drum is seized.’^

All worldly objects of desire are caught when he

to whom they owe their existence and from whom
they proceed is caught.
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‘‘ As the sounds of a conch shelL when blown

cannot be seized externally (by themselves), but sound

is seized, when the shell or the. blower of the shell

is seized.”

He who is one with Brahman has all his desires

fulfilled. No body will ever deceive him. No pain

or trouble will ever come to him.

5^?rs£tT ^gse

5is^ri
‘ JT!TW«mg,

q;^ ^jfoTT

ccq:t?Tsrg, f^^nrforr ’ng^^i^Tfrg,

“As all waters find their centre in the sea, all

\ touches in the skin, all tastes in the tongue, all

smells in the nose, all colours in the eye, all sounds
in the ear, all percepts in the mind, all knowledge

‘ in the heart, all actions in the hands, all movements
1
in the feet, and all the Vedas in speech.’*

' So, all the world and all the objects in the
Avorld find their centre in the Self, the true Atman.
All sounds find their centre in the Self or Atmair.
All colours have their centre in the same. All sounds,
colours, tastes, acting through the senses, find their
centre in the one Atman or Self. Prom this every-

;

thing proceeds.
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^ ?T?ir Jn^cT^^^^siT^tgaTT^rT, sr

.
Sr^OTT^^r 1 ?I^T ^TcT^c^T^^cT 55^01^51 |

^T sT’c IS JT^^awtTi^c fgfrisTtrsr cc^r,

^gc?iT?T iT sTc?! agfi^,

5tcri*^ ii v<\\
t\

As a lump of salt, when thrown into water,

is dissolved in it, and could not be taken out again,

but wherever we taste (the water) it is salt, —
thus verily, 0 IMaitreyi, does this great Being,

endless, unlimited, consisting of nothing but know-'

ledge, rise out of these elements, and vanish again

in them. When He has departed, there is no more

knowledge (name), I say, O Maitreyi.” Thus spoke

Yajnavalkya.

Man having realized out these truths, becomes

one with It, he depends no more upon name and

form.

H 3T5fsrm ¥riTsrm sr sT xm \

Then Maitreyi said : ‘Here thou hast bewildered

me, Sir, when thou sayest that having departed,

there is no more knowledge.^

Doubt arose in Maitreyi’s mind that if this Self

brought every privation, if it was the cause of

suffering and sorrow, and every disturbance
; that

if our mind was nothing, if our personality was

lost, we then must be completely annihilated. She

says, “I don’t Avant annihilation. What is this

Self of yours Avhich is annihilation, death, extinction

T don’t want it. If I have to lose everything, I

don’t Avant it.”

5T fgSTrW II 1^11
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^cT ^sT ^ cTct #;5t

^ si3^T?^^ ?T?r #.5r cr?r ^ JT?gl5r,

^3IRT%, cr^5T fgSTTfftjfTci; ?

fgfTTcTT^JT^ i*T t^3TT?n?n^ ? IRy II

But Yajnavalkya replied ;
‘0 Maifcreyi, I say

nothing that is bewildering. This is enough, 0

beloved, for wisdom.

,
‘p’oiMvhen there is as it were duality, then one

sees the other, one smells the other, one hears the

other, one salutes the other, one perceives the other,

one knows the other
;

but when the Self -only is

all this, how - should he smell another, how should

he see another, how should he hear another, how
should he salute another, how should- he perceive

another, how should he know another ? How should

he know Him by whom he knows all this ?

How, 0 beloved, should he know rhimself), the

Knewer ?”

Not hearing may be due to hvo causes. One
cause may be that one is deaf and dumb, and the

other cause may be due to there beins: no sound
outside yourself. Not seeing is due to two causes.

In on^ case you are blind, and in the other case
there is nothing beside.s you that you are. to see.

Not smelling is due to two causes
; one is that you

have not the sense of smell, another is that there
is nothing outside yourself to be smelt. So here
the objections raised by Maitreyi that if by the Heal,
the true Self, we have to hear, to see, to smell, to
taste, must w.e not virtually be deaf and dumb or
blind ? This objection is ans\yered by saying that
this is not on account of seeing within . the Self of
B,eality,but because there is nothing besides the
Infinte Self, which you. are to see.

.. Jt is not on
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account of the loss of hearing that you hear no-

thing; it is hecause there is nothing to hear.

There is no dualityj no limitation. There are no
objects which you have to perceive ; it is not be-

cause the power of thought is gone that you thinh
nothing, but because there is no other object than
the Atman. Again, it is shown that there being
<uily the Infinite Self, that Infinite Self is the cause

of the ear hearing, the nose smelling. It is all on

account of the power of the Self. The eyes see

because of the glory and manifestation of the Self,

All senses owe their existence to the One Infinite

Self.

AVlien the mind rises into that Infinite state,

into that indescribable world, it cannot realize ; for

there thought cannot penetrate. How is thought to

penetrate that which governs it ?

Suppose we have a pair of tongs. These tongs

are controlled by your fingers. Your fingers have

a linn grip on the pair of tongs, and by this

pair of tongs you can catch hold of anything you

like; but the pair of tongs has not the power of

turning back and catching hold of your fingers,

which bold and guide the tongs.

Similarly, your consciousness or intellect, your

mind or brain is like a pair of tongs, but this is

:i strange pair. Usually tongs have two legs, but

this pair of tongs has three grips or three legs.

One is the grip of the ir/i//, the second is the grip

of tlic trhrih and the third is the grip of the

irhcre, or causation, time, and space.

"What is the meaning of completely understand-

ing a thing, a fact ?

The meaning of completely understanding a thing
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is catching that thing firmly through these gripsj

these pincers. When you know the trhaih and

u^ievp. of a thingj il is understood ; it is compre-

hended. It stands under your intellects so to speak.

Your intellect stands in it and through it, and it

.stands under the intellect.

The intellect, the under.stauding, is like the

strange pair of tongs with three grips. .All the

objects can be understood by the intellect, but at

the same time, this intellect, this mind of yours,

like the pair of tongs, is itself under the control

of this strange Governor of the State, the thinker

;

the understanding is governed and dominated by
this strange power.

Is your intellect, your mind free*:' if so, why
is it not there in the .state of lethargy, in the deep
sleep state? If it were free, it would be so in
all states. It is not free ; the intellect, the under-
standing is under the control of a higher power.
The intellect has not the power of turning back
and catching hold of the Infinite, the true Self,
which has it under control. It cannot put the
question, “Why, when or where wore you ?*'

'.riie

intellect cannot ask that question of Uie Ileal Self,
the true Atman. The intellect cannot grasp or
understand the Atman. The .Atman is above it

beyond it.
’

While the intellect cannot grasp the Atman,
it can get itself merged in the Atman, like the
bubbles in the ocean. The bubbles cannot come out
of the ocean, but they can burst and become merged
in it. So Che intellect cannot comprehend the Atman,
but it can lose itself in the Atman, and this is
in fact the sum and substance of jMayq. The



intellect cannot ask the Atman ov Godj “Why,
wheib and •where did you ‘create this world r^’ It

cannot put the question boldly.

This Atmaiu this true Ocean of Keality, this

Controlling and Governing Selfj this is to he

realized, this is to he fell, to he seen and known

in order to he one with the Inlinite. This true Self

or Atman is called the “I orn\ This true Self,

the i)erfect is beyond cause, and time, and

space. This perfect, this true Self is represented

by Om. Om means «/ am '’
; and while chanting

Om, you have not to address yourself to somebody

else. IVhile chanting Om, think not of some one

outside yourself Avhom you are calling. While
chanting Om, you must feel yourself to he one

with this true am’\ By this strong feeling,

the mind is merged in the Reality. By this strong

belief, by this living knowledge of the mind, the

mind becomes, as it were, a bubble which bursts

into the mighty Ocean of Reality. This is the way
to Realization ; this strong feeling, this living know-
ledge on the part of the mind laying hold of you,

and de-hypnotizing your false self, is the way to

gain Truth, to free yourself.

The true 0771*' is seen in this body and
in that body. The true «/ 0777,” the Governor,

Controller, Ruler, the Infinite Self is the same in

the tiny atom, as it is in the huge, mighty ocean

;

the same in all time, .«5pace, and causation. Just

feel that, realize that you are that true

feel that you are that Infinite, Indestructible Self,

and what a metamorphosis, what a grand change

does it bring 'about in your position? To think

that you penetrate all space ;
that you are in all

01
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time, that you are the Self which supports all

space, that infinite space is supported by you, held

up by you. Infinite Space, Infinite Time, Infinite

Causation, Infinite Porce, Infinite Energy, power

—

This 1 cm. This fact is not a matter of ignorance.

It is in reality the cause of whatever I thinlc my-
self to be, and it is yours always. Think this and
you are raised* you are freed from all selfish mo-
tives

;
believe it, and it disperses all sorrows and

anxieties ; you are raised above all jealousy, chafing,

worrying, and disturbance. Peel that you are that

“i (trr,.” The sumo non uro.

Your intellect has no right to ask the cause
of its eflCect, has no right to identify itself with
the cause.

Take this piece of scarf. If it identifies itself

with anything, it must identify itself with silk, the
substance of which it is made or in which it

makes its appearance. It has no right to identify
itself with its length, breadth or thickness.

Similarly, when the intellect identifies itself with
anything, it should be identified with its own sub-
stance, its true nature. It should become a bubble,
and burst into oneness with the mighty Ocean, the
Atman, the cm-** it should not be identified
with the body. The body is only an effect; and
therefore the intellect has no right to identify itself
with the body.

0 ! the true Divinity, the Atman, this sublime
Power has no right to be identifled with worldly
reiatmns, wUh worldly affairs. You are that Sub-

n-,i X/ r/T Thm, ninl-
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HO^V TO MXKE YOUE HOLMES HAPPY.

Lechtrr deln'ered al fhe Academy of Scicnoea,

Drecmhcr 3Ui

!!M.y own* skm’ in the voint oe ladies & gentlesien:-

To-day so many papers are with us. When a

lawyer comes to a law court, he probably brings

with him the same number of papers, but all these

Avill not lind a hearing. The vast number of these

papers does not allow them to be heard, to be

answered this evening. There is another reason

why we shall not take up most of these papers :

because most of them are concerned with the spiri-

tual world, with the next world. At present you
are in this world, and it is better to talk a little

on the subject which comes more to your business

and bosom than about one with which you are not

at present concerned.

We shall continue the subject taken up the other

evening. It is very important. “Can a married

man aspire reasonably to acquire realization ?” This

is a long subject and cannot be exhausted in

to-night’s speech. Let us see what we can learn

about the subject to-night.

There was a very cruel and funny master in

India. He used to torture his servants in a most

funny way. Once the servant cooked a most deli-
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cious dish for the master. The master did not like

that the servant should partake of it. It was cooked

at night, and the master said, “We won^t eat it

just now; Ave may eat it in the morning. Go to

bed just now, and we Avill eat it in the morning.’’

The real intention of the master was to eat it in

the morning because by that time he Avould have a

very strong appetite. Having abstained from taking

any food at night, he Avould be in a j)osition to

eat the whole in the morning, and not let the

servant eat anything. That Avas the real intention

of the master. He wanted that the servant should
feed on crusts and crumbs, but this intention he
could not lay plainly before the servant. He said

to the servant, “Well, go to rest, and in the morn-
ing, that one of us will eat it Avho dreams the
sweetest dreams, the finest dreams. If by the
morning you have dreamed the finest dreams, the
whole AA’ill be your share

; otherwise the Avhole
will come to me and I Avill eat it up, and you
Avill have to satisfy yourself with crumbs and
crusts.” The morning came and now the servant
and the master sat before each other. The master
wanted the servant to relate his dreams, and the
sei’A’^ant said, “Sir, you are master, and ought to
have the precedence

; you had better relate° your
dreams first and then I will slate ’mine.’’ The
master thought Avitbin himself that this poor servant,
this ignorant, illiterate felloAi', could not invent very
fine dreams. He began to say : c^In my dream i

the Imperor of India. I„ my dream I saw that
all the liuropean powers and all the American powers
were brought under the sway of the King of India,
and so I, as Emperor of India, ruled over the whole
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world.” You know this was the dream of the cruel

master. True Indians do not wish to continue that

childish custom of putting up before themselves

lumps of flesh called kings and worshipping them.

Welh that was the dream of that man. He re-

garded himself as sitting on the throne of India

and governing the whole world, and there he found
all the kings of all the countries standing before

him and offering him homage. Besides, in his dream
he saw all the gods and all the saints brought into

his court and sitting on his left hand side, or

right hand side (Rama forgets whether it was left

or right). Now having related his own dream, he

wanted the servant to tell his story, to tell his

dream.

The servant, poor fellow, trembling from head

to foot, said, “Sir, sir, I have not had any such

dream as you had.” The master was elated and
very happy, and thought that all the delicious food

would come to his lot. The servant began to say

that in 'the dream ho saw a big monster, a most

ugly, heinous demon coming up to him, with a

blazing sword in his hand.” Y’^ell, the master

beirauloask “"What next, what next ?” Then he

said, “Sir, he ran after me, he Avas about to kill

me.’* The master smiled that that Avas a hopeful

sign. “Jle began to kill me, he Avas trying to slay

me.” “And wliat did you do ? What aams his

object in slaying you ?” The servant said, “Sir, he

Avanted me to eat that delicious food or to die.”

“And then Avhat did you do ?'* He said, “I simply

Avent up to the kitchen and ate up everything.”

The master said, “Why did you not Avake me up ?”

The servant replied, “Sir, you Averc the Emperor
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of the whole world. In your court there was a

graiidi magnificent gathering and there were men

with drawn swords and cannon. Had I tried to

approach your Majestyj they would have killed me.

1 could not come to you and inform you what a

terriljle plight I was in. so I was forced to eat

that delicious food, to enjoy it by myself.'*

Hama says you are dreaming about the pro-

mised paradise, promised heaven or promised after-

worlds. These are things of which you are dreaming

and these are delicious dreams, these are sweet

dreams, and in these dreams you are building castles

ill the air. You are building castles and thinking

that you must do this and you must do that. You
must fear Satan and you must fear God

;
you

must behave this way, or such and such an angel

will not let you go from purgatory to heaven.

You are dreaming of these things, but llama tells

you it is preferable to be that servant who was
frightened by the' monster and ate up the present

delicious food. It is better to do that : that was
something which concerned the present ; that was
something ivhich was real at the time. It is more
advisable to attend to the matters which come next
to your heart, ivliich concern your business and
bosom first, and the next world, that world of

dreams will take <care of itself. Charity begins at

home, begin at home first.

Hama comes now to the question which concerns
all of you. It is the question, ‘How shall a married
pair live in order that their marriage may not
result in misery, anxiety, pain and sorrow ?' They
say, -Take away our sutleriiig, O God. Christ, take
away^iuy suilerings. Krishna and Buddha, take away
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my suiVevingsl' Bvit Rama tells you they may
(*r may not take away your sufferings after death.

Rut in this life, who is to take away your suffer-

ings? In this life, the hiishand should he the

Clirist of his wife, and the wife the Christ of her

husband
; but as it is going on, every wife is the

.ludas Iscariot of her husband, and every husband

the .ludas Iscariot of his wife. How to put matters

on the right plane, how to place matters on fair

terms? Hvery Avife and every husband will have

to embrace renunciation. You know Christ, according

to the Christian world, is a picture of renunciation.

So, if every wife becomes a picture of renunciation,

slic can save her husband. Renunciation is a word

which makes everybody shudder and tremble. Every-

body trembles at this word, but AA’ithout renunciation

there is not the least possibility of bringing any

heaven unto your households. There is a great

misunderstanding about the word renunciation. This

word has been used so many times in the previous

lectures that it is high time to explain its real

meaning. Renunciation does not require you to

go into the deepest forests of the Himalayas;

renunciation does not demand of you to strip yourself

of all clothing : renunciation does not require you

to walk barefoot and bareheaded. That is not

renunciation. If that AA*ere the meaning of renun-

ciation, how could a married pair practise re-

nunciation? They live as husband and wife
;
they

have a household, they have property. Hoav cdulcl

they be people of renunciation ? The picture of

renunciation given in the Hindu Scriptures is that

of the God Siva and Goddess Parvati sitting

together with their fainily round them. The God
O
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Siva and his wife Parvatij -husband and wifej live

together with their family* with their duties. They
are said to he the picture of renunciation in Hindu
Scriptures. People understand that the Hindus mean
hy the word denunciation retiring into the- forest*

living away from all society, shunning everything,

hating everything. That is not the meaning of the

word according to the Hindus. The Hindus have
to portray denunciation even in their family life.

If this Vedanta, if this Philosophy or Truth were
simply meant for a small minority of people who
retire into the forest, what is the use of it ? We
do not want it. Let it he thrown into the river

Ganges; we need it not. This renunciation which
the Hindus preach, every one needs. The kind of

renunciation preached hy tim Hindus is the only
secret of success. Ho hero can distinguish himself
unless he is a man of renunciation

; no poet can
give you any poetry unless he is a man of renun-
ciation. You will mention Byron, who was driven
out of England because he was looked upon as a
very immoral man. Vedanta says that even Byron
owes his genius to his renunciation. It is a very
queer idea of renunciation that Rama is goino* to
give you. Washington is a man of renunciation.
Had he not had renunciation, he could not have
been victorious in the battle. This is very strano-e
now. Don’t you see that every hero, Hapoleon
Boi^aparte, Washington, Wellington, Alexander,
Caesar, or any one, in order to come out victorious, in
order that he may be the master of nations, inorder that he may be able to sway all armies, has
to keep himself practically above the world, above
all attachment. His mind must be undisturbed; in
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peacGj quiet, calmi and he must have* a single rpoint.

round which,all bis energies are concentrated. ’He
must not be .disturbed by other • circnmstan^ces.

And what does that .mean ? It means r.enouncins

all other objects, so to say. The more of this

renunciation a man has, the better he is. Hapoleon
comes on the battlefield, and by a single word
“Halt,’' stops thousands of men who .had come to

conquer him. How is that ? ‘Wherefrom comes all

that power ? That power comes from Napoleon’s
being lost in the true real spirit, in the divinity

within, in the real Atma. This power comes from
that. He may or may not be conscious of it. He
is standing above the body, above the mind, above
everything, the world being no world to him.
Similarly, the greatest genius, like Sir Isaac Newton,
in order to enrich the world with his Philosophy
and Science, has practically to realize this renunci-
ation. He rises above the body, mind and every-
thing. He is sitting 'in the house, but the house
is no house to him

; the friends are no friends to

him. What state of abstraction ! People say he is

doing nothing, but when you say that he is doing
nothing, there he is at his best. Apparently he is

at a standstill, he has renounced everything
; but

he is at his best. These people, these heroes, these

great men of genius, unconsciously stumble upon
-renunciation. Now, the truth which they uncon-
sciously put into practice and through which they rise

and distinguish themselves, is the object of the
Hindu Philosophy to lay before you systematically.

The object of the Hindu Philosophy is to bring
you to it <in the proper way, to make a science

out of it -and to explain to you the laws, rules,

\ 55
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and the ways which lead you to it.

This renunciation is described by the Hindus as

Jnana, which means knowledge* that is* renunciation

and knowledge are one and the same thing. The
word renunciation is synonymous with knowledge*

but not this established knowledge* knowledge of

the material objects. Oh, yes* that also does a great
deal to help you, but that is not the real know-
ledge. This alone can never bring you any peace.
The knowledge which is synonymous with renuncia-
tion is the knowledge of the Truth, the knowledge
of the real Atma* the- knowledge of what you are.

Now. the knowledge- of what you are can be im-
parted to you intellectually. Will that suffice ? To
a certain extent*.but not perfectly.- In order that
you may become a dnani, that you may be liber-

ated, even when you are in this life, in order that
the wide world may become a heaven for you, you
will have to realize this divine knowledge, the know-
ledge that you are God, that you are the divine
principle, that you are ' the impersonal supreme
energy, force or whatever name you please to give it,

that this Supreme God'.ynu are. This knowledge
ac^Luired not only through the intellect but in the
language of feeling, this knowledge brought into your
action* permeating your blood* running through your
veins, throbbing with your pulse, being instilled into
you and drilled into you can make you Jircmmukta,
This knowledge is renunciation. Get that know-
ledge and you are a man of renunciation.

Retiring to the forest is simply a means to an
end* it IS like going to the university. In the
university we acquire knowledge, but it is never
understood that we should remain there for ever
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and ever. Similarlys to acquire this knowledge you

may retire’ into the forest for a while* but the

Vedanta philosophy never teaches that retiring into-

forest is renunciation, llenunciation has nothing to

do with your place* position* or your bodily work ;

it has nothing to do with that, denunciation simply

places you at your best* places you on your vantage-

ground. denunciation simply enhances your powers*

multiplies your energies, strengthens your force, and

makes a god of you. It takes away all your-

sorrow; it takes away all your anxiety and fear.

You become fearless and happy.

How can a married man realize this renun-

ciation ? If the husband and wife agree to bring

about each other’s pleasure, the matter can be

settled even toda)^ All the Bibles can do little

good unless wives and husbands undertake to be

each other's saviours or Christs. J ust see. "When

people come to religious lectures, they are told to

renounce everything, to look upon their property

and their body as God's, to look upon themselves

as not this body, but as the Divinity ;
they are

preached to that way. They receive some knowledge.

But when they go home* what happens? There

comes the wife and she says* “3tr. so and so, I

want a big gown,” and he says he has not the

money. IV hat does it mean? • There comes a child

and it says* «Bapa, oh dear papal Gome in." Oh,

my boy* my wife, my daughter, my - sister, begins

to say that.

The same daughter* sister* property* house, and

family, all these were turned over to God in the

church; when the house is reached* all is taken

back from God. It becomes “mine”, “mine". It-
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is no longer God’s. That momentary passing feeling

that overtook the minclj «0 Godj T am Thinej I

am Thine, everything is Thine, T renounce every-

thing unto Thee,’^ that feeling disappeared in a

moment, -when the face of the n ife and children

was seen.

You see that sjoiritual jirogress and family life

as it stands at iJrcsent are contradictory to each
other; they are conflicting. What is done in the

church is undone at the house, more than undone
perhaps. It is just like Penelopese. She used to

wind the thread all day long and when the night

came, she used to uinvind everything that was
Avound up. Similarly, all of you Avind up your
spiritual progress in the churches, and in your
sermons and prayers, and all is undone, unAvound at
home. If matters go on that Avay, there is no hope
If you are not playing a joke Avith God, and if you
do not Avaiit to make your prayers a mockery, you
AAull have to attend to the matter in the proj)er Avay.

You Avill have to remove the cause that retards
your spiritual progress ; you Avill have to mend
matters at home. Every AA'ife Avill have to hecoine
the Christ of her hushand and every husband Avill

have to become the saviour of his Avife. People
say, “Oh, I love you, I love you.’' What humbug

!

If you really love your Avife or your husband, you
ought to be able to sacrifice something for her or
him. If you really love him or her, you ought
to sacrifice something for him or her, but do you ?
No, no. The Avife Avants to possess the husband
and the husband wants the AA'ife to belong to him,
as if she Avere an insensate object ivhich could
belong to him, could be his property. One wants

N
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to make the other a dependent. If you really love
‘

each others you ought to try to advance each

other’s good. Do you really do that ? You think

you do, but you are mistaken in the way yon
think, i3rother> to pander to the sensual desires of

the wife or husband is not bringing happiness to

him or her, is not bringing real happiness to him
or her, not at all. If that were the only way to

engender happiness, then all families would have

hapjnness. Is it so ? Are families happy ? Not
one in thousands. AVhy should they not be happy ?

Because they do not know how to advance

each other's haj)piness and promote each other’s

welfare. They do not know that. They think

that simply to gratify the animal desires is to

advance happiness. To pamper each other's vanity

is not doing any real good. Somebody says

“To love is to make a compact with sorrow,”

and the experience of most of the novelists,

historians, and people in this world is the same.

“To love is to make a compact with sorrow.”

But is there something wrong in love that

brings about .sorrow ? No. There is something

wrong in the use you make of love that brings

you sorrow in its train.

In one of the Indian Scriptures, there is a story

that Lord Krishna, the famous God of India, the

Christ of India, was about to be devoured by a

big demon. He took a dagger in his hand. He
was devoured and swallowed up. Binding himself

in the stomach of the dragon, he pierced the heart

of the dragon ;
the heart broke, the dragon bled

to death, and Lord Krishna came out. That is

exactly the case. What is Love ? Love is Krishna ;



that means Love is God, Love is God and it

enters the heart, it enters the inner mind of a man

of sensual desires. It enters the heart and just

when it has got a seat, when it has a place in the

very core of the heart, it deals a thrust, and what

is the result? The heart breaks; hearts break.

Agony and sorrow is the result : weeping and

gnashing of teeth comes about in all the cases of

worldly love? That is the way. That is what

happens. That is the law. Attach yourself to any

worldly object, begin to love any worldly object

for its oirn sake, and there the God Krishna

gets into you and then stabs you. The heart

breaks, you are sorrow stricken, and you murmur

and cry, “Oh, this love is very cruel, it has

ruined me."

There is a law that anybody in this world

who will attach himself to any personality or world-

ly object, shall have to suiter ; either that friend

or object will be taken from him, or one of them

will die, or there will be a rupture between them.

This is an inevitable Law. Do not hear listlessly ;

let it sink deep into your hearts ; let it penetrate

your iniuds. AVhenever a man attaches himself to

any worldly object, whenever a person begins to

love an object for its own sake, whenever a man
tries to seek happiness in that object, he will be

deceived, he will find himself simply the dupe of

the senses. You cannot find happiness bj^ attaching

yourselves to ' worldly objects. That is the Law,
All your worldly attachments will end in the break-

ing of the heart ; nothing else. Trust not in the

mighty dollar, trust in God. Trust not in this or
that object, trust in God, trust in your Atma
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or Self. All worldly attachments bring misery in

their train* because all worldly attachment is

idolatry. There are beautiful imagfes made, beautiful

statues* etc. All these bodies also are images, idols

;

they are statues* pictures* portraits. You begin to

love a picture for its own sake and ignore the per-

son whose picture it is* are you not worshipping

an idol ? Suppose you have a picture of one of

your friends, and you keep it with you* you love

it, shower your caresses* bestow all • your affections

ui)on it, so much so that when the man whose pic-

ture it is* comes into your house, you heed him
not, and you slight him. Is that fair, is that fair?

AVill that friend leave his picture with you? 2so, no.

He gave you his picture in order that you might

remember him ; he did not give you his picture that

you might forget him. That picture ought not to have

been the object of worship ; it was idolatry to love

the picture for its own sake. You had to love

the God, you had to love the master, the owner

of that picture. Similarlj^ all the objects in this

world are simply pictures* emblems of God. Hus-

bands and wives fall a prey to the pictures : they

fall a prey to idolatry and become slaves of the

image. Y’our Bible tells you that you should set

up no idols, no images for God* and you ought not

to practise idolatry. By the word ‘idolatry' it

was not meant that you should not worship these

idols ; it was meant that these were the living idols.

Ho not forget the original for the idols* that was

the meaning.

In one of the cemeteries in India, llama saw an

inscription on a tomb which run like this

;
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f‘Her.elies the iDabe'.that I10T7 is' gone/ >

An idol ta iny heart. ‘

,

If so, the wise God has justly done,

’Twas needful we should, part."'

. It was written hy n. lady. She idolized that

child. She began io make more of the child than

of the original, of the reality, of which the child

was simply a .picture, and the child must he taken

away. That is the Law, that is the rule. If you

make the right use of the pictures, they will be
with you ; make the wrong use of them, there will

he rupture, sorrow, anxiety, and fear. Make the right

use, we can keep the picture with us, hut -only

when we- love- the original more,- more! than his

picture. Then alone can w’e keep the picture with

us, otherwise never. That is the Law. This is

Renunciation.

This is the way that in every house Renunciation
ought to he practised.

It will he explained more fully. Just see.

Here you are, a man or woman, lady or gentleman,
a goddess or a god. There is your object of love.

What is it that charms you, fascinates you, attracts
you ? Is it his body, is it his skin, is it his eyes,
nose, ears, etc. ? No, no, not at all. Be more
rational and reasonable than the poets. It is not
these that attract you. If these were the object of
love, if these had any charm in them, Avhen the body
is dead, they would be attractive. When the person
dies, even in that state you would be attracted by
the body; but you'are not.. Then in what did the
charm lie ? Who caused all this charm and lascina-
tion ? It IS the spirit, then, it is the Life within, it
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is the Power withiiij the Atma within, nothing else^

Through the eyes of everybody it is the God with-

in that is speaking to you: the God within has

the body for its picturcj portrait, or dress. Love

not the dress more than the person, more than the

reality within, which' wears that garment. Now,
rellect and you will sec.

There arc some people w^io are more attractive

than others, who have more grace in them. You
will excuse llama if he talks about a subject which

it is not customary to talk about. It is a strange

thing that we do not listen to the things which,

ill o^ir heart of hearts, most interest us. It is not

usually the custom to talk on this subject. But as it

is very important and really concerns you, and as

others do not talk on this subject, for that very

reason Rama tal\s on it.

TTell, it is grace, and wherefrom does grace

come? What is grace, movement and activity?

What is that? Is that duo to the eyes, the ears,

or the nose? No, that appears in the eyes, the

ears, etc. You may have heard about Cleopatra, that

Egyptian girl, Cleopalra that African, Negro girl.

She fascinated that Emperor, l^Fnrk xlntony, charmed
him, kept him spell-bound. It was through grace.

Grace comes from the Divinity within yon and from
nothing else. It is activity. And to what is activity,

energy, or motion due? Just see. You can walk
uphill, you can ascend steep mountains. You can

go from place to place, you can move anywhere you

like, but when the body dies, what becomes of it?

V When the body dies, that activity, that God within

you that could lift you up to such heights, does

' not give it help in the same way as it did before.

56
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Who is it then within this "body that makes the

muscles movej that makes the hair growj that

makes the blood circulate in your blood vessels ?

What is it ? What is it that gives all the

movement} energy} activity to the organs of the

body? What is it ? It is the one Universal

Powei'} the one Universal Divinity) the one Uni-

versal God which you are in reality} it is the

Atman. When a man dieS) some men have to carry

him to the cemetery or crematorium ;
and when

he was alive) what was it that lifted his heavy

weight of so many pounds to such heights, to such

mountains ? It is something invisible) indescribable)

but it is there. That is the Divinity within yoU)

that is the God in every body) and it is that

God who gives activity and power to everything;

it is that God to whom is due the grace in

the movements of every person. When a man is

asleep) his eyes do not see
;
when he is asleep, his

ears do not hear. When a man is dead, his eyes

are there, but he does not see
;

his ears are there,

but he does not hear. Why? Because that Divi-

nity or Atma within does not help in the way it

did before. It is the God within that sees through
the eyes ; it is the God within that makes the ears

hear ;
it is the God within that makes the nose

smell
;
and it is the God within that gives energy

to the muscles. It is the God within that is the

essence, or the q^uintessenoe of all the apparent
grace. It is the God within. B>emember that.

Mark that. Who it is that faces you, who it is

that looks you straight in the face when you look
at a person? It is God within. The outward
eyes, skin, ears, etc., are only the garb

;
they are
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only the outward raiment, nothing else.

Now Avhen the people in this world love,

and desire objects, they begin to love the dress,

the raiment more than the K-eality within, which

shines through that dress or raiment. Thus they

idolize and worship the raiment or the image more

than the Beality, the Original the Truth within.

Thus it is that people suffer the bad consequences

of this sin. Thus it is. Bise above it : rise above

it. Let every wife and every husband try to see

the God in each other. See the God within ;
wor-

ship the God within.

Everything should become Divine to you. In-

stead of the wife being a wide gaping door to

hell, should be, as it were, the mirror through

which the husband could see God. The husband

should be the mirror in which the wife could see

God, instead of being the wide gaping door to hell

How can a wife or husband raise her or his

companion to this realization, to this Divinity, to

this Vedantic concentration of all the energies?

How can they do it ?

If a wife is to be the saviour of her husband,

first she is to save him from all outside contami-

nations. If he is unmarried, he is liable to fall a

victim to all sorts of temptations. He is like a boat

without a rudder, at the mercy of all the winds

and storms, no matter from what direction they
blow. So long as a man is unmarried, a man
without divine knowledge, so long as he is un-
married, he has to bear all sorts of contaminations

from all directions, and the wife is, first of all,

to save him from these temptations. Now, what
happens ? Ordinarily wives do not save their
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husbands from these temptations- but they themselves

become a heavy burden upon their shoulders. It

is just like a man giving away all his dollars s nd

purchasing one big note with all these dollars. He
has got rid of the burden of other temptationsj

but now this one dependence outAveighs all the

previous humiliation. He is not subject to the pre-

vious kinds of temptations, but this one temptation
is enough for him.

It is just the case of the horse that came to

a man to be saved. You know there was a time
once when Man too lived in the jungles. The
horse also lived in the jungles

; the deer and
stags too lived in the jungles, as they do in these
days. , A- horse was once Avorsted in a fight Avith

a stag. The stag stabbed him Avith his antlers.

The horse came to the man to seek help. The man
said, ‘ Alright, I Avill help you. I have arroAvs in
my hands. You take me on your hack and I
will go and kill your enemies.’^ The man rode on
the back of the horse, AA'ent into the forest and
killed the stag. They came home victorious. The
horse Avas very happy. Now the horse wanted to
go. The horse thanked the man. and said, “Dear
sir, I thank you. Now 1 Avant to leave you^^
I he man came up and said, “0 horse, O horse»
Avhere do you Avant to go? Now that I have
come to know how useful you are, I will not let
you go. You have to he my servant, you have
to become my slave.- The horse was saved from
the stags deer, and other beasts of the forest, huthe had lost Ins freedom

; and the slavery Avhichwas the result of his outAvard success, did no
counterbalance his loss of freedom.
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So it is with Man. After his marriage he is

saved from many temptations, hut the one temptation,

the slavery or dependence to which he is reduced

in relation to his wife, is just like the treatment

that the horse received at the hands of man
Now, how is the wife to become the saviour

of the man ? She saves him from some tempta-

tions; well ai:d good so far as it goes- alright.

Now- the next subject is that she ought not to

enslave man. rThe Americans say they have con-

quered the Philippinos. but they will -be enslaved

if they are not careful.) How is thi« to be effect-

ed ? A wife should not try to enslave her hus-

band, and her husband should not make her a

dependent. This is the next step now. If this is

effected- there is every hope
;
otherwise none. This

is a point which is seldom or never bronsrht to

your notice but it is a fact. You know Christ

was taken to be the Saviour of mankind- and it

was said that he would save the whole universe,

and he would wipe out all sin, and bring about

the Kingdom of heaven upon the earth. But in

spite of all your Bibles, Korans, and Vedas, in

spite of all these, we find the world just as irre-

ligious as it was before. What is the cause ? It

is because the real cause of evil is not eradicated
;

the real difficulty lies in your domestic circles.

Unless the wife undertakes to do real good unto

the husband, and the husband undertakes to pro-

mote the welfare of the w'ife, religion can never

prosper ; there is no hope for religion.

You know these are days of steam and electri-

city. Beligion ought to jmek up and depart. O
Christians, 0 Hindus, O Mohammedans, if you
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really want that the misery of the world should bo

eradicated, if you want that the suffering of man-

kind should be removed, you ought to attend to

this, you ought to establish the matrimonial rela-

tions on fair terms, you ought to instil into the

heart of every lady and gentleman that it is a

duty to prove the Christ to his wife or to her

husband. It is incumbent on us to do that; it is

our bounden duty to prove the Christ. And how
can that be done ? That can be done if the wife

does not want to make a slave of the husband

and the husband does not want to make the wife

dependent on him.- 3?ree all of yourself, and you

will be free. That is the Law. “Action and re-

action are equal and opposite.'^ Make her depend-

ent upon you, make her your slave and you will

be a slave too. Oh, this is a most terrible speech.

Truth is always disagreeable, terrible. Christ taught

that terrible Truth, and he was persecuted and cru-

cified. Socrates came and he was given hemlock.

Truth is never taken cheerfully by the people. It

seems to be a terrible statement, but so it is. Just

mark.

A man has a rope round the neck of an ox,

fastened to the hoLbis.of the ox, and he holds the
other end of the rope in his own hand. He thinks

that the ox is his servant, his slave
; but he is

just as much a slave of the ox, as the ox, is his

slave. What reason has he to say that the ox
belongs to him ? Because the ox cannot leave him.
Now just mark, if the only reason is that the ox
cannot leave him, we say that he cannot leave
the ox and go. Ihe ox cannot leave him because
he cannot leave the ox. If he could leave the ox>
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if he hud been frees if he had not been a slave

of the ox, {.he ox would not have been a slave unto

him. This is the Law.

LoiiH you see that all the families are suffer-

ing ? Is it not a fact ? ' Is it not a fact that

almost all the families in this worlds -in Europes

Americas Indias Japans or anywheres are suffering ?

They say “Happy home, happy home." What
humbug ! What a name, a mere name, a mere
dream I ! How is it that people are suffering and

the homes are not happy ? And do. you not, from

your heart of hearts, desire that the homes should

be happy ? If you wish for happiness, you must

be in earnest ;
do not make the home a big joke.

Be in earnest, be sincere
;

try to find out the

cause. Examine it, scrutinize it, investigate it, and

you will see that the only cause of the discord

and want of harmony in the families is. that they

do not know the laws of nature, and are ignorant.

They are possessed by that demon Ignorance. They
do not know what the plan of Nature is, in what

line the course of Evolution runs. They do not

know that. B-ama tells you that the line along

which evolution courses and all this nature works

is that each and all should, step by step, by slow

degrees, come up nearer and nearer to the realiza-

tion of the Divinity within them. That is the

course, that is the line along which all the pheno-

mena in this werld move. Everybody should real-

ize the God within him ; everybody should become

the perfect Atma, the perfect .Divinity by realizing

the Divinity within. All this struggle for existence

is due to people not realizing this.

Make your relations with • your wife or husband



such that the progress may he in the right linej

that you may work with the i)lan of nature. The
plan of nature is freedoim freedom* freedom. j\rake

your wife free ,of yourself, and you will be free of

her. What does that mean? Does it mean that all ties

should be broken at once, snapped all at once, cut

like the Gordian Knot ? Does it mean that ? Does
it mean that every man should be let loose in this

world and every woman should be altogether free ?

No, not at all. Freedom cannot be had that

way, that is bondage, slavery. Dy making the

companion “iree” it is meant that you should
make him or her believe and trust not in your
body but in the God within you. When she loves

you or you love her, you love the God within her

and make her love the God within you. They say
they all believe in Jesus Christ, llama says you
ought to . believe in your wives and husbands.
Kama says, “Believe not in the lump of flesh of
your companion

; believe in the Divinity within.”
You should look at this outward flesh and skin as
a curtain which become transparent to you, and
you see beyond the curtain the God Avithin.

Let us be like a bird, that one instant lights
upon a twig that swings. He feels it bend °but
sings unfrightened, knowing that he has his wings.
Tlie twig swings up and down, the bird is not
-frightened

; for even though he is sitting on the
twig, he IS on his wings, so to say. The bird
knows that he is trusting not in the twig but in
his own wings.,, That is the way. His trust is

C“hlXinrs°
Similarly,"wherever you may be, however you
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may be attaclibd to your wife or childj rest not
there* set not your heart on that.- Let your heart

be with God* let your heart be upon the Divinity

within you: that is the way. Behave in this way
yourself and make your wife and children behave

in the same way. You will be free of them,

they will be free of you. No dependence; inde-

pendence! freedom ! ! Thus can every American be

made free.

The interesting part of the lecture comes now.

There was seen at one place a most beautiful

picture. Jn that portrait or picture* there was a

magnificent coach. Upon the coach there were

splendidj royal cushions and pillows. A lovely queen
was lying upon the coach ;

the children were on

one side of the coach^and the king was sitting on

a chair. It was a beautiful picture, it was charm-

ing, it was so splendid. The queen was very sick,

on the piont of death
; and her husband, the king,

was shedding tears, and her son and daughter were
weeping. It was a beautiful picture. Would you
like to possess that picture? Oh, indeed, every

one of you. Had you seen that picture, you would
have purchased it, it was so lovely. Why would

you like to possess that picture ? There was a charm
about it which would have kept you spell-bound,

but would you have liked to be that dying

lady ? Just answer. Would you have liked

to be that queen? Very rich she was, but she

was about to die. And would you have liked to

be that weeping husband, or those crying children?

No.

Vedanta requires you to live in your families,

to live in your homes, in a position of God, to live

-57
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in yonr houses as a vitiiessj as an impersonal God,

not attached, in no -way mixed up or entangled.
Keep your mind always at rest, always unattached,

hrep your heart and mind always fixed upon the
Divinity within, and look at all the household

matters just as you would have looked at that

picture. You know that when you look upon it

as a witness, it is a source of enjoyment : when
you get entangled in it. it is a source of misery.
If we get entangled in the phenomena of this

world, we are in a sad plight. When we look at

at it from an impersonal standpoint, as a witness,
we enjoy it, it i.s so lovely to us. Similarly, realize
the Divinily within. Bear all of Kama's lectures,
and by gradual advancement you become convinced,
llama guarantees that anybody in this Avorld who
hears all of llama's speeches, would get his
doubts removed, is sure to come to the conviction
of his own Divinity. Dirst acquire a firm conviction
in your Divinity or Godhead. Get that, and then
by the process which will be given, by the methods
which will he told, centre yourself in that Divinity.
Become the same, realize yourself to he God,
eternal and all powerful. -The same am I, the
same. ’ Ilealize that and look upon all your house-
hold concerns and all these matters as if they
wore thae picture, as if you were not oonoernea at

in!; -i'
self-oontradie-

<ory. People say that if they do not getentangled ,» these niaiterr, they can mate noprogress. Oh. you are wrong. The rery momentyou get entangled in these matters, you cease toinalte progress. When you are writing, the wriflno-,s being performed impersonally. At that time your
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egotism» your little self, false ego> is altogether absent;

automatically, mechanically is the work being done.

It is a kind of reflex action, the hand goes on writing

by itself. IVhy ? Because you do not thrust your

little self, your selfish ego, into the matter. The
very moment you begin to reflect in your mind,

«Oh, I have written splendidly, I have done
wonderfully/^ you will make a slip.

Thus we see that work is done only when we
get rid of the little selfish ego. The moment you

assert the selfish ege, your work is spoiled. The
best work is the work that is done impersonally,

llenunciation means getting rid of this little personal,

selfish ego. getting rid of this false idea of Self.

The sun shines. The sun has no idea that he

is working, but as the sun is impersonal, he is

so charming and attractive. The rivers flow
; there

is no little personal ego in their flowing, but the

work is being done. The lamp burns, but it is

not the personal ego-~“I am great, I am burning,

I am shedding light’^- that does the burning. The
flowers bloom and send sweet fragrance all around,

but they have no idea that they are very sweet,

that they are very good.

Similarly, let your work bo impersonal, let your

work be free from the taint of selfish egotism;

let your work b’e just like the work of the stars

and the sun ;
let your work be like that of the

moon. Then alone can your work be successful.

Then alone can you really do anything in this

world. All heroes, all men of geuuis had this

secret, they possessed this master key. They threw

themselves in a state of impersonality, and then

alone could their work be so prosperous. That
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is the rule. Give up the mistaken idea that unless

you get yourself entangled in a inatterj you will

never prosper. You are Avrong in believing that

Avay.

The LaAV is that a man should be at rest, at

peace, undisturbed, and the body should always be

in motion
;
the mind to be subjected to the Laws

of Statics and the body subjected to the Laws of

Dynamics ;
the body at U'ork and the internal self

alAvays at rest. That is tha lato. Be. free. Let

tliincjH lie as truly hut as softly as the landscape

lies on the eyes. The landscape lies on the eyes

truhji fully, wholly, hut ho^v softly. It does not

hnnlen the eyes. All the landscape lies on the eyes,

but the eyes are free, not burdened. Just so let

your position be in your household matters, in

your family or worldly . life. You may see all

these phenomena and be unentangled, free ; and
this freedom may be attained only through a knoAA'-
ledge of the true Self, through realization of the
perfect Truth, called the Vedanta. Realize the true
Divinity, and all the stars and planets will do your
bidding.

Roll on, ye suns and stars, roll on,

Ye motes in dazzling Light of lights,

In me, the Sun of suns, roll on.

O orbs and globes mere eddies, AA'^aA'es

In me the surging oceans Avide

Do rise and fall, vibrate, roll on.

0 Avorlds, my planets, spindles, turn

;

Expose me all your parts and sides,

*

And dancing, bask in light of life.
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Do suns and stars or earths and seas

Revolve the shadows of my dream ?

I moves I tiiriij I come> I go.

The motions moved and mover I.

No rests no motions mine or thine.

No words can ever me describe.

Twinkles twinkles little starss

Twinklings winkings beckons call mes
Answer first, 0 lovely stars.

Whither do you sign and call me ?

I’m the sparkle in your eyes,

I’m the life that in you lies.

This is your true Self ; this is what you are.

Realize that and be free. Realize that and you are

the master of the universe ; realize that and you

will find that all your business matters, all your*

affairs by themselves, by their own accord, turn

up before you in the most desirable way. You
will see that success will have to seek you, and

you will not have to seek success. You will see

that this faith in the Divinity within, this realiza-

tion of the God within, will make the whole uni-

verse your abject slave, will make everything in this

Avorld subordinate to yon. You will find that suc-

cess and prosperity will seek you, and you will

* not have to seek them. «If the mountain does not

come to IMohammet, IMohammet will go to the

mountain.” The very moment you stop seeking

pleasure from those worldly objects and become free,

realize the Divinity within you, you need not go
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to Mohammeti Mohammet will come to you. That

is the Law. That is the secrets that is the hidden

secret governing this world. You are that principle.

Ilealize thats make your wife and children realize it.

Be free yourself and set them free. There you

make a heaven out of a veritable dungeons you
make a paradise for you in your homes, you make
your most quarrelsome homes happy homes. There

is no other way. There is no escape from this in-

evitable, unrelenting Law. This is the way, this is

the only sesame ; this is the only master-key which
unlocks all the treasures in this world. If you
realize the Divinity within you, you are free. Help
others to realize it.

Om 1 Om 1
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MARRIED LIRE AND REALIZATION.

Lecture delivered on Sunday ajlernooni

February U JOOS.

Can a married man aspire to the Realization of

the Self ?

This question was put to Rama sometime ago

and it was fully answered at that time.

Rama will not take up this subject to*day» but

will speak on a subject somewhat like it.

Reference was made there to the nature of

desires;—“As to what » desire is* and how motives

operate upon the nature of man» how desires ful-

filled bring happinessj and how desires not fulfilled

bring unhappiness etc.'^ This is a very long and*

complicated question, and is one to which Rama has

given much earnest thought. The result of Rama’s

researches will be put into book form under the title

of Dynamics of the Mind.
' Can a householder,—a man living with his wife

and children, or with his relatives or friends,—in

other 'words, can an ordinary man of the world

ever realize Truth or the true Self ? This is the

question.

We shall take up one aspect of the question.

Vedanta simply asks, “Can a sword kill your

enemies

If this question may be answered in the
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affirmative, then the question “as to whether a world-

ly householder can realize Truth perfectly,'' can also

he answered in the affirmative ;
it all depends upon

the use we make of the sword or of the family ties.

We can make the same sword kill or protect us

from outside attacks : so a man hy the misuse of

family ties or family relations can kill himself, or

retard his spiritual growth, or by the right use of

the family relations he can elevate himself, and

realize God within him. Thus the question is

similarly answered.

Our walks, our daily constitutionals can be a

source of enjoyment and recreation ;
they can be

a source of benefit and refinement if we take them

properly ;
but the same walks can become a source

of fatigue, annoyance, and sickness to us if we
;

abuse them.

Similarly with our family relations, they may
raise and heal or destroy us.

There was a very good man who kept a very
naughty and wicked servant. He used to do every
thing in a wrong way

; he used to carry out the
commands of his master in a curious way; in fact
his way .of doing things was such as to upset
even the most serious man. This faithful master
was never annoyed, but always treated the servant
in a most charming manner. At one time one of
the guests remonstrated “against the servant

; he
was very much annoyed and displeased with his
actions and asked the master to dismiss him. The
master said, “Your advice is very good, and it is
gi\en with the best intention; I know that you wish
me well; I know that you want my work and
business to prosper, and it is on that account that
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you sive me tliis advice : but* I Icnou" better, ' I

know that my work is being spoiled, I know that

my business suffers.. But I keep this servant on

the very ground or from the very fact of his being

so unfaithful
;

it is his bad conduct and his wicked

habits which make him so dear to me. I love

him the more because he is a sinner, a wicked

and unfaithful servant.^^ This was a very strange

way of speaking.

The master said, “This servant is the only

person in the world or with whom I come in

contact, that disobeys me : he is the only person

who does things which are uncomplimentary, dero-

gatory or detrimental to me. All others with whom
I come in contact are so gentle, so pleasant, so

. loving that they dare not offend me, and so this

man is out of the ordinary ; he is a kind of dumb-
bells, a kind of special training to my spiritual Self.

.Tust as many people use dumb-bells, pulleys, or

heavy weights, to exercise the muscles in order to

develop their physical strength, so this servant

serves as a kind of weight or dumb-bells by which
my spiritual body is strengthened. Through this

servant I get strength. I am compelled to do'

a

kind of wrestling with this servant, which brings

strength.”

So Kama brings this fact to your notice, and
draws your attention to this matter, so that if you
think your family ties are a hindrance and a stum-

bling block, you need not get annoyed. Just follow

the example of the faithful master ; make difficul-

ties and differences an additional source of strength

and power.

Socrates had a wife, the most undesirable in

• 58
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the world. One day he was thinking very deeply,

and his wifcj as was her vront, approached liim

and spoke in very harsln rough language ; she re-

viled and insulted him and called him names
;
she

demanded his attention; she asked him to attend

to her, to do this and that thing; hut Socrates

went on philosophising. His method was never to

leave a problem until it was solved.

The wife roared and stormed at him, and still

he did not listen. Then getting enraged, she took

up a basin tilled with dirty water and i)oured it

upon his head. "Was Socrates rutiled or annoyed?

Not in the least. He smiled and laughed and

said, “To-day is proven the saying “Oft-times

when it roars it rains.^^

Always when she roared, it did not rain, but

to-day she roared and stormed, and at the same

time there came rain also. After tJiat remark, he

continued his philosophizing.

This shows that people must not become d(5s-

pondent about their capability of overcoming their

temper. If one man, Socrates, could get such com-

plete control of his temper, then all can. Even to-

day are there not people who have control over
their temper, and over their habits? lllost certain-

ly there are such people and you can do this also

by trying.

The way to realize the Truth, or to realize
your oneness with the Divinity, the way to realize
the unison with the All, or your sameness with the
whole world, the way to this Divine realization of
the Self can be made smoother through your family
ties if you will.

The object and the goal of each and all in the
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worlds the end of Evolution is that each and all

should realize the Divinity within
; that this little

self should accumulate experience until it realizes

its unity with Gods until it realizes its oneness with

Divinity. Even at the sword’s points it must be

realized.

That is the goal. If the ordinary man finds

the family ties a hindrance, Eama sayss the wife

and children can be an aid to you.

The earth revolves round the sun. The earth

must revolve. The moon wants to cling to the

earth. IV/taf is ihe o.arth to do ? The earth can

take np the moon and satellites^ and together with

them the earth can revolve round the snn,

Sos 0 man or woman, if you have set up the

task of being drawn towards the Sun of suns, take

your companion with you, as the earth does the

moon, and with your companion, like the moon,
go on revolving round the Sun of suns, the Light

of lights. Thus instead of making this one little

body partake of the glorj’’, light and lustre of the

Sun, you can make your companion share with you
the glory and light and lustre of the same Sun.

Thus instead of drawing but one soul, you can

draw other souls. Instead of working through just

one body, you can vrork through many bodies.

They are all yours. All those bodies (as one body
belongs to you) can belong to God, can glorify

God, 'When a man goes to a place and takes only

one body with him, but he does not leave the head,

the hands, the nose, the eyes, the ears, &c, behind
;

•

they all go. Similarly, Vedanta tells you that when
j

you approach the knowledge of heaven, when you

reeilize the Truthi instead of carrying one-half of

V.
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you to the knowledge of heaven? you can take

all
;
you can take the wife and children? you can

take along your head? your heart? your hands? as

it were.

Thus before realizing your unity and unison

with God? tirst realize your oneness with your wife

and children. How can a man who has not real-

ized his oneness with his wife' and children? realize

his oneness with all ?

The natural way suggested by Vedanta is to

begin with those with whom you are connected ;

let your being merge in those who are near and
dear to you. Let your interests be one with their

interests ; let all the bodies be welded into one ;

let them become one stream? and then go on expe-
riencing. After that you can take other families in;

and rising by degrees, let all families be as your
own body

; and after you feel all bodies as your

» iiii \ ruuown? you can realize your oneness
can take each and all with j'oii.

In the Jiible? we read about St. .John, the dis-

ciple Avhom Christ loved. Christ loved the whole
world. This saying, “The disciple whom Christ
loved should be put in a slightly modified form
and then it becomes “The disciple who loved
Christ/’ It gives you the clue.to the Christian
doctrine of Salvation through Christ.

“Action and B^eaction are equal and opposite.”
If Christ loved his disciple, then the disciple must

lovin him if this were not a fact, hy .the mo"tineyitahle law of nature. “Action and Heaction lie-

mlSon he
‘Christ was a man ofrealization, he was one with the Pather. the All
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He was one who had merged his mind> his intel-

lect! his personality in the Divinity.

The disciples* Johiij Peter* Paul* or any disciple*

by connecting themselves with Christ* by loving

Christ (for connection comes through love and affec-

tion) and by feeling their oneness with Christ*

naturally shared the Divinity of Christ.

Here* suppose we have a body which is electri-

fied. By keeping another body in contact with

this electrified body* the non-electrified body

receives the electricity from the electrified body.

Similarly* the disciples in those days, by the

love of Christ* must partake of Christ's nature ;

and thus if Christ saves himself* the others must

be saved through that love.

According to Vedanta, nobody can realize God

unless his whole being is converted into Uuiversal

Love ;
unless he looks upon the whole universe

as his body. This is the first step in the realiza-

tion of Self or Truth ; it is to become the whole

world. Then the next step is to rise beyond that.

You remember, the other day, in a lecture*

to kinds of illuvsion were referred to* viz , Intrinsic

and Extrinsic Illusion.^ ..

To the Intrinsic illusion is due the idea of

different personalities, the idea of difference of one

from another* to the Intrinsic illusion is due the

blindness which does not allow people to see God
in each and all. It is the cause of the mental

disease which forbids us from realizing the unity

in all things in the world. The Extrinsic illusion

is the outward variance* the illusion of form and

name. ^

Thus in the worldly man both illusions must
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"be dispelled. It is necessary in the first place, to

realize the unity in all bodies. This man who is

to overcome, both kinds of illusion, at first feels

himself to be the self of each and all, of the

whole universe ;
he realizes his A-tman to be the

Atman or Self of all mankind, of the vegetable

kingdom, all the trees, all rivers, all insects and

worms ;
this is one stage -of Realization. He is a

man who is helped by realizing in the elementary

stages his oneness with the wife and children.

When he realizes his oneness with the whole world

that is- one stage. The next stage is when all out-

ward forms, names and figures disappear, where

this Maya entirely disappears, and then the whole

world, which was the body, is dismissed ; it is

merged in the Spirit. '

Originally we have to realize the whole world

as our body, and then the whole world which is

realized as our body is dismissed, is merged in the

Truth, the Self Avhich is my Self.

A man of realization first becomes the whole

world, he. thus becomes the saviour of the whole
world. Thus you are your own saviour, that is

the meaning of Vedanta.

The saying “Through Christ we realize God’^

means, that through this state which is the state

of feeling the self as one with the whole world,

by passing through that stage, the Christ stage,

you jump into the indestructible, ineffable Self.

Thus before realizing the Truth, before realizing the
Self which is indestructible, which baffles all words
and all description, which surpasses all language

—

a state where there are no forms and names, no
differences before reaching that God-state, you must
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ermeating and pervading all name and form. This

tate is the Christ state. Thus by passing through

die Christ state you pass on to Gods and this state

is gained'by gradually developing your oneness with

each and all. The elementary lessons which practi-

cally teach you thisj begin when you realize your

roiieness with the motherj the fathers then the wife

and children and friends ; and by slow degrees you

realize your oneness with the whole country and

then the whole world, and so on. This seems to

be a very difficult tasks but it is not so difficult.

The beginning is difficult but after a while the

progress is rapid. "When once a man realizes his

unify with one person and becomes mergeds as it

wercs in another, he comes to realize himself to be

one with each and aU. Here Kealization practically

, shows that all affection in this world, by an in-

evitable law of nature, drives us onward to a state

where the object of our afi’ection will not be on the

outside
;
where it will not be external colour, form,

feature or symbols but in the Soul within, in the

underlying Iteality more and more.

Everybody, from experience, can say something

as to the correctness of this statement. "When we
grow in years, we find that the object of our affec-

tion becomes more and more refined ; the centre of

love becomes more and more smooth and intangi-

ble ; it becomes more and more subtle.

Have not all persons in the world observed

this in life to a greater or less extent ? The time

comes when in the object of our love, we do not

mark the lines of the face, the irregularities of the

features or countenance ; we do not see the wrinkles,
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the external signs and symbols. We love the

Soul within, the affection within, the heart within ;

we love the purity within, the love within. ‘ Have

not all observed or experienced that? Have not

all seen that in .our object of affection we do not

often see the external faults, the defects of the

body. We see only beauty, we are blind to all

ugliness. If there is in that love, or in that per-

son, or in that object of our love, true affection,

our heart melts; it is drawn there. Then there

comes a time when the centre of our love becomes

more subtle, more refined than the gross, external

colour, feature, or signs and symbols ; now there is

already a step onward, an advance higher. There

you are raised from external symbols, from the

gross bodies to the refined emotions. Kow beyond
that is the next higher stage when the centre of

our love is not feeling, emotion, the purity of the

mind, or appearance of the object of our love,

but when we love God or the Divinity within, we
see the true Self, the Atman within. Well, when
this stage is once reached ; when the objects in the

world become mere pictures, mere hieroglyphics

;

when we do not see the objects but see the

Immutable ’ behind all objects
; when our looks

happening to fasten upon this object or that one,

enable our heart to see the Divinity or the true Self
in them; when that state is reached, it is easy
for a man to Realize the unity, the oneness with
the whole world. That is the Christ state. After
remaining in this Christ state for some time, the
next higher state will be when you are entirely
merged in Divinity; when we are in a state of
trance, a state of unison and absorption, a state of
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immersion ; this is the state God. e call that

Xirvaiia or Samadhi, a state in which there is no

vibration in the mind, no rufile, no resistance.

How can we make our worldly connections and

relations help us in realizing this state by degrees ?

In India there are people who worship God in

the same way as do the Homan Catholics
;
they

worship God through images and idols. The

images of God, of llama or Krishna are worshipped.

Hama and Krishna are the Christs of India.

An old lady came to a saint in India and

asked if it was advisable for her to leave her

house and her family, and to retire to Brindahan
(in India), where Krishna was born. "Was it advis-

able for her to break her family ties, and sever

all her relations with each and all, and retire to

that lovely city, Brindahan, the Jerusalem of

India ?

This lady had her grandson with her. The sage

replied, “See please, mark please, what is it that

looks into your eyes through the eyes of your

grandson ? AVhat force, what energy, what Divi-

nity is it that looks at you from every pore of

the body of this child ?’* The lady said, “It must
be God. In this dear little baby there is no
thought of temptation or wickedness. This dear

little baby is innocent and pure. TThen he cries,

in his wailing is the voice of God and nothing

else.” Again the sage said, “"When you go to

Brindahan, you shall have to cling to the one

image of Krishna. There in the Jerusalem of India,

and there in that image of Divinity, you ? must
worship the Divinity. Is not the body of the

child .iust as good an image of Krishna as the

5i)
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imago you shall have to see in that Jerusalem of

India ?” The lady was surprised a little
;
and after

thinking and reflecting! she came to the conclusion

that she might just as well worship Krishna through

the body of this childj by regarding this child as

the incarnation of Krishna. Por God it is that

looks through the eyes of the child
; God it is

that gives the child its power ; God it is that

works through the ears of the child ;
God it is

that makes the child’s hair grow
;
God it is that

works through every pore of his body
;

it is Di-

vinity.

According to the direction of the saint, she

must no longer regard the child as her grandson>

or look upon him as related to her in any waj’^j

but must regard him as God, and thus break all

family and worldly ties. .The only tie should be
the tie of Godliness or .Godhead. This is the way
to Benunciation.

Renunciation does not mean asceticism. Renun-
ciation means making everything holy. Renouncing
the child does not mean giving up all connection
with the child but thinking the child, the grand-
son, to be God. Realizing the : Divinity in each
and all ;

this is Renunciation according to Vedanta.
Vedanta asks you to give up your wife or your
husband and other relations. Vedanta says, “Give up
the wife as related to you, give up the wife as
the wife, but realize the true Self, the Divinity
within her. Give up the enemy as the enemy, see
only the God in the enemy

;
give up the friend

as a friend, but realize the Godliness or Godhead
in the friend.”

Renounce the selfish, personal ties
; see the
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Godliness in each and all
; see the Divinity in each

and all. This is what the Hindu Scriptures enjoin
upon every husloand and every wife to live. Accord-
ing to the directions of the Scriptures which were put
in practice oj’’ Kama in his family relations^ the
wife had to wake up every morning; and while
Kama was absorbed in meditatioiij while Kama was
feeling and realizing the Divinity, when he was
lost in God, Avhen he was beyond the body or the
mind—when that nect^ of sweet Immortality
was being taken, then would the wife come,
just as the Koman Catholics worship their images,
so would she come and look at Rama, ignoring
the body. Here as Kama had ignored the body,
had risen above this materiality, had become one
with Divinity, so the wife would see only the

Divinity, God, nothing else. Thus, sitting at a
distance from Kamazs body she would fix her
eyes upon Kama's forehead ; she being not so

highly advanced, would think of this body and
thus while chanting Om, she would keep this body
before her mind to such a decree that all other
thoughts were shut out ; the idea of her own
body M’as entirely lost. She felt herself as trans-

formed or merged in the body of Kama, but what
about the Spirit ? There she felt and realized that
her own self was the Self of Kama. She felt and
realized that it was not Rama meditating, lost in

God'consciousness, but that it was she lost in God-
consciousness. Kama's meditation was hers, and she’

was feeling herself as one with the whole universe ;

there she felt and realized that she was the Self

and Spirit of the whole world. This way '.she was
a help to Kama, as it were, and Kama was a help
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wife regards her husband as God, when such

thoughts and such currents tend to make her hus-

band God, will not her mental energy, her force

directed in this way, make her husband God ?

Will it not help the husband in realizing his own
true Self to be God ? Ufost certainly.

AH Christian scientists know from personal
experience that we can make any person feel the way
we like.

Here is a wife sending forth such Hivine
thoughts, sending forth the thought that her hus-

band is God
; that thought is helping the husband

to realize his oneness with God
;
so also, when the

husband realizes his oneness with God, is the wife
helped, 0, what a spiritual union that is. What
a gra'nd union that is ! Both help and are helped.
Marriage or love founded on such spiritual union
is the happiest in, the world. .All marriage relations,
brought about by attachment to the colour of the
face, to, the outlines of the countenance, to lignre
form, or personal beauty, end in losses, and are very
unhappy. Such marriages eventually lead to heart-
breaking, anxiety and trouble.

It is the marriage which is based on spiritual
union which takes no account of the colour of the
face, or the beauty of countenance or form, but
sees the Hiviiiity within, that is the only safe and
abiding one. That only can bring happiness and
3oy-

A lady came^ to a saint and put the question,
«ily lusband died a few months ago; what shall

LdMVr “ gentleman, cameand said he was going to commit suicide because
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he had lost his only child
;
he could not bear the

separation. Another man said he had lost his wife

and he did not think it worth his while to live

any longer. Now what answer did the saint make ?

The lady was very despondent and very anxious

to save her husband. The saint saidj “You can

save your husband
;
you need not be despondent

;

you should abide by my advice. Every day when-

ever you feel despondent j or when the thought of

your husbaud comes to you, sit down at once,

close your eyes, and place before your mind the

body of your husband, and you know that the

object of our alVection can immediately appear

before our mind. AVheu you get this picture before

your mind, or when you get the body of your

husband before the mind, do not grieve or be

sorry, do not sob or cry ; by sobbing and crying,

by shedding tears you simply make your husband

cling to the earth, you fasten him to the world

and your work is perverted ,and degrading. You
should not try to bring him down, you should

not try to lower him or retard his jirogress. You
can think of the diil'ereut world of your husband,

you can think of him not as dead, (because with

your eyes closed, the picture of the husband comes

most vividly before you) but as living. When you

have it before you, then feel, realize that he

is God
;

tell him, preach to him, say continually,

pour forth this idea before him, “You are God,

Divinity, you are the Lord ; in your picture, in

your body, in your form, it is the Divinity that

is appearing to me.'^

“When we approach a telephone apparatus and

apply it to to our ears, w'e hear something
; we know



that the sound does not come from that steel

apparatus} but from the friend behind the scenes

or at the other end. Similarly} when you see the

picture of your departed husband before yoUi reali-

ize that this picture has the Divinity behind it;

tell it} “ITo'i rv'd Diulnifjj, you God.'^ This

way you can save your departed husband.

Well, if we can save and raise and help our

departed friendS} we can no doubt save, raise and

help our living friends by the same method.

NoW} when the husband and wife live this way
the whole union is simply one spiritual advance-

ment, a source of happiness to each other. You
say that everywhere the husband wants to advance

the happiness of his wife} to confer on her every

thing that will make her happy. On account of

Ignorance people think that they have adopted the

proper way
;
they think that the proper way is to

pamper to the other’s taste and thus make the

other happy, but it is not so. You only degrade

yourself and others by such ways. The Law of

Nature is that which makes me happy, must make
you happy ;

that which is good for me is good for

you
;

if I advance, you advance
; my progress is

your progress
; I cannot fall sick myself ivithout

making the whole world fall sick
; by keeiiing my

body healthy, I keep the whole world healthy.
Action and Reaction are opposite and equal.

If I am really making you happy, I must also

be happy. People think that pampering to one an-

other’s tastes brings happiness. Surely it does not.
It brings about hatred and heart-breakings.

By such acts both suffer; both °feel they
are miserable, heart-broken. They are lilled with



anxiety and fear.

AY ell, these fears, these annoyances are due to

ignorance as to the method of making each other

happy. If you want to make each other happy,

you shall have to make this little selfish self ad-

vance ;
you shall have to make it realize the true

spirit of the friend. Intense strength you will have

to give her
;
intense strength must he reflected there.

You will have to give each other knowledge ;
thus

you will make your companions happy and he happy

yourself in the long run. If you are really a well-

wisher, you must give the things which are the true

cause of happiness, and those things are knowledge

and spiritual freedom. Impart it’ to your friends.

It is the duty of every husband to educate the

wife. A husband, who is not a professor to his

wife, or a wife through whom a husband is not

elevated and educated, and from whom he does not

receive spiritual freedom and knowledge, cannot be

happy in life. She is a sinner ; so is the husband

a sinner who does not make his house a university

for his wife. This is the way really to make each

other happy.

As to the Immaculate Conception of Christ,

Pvaraa’s explanation is this:~Mary, the mother of

Christ, was pure, pious and God-loving, and she

was a woman who had reached a ceriain degree of

realization, woman of God-visions. She was one

with the Divinity. And the man Zacharius (Joseph

stood by her afterwards in order to save her reputa-

tion) or if you are not willing to have Zacharius, we
will say Joseph was also a very pure, pious holy

man, a man who realized the Divinity in all, who
' ealized God. Both were young, and were of mature
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age. It so happened that while Mary was entirely

absorbed} ( I mean the body of course )
and the

husband also, and while they were both in a state

of absorption, or, immersion as it were, on an

occasion like that Mary conceived. She afterwards

entirely forgot that any thing like that had happened.

Often a child is awakened at night and given

milk or perhaps candy ; and on being asked the

next day Avhether he had any milk or candy given

him the night before, he will very often reply “0,

I never got any, you never gave me anything,

you gave it all to sister.” It is a fact that the

child took the milk or candy, but he had entirely

forgotten it in the morning. The thing is that at

night while drinking the milk or eating the candy,

the child was in a state of super-consciousness, when
the mind was somewhere else, or as you know, in

a state of somnamb.^sm. Somnambulists walk in

their sleep, and do all . sorts of curious things, and
when asked about them next morning, they know
nothing .of what was done the previous night.

Similarly, llama's version of the Immaculate Con-
ception of Christ is that Mary became pregnant
either by Zacharius or Joseph, while both were in

a state of super-consciousness, in a state of Divine
consciousness, in a state of somnambulism. It was
a state which makes you forget this little body,
but you are in a God-body. In a state of that
kind, she became pregnant, and when afterwards
she was asked the cause of her being with child,
she could say nothing. The Christians said she con-
ceived by the Holy Ghost, which means that bein^-
filled with the knowledge of God, being filled wuth
the Holy Ghost, being merged in God-consciousness,
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she hecame pregnant ; and thus Christ was the

son of the Holy Ghost. The Laws of Nature

were at that time just the same as they are

noWj and yet we can say Christ was the son of

the Holy Ghost. Thus, Hama says that this is the

way^ the whole world should act that many may
come up as Christs. Purify your hearts, do not

degrade them, if you Avish your iwogeny to be

jMiltons, Shakespeares, Christs, or great men, if you

wish your progeny to be for the welfare of the

whole world or your oArn families. Hama asks

you to live with your wiA-^es and children the kind

of life AA'hich keeps you above these little 'selfish

interests, the kind of life Avhich keeps you in God,

in Divinity, in the Holy Ghost, one AA'ith the All.

If the husband and Avife be both filled with holy

ideas, such sublime energy and such noble feelings,

the children of such parents will be Christs. Christs

can be produced to-day if you like.

The home should be the centre and not the

boundary of allection. People make home a bound-

ary of ailection, so that affection and love may
not go beyond that. The home and the wife

•should be the centre of affection so that rays of

love may radiate in all directions : your love .should

not be bound there
;

your Avife should not be
brought as the boundary of love and' affection.

Through your selfish thoughts you bring her low,

and you bring yourself low
; you Avork the ruin

of both. The Avife teaches you to love, and you
should purify that love and by making it the love

of the Avhole world you should make that love of

outside form, figure, • colour or body, the love of

the Absolute or the Divinity. If you then

60
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approach each and all> and with that same love

look at the grassj the flowers* the rivers* the hills,

mountains and dales* then are you one with the

whole world.

She is to teach you how to adjust your posi-

tion with regard to the whole world ; she is not

to put you out of harmony with [the world. Now
Rama will tell you some of the spiritual laws.

These spiritual laws govern all the affections of

this world. Even if .Rama does not tell you, you
are experiencing them all the time and will conti-

nue to do so. But telling you will teach you to

he on the alert, When a man driving in a

coach, runs across a stumbling-block which gives

the coach a jolt, he suiters a bad shock, as he is not

aware of what is coming. If we tell him to be

on his guard, this warnihg makes him cautious

and enables him to avoid the shock. Similarly, in

your worldly affairs, jolting comes, disaster comes,
failures and heartaches come. Now when are these

heartaches, these failures, disasters and disappoint-
ments to be expected ? Rama lets you know, and when
you know that, you will not be shocked. The way ’

is simple and you will avoid them as far as possible.
Here is a law as certain and true as any mathemati-
cal law; it is as sure as any physical fact. Whenever
a man or woman begins to love any form, any
body, any thing material, he is allowed to enjoy
that material object for some time, and just when
that material objeqt,has got itself instilled into his
heart, when it has permeated his whole being, just
at that time the object will be removed. This is
the law. It cannot be avoided. There is no force
which can avert, no force or power which can
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prevent an occurrence like that. Prom the most

ancient times up to the very present day* there has

never been an exception to this law.

Attach yourself to any outside object ; cling to

any name or personality; depend upon any great

man ; trust him ; rely or lean upon him ;
and that

staff will be removed* you will fall down, lean
upon a table, and if the table is taken away, you

fall, you feel a shock, Xow, what does that teach ?

It teaches that we are not to make our affections

rest upon these gross, material objects. These gross,

material objects should not be the objects of our

affection, and yet we cannot get any love in our

hearts but through these gross, material objects. It

is through these gross, material objects that we
learn love ; but when once that love has been
taught to us, Nature fells us that this love cannot

be chained to the object. It must be advanced;

it ought to approach the Divinity behind, f\'oe

unto the man who does not apply the love which
he has learned at the feel of the wife to this

Divinity behind. You will be diiinii^if you do not

apply it
;
you will suffer . The wife and husband

should grow together ; and while she teaches us

to love, that love must not be kept in this body,

but must be applied to each and all, to the whole '

universe.

Spiritual development does not germinate in the

seed sown in the soil of earthly pleasures. So
when the seed of your love is sown in the earthly

body of the wife or husband, that seed of love

which was sown in the earthly body, is as it were
sown in the earth and covered over. That love

is good when it dies and comes forth and bears
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fruit in ’ the open air. Thus in the wife or hus-

handj sow the seed ;
hut in the wife or husband,

or in the material obiect, the seed sown must die

and come out in the open air to bear fruit. So

far as affection for worldly objects is concerned,

there will always be apparent failures. As the seed

dies, the Law of Nature is that the same seed

will one time make you realize God. A man
who has never loved can never realize God ; that

is a fact.

It is usually taught that Keligion has nothing

to do with worldly love, llama tells you that it

has
;
the right use of affection makes you realize

God. ‘‘All other pleasures_are not worth .its pain.”

Heally -the same pure love makes you realize God
and is the- synonym for God.

The aim of the husband should be the elevation

of the marriage tie, and not money-making and the

wrong use of family relations. The same articles

which originally were the means to happiness are
made an end to bring unhappiness. Don’t make
the means an end.. iJIoney or wealth should be
®ip^ply the resource to protect you from cold, to
quench, thirst or appease hunger and to keep you
in a room where nobody may disturb you. Now,
see how little money we need to appease hunger,
quench thirst, or obtain clothing so that we are 'iiot
caught by cold.

People say ..we catch cold." It is not cold
that catches you, but you catch cold* it is not
disease that eatches you it is you who 'hunt afterand catch the disease. This expression is correct.

put on clothing, but mb plothing is simply to
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protect you. to prevent you from catching cold./

That clothing may be of a rough kind* it may bej

cheap clothing
; it need not be so costly. We can;

live in small houses, not so dazzling, not so grand,

as these houses of to-day. We can have plain,}

small houses “which are quite sufficient to protect

us from the attacks of animals or from other peo-'

pie ; we have no need of these beautiful houses.

^fen have made the beauty and grandeur of

their houses the one great aim in itself, the beauty

of clothing another thing, the complex nature of

the eatables served on the table, as the one end

and aim
;

no. not end and aim, but simply means’

and end.

In the history of the world, some people lived in
^

small huts and houses
;
they were poorly clad and

'

poorly fed, yet they were the heroes of the world.

You know about Plato. The name Plato is

liacoin which in Persian means ‘'the. liver or dweller

in a tub or cask.’’ That was his house, that was

where he used to retire from the world.

•Tust think, people who lived in such poverty

did so much for the world.

Sliakespeare's house on StralTord-on-Avon is not

a grand lionse. During the iirst part of his life

he was a poor hnan
;

during the last part of his

life ho accumulated a fortune.

In the first part of his life he took care of

the visitors, took charge of the horses of the people

who attended the theatre.

Xewton was also a poor man. lie used to

express sorrow when he had no money to give

to the poor or to buy books
;

but never at any
other time was he sorry for his poverty. Just



see, the people who were poorly fed and poorly

clothed were tliose . who did so much for the

world. The Hindus in India formerly lived on tho

fruits of the forests. These people gave to the

world its greatest Philosophy, A''edanta> the Philo-

sophy of Preedom and Love.

Try to make great and good men of your-

selves. Do not expend your energies, do not waste

thought on building beautiful and grand houses.

Many of your houses are large and grand, but the

men in them are very small. There are large

tombs in India, but what do they contain ? Nothing

but rotten carcasses, crawling worms and snakes.

Ho not try to make your wife, your friends,

and yourself grand, by wasting energy on big

houses and grand furniture. If you take this idea,

if you realize that, if you perceive and know that

the one aim and goal of life is not in wasting

energy and accumulating riches, but in cultivating

the- inner powers, in educating yourself to free

yourself, to become God, if you realize that and

expend your energies in that direction, the family

ties will be no obstacle unto you.

Some people say, “No, no, we can live in a
simple style ; but there are our guests. If we have
but two linger bowls etc., what would they say

O dear one, do you live for yourself orf or
others ? Live for yourself. It is no duty of theirs
to interfere with your life. When you eat your
food, do you eat or do they? Ho you di»>est
your food, or do they digest it for you? When
you see, is. it the muscles of your own eyes, or
their eyes that help you to see ? Be your own
centre of gravity. He self-sustaining. Have some



backbone in you, and care not for the opinions of

your guests. Let not the secret of hospitality lie

in board and' bedding. People think that if they do
not give their guests proper board and bedding,

they are hot hospitable. This makes the owner of

the house an appendage to it. Please do not make
yourselves appendages to property, but make that

property and appendage to you. Realize your power.

When a guest comes to you, let him leave

your house enlightened, raised, elevated
;

let him
leave . it 'rt'iser than when he came ;

let this be

your duty to your fellow-men. This is the way to

make your household happy. This is the way a

house-holder can make his house-hold a stepping-

stone instead of a stumbling-block. When a guest

leaves wiser ' than when he came, care not for the

food and bedding. Give him something better,

give him knowledge and wisdom. Let him share

.your love. ^Remember that even though I do not

give you a penny, if I do you no bodily service,

yet if I give you a smile lovingly, sincerely, earn-

estly, you cannot but be elevated, raised, and

cheered up ; a great service has been rendere^ Giv-

ing a man i money is nothing ;
it is just like a

husband giving a wife money and then divorcing

her. She does not want money, she wants love.

By giving the man money, you play the part of

a criminal, you want to dpd^et him off. Give him

love and knowledge; enlighten him, raise him;

this is grand hospitality and this you should have

;

this is the love you should entertain for your wife

and children*



VEDANTIC IDEA OP EATING MEAT.

Question—What about the eating of meat?
Answer—As to meat» people think that the

people oi India abstain from meat-eating ..on the

ground of mercy to animals. It may be that there

are some sects that abstain from meat-eating on that

ground* but Vedantins at least do not.

Vedanta does not ask you to abstain from eating
meat on that ground. O no. Vedantins* and usually
Swamis* do not- eat meat, but they do not abstain
from eating meat* on the ground of cruelty to

animals. That argument is not right.

According to Vedanta* all jnfy n'eahie^s.

Now, this may startle you, but it is so,- So philo-

sophers think this system of pity which is the desire
to please .others, so to say, to cater; to the desires
or whims of others. This congeniality in company
on the part of men and women is nothing else but
a form of vanity* a form of idolatry and weak-
ness- Is this pity or vanity, is this desire to please
others a compliment ‘to society? No; these are all
properties of ignorance and nothing else.

How many sins, how many mistakes are com-
mitted in the name of pity? How many mistakes
are made from the desire to be congenial in
company ?

Here is man who happens to fall into the society
^ of some young gentlemen who like to eat, drink,and be merry,
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“Well, some one of the young men proposes to'

have a drink. The others consent, and this stranger

falls a victim to the desire of being good com-

pany, and he begins to drink simply to please

them. There is no desire on his part to drink,

but to please his fellow asso.Qj.at.QS, he does as the

others do. Here is the desire on his part to please

others and this desire makes him take liquor. An-

other time this same gentleman falls in similar com-

pany and is again tempted to drink with the sole

desire of pleasing others, and so it happens with

him from time to time until there comes a time

when he becomes an abject slave to the habit of

drinking.

Similarly, ladies also, with the sole motive of

pleasing others, do that which by slow degrees

makes them slaves to certain habits. Thus Vedauta
says that this.desire to please..others„.is.at.j3ottom

nq^iing. else.but ignprance, weaknB£s___and._sanity.

combined., Nev.er_dp_a_ihing_jwlth_Jhp__Qbjepi-^

pleasing others. He is brave who can say Ho.

Your strength of character and bravery are mani-

fested by your capacity of saying No.

Now about pity. How many people keep them-

selves in hell simply because they think they ought

to have regard for the feelings of others ? Call

that which Hama speaks as a djalipUpai law
;
but

it is that law the virtue of. which you will one

day realize.

Just mark how many people in the world are

in hellj simply because of being pitiful, because

they think it cruelty on their part to follow the

truth, or to behave in obedience to the ti'uth,

because their relatives or friends are opposed, or

61

V
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because it will break a iiian^s heart.

Vedanta says, if you object to Truth be-

cause it may break the heart, it is _Jjetter that -a

body .should, die _ than that the Truth
.
shojiild,be

<murdered. Vedanta says, “Have more regard for

Truth than for the feelings of this or that indi-

.vidual because, if you value the truth, you.are

really valuing the friend. The more respect and

attention you pay to his vanity or his desires, the

I

more you are trying to murder his true Self which

1 is Truth. “Have more regard for Truth than for

I
his outside body.^'

Again, how many people are there who are

creating hell for themselves by this idea of Self-

respect ? A terribly misunderstood word, this Self-

respect. By the term “Self-respect," they mean
Self-respect for this little body, this little ‘ person-

ality.

j

0 Divinity, O God in the form of mothers,

sisters, fathers, brothers and children, see that Self-

respect means not the respect for these little bodies
or the personality, • see that Self-respect means
regard for Truth, regard for the Real Self. By the

kind of Self-respect that you are encouraging, you
are slandering your real Self under the clock of

Self-respect.

You respect your Self when you are filled with
God-consciousness, when you are filled with the
thought of God within, then are you filled with
Self respect. By the worship of the body you are
committing suicide

; you are digging a pit for your
selves.

As to meat, Vedanta says, “Have no clinging
to your bodies ;=mind not whether your body lives
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or dies ; care not whether people worship your body
pr pelt it with stones. Rise above it.'’

Let one person put a garment on the body
and let another tear it off* it should not matter*

“No praise or blame when the praiser and
praised or the blamer and blamed are one.”

That being the casej if you realize your true

Selfs if to you the consciousness of this little body
is unreals then as far as you are concerneds regard

for the outside, flesh and blood of others will

disappear.

Rama will break down to-day some of your

most favourite superstitions.

Vedanta sayss ‘Here is the law:—“You can

consider other idols to be real to the same degree

as you look upon your own idols the body to be

real." ‘That is the Law.' You can conceive or re-

gard the personalitys the body of otherss just in

proportion as you regard your own personality or

your own body to be real. That is the law.

When you rise above the personality and the

bodys then to you the personality and the body of

others will be obliterates they will be spi^ivali^ed

and etherialized ; they will no longer be gross as before.

This being the cases the next thing for a man
who has realized the Truth is that it should make

no difference to him whether millions of suns and

stars are hurled into nothingness. To him it matters

not whether goatss sheep or oxen die
; nos nos

to him it makes no differences he is above it.

.^rishna was acting as charioteer for Arjuns"^

when the greatest war of the world was raging.

There Arjuna felt dismayed and horrified; the

thought of pity and mercy overwhelmed him. Then



this hero trembled and quivered; he was over powered

with the thought of mercy. Krishna the incaimation

of God, Krishna the greatest man that was ever

born, Krishna the Christ of the universe, not only

of India, Krishna spoke to Arjuna and told him

that this body he was not, this personality he was

not, the true actor was the Divinity
;

Krishna told

him that it was the Divinity acting through his

body. There Krishna spoke to him and awakened

in him Qod*consciousness, told him plainly what in

reality he was, brought him out of fear, brought

him out of anxiety and weakness. lie told him

that his real Self was imperishable, the same yes-

terday, to-day and for ever, that it was incapable

of change, that it was immutable and unchangeable,

and said to him, “Arjun, you cannot die. Kemovc
any of these bodies and they themselves never die.

You never die; and even if jmu do not realize

the whole truth and are confined within the four

walls of ti^nsmigi’ation, even then realize that it is

not your personality nor theirs which is reality ;

realize the true Self that is God, and that never
dies. Why should you shake and tremble? See what
your present duty is; if your present duty of

the world is to kill all these men, then kill them.’^

jdirishna tells him. W am the God of gods, the
iLight of lights and abi I not destroying every
^second millions upon millions of bird and animals,

am I not hurling them into nothingness? Here
am I, Nature, God, Providence, ever doing these
things, yet I am always Immaculate and untainted.
God kills, yet is^ God to blame? No, God is still

pure*” Now Krishna says to Ariuiia, “If you
realize the Truth, if you become one with God, if
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you realize your True Self, then your body becomes

simply an instrument of Divinity. In the name
of justice, duty, truth and right, if your body kills

and destroys millions upon millions, you are pure,

you are intact, you are untainted.’^--^'

Such truth has to be realized by the people,

but Hama should not refrain from speaking the

truth whether you can realize it or not.

That was Vedanta, which did not hesitate to

destroy men, even the nearest and dearest relatives

of Arjuna, who were his preceptors, his uncles, his

brothers and others. Vedanta says that by killing,

Arjuna was not tainted. Then how can Vedanta
hesitate in killing goats or sheep, oxen or any
animals? Yet Vedanta tells you to abstain from

meat entirely on other grounds^
Meat-eating puts you in a state or condition

where you are not able to concentrate the mind
easily. If you cannot abstain from meat-eating, if

you cannot overcome the habit, then Vedanta says,

“Have it
;

don’t give it up.” Different kinds of

food produce different effects. If a man drinks wine

he becomes intoxicated; if a man takes opium,

does it not produce a particular kind of effect ;

a man takes arsenic and it produces a particular

kind of effect
;
so a particular kind of food produces

a particular effect, and so does meat. The effect

which meat produces on the body is not the effect

which the students of lleligion require.

If you are a warrior or a person whose duties

are active, then Vedanta says that you must eat

meat as you require it and you must not live

entirely on vegetable diet. As to otheiv vocations,

llama says that you must try it on your own
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systems.' Some can do better, others worse, .without

it. The plan of nature is that the fittest must

survive*' Here we see big whales advance ;
they

survive, and in order to make them survive, nature

wishes them to live on small fish. Thousands upon

.thousands ;of small fish must perish but the big

type must live on
;

• it is the plan of nature.

Thus we see in the mineral kingdom, that the earth,

the soil perishes, and the vegetable kingdom survives;

the vegetables feed upon the soil. Again, in order

that animals should survive, vegetables must perish,

must be consumed ;
animals must feed upon vege-

tables, it is the plan of Nature. It is the plan

of Nature that man, the highest type, must live on

animals which must serve his purpose : it is the

plan of Nature. Hama does not mean to eat animals

but to use them
;
animals must serve man

;
then we

see in the ordinary man of the world, the higher

naturally go on advancing. When widespread wars

and diseases come, the lower and weaker natures die

for the sake of the higher ones ;
that is the plan of

Nature. This Law governs the universe.

Thus llama says, if by eating meat you can
serve the cause of the world better, then eat it

;

if by abstaining from it, you can advance the higher
truth, then abstain from it.

Everybody is to look upon his little self as
God’s Self. All are to do everything, according to

Vedanta, impersonally and unselfishly. You are to

do everything as if you were not doing it. With
this little ego, the stand point of desire and egotism
is to be discarded. When your body works in the
world as Nature works, distributing works, making
work, and’ finishing - work for the All, with no
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selfish egotistic desires but work for the wholes for

the All, If to advance the cause of the whole
worlds it becomes as necessary for this bodily ma-
chinery to feed upon meats as it is necessary for

certain wheels in a factory to be greased with oils|

if it becomes necessary for your body to be lub-

ricated. with meats as it is necessary for those cer-

tain wheels to be lubricated with oils * then do not

shrink from eating it. But it becomes a sin when
j

you jvant to eat meat to enjoy its . relish. It willj

become a sins as everything elses if you do it with
j

the idea of gratifying your desires. Then it becomes}

a sin.

There are people in Indias who in passing

through the streets faint at the sight of the dead
body of an animal hanging in the shops. They
can’t bear the sights let alone eating it.

It becomes a.sin when you eat meat with the

idea of gratifying your selfish tastes ; but if you
take in the same way as medicines if you take it

with the sole object of doing important works and
to keep your body at its best to advance the

cause of humanity, then it is no sin,

People make taste the primary motive. If a

thing tastes good and is also a help to advance
the cause of truth, then take it

; but to take a

,

thing only because it is sweet won't do. Usually
j

things which are palatable are also useful, but it is

not always so*

This question suggests another. How often are

the Scriptures inis-read, how often are books mis-

interpreted ? This is the great bane of society,- this

mis-reading of the Scriptures and the wrong use
of the so-called sacred Scriptures or texts.
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is said that a, Milton is required to read

Milton.
,
Y,ery> true. « Sp also it requires a proj)liet

to understand a prophet, and^ in order tov under-

stand Christ you niust.become.a ,Chr.ist. T-o- under-

stand the^ Vedas, you must become the Vedas. JToav

well is this idea put forth by Vedantin writea’s,

whose writings arc made use pf but whose, names
are not iised. Those people realized, ,to such an
extent that the body of the reader was -their body,

j

In the A''edas we find such expressions, «0 - people,

!
rise aboye the^ Vedas, use the teachings and profit

by them.'’ “Kise-, above the gods and angels;

see what you are. You are everything-” So
does Jesus say., V"e .can pick out texts in the

Bible which have • a mpajijng;of , this ’ kind. »The‘
kingdom, of Biea.yen is '^thin you.” People make
aii entirely wrong use of it ; .they mis-interpret the -

m.ehning. , This .remind^ .llama of a' story.

^ There was once. 'a precejgtor who bein'’’ very
tired, lay down on a sofa and asked his disciple >

to come and massage him by treading on .his legs.
That is a practice most frequently followed in India.
So the preceptor ..asked the boy to mas.^age him,
but the boy said,- "No, no, i-uister, never will 1
do that

; your body is too sacre.d, your perspnality
too holy. I dare not put my feet • on ,your bodj’,
that would .be

.
saerflege

; I , :ivill . not . commit
such a sacrilege

; I will do any. thing .for you, I
will give my life for you, but I will not tread on
your .body. The preceptor said. i'-O son. come,

massage mybody. The boy began to, weep: but could 110^110

•

f TTf • «^«^’il®§e.,The preceptor

,

said, «0 foohsh.boy, .yp„ do not want to t/ead.
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upon- my lower limbsi you do not want to insult

my body) but you trample upon* my sacred lip's;

you trample upon my sacred- face ; which is mord
sacrilegious? Is it more sacrilegious to trample'

upon the word of the master or to massage * his

body?” ...
.

;

People will very readily trample upon the sac-

red Scriptures of Jesus or Mohammed) or of the
VedaS) but will regard this flesh and blood as sac-

red and holy) the same flesh and blood which Christ

ashed the people to eat. Did not Christ ash the

people to eat of his flesh and driuh of his blood

at the last supper ? "When the bread was broheU)

he said) *‘This is my flesh) this is my blood.”

This is what, all prophets see.- -They 'see -Divinity

in all personality^ in all bodieS) and they wish to

master them ; they wish them to rise above their-

bodieS) they wish them to tread upon their bodies) but
you would rather tread upon their sacred commu-
nications than massage their bodies,

I Bise above the personality, seek the God withiii
• If Christ ever lived in this world, he lives in your
bodies. Let Christ, be the starting point of your

• religion, let ' him be the starting point of your

i
advancement, let him be your boundary line, and

I

do not let him be a thorn around you. Let him
be the starting .point of your religion, of your

j

advancement. Become .Christ yourself and under-
stand the meaning of Christ.

’•

Well, what happens at present? People who do

I

not wish to get rid of his little false Satanic ego
' want to m^orializo Christ, and they also want .to

keep God under a veil. ' They want to keep God
per^nified and 6liji,ectmsedT^ Instead of raising

"''62
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Ihcmsclvcs to God, they want to bring .God: down

to their level. This is illustrated- by two funny

words in the Bible, viz,i ‘•The_S,p.irit_of„God brooded-

over the waters.”

There was a boy, the son of a. wine merchant,

in India* He was put to school, and began to

learn English. :r

In India, especially in the jVIissionary schools,

it is the Bible, that is taught first* The English

reading Avas concerned -Avith the Bible* 'Well, Avhen

the boy. came to this passage «‘The Spirit of ' God

brooded over -the -waters,” he was .puzzled..' - The

boy IcncAA’:- the . Avord Spirit, and he knew the AA'ord

brooded and the . AA’^ord -water, but he did > not know
the word God; and he said, “the ' Spirit,' of God
brooded.” Does God mean, bayley, corn or grapes ?

I know spirits :come • from barley ,and ctoi, or

grapes *c;, and he- thought^ hero . wasr queer kind

of -wine,put in the ocean. .His father: used to mix
alcoholic spirits Aiuth water, and he was acquainted

with, that 'kind, of spirits, hut here Avas a queer
kind of mixture. ! . ...

O, '.this is; the • AA'ay people mis-interpret the
Scriptures,’ hecause.- they live in Avine-shops too"

much,' because they -live' in materiality too much,
and those sublime : and-sacred’ Scriptures ard taken
in the gross sense-andmaterialized.

There- was a' ma'^n employed in the army. He
was in love Avifch a lady, and his superior officer
was also iii love with the same lady. This lady
had given her heart to an officer of the lower rank.
he subordinate officer took leave from the army

and went^home, .%i,d the ladyembraced the oppoi-
tmuty to be present at liis hbrne' also.' The inarria-e



was ai'l’anged and he thought it necessary to get

his leave of absence extended
; he Wired to his

superior officer to extend his leave of absence. The
superior officer came to know about the whole

aftaii’j and he knew that the leave of absence was
wanted that' this- officer might marry the lady.

Now the superior officer was jealous and did not

wish to grant the leaves and, in ^answer, telegraphed

this hasty message, in -laconic language, "Join at

once.”* He mealit that this^subordiriate officer should

joiii the army at- once. This man was- reading the

message’ w-hieh ^aid' S7din at oiice,'' and' he wanted
very muclu to stay ’ awiiy, 'but the message said

*‘Join at’ once.” He felt’ very much disapj)'ointed

and worried oVer the iria’tter. "While lie was in this

state of mind; the lady came = in and’ seeing him so

despondent wanted" to'know- the cause. He showed
her the telegram. The quick' wit of the lady helped

her to iifterpret the message to her' own advantage

and she put a mofet gladsome • interprej)ation upon
the message, and she was rejoicing and dancing.

She asked him why he was so miserable ;
she

thought he ought to rejoice. - She was preparing to

leave the room when he. asked her wbj’^ she was
leaving so quickly, and she replied, “To make all

preprations for a hasty marriage,” That is the

way people read their own meaning into the scared

Scriptures. Such interpretation might have done

well for the lady who wanted to get married, but it

won’t do for i-he interpretation of the Scriptures.

The Scriptures tell us, “Tlie body;._is^jMie

tejmple of^Gqd..” This text is most abused. Indeed

the body is the temple of God, but did that text

mean that .you should make the temple the all-in-all
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and forget the God within ? The object of the

temple was not the same as that of the Roman
Catholic temples of to-day. People forget the

Divinity within and make the temple the all-

in- all.

It was meant by that passage that the Divinitys

the God withinj was to be worshipped and not the

temple.

People enter the temple and forget the God
within. So when they read> «The body is the

temple of God/’ they misinterpret the meaning and
make the wrong use of it and pamper; the body.

It is sometimes seen that people want to pay too

much regard to the body, and to pamper to their

vanity and -whims, and they quote this passage to

justify such acts. This question is made a fort to

guard their vanity, weakness and ignorance.
Here is an abuse of the texts. It is a good

thing that they do not make a still grosser use of
the word ‘temple.’ When a certain student read the
text, ‘-The body is the temple of God,” he put the
question, "Where are the ears of God ?” It is a
good thing they do not put a' grosser interpretation
upon the text

;

the interpretation already put upon
it is gross enough.

If the body is the temple of God, you should
forget it, it is intended to be forgotten

; the hio-her
use of the temple is to forget it, and not to pam-
per and burden it with all sorts of treastures.

. Eeal-
ize the God within the temple ^aiTtike care of

.
Is not God omnipresent ?

of God everywhere ? The
^d. )Are not all the

Is not the temple
sun is the temple of

stars the temple of God ?



^Everything is the temple of God, llama says every

^object is the temple of God; the body is the

(temple of God because the body is nearest to you.

Every object teaches you Divinity. The origin

of every object is God. As to thisj Hama wants

to tell you one thing* to give a message from

heaven to all those who suffer from hear^achess*

from inner pangs, angumh* or trouble.
‘

God sends this message in the pages of the

past history of the whole universe. God sends

that message in your veins* in your nerves, in your

brain* God is preaching the message in every

household* in every family. Hear this message*

attend to it, and save yourselves. Disregard this

message, respect it not, and hang yourselves, die,

perish
;
there is no alternative.

How many times a day does a man die ? 'When-

ever your feel frightened or feel undue misery,

whenever you are in that fearful state, there is

death
;
you forget God within. Listen to it and

save yourselves
;
disregard it and perish that very

moment. ,

This is the Law, unrelenting, inviolable, very
severe, and very hard. This is the Law. What is

the message ?• Hear it. “All those avIio want to

be worshipped, must suffer crucifixion^''’' Christ

suffered crucifixion first and was worshipped after-

wards. Buddha suffered crucifixion first and was
worshipped afterwards. Socrates suffered crucifixion

and his body is worshipped to-day. Bruno died first

and he was respected. A thousand prophets in

India suffered crucifixion and were worshipped after-

wards. These people paid the price first and got
the reward afterwards.
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"
'Ifc' is a fact that all these prophets paid the

price first and got their reward afterwards
;
hut

what of the other people of the world ? What
about the men and women in this world ? They
want - to purchase- first* and to avoid the price

;

but the price must-be paid. ^

Everybody wants to be worshipped. Worship
means love and respect and ^ honour ; everybody

wants to be loved* respected* and honoured* and
they want to get devotion all rounds They* want
to get those, flatterers all around them. Everybody
in the world is sullering from this disease of world-
liness* this disease of. vanity* this disease of love

for. the body* this love .for the -body, of othersi

this deep-rooted disease, this ignorance which makes
you believe in the body as the Self, which* makes
you mistake the body for the reality within you

;

this ignorance -which changes itself into the disease

of a craving for worship. This disease* this idea

of being Avorsliipped cannot be enjoyed without
paying the' proper price ’for it. This Eivine Law
of God spares not any body, spares neither Christ
nor -Krishna* Christ had to pay the price

; crucifi-

xion first and then he was- worshipped afterwards.
According to the Law* Socrates paid the price first
and was worshipped afterwards.

All the prophets paid the price first and were
worshipped afterwards. Your Napoleon, Washington*
and others paid the price first and were worship-
ped -afterwards. Newton and others live in the
grave, are living in the grave the life which before
was a life of crucifixion. They are above the body,
above the pangs of hunger and thirst.

Bead the life of Newton* and .you. will see
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that many times he forgot to take his meals. These

people paid the price first and got the worship,

afterwards. -
'

-

This Law spares not
;

it is no respecter of per-

sons
;

it respects not your sinnersj your saintsj

your prophets or your philosophers
;

it is the

unrelenting, inexorable Law. Noavj who are you to

expect a special dispensation in your case, to expect,

a special regard for your, bodies? If you expect?

to be worshipped, loved, or- honoured by o.thprs, if.,

you expect to be respected or made much of by-

others, you must pay the price,. • %

In ' the -play of . Jewess,” the Jewess

wanted to-be worshipped by Joseph. Alright,- you

may be worshipped- first ;• she- was worshipped first

but she - had to - pay - the price. Even if Nature,

Providence 'or God- has - some regard for you and

something US sent to '.your ''hojise, it* does' not ,m.eanr

that He will .demand no price. -
•

,

- - ;

If we had paid the price beforehand, it would,

have been alright, but now He has. sent the book,

and there is a very keen demand to get the .price.
' -

The Jewess got lyorship from Joseph and had,-

to pay the price. Eive years she was- raving" crazy,-

mad in-love. Ignorance must pay the penalty, the

price. -

What happens to every hero in every novel or

drama happens in the whole history ‘ of ’the f-world."

The Law is to- get rid' of this 'little self then
only will you -be ' properly ‘loved and 'never other-

wise.

-The way to get the' desires satisfied is - to give

up these desires. ' There is a beautiful w'ord in the*

Persian language, called matlah, one meaning 'tff'the



word is* ‘^desire,’' the other is “never ask.” It is

a wonderful word. The real desires you possess

must he given up in order to ho satisfied, llise

above the desiresj rise ahovo the this

little body.

nere is a lamp. Moths are fond of the lamp,

they are in love with the lam}>, and they come

and burn their bodies for it. Kow, burning is looked

upon in Asia as a sign of love, and they say,

“Here are moths so much in love with the lamj)

that they burn themselves.”

A^odanta says, “Ko, no, it is the lamp which

burns itself first and then is loved afterwards.”

Similarly, rise above the body, burn up this

personality of yours, singe it, consume it, burn it

up, then and then only will you .see your desires

fulfilled. Then will worship bo accorded to you,

then will the objects of your desires worship j*ou.

In other words, <‘Deny yourself.” It is easy to

say, but it must be put into practice.

It is not in churches that you are done with

God
;
not in temples, not in going through cere-

monies are you done with God and get freedom.
It won't do to have paid court to God. You inu.st

deny yourself every day of your life. In ordinary
transactions with your friends, in buying things in

the market, in your relations with relatives, you
have to realize it.

• A hoy learning the multiplication table is taught
the rules of multiplication. The rules of multi-
plication come to the memory and mind of the hoy»
hut that alone will not sulTice. His intellect only
has learnt the llule of Three

; he will have to
prove and practise until it becomes part of him,
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so to speak; it will have to' he -at .his, fingers’

ends. So long; as' you •kno'w a ' rule hy lierartj it

is in your hrain;onlyi and -you sometimes make
mistakes. -Mistakes cannot-' he ^ avoided . unless you

Avork out hundreds and hundreds of sums, -ahd get

them at your- fingers’ ends; then only are ‘ ybu in'

a position to work out without making mistakes.

- Just so, -you - read * in the* Bihle “Deny your-

self,” and you read it as a hoy learns the Biile

of Three; It- won’t do. You will have to 'apply

it to your every day surroundings-; you ‘will have

to concentrate^ your mind upon it ; it will have to

he worljed out arid practised over and -over again ;

the sum Avill have ' to he worked out hy denying

youi’self, .vo ; t . - •. v < -i « • .

In -your- ' talks to - children, apply this rule'.

While walking in the street, deny yourself. While'

cracking iokes, apply this .rule;. you must' work
out, you -must /'examine this .sum* It >is not an

easy task to learn Vedanta, The hook of. Vedanta
inay he easily ;told; hut -Vedanta must he learned

through yourselves. ..What makes -the work -light

is constant practice, - discrimination, - and- getting

Vedanta at.your fingers? ehds-so toispeak.

While' Professor of‘ Mathematics, -Bama could

solve mathematical prohlems as. fast as - he could

write them.' Theiy were so. ehsily * handled, i Why ?

Because the different -rulesthad been ' learned until

Bama had'.them' at; his f fingers' ' ends.. .'Bama ’was

so practised that ( for example ) taking 18 digits

as multiplicand and l7 digits as' 'the multiplier,

Bama could tell" the result instantl'y in -a 'Single

line. Why? .'By practice. Thus 'must' your - tem-

ple he not’-orily in your heart' The temple bf

G3



Vedanta is in the shops in the street, in the pray-

ing and practice of this truth in your bed, in

your study, in your dining room, in your drawing

room, in your parlour. These are the temples

where you have to live and realize the Truth

;

these are where you have to work out your ex-

amples.

When Rama was a boy, he was one day walk-

ing along the roadside, reading a book. A gentle-

man came along and cracked a joke with Rama.

He said, “What are you doing Tiere? This is not

a school, young sir, throw aside your book." Rama
replied, “The whole .world is my school." Jfow

does Rama realize what should be your school.

If Vedanta is not practised in everyday life,

what is the use of it ? Vedanta, printed in book,

and placed on shelves to be eaten up by worms,

won't do. You must live it.

They call Vedanta fire. If Vedanta does not

remove out misery and suffering, then this Divine

Eire is not even of the same rank as the material

fire which cooks your food, which appeases your

hunger, and which removes your chill. If Vedanta
does not remove your chill, if it does not make
you happy, if it does not cast off your burdens,

then kick it aside.

You learn to realize Vedanta, you acquire it

only when you put it into practice.

There was once a man, Yudhishthir. He was
the heir-apparent to the throne of India. There is

a story related of his boyhood.

I

I
He was reading in school with his younger

brothers. There were many brothers. One day the
great master, the Examiner came to examine those
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boys. This Principal came and asked them how
far they had advancedj and the younger boys laid

before the master all they had read. When the

time came for this boyj the master put the usual

question to him* and the boy opened the Primer

and said in a cheerful happy tone» not the least

ashamed, «I have learned the alphabet, and I

have learned the first sentence.’^ The master said,

“Is that all?” and pointed to the first sentence.

The master said, “Have you learnt anything more? ”

The boy said hesitatingly. “The second sentence.”

The prince, the dear little boy, said this cheerfully

and happily
;

but the master was exaTs^perated,

because he expected him to apply himself to possess

high knowledge and great wisdom, and not to be

snail-slow. The master asked him to stand before

him. He was very cruel and thought “To spare

the rod was ^ spoil the child.'* You kno^Pro%
fessors think that to break rods upon children

moulds them, and the more rods they break the

better moulded are the children. That condition of

mind made the master very cruel, and he began

to beat and thrash the boy, but the latter kept

his calm; he was cheerful as before, he was as

happy as ever. The master beat him a few minutes,

but found no signs of anger or anxiety, fear or

sorrow, on the beautiful face of the prince, and his

heart relented, even as stones might have melted,

so to say‘ looking at the boy's face. The master

reflected and said to himself, “What is the matter?

How is it that this boy who by one word can get

me dismissed, who is one day to rule me and the

whole of India, is so calm? I am so severe on

him and he does not resent it in the least. I
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was harsh to thfe other brothei-s and they i-eseiited

it, and one ot them took hold of the rod and beat

me; but .this boy 'preserves ' his temper.. He is

cheerful; calm and q^uiet is bn his face, Then

the eyes of the master fell upon the first sentence

which the boy had learned.

You know, in India the Primers do not begin,

with dogs and cats. In India Primers begin

with God, and with beautiful advice. Now, the

first sentence after the alphabet in the book in

Sanskrit was ’'«‘Nev,er. los.e-.y.our temper, never ge t

annoyed, have no„anger.^' The second sentence was

.‘‘Speak the truth, ever speak.Ihe_Jbruth.” The boy

had said he had learned the first sentence, but

he hesitatingly said he * had learned' the second

sentence. Now, the master's eye fell upon the first.

sentence, “Lose not your temper, have no

auger" and then he looked at the face of the, boy.

One eye of the' master was' on the face of the boy

and the other eye on the sentence in the book

;

then the meaning of the ' sentence flashed on his

mind.

Then the face of the boy told the meaning of

the sentence. The face of the boy was the incar-

nation of the sentence written in the book, “Never
get angry.” The calm, placid, bright, happy, cheer-

ful, and beautiful face of the boy brought home to

the heart- of the teacher the meaning of the sen-
tence, “Never get angry."

. Heretofore the master had transgressed
;
he had

learned the substance of the sentence originally

through the lips, Now did the 'master know that
this sentence .Avas not to be talked out like parrots,
but could be lived, could be carried into effect,
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aud then he realized how little was his own kuoAv-

ledge. He felt ashamed* within himself that he

had not learned the first sentences when a hoy had
really learned it. You know the hoyj by learning

a things' did not mean, learning it by rote ; but by

learning he meant practising, carrying into effect,

realizing, feeling, and becoming one ’ with it. This

was. the meaning of Learning to this boy.

,
No sooner did the ^ master understand the mean-

ing of learning than the stick fell from his hand
;

his heart relented. He took up the, boy and clasped

him in his arms and kissed liis forehead
; and then

he felt his oAvn ignorance aud his lack of practical

knowledge to such an extent that he felt ashamed of

himself j and he patted'the- boy. on the back and said,

“Son, dear Prince, I congratulate you on having

truly learned at least one sentence. I congratulate

you that you have properly learnt at least one
sentence of the Scriptures. Ah ! I dp not know even

one sentence, I have not learnt even one sentenpe,

for I get angry and I lose my temper 'anything will

put me in temper. 0 my sou, pity me, you know
more, you are more learned, than I.” When the

master spoke thus, when he cheered the boy, the boy
said, “Eather, father, I have not yet learnt this

sentence thoroughly, because I felt some signs of

anger and resentment in my heart. When I, re-

ceived a five minutes' thrashing, I felt signs of anger

in my heart.’' Thus was he. speaking the meaning of

the second sentence ;.thus was he speakipg out the

truth, when there was every temptation to conceal his

inner weakness, on an occasion when he was being

flattered./ To reveal by his own .acts the. weakness

lurking in his soul, the
, child proved that he' had
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learned the second sentence alsoj “Speak the truth.”

By his actsj through his life> he lived the second

sentence.

This is the way to read things ; this is the way
to learn Vedantas live Vedanta* practise Vedanta.

Now Rama says nobody can redeem you*

you must redeem yourself* you are' your own
saviours. Early in the morning when you chant
0/77.* make firm and strong resolutions to„live-it*

to practise it* In every act you_jindertake*_before

beginning to . do it, be on yom' guard. Just as

when going to the river to bathe* you prepare
yourself for swimming* so when you begin a task,

when you go to see somebody, when you are to meet
some person, before that just prepare yourself for the

way. Just as when you go to the river to bathe,

you strip yourselves
;
just so must you strip your-

selves of this false ego, this personality, this temple
of God. Strip yourselves of all vanity, feel God,
and realize the true Self, and be determined to see
God in every body. When you go to a friend* or

when you go anywhere* go prepared, and when
you are ready to do things, you will not fail

; you
will keep your balance, you will lose nothing. When
a thing is done and you return from the°friend,‘s
house, or from anybody whom you may have met,
prepare yourself again.

If your hands are soiled, you wash them, If
a lady or gentleman sees a spot on the clothino’,
they begin at once to cleanse it. Similarly, after
having passed in the company of those where your
personality and your egoism were made manifest,
immediately after leaving them the first work is towash your hands, then sit in your Godhead again
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Again when you are annoyed or distressed, when

your balance is disturbed, what should you do?

Pollow the very same process of balancing.

The doctors^ balancing scales when expossed to

the air are disturbed, they oscillate up and down,

and what do they do to remedy it? They keep

them in a quiet place and the time will come when

the balance will be perfect and the scales will be at

rest. Similarly, when your mind is rufded or annoyed,-

shut yourselves up in a room; leave the company*

•of your friends and return to solitude. Time and'
;

solitude will make yoiir strong ; chant Om and think !

Vedanta, think and realize your Divinity, your

Godhead, and you will be quickly restored, you will

gain your balance and be at rest.

If you think that your soul is disturbed or

annoyed, if you think that your mind is disturbed,

if the thought of anger, hostility, anxiety or fear'

is in your mind, what must you do?’ O,- you
have no right to show your face to any body. A
face pitted with small-pox should not be shown to

anybody. You should shut yourselves up in quaran-

tine
; you are cholera-struck, you are plague stricken

;

you are infected with a cc^agious disease, and you

have no right to appear in -society; heal yourself

first, and then come out.

"Well, if the face or dress of a lady or gentleman

be soiled, 0, he or she will never appear in society.

Similarly, if your soul is soiled, if you are stricken

with a contagious .disease, so to say, if your real

nature is suffering from cholera, never come out in

society. Sit alone, chant Om, feel God and when/

you think God, when you feel God, then come out.
\

Rama tells you that if you begin to feel thisj
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power* you will find a marked change in your life.

People want to eat fruit* 'but they want to cut

down ithe ’tree ’ that bears the fruit
; they want td

be happy and to enjoy themselves* but they do not

want to live in the Truth. Enjoyment and happi-

5
ness come only when a person lives in his Godhead,

' lives in the Divinity.

People want to get these bodies worshipped, they

want to get all the comforts for these little bodies,

but they want to avoid the price
; but it won’t do.

You can live in cities, you can carry on this hercu-

'

lean labour within yourself
;

it is possible, it

depends upon your own stamina.

E.ama tells you he is really above fear* above
anxiety, above annoyance* but it is achieved by
constant practice. It has brought Rama up from a

state of the lowest depths of weakness and supersti-

tion. At one time Rama was most superstitious

;

every whif of wind threw Rama off his balance. If

one man can do this* you can.

Om!

THR LN3.




